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Few subjects spark as much book-world gossip as the blurb. Merriam Webster defines the term as “a short publicity notice (as on a book jacket),” attributing it to Gelett Burgess (1866-1951), a San Francisco poet, author, and critic.
(Burgess himself described it as “a flamboyant advertisement; an inspired
testimonial.”) Sometimes banal, sometimes clever, frequently overblown, it is
used by publishers to entice readers to pick up and purchase a book. Who
blurbed who, and why, is of perennial interest to industry types, not to mention those books that enter the world naked and blurbless. One publicist
recently expressed bewilderment on Twitter at a book that had 23 blurbs. But
who’s counting?
Certain authors are celebrated in the business for their prowess with
blurbs—or at least for blurbing prolifically. Gary Shteyngart was once dubbed “Emperor of Encomia,
Prince of Panegyric, Baron of Blurbs” by novelist Jennifer Weiner—although he told Marie Myung
Ok-Lee of The Millions that he was fine with the less exalted title of “blurb whore.”
In 2014, Shteyngart drolly announced that after 10 years
and more than 150 published blurbs, he was throwing his
“blurbing pen” into the Hudson River and calling it quits. (The
exceptions, of which there were many, included “authors who
can prove they own a long-haired dachshund and are taking
good care of same” and “anyone with the first name Daria or
the last name Lipschitz.”)
Occasionally, a blurb comes along that seems to cross
the line from heartfelt praise into fulsome flattery. In 2010,
Nicole Krauss raised eyebrows with an endorsement of Gary Shteyngart

Brigitte Lacombe

Lily Richards

David Grossman’s latest novel To the End of the Land. To read
the book, she wrote, “is to have yourself taken apart, undone, touched at the place of your own
essence; it is to be turned back, as if after a long absence, into a human being.” The Guardian called it
“possibly the most laudatory quote ever attached to a book” and challenged readers to send in their
attempts to “outblurb” her.
It’s rare for an author to be actively unhappy with their blurbs. But
such was the case last month when Jeanette Winterson went on Twitter
to post a photo of the new reissues of her backlist titles, which she had
set on fire. “Absolutely hated the cosy little domestic blurbs on my new
covers,” she wrote. “Turned me into wimmins fiction of the worst kind!
Nothing playful or strange or the ahead of time stuff that’s in there. So
I set them on fire.” Winterson called them blurbs, but I suspect she was
objecting not to statements from fellow authors but to cover copy written by her publisher. As shocking as the bonfire itself was the fact that
Winterson had apparently not been consulted on the covers.
Of course, Kirkus’ own reviews are regularly pressed into service as
blurbs;
many readers outside the trade know the Kirkus name chiefly
Jeanette Winterson
from the ubiquity of those quotations on book covers. The pithy last lines
of our reviews are practically tailor-made for this purpose—provided, of course, our reviewer liked
the book in question; those lines are as noted for their snark as for their economy. Among the volumes that Winterson incinerated in protest was her 2000 novel The Powerbook, of which our reviewer
wrote, “Much of the time arresting, thought-provoking, and delightful; for much of the remainder,
oddly static and repetitive.” I doubt that review was quoted on the cover of the new edition, but
authors have been known to start fires over less.
Print indexes: www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/print-indexes
Kirkus Blog: www.kirkusreviews.com/blog
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THE READING LIST

Adams, Sara Nisha
Morrow/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-06-302528-8
An aging widower and a lonely teenage girl form an unlikely friendship by
bonding over books.
Aleisha works at the Harrow Road
Library in North London not for her
love of books, but because she needs the
money. When Mukesh, an older man who’s recently lost his wife,
visits the library seeking a book recommendation, Aleisha has
little to offer. As he pushes for a suggestion, she becomes defensive, even rude. She regrets her behavior almost immediately,
but she’s more focused on difficulties in her home life, including her absentee father and her mentally fragile mother. Even
so, when she stumbles on a handwritten reading list tucked into
a just-returned book, she impulsively uses it as a way to apologize to Mukesh, recommending the first book, To Kill a Mock
ingbird. She also decides to read every book on the list herself,
rationalizing that it will help pass the long days in the library.
When Mukesh returns to tell Aleisha how much he enjoyed
Mockingbird, they decide to create an impromptu book club. It
seems this budding relationship is just the thing to save Mukesh
from his continued grief over his late wife. Meanwhile, Aleisha
begins relying on Mukesh as the only stable adult in her life.
When Aleisha’s family suffers a devastating event, Aleisha looks
to Mukesh to help her pick up the pieces, but he’s not sure he’s
the person she needs. Full of references to popular and classic
novels, this debut focuses on reading as a means of processing
and coping with challenging life events. The author deftly captures the quiet and listless vibe of ill-fated libraries everywhere.
Told from the perspectives of both Aleisha and Mukesh, as well
as a sampling of other characters, the story shows an insightful empathy for difficulties faced at divergent life stages. The
author explores many difficult topics with grace, like mental
illness, grief, abandonment, and self-doubt. Although the pace
starts off slow, things pick up in the later pages and reach a satisfying conclusion.
A quiet and thoughtful look into loneliness, community,
and the benefits of reading—suited for true bibliophiles.

THE HUSBANDS

Baker, Chandler
Flatiron Books (352 pp.)
$16.15 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-250-31951-7
Following Whisper Network (2019),
Baker is back with a second pulpy feminist thriller, this time set in an idyllic suburb just outside of Austin where all the
women are high-powered and all the husbands are helpful—or at least, so it seems.
Nora Spangler, up for partner and pregnant with her second
child, is barely hanging on. She loves her husband, Hayden, she
does, only why does everything, she can’t help thinking, have to
fall to her? In addition to her full-time job as a personal injury
attorney at Greenberg Schwall, she is the packer of lunches and
the keeper of schedules and the taker-out of trash. “It’s like he
thinks their house, their toddler, their lives are kept on track
by magic,” she thinks, trying to quell her constant rage and

mostly failing. At least until, while house-hunting in advance
of the new baby, Nora and Hayden discover Dynasty Ranch.
Dynasty Ranch is not like other neighborhoods. Here, all the
wives are accomplished and all the husbands are serenely doting—Stepford in reverse. When a few of the women approach
Nora about taking on a wrongful death suit, the result of a devastating house fire that killed one of the husbands, her initial
hesitation about taking a case involving people who might soon
be her neighbors doesn’t last. The case is a double opportunity:
a way to prove her value to the firm and a chance to make the
kind of new friends she so desperately needs. And it works. But
as she begins to dig deeper into the house fire, she discovers
that Dynasty Ranch isn’t what it seems. Just to really hammer
home her point, Baker periodically intersperses fictional online
comment threads between chapters, a Greek chorus of anonymous voices (“TwinMommy,” “WillWork4Cupcakes67”) debating how much of their predicament is or isn’t working mothers’
faults. The novel isn’t breaking new ground, in terms of social
commentary; still, it’s a delightfully cutting romp.
A perpetually timely page-turner that is anything but subtle.

y o u n g a d u lt
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FICTION | Laurie Muchnick

Genre Novels To Keep You Reading
Books have a lot more competition this summer than last; with parties, concerts, and travel back on the
menu—not to mention restaurants!—
you might not have as much time to
read. What you need is an absorbing
genre novel to pull you in. As our review of S.A. Cosby’s Razorblade Tears
(Flatiron, July 6) says, “genre fiction
has a rare capacity to touch on any
number of big ideas: love, death, hatred, violence, freedom, bondage, and redemption, to name just a few.” Cosby’s new novel encompasses all those things in a driving
crime story about two fathers, one Black and one White,
who team up to avenge the murders of their two sons—
despite the fact that the men are homophobes and their
sons were married. Our starred review says, “This is a
bloody good yarn with two compelling antiheroes you’ll
root for from the start.…Lean and mean, this is crime fiction with a chip on its shoulder.”
Dylan Newton’s debut romance, How Sweet It Is (Forever,
July 13), actually features a horror writer, so you almost get two
genres in one. Our heroine, Kate
Sweet, is an event planner who
spends most of her time creating
perfect weddings. She’s less than
enthusiastic about handling a
book party for Drake Matthews’
latest gorefest, but she lets herself get roped in by a friend.
Turns out Drake is adorable—
and he’s secretly writing a romance novel himself. Our
starred review says the book is “laugh-out-loud funny,
with enough antics, fast pacing, and chemistry to keep
readers….engrossed.”
Seven Days in June (Grand
Central, June 8) by Tia Williams also features a romance
writer. Eva Mercy is the author
of a long-running erotica series,
but her well is dry as she tries
to write her latest book. Shane
Hall is an award-winning literary author. The two of them
spent one intense week together back in high school, and now
that they’ve run into each other
6
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at a literary event, they have to find out if their damaged
pasts will let them come together in the future. “Williams’ novel is a tour de force,” says our starred review,
“capturing Eva’s experience as part of the Black literati
in Brooklyn.…A hugely satisfying romance that is electrifying and alive.”
Tessa Bailey’s It Happened
One Summer (Avon, July 13) has a
Hollywood socialite who’s been
dumped by her boyfriend of
three weeks, a fishing-boat captain who doesn’t have the time
of day for her when she washes
up in his small coastal Washington town, and a sudden attraction that takes them both
by surprise. “Bailey delivers on
her usual trifecta of sharp banter, instant chemistry, and highheat sex scenes,” according to our starred review, “but
they are coupled with intense soul-searching for both
Piper and Brendan. How can they be together when
they seem so different? What does it mean to truly accept a partner for who they are?”
If you’re extra eager to get
out of the house, try We Have
Always Been Here, (DAW/Berkley, July 6), Lena Nguyen’s space
exploration debut. Grace Park is
a psychologist on a ship heading
for Eos, part of a mission to find
out whether that planet is fit for
human colonization since things
aren’t going very well on Earth.
Our review says the book “is
claustrophobic and dark, full of
twisting ship corridors and unreliable characters.…A promising, atmospheric debut.”
Hannah Whitten’s For the Wolf (Orbit, June 1) is a
“masterful debut from a must-read new voice in fantasy,”
according to our starred review. There are five kings, twin
princesses, a handsome man/wolf, dark magic, and a centuries-old sacrifice. Our review says, “The novel seamlessly blends ‘Little Red Riding Hood’ and ‘Beauty and the
Beast’ into an un-put-down-able fairy tale that traces the
boundaries of duty, love, and loss.”
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.

“Vintage Barker: challenging, stimulating,
and profoundly satisfying.”
the women of troy

THE WOMEN OF TROY

Barker, Pat
Doubleday (304 pp.)
$27.95 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-385-54669-0

y o u n g a d u lt

Engrossing follow-up to the gritty
reimagining of the Trojan War begun in
The Silence of the Girls (2018).
Barker opens “inside the horse’s gut:
heat, darkness, sweat, fear,” as Greek
soldiers wait to see if the Trojans will
wheel the wooden horse into the city and seal its fate. We look
through the eyes of Achilles’ son Pyrrhus, terrified that he will
never live up to the mighty reputation of his dead father. The
insecurity behind male violence is a theme from the moment
Pyrrhus blunderingly hacks to death Trojan king Priam in front
of an altar, a sacrilege that is punished by winds that make it
impossible for the Greek ships to set sail for home. Briseis, the
enslaved narrator of the previous novel, picks up the story in
Chapter 3. Now pregnant with Achilles’ child and married (at his
request) to a Greek warrior, she’s well aware that any misstep on
her part could send her back to the slave quarters. Trouble stirs
there with Amina, who is determined to properly bury Priam’s
maimed corpse, left to rot in the open by Pyrrhus. “You’re a girl,
Amina. You can’t fight the kings,” Briseis wearily tells her. Her
hard-won knowledge that “the only thing that mattered in this
camp was power” doesn’t prevent Briseis from feeling sympathy in addition to exasperation for idealistic Amina, vengeanceobsessed Trojan royals Hecuba and Cassandra (now slaves), and
even for brutal, conflicted Pyrrhus and other male characters
drawn with the same shrewdness. Barker’s blunt, earthy prose
strips the romance from Greek mythology, revealing its foundations in murder and oppression, yet she also understands—and
conveys—the stark appeal of these ancient stories as she asks
us to reconsider them through the eyes of their victims. As with
her masterful Regeneration trilogy, the inconclusive close of
this volume leaves readers hungry to know what happens next
to a host of complex and engaging characters.
Vintage Barker: challenging, stimulating, and profoundly
satisfying.

wine bottle and was committed to the Shackleton Unit of Hendon Community Hospital. At least that’s the story she tells everyone who’ll listen. Though it’s clear that Al is a patient in the Fleet
Ward, however, it’s far from clear to anyone else that she was ever
with Met homicide; it may be that she’s just as delusional as posh
drug abuser Lucy, bipolar chess player Ilias, compulsive singer
Lauren, kilt-wearing Tony, needy young Shaun, or Graham, who
bangs his head so frequently against a wall that the staff keeps
having to repaint the spot. Ordinarily the question of Al’s professional employment would be moot, but when Shaun’s lover, Kevin
Connolly, is smothered with a pillow and drugs are discovered in
his room, Al swings into gear even though no one else accepts
her bona fides—not the other patients, not Debbie McClure or
any of the other nurses and staffers, and certainly not DC Steve
Seddon or any of the other officers tasked with investigating. Al
must launch an investigation on her own even as she’s confined to
the ward, doped with medications, and treated to the opposite of
cooperation from the officials.
A great premise generates some powerful episodes. Only
the identification of the culprit is a letdown.

RABBIT HOLE

Billingham, Mark
Atlantic Monthly (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-8021-5870-3
The creator of DI Tom Thorne presents a stand-alone whodunit with a most
unusual setting: the psychiatric ward of a
northwest London hospital.
DC Alice Armitage, who suffered an
acute case of PTSD when her partner was
stabbed to death during a routine search for a culprit, became so
disturbed that she conked her boyfriend, Andy Flanagan, with a
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TALK TO ME

Boyle, T.C.
Ecco/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 14, 2021
978-0-06-305285-7
Farce meets tragedy and science
meets show business in this romantic
triangle featuring a student, a professor,
and a chimpanzee.
There’s an antic energy to Boyle’s
latest which comes at the expense of
character development. Aimee Villard is naïve and beautiful, a college student who recognizes how attractive she is
because of her effect on men—and a certain chimpanzee. Yet
she refuses to use her beauty to manipulate and thus provides
this novel with its heart. She is a cliché of the innocent young
coed when that term was used often and seemingly without
condescension. Guy Schermerhorn is a professor who’s deeply
invested in researching the communicative possibilities

8
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between humankind and the simian world and who parlays
that work into TV appearances. After his marriage falls apart,
he falls in love, or lust, with Aimee, whom he’s hired to help
with his live-in chimpanzee. The chimp, named Sam, also falls
in love with Aimee because of the same animal magnetism
that attracts Guy. As the characters in this novel respond to
animal urges and instincts, Sam emerges as the most complex.
Short chapters written to capture his perspective alternate
with longer ones that find his human enablers attempting to
deal with whatever mischief he has made. And they alternate
along different timelines, with Sam’s chapters often reflecting a near future that the humans have yet to experience. Sam
can talk with sign language and understand, he responds to
treats and to scolding, but he also learns to lie and scheme and
manipulate, aping human behavior. As Sam and Guy compete
for Aimee’s affection (which she shares with both), Aimee and
Guy compete for Sam’s favor. And all of them must contend
with another professor, a supervisor to whom Guy reports,
who is some sort of alpha male. Or maybe God—to the animals, at least. Despite his domestication, Sam occasionally

shows signs of being a wild animal. This can’t end well, and it
doesn’t, as a comedy of manners takes a darker turn.
There might be a movie here, Planet of the Apes as a rom-com.

ANOTHER KIND OF EDEN

Burke, James Lee
Simon & Schuster (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-982151-71-3

y o u n g a d u lt

Ten years after dropping him in Houston, Burke picks up the story of Aaron
Holland Broussard in 1962 Colorado.
The story is as eventful as ever. When
Aaron, Spud Caudill, and Cotton Williams, all of whom work at Jude Lowry’s
dairy and produce farm, make a delivery in Lowry’s truck, a pair
of tough guys, incensed at the United Farm Workers bumper
sticker Aaron never noticed, beat them up. As if to rub salt into
the wound, the ringleader’s father, Rueben Vickers, brings his son
out to Lowry’s to demand an explanation for how his boy Darrel
got bruised. Aaron, a man who’s “incapable of deliberately doing
wrong” even when he’s “surrounded by evil,” doesn’t lose his cool,
but the serious moral judgments he levels against the old man
provoke Rueben to whip him on the spot. His head-over-heels
attraction to cafe waitress/painter Jo Anne McDuffy doesn’t offer
much relief: She’s slow to reciprocate his interest, and her involvement with Henri Devos, the smarmy, self-satisfied art professor
who’s borrowed $500 from her, is murky and gets even murkier
once Aaron meets hophead Marvin Fogel and the other preHaight groupies Devos is hosting in a school bus. As usual, Burke
orchestrates a series of escalating encounters between Aaron and
the Vickers father and son that promise a violent release, but this
time the violence is mostly withheld (except for the obligatory
backstories and some nameless prostitutes recently killed) until
the ending, which has all the intensity of a fever dream and not
much more explanatory power.
The haunted hero is last spotted near Flagstaff, from which
fans will surely look forward to hearing more. And more.

left Dee in the care of the trees and birds of the Alaskan tundra.
As Dee becomes a teenager, she learns to speak the languages
of the natural world, much to S.T.’s chagrin. He wants her to
imitate the MoFos he loved in the before-times, but Dee only
wants to be a crow, a bee, a fish, or a musk ox. When they butt
heads, Dee’s human emotions often end in angry, dangerous
outbursts or the deep sorrow of depression. All S.T. wants is
to keep Dee safe from predators, both natural and the decidedly unnatural Changed Ones—former humans, ravaged by the
virus and quickly evolving into grotesque superpredators. All
Dee wants is to throw herself into adventure and protect the
animals she loves dearly but can never quite become. Then,
when the creatures of the ocean and their prophet Onida call
Dee from the tundra to Seattle, the heart of the outbreak, to
stop the Changed Ones from further upsetting the natural
order, S.T. ignores his animal friends. He tries to hide Dee away
and force her to be something she isn’t. But Dee has other ideas,
and together they are swept up by orcas and taken to S.T.’s old
home. There, crows, tigers, owls, house cats, elephants, and all
manner of creature must decide if Dee is a savior worth trusting

FERAL CREATURES

Buxton, Kira Jane
Grand Central Publishing (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-5387-3524-4
A sequel to Hollow Kingdom (2019) in
which clever talking crow S.T. must raise
Dee, the last human on Earth, to keep
the Changed Ones from destroying all
remaining nature.
Delightful, raucous, and bighearted
S.T. has pecked off more than he can chew when it comes to
raising the MoFo (human) child, Dee. Before her mother succumbed to the virus killing and changing all humankind, she
|
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or a danger that will lead them to their end. She is a human, after
all. Like its predecessor, this is a genre-bending, humorous twist
on the zombie apocalypse from a bird’s-eye view, but it, too, is
bogged down by tedious exposition and too many morality tales
shoehorned into one narrative. The addition of violence against
women as a mostly underdeveloped plot device is particularly
worth noting for sensitive readers. Repetitive wordplay, exhaustive lists, and convenient scenarios fight with brilliant humor,
clever characters, and an intriguing look at the relationship
between parents and the children who don’t conform to their
expectations.
Exceptional in theory but too busy to fully deliver.
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THE YARDS

Carter, A.F.
Mysterious Press (308 pp.)
$25.95 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-61316-235-4
A woman struggling to rise above her
troubled roots is challenged by temptation and hounded by murder.
Working two jobs that keep her away
from her beloved 8-year-old daughter,
Charlotte, for more than 70 hours a
week doesn’t leave nurse Bridget “Git” O’Rourke much time to
enjoy herself. So once a month or so she likes to cut loose, don
her designer lingerie, have her alcoholic ex-beautician mother
do her makeup, and head off to a local bar in search of an evening’s pleasure. The night she spots Bradley Grieg at the aptly
named Randy’s Tavern starts out like many another of her flings
but ends with her hookup shot dead and robbed of $18,000. Lt.
Delia Mariola, head of detectives for the Baxter police force,

“Choi’s stories are both closely observed and expansive, a feat of
narrative engineering that places her next to Alice Munro.”
skinship

quickly determines that Grieg spent part of the evening with an
unidentified female companion but can’t figure out who it was
or whether she was the perp. But the fog of doubt is no deterrent for local crime lord Carl Schmidt, whose drug money Grieg
had been carrying. Preferring as usual to remain in the shadows
himself, he commands his son, Grieg’s buddy Connor Schmidt,
to find out who the woman was and retrieve the cash with
extreme prejudice. Now it’s only a question of who’ll catch up
with Git first: the police, armed with a warrant for her arrest, or
Connor Schmidt, armed with sadistic enforcer Augie Barboza.
A breathless suspenser that’s also a painfully acute evocation of the wrong side of the tracks.

EDGE CASE

Chin, YZ
Ecco/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-06-303068-8

SKINSHIP
Stories

Choi, Yoon
Knopf (304 pp.)
$25.95 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-593-31821-8
The rare story collection that draws
you in so completely that the pages turn
themselves.
That’s the happy experience of reading Choi’s debut book of eight luxuriously long stories that chronicle the lives of Korean American
families. Tolstoy wrote, “All happy families are alike; each

y o u n g a d u lt

A Malaysian immigrant in New York
embarks on a journey of self-discovery
after her husband walks out on her.
Edwina comes home one day from
her exhausting job at a New York tech
company and finds that her husband,
Marlin, has gone missing. He’s been acting strangely for months
now, ever since his father died, talking about “spirit guides” and
wielding a crystal pendant. Edwina just wants her old Marlin
back, the logical engineer who complemented the liberal arts
major in her perfectly. When she eventually does track him
down—he’s crashing at a friend’s place in Queens—he refuses
to even look at her, much less talk to her. To make matters worse,
things at work are going poorly: She’s the quality assurance analyst—and the only woman—at a startup called AInstein, which
is creating a joke-telling robot. When she informs the oblivious
or downright boorish software engineers that their robot’s jokes
are sexist, she’s told to focus on her own job. But time is running
out on her and Marlin’s work visas; they need their employers to
sponsor their green cards or they’ll have to return to Malaysia
or become undocumented. And Edwina is trying to hide everything from her mother, a judgmental woman who constantly
criticizes her for being fat. Amid all this, Edwina reconsiders
everything she thought she knew: her identity, her relationships, and her feelings about her adopted country. Chin’s novel
is littered with genuinely funny moments; Edwina’s voice is a
chatty, engaging one that belies her depth. “It wasn’t the first
time I’d hoped for psychic transformation and ended with diarrhea,” she cracks after eating far too many Chicken McNuggets in an attempt to understand Marlin’s drastic change (he’s
vegan, she’s vegetarian). The novel also presents a layered view
of racism: Marlin is detained at a New York airport for his dark
skin (he’s half Chinese, half Indian), while Edwina has a run-in
with racist cops but gets away without injury. Malaysian culture,
though, has its own “atmosphere of…poisons”: “In Malaysia I
was supposed to go back to China. In America I was supposed
to return to Malaysia. Was this progress? If I moved to China,

would they tell me to piss off to America, thus resulting in some
sort of infinite loop?”
An endearingly offbeat story with particularly timely
themes.
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unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.” Choi’s families aren’t
unusually unhappy, but her characters bear the weight of the
small indignities, compromises, and sometimes great sacrifices
that families require. In “The Church of Abundant Life,” Soo
spends her days behind the counter of the store her husband
bought when he immigrated to the United States. A chance
encounter with an old acquaintance from South Korea makes
her reflect on her somewhat impulsive choice to marry one
man and not another—who then married her acquaintance—
and the tragedies both couples have borne. “The Art of Losing”
(selected for the Best American Short Stories in 2018) captures
the tenderness and brutality of long marriages. “Sometimes,”
the wife observes, “she felt that patience and kindness could
be stretched so far in a marriage as to become their opposites.”
Similarly, in “Song and Song,” a sprawling piece about losing a
mother and becoming one, the narrator realizes that mothering is an act both of forgiving and being forgiven; though her
children haven’t brought her the happiness she expected, “they
have taught me all I know about the meaning of life.” Choi’s stories are both closely observed and expansive, a feat of narrative
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engineering that places her next to Alice Munro. Nearly every
one builds to what feels like an epiphany, or a pearl of wisdom,
only to rush on for more pages as though to remind us that life
does not stand still, that flux is the normal state of things, and
loss always lurks on love’s horizon.
An exceptional debut.

YOU CAN RUN

Cleveland, Karen
Ballantine (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-593-35779-8

When a CIA analyst caves in to
blackmail, she sets in motion a series of
events that may lead to war.
At exactly 10:59 one morning, CIA
desk officer Jill receives a request to vet
a new Syrian source, code-named Falcon,
a “defense official attached to a covert biowarfare program,
working deep in one of our darkest of black holes.” There
would have been a time when she would have “live[d] for” this
opportunity, but now she has new priorities; namely, getting
to her car at 11:00 to watch her infant son on the day care
cam. As she settles in, she receives a call from an unknown
caller: “We have your son.” They promise to release him only
if Jill approves Falcon, immediately. In a daze of fear, Jill does
as they ask, and Owen is returned, but she knows she’ll never
feel safe. She quits her job and convinces her husband to move;
four years later, they have built a good life away from the CIA
and even expanded their family. Then one day, she catches a
woman watching her. It turns out she’s Alex Charles, a journalist whose anonymous source has recently disclosed that
“ninety percent of…intelligence on Syria’s biological weapons
program comes from a single...source.” This in turn has led
Alex to Falcon, and to Jill, and she wants some answers—and,
preferably, a Pulitzer. Jill knows getting involved might put
her family at risk again, but as she and Alex investigate, they
realize that Falcon is a creation of someone within their own
government—someone willing to kill to start a war. The novel
lacks the deeper technical language and action of Tom Clancy
or the literary bleakness of John le Carré, but there’s enough
espionage to satisfy the casual reader of spy fiction, even down
to some unexpected twists in the ending.
Two strong, resilient women working together to save the
world? Yes, please.

“Makes visible both the dignity and the intimate familiarity
of lives lived on the fringes of a society that would
much rather pretend they do not exist.”
four minutes

VIRAL

Cook, Robin
Putnam (432 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-593-32829-3
After his wife, Emma, contracts
deadly eastern equine encephalitis and
he gets taken for an obscene ride by a
predatory health insurance company, excop Brian Murphy fights back.
When he and Emma retired from the
NYPD’s elite Emergency Service Unit to start a high-end personal protection security firm, they signed up for a short-term
health insurance policy they didn’t bother to read. After Emma
falls ill following a mosquito bite and their 4-year-old daughter,
Juliette, sinks into mysterious symptoms of her own, Murphy
is left in an increasingly desperate state as uncovered bills soar
near $200,000 and hospital officials and doctors give him the
cold shoulder. He finds an ally and superior babysitter in Jeanne,
a French-born woman with a background in child psychology
he meets in the waiting room of a medical billing advocate. She
was victimized by the same health insurance company after
her husband suffered a heart attack, received inadequate treatment, and died. Oh, to have been in France, where their health
care system is “so, so much better.” Those expecting another
outbreak thriller from the prolific author of Pandemic (2018)
and Contagion (1995) will be disappointed to encounter what is
largely a diatribe against the American health care system. It
certainly deserves to be taken on, but Cook’s priggish lectures
about this hotbed of “personal greed trumping altruism” stop
the novel in its tracks. The same confrontations are staged
over and over, with the protagonist seemingly unable to read
the writing on the wall or recognize obvious things until long
after the reader has. And what the reader will see as unhinged
behavior on Murphy’s part, Cook somehow sees as reasonable.
The book can be oddly compelling but goes off the rails in any
number of ways.
The “duhs” outnumber the thrills in the 81-year-old Cook’s
latest.

FOUR MINUTES

Deleva, Nataliya
Trans. by Ramaswamy, V.
Open Letter (160 pp.)
$13.95 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-948830-37-9
Abandoned as a child, Leah navigates
a world of invisible outcasts.
Leah was born during the difficult
post-communist transition period in
Bulgaria. Her parents are unknown, and
her earliest memories of the care home in which she is raised
are of neglect, abuse, and her persistent desire to become invisible and thus escape the chaos of her surroundings. Repeatedly

passed over for adoption, Leah eventually ages out of the
system. She and Naya, her friend and lover, are turned out
of the orphanage at 18 with no support system and few prospects other than homelessness or prostitution. Leah and Naya
stick together and are able to afford a shared room where they
become a family for each other in spite of the shared trauma of
their past and the persecution they face as a same-sex couple.
One day, however, Naya leaves without explanation and Leah is
abandoned once again. She responds to this persistent feeling
of invisibility—which reoccurs throughout the novel as both a
symbol of protection and as the curse of a callous system all too
ready to overlook what it does not want to see—by volunteering and then working with special needs children. In the course
of this work she meets Dara, a child who has survived tremendous trauma, and finds in the girl a way to “patch up her childhood,” if only the authorities can see past their prejudice and
declare her a mother. Leah’s story is told in episodic snatches of
thought and memory which are interrupted by nine stand-alone
stories of marginalized people—Salim, the Roma boy maimed
by his mother to make him a better thief; Suki, a runaway from

WORDS WITH...

Diane Johnson
The veteran novelist on her latest book, living in France, writing about
family, and collaborating with Stanley Kubrick
BY LAURIE MUCHNICK
Miriam Berkley

three children: Peggy, who sells crafts on the internet but can’t
afford her daughter’s Stanford tuition; Curt, a successful entrepreneur who has disappeared in Thailand, leaving behind a
wife and 4-year-old twins; and Hams, whose wife is pregnant
and would like to find a better place to live. Meanwhile, Lorna’s first ex-husband, Ran, has married a younger woman, Amy,
who made a lot of money in Silicon Valley; all of Lorna’s children are jealous of the privileged life led by their 15-year-old
half sister, Gilda. As our starred review says, “Everything one
looks forward to in Johnson’s books is delivered in abundance
here: nimble plotting, witty narration, edifying juxtaposition
of French and American cultures.” Johnson recently spoke to
me by Zoom from her apartment in Paris; our conversation
has been edited for length and clarity.
How did you wind up living in Paris?
It seems kind of literary to have had this affinity, but in fact it
wasn’t me, it was my husband—it was all driven by John and
his career. And I thought, France, are you kidding? But you know,
now I’m converted. But left to my own devices I was more of
an Anglophile.

At 87, Diane Johnson shows no signs of slowing down. She’s
just published her 11th novel, Lorna Mott Comes Home (Knopf,
June 29), and if you’ve read Le Divorce, Le Mariage, and L’Affaire,
you’ll have guessed that Lorna is leaving France to move back
to California. Johnson herself has spent the last 20 years living
in Paris, with summers in San Francisco, along with her late
husband, John Murray, a physician who died last year.
Lorna lives not in Paris but in a village called Pont-lesPuits, where she’s enjoyed her life but never entirely fit in.
When she gets tired of her French husband’s roving eye, she
moves back to San Francisco, hoping to restart her career as
an art historian—easier said than done—and help out her
14
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This book is about an expatriate moving home. Have you
thought about doing that?
Well, you know, my husband died about a year ago, one of
the very first victims of Covid, so it’s something I’ve had to
think about. So presciently, Lorna was thinking about it, and
it turns out that I have to think about it. And I think I’ve decided to stay in France. It’s a really pleasant place to live and in
some ways a lot easier to live in than America.
There’s a lot of focus on money in the book, both practically (how Lorna is going to support herself) but also as an
emotional marker. She wants to help her children, but she
doesn’t have the money to do it.
It’s interesting that you bring that up. My late friend Alison
Lurie, with whom I’ve been exchanging manuscripts for 50
years, kind of disapprovingly said, There’s so much about money.

I’ve always found that readers will find themes and emphasis
that you’re unconscious about. I was certainly not conscious
of writing about money, but I was conscious that it’s realistic—
people have to be preoccupied about money. I wanted to be as
true to life as possible, with the fact that something like it was
going on in our family. And the real-life situation is that I have
children and stepchildren, and the stepchildren have big trust
funds from their late stepfather. So there’s this separation between the two families. That’s what got me started on this, so
I guess that is about money.
The book is called Lorna Mott Comes Home so the focus is
on Lorna, but there’s really a very big cast full of children,
friends, other relatives.
By the time I counted up the characters, I realized that it is
a big cast, lots of children. Actually, Bob Gottlieb made me
take out one of Lorna’s children. I gave her four—I have four
so that seemed natural. And he said, no, no, no, at least take out
one of the children.
Was that kid offended?
No, they haven’t even read it, so they don’t even know [laughs].

When you start a book, do you know what’s going to happen, or do you just know the setup?
Sometimes I do, but not always. In this case, I knew the setup
because I had the paradigm of the family and the situation. I
knew there were things I would have to change to avoid offending one of my children—I couldn’t be too pointed about their
foibles. And then some of it surprised me, or got away from me,
maybe. But that always happens. That is the fun of novel writing, that dynamic between what you plan and what happens.

So you wrote it together?
In a sense. I would be home alone writing a scene, or we would
work on the outline, and I would stay at home—home being
an apartment I rented in London—and then when I’d done
the scenes, his chauffeur would pick me up, drive me the hour
out to the place where he lived, and then I might stay all day
and through into the evening, get back at midnight or something. Stay home the next couple of days doing what we talked
about. In a sense he was very present. But in fact the putting
down on paper, I did.

y o u n g a d u lt

Have you written about your family before?
No, I was always very careful that they not be in my books.
There are some little children in The Shadow Knows, but they
were just generic children, not great characters. You do grow
a novelist’s callus. I remember with my first novel, I was so
afraid that my aunts would see the language, the damn and
hell and stuff. It would be so horrifying. This was years ago, of
course, but you know, you see your parents looking over your
shoulder and find it slightly inhibiting. But I’ve grown a thick
skin about that.

How did that happen?
Kubrick happened to read a novel of mine called The Shadow
Knows, and he was thinking of making it into a movie. He’d
been reading these kinds of scary, gothic-y things. And he decided because it’s a first-person narrative that it would be too
hard. But I guess he liked me better than he liked Stephen
King, having talked to us both on the phone [laughs]. I was in
London, and he’d been calling, I guess, from California. So every night about 11 we would have these long, interesting talks.
He was very smart, an interesting man. Then he asked me to
dinner; he came with his wife and we had dinner. And then he
sort of popped the question. I think he liked it that I had never written a screenplay, because then he could form me.

Did you have any contact with Stephen King, either before
or after?
No, never. He came to Paris, maybe last year, before the pandemic, and I was so tempted to go to his reading and slip him
a note, but I didn’t. I’m sorry I didn’t. I wish I had. I thought
I probably wouldn’t be able to get near him. And I think he
hated the movie.
Lorna Mott Comes Home received a starred review in the Feb.
15, 2021, issue.

You’ve done so many interesting things in your life—you
were a guest editor at Mademoiselle with Sylvia Plath, you
co-wrote the screenplay of The Shining with Stanley Kubrick.
That month at Mademoiselle was interesting because to that
point, I’d never been east of the Mississippi, except that I
grew up on the east bank. New York was just a big experience. And the Kubrick thing, learning to write screenplays,
that was interesting.
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“A young Southern boy travels to the Middle East to find
his father in this delightful and intimate modern epic.”
ramadan ramsey

a coastal Bulgarian city trafficked into sex work in Amsterdam;
Aksinia Levina, a former ballerina aging alone as the neighborhood cat lady, and more. While these interspersed narratives
sometimes veer into the territory of trope, the novel as a whole
succeeds in making visible both the dignity and the intimate
familiarity of lives lived on the fringes of a society that would
much rather pretend they do not exist.
A strong debut that uses gauzy impression to explore the
harsh realities of post-communist Eastern Europe.

RAMADAN RAMSEY

Edwards, Louis
Amistad/HarperCollins
(400 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-06-301203-5

A young Southern boy travels to the
Middle East to find his father in this
delightful and intimate modern epic.
Guggenheim fellow and Whiting
Award winner Edwards harnesses the best
of his storytelling powers to tell the tale of Ramadan Ramsey, a
young boy who is at once blessed with the fierce love and protection of his maternal grandmother, Mama Joon, and whose
privileged place in her heart sparks the enmity of the rest of his
family. The novel begins in 1999, when Mustafa Totah, a Syrian
immigrant in New Orleans, takes a job at his uncle Adad’s convenience store. There, he meets Alicia Ramsey, a Black native
of the city who beguiles him into breaking his Ramadan fast
before sunset one day. Their love affair provokes the ire of uncle
Adad, who informs Mustafa’s family in Syria and sends him back.
Unbeknownst to Mustafa, however, Alicia is pregnant with his
child, whom she names Ramadan in an attempt to atone for
having coaxed his father into breaking religious laws. Tragedy
strikes again when Alicia dies of meningitis, leaving Ramadan
under the guardianship of her mother, Mama Joon, who lavishes him with affection and, much to the chagrin of her eldest
daughter, Clarissa, plans to bequeath him everything she owns,
including her house. When Mama Joon dies, 12-year-old Ramadan decides to flee the wrath of the envious Clarissa and her
vicious sons, traveling to the Middle East to find his father. Borrowing from the episodic structure of epic tales, the novel sustains a swift pace that only picks up momentum as it advances.
The narrative voice is highly engaging, often combining humor
and pathos in a single sentence so that even tragic events are
imbued with lightness.
A novel that is as exhilarating as it is moving; a fine
achievement.

AFTER THE SUN

Eika, Jonas
Trans. by Hellberg, Sherilyn Nicolette
Riverhead (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-593-32910-8
A collection of surreal stories from a
Danish wunderkind.
This debut book brings together
five strange, challenging works of fiction and has already won its 30-year-old
author several Nordic literary awards. Difficult and mesmerizing, the stories range from formally formidable to downright
mind-melting in their creative disregard for convention. “Alvin,”
relayed in one paragraph that spans 32 pages, follows a narrator
16
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who lands in Copenhagen for business only to learn that the
building where he was heading has collapsed into rubble. Without a place to stay, the narrator crashes with the titular character,
a wildly successful derivatives trader whose friendly economic
advice quickly escalates into the two acquaintances absconding to Bucharest to make money and, maybe, love. The equally
inventive “Bad Mexican Dog” centers around beach boys who
wait hand and foot on guests at a resort in Cancún. The story is
broken into two parts: Its first half features the unsettling death
and resurrection of one of the beach hands, and it’s an understatement to say that the second half then gets weird. Likewise,
“Rachel, Nevada” follows a man’s visceral, violent encounter with
an extraterrestrial device known only as “The Sender”; beneath
the shock value of the man’s self-inflicted tracheotomy, sincere
questions about reality and authenticity bubble. It’s Eika’s
ability to plunge readers headfirst into discomfort or even disgust and then prod for uncomfortable truths that elevates his
brazenly weird fiction from crass pyrotechnics to legitimately
rewarding puzzles.
Utterly brilliant and occasionally confounding, these
strange stories catch like fishhooks into the reader’s nervous
system.

adapting; through several author-characters, Feeney weaves in
sometimes-grim observations about the literary life. On meeting a sourpuss cashier at the rural grocery store: “The woman
wore her bitterness like a badge; the kind of person who writes
one-star book reviews.”
This complicated gothic thriller of dueling spouses and
homicidal writers is cleverly plotted and neatly tied up.

CONSTANCE

FitzSimmons, Matthew
Thomas & Mercer (352 pp.)
$24.95 | Sep. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-1426-7
A human clone’s struggle to solve the
mystery of her own existence brings her
up against a brace of ruthless adversaries.
When she died in 2040, Constance
D’Arcy was your typical mixed-race

ROCK PAPER SCISSORS

Feeney, Alice
Flatiron Books (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-250-26610-1

An unhappy British couple attempt
to rekindle the magic with a weekend
trip to a remote spot in Scotland.
How is she tricking me? Feeney, the
author of Sometimes I Lie (2017) and His
and Hers (2020), has trained her readers to start asking this question immediately with her puzzlebox narratives. Well, you won’t find out here. Only the basics:
Amelia’s won a weekend getaway in an office raffle, and as the
novel opens, she and her screenwriter husband, Adam, who suffers from face blindness, along with their dog, Bob, are miserably making their way through a snowstorm to a destination in
the Scottish Highlands which is no Airbnb Superhost, that’s
for sure. A freezing cold, barely converted church with many
locked rooms and malfunctioning electricity, the property also
features a mysterious caretaker who has left firewood and a nice
note but seems to be spying through the window. Both Adam
and Amelia seem to be considering this weekend the occasion
for ending the marriage by any means necessary—then Bob
disappears. The narrative goes back and forth with first-person
chapters by Amelia and Adam interleaved with a series of letters written to Adam on their anniversary through the years
and keyed to the traditional gifts: paper, cotton, wood, leather,
etc. There’s also a rock and a scissors, referring to the children’s
game of the book title, which the couple use to make everyday
decisions like “Should we stay together?” Offstage is the famous
writer Henry Winter, whose novels Adam has made his fortune
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“Set in early medieval Europe, this book paints a rousing
portrait of an abbess seizing and holding power.”
matrix

remote nonprofit worker who’d been lucky enough to survive
the car crash that put her lover, Zhi Duan, in a coma and killed
two other members of Awaken the Ghosts, the band whose guitarist she was. Now, in an ironic slap at her own name, she awakens from the monthly memory download she’d put off for a year
and a half and finds herself somehow dead and resurrected as a
clone, free of her tattoos, the aches and pains from the accident,
and every trace of her memory from the past 18 months. The
cloning procedure, pioneered by Palingenesis, the company
Con’s aunt, Abigail Stickling, co-founded with angel investor
Vernon Gaddis, is ordinarily reserved for the very wealthy, but
Abigail had made Con a present of her own clone and arranged
for her to have regular downloads of her memory to ease the
transition if the clone needed to be activated. So what has Con
been doing for those lost 18 months? Why are Gaddis and Dr.
Brooke Fenton, his successor as Palingenesis CEO, so intent on
accessing the knowledge locked in her brain—knowledge she
can’t summon up herself? Most important, is there any limit to
the bottomless complications FitzSimmons keeps revealing to
make Con’s predicament more and more agonizing whenever
she and her readers think they’ve finally gotten the lay of the
land?
A super-brainy high-concept dystopian tale guaranteed to
reward anyone who’s in the mood.

THE OPEN ROAD

Giono, Jean
Trans. by Eprile, Paul
New York Review Books (224 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-68137-510-6
Giono’s novel—published in French
in 1951 and translated into English for
the first time—follows the changing fortunes of a nameless wanderer.
Plenty of novelists withhold information about their narrators, names
included. Plenty of novelists also take risks with time and pacing. What makes this novel stand out is the meticulous care that
Giono applies to both his narrator’s voice and the ways in which
he experiences time. A surface-level description would reveal
that the novel follows a solitary man in his late 40s or early 50s
making his way around central Europe looking for work. But
from the outset, Giono also guides the narrative with a complex precision—in one moment, the narrator is approaching a
village, for instance, and in the next he’s already miles past it.
The effect can be dizzying and positions this book as a literary
ancestor of Kazuo Ishiguro’s The Unconsoled (1995) or the novels of João Gilberto Noll. Giono proceeds in an episodic manner, sometimes zeroing in on the narrator’s time working at a
particular job and sometimes finding him confronted with the
violent actions of others. And there are moments when the narrator demonstrates a sense of wry wit, as in this conversational
exchange: “I tell him how I was the personal valet, so to speak,
of Dr. Ch., a guy from Paris who dealt with loonies and sex
18
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addicts. He tells me the name for that is a psychiatrist, which
I already knew.”
Shifting between lived-in details and a sense of alienation,
this novel is frequently hypnotic and always compelling.

MATRIX

Groff, Lauren
Riverhead (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-59463-449-9
Set in early medieval Europe, this
book paints a rousing portrait of an
abbess seizing and holding power.
After the spicy, structurally innovative Fates and Furies (2015), Groff spins
back 850 years to a girl on a horse: “She
rides out of the forest alone. Seventeen years old, in the cold
March drizzle, Marie who comes from France.” The inspiration is a historical figure, Marie de France, considered the first
woman to write poetry in French. Groff gives her a fraught,
lifelong, sexually charged tie to Eleanor of Aquitaine. A matrix,
which comes from the Latin for mother, builds implacably
between Eleanor and Marie. But in the first chapter, the queen
rids the court of an ungainly, rustic Marie by installing her in a
remote English convent, home to 20 starving nuns. The sisters
hang the traveler’s clothes in the communal privy, where “the
ammonia of the piss kills the beasties”—the lice. After a long
sulk, Marie rouses herself to examine the abbey’s disastrous ledgers, mount her warhorse, and gallop forth to turn out the family most egregiously squatting on convent land. News spreads
and the rents come in, “some grumbling but most half proud to
have a woman so tough and bold and warlike and royal to answer
to now.” The novel is at its best through Marie’s early years of
transforming the ruined, muddy convent, bit by bit, into a thriving estate, with a prosperous new scriptorium, brimming fields,
and spilling flocks, protected by a forest labyrinth and spies
abroad. In this way, Marie forestalls the jealous priests and village men plotting against her. Readers of Arcadia (2012), Groff ’s
brilliantly evocative hippie commune novel, will remember her
gift for conjuring life without privacy. And she knows a snake
always lurks within Eden. The cloister witnesses lust, sex, pregnancy, peril. Marie has visions of the Virgin Mary, 19 in all, but
these passages stay flat. Medieval mystics, unsurprisingly, write
better about mysticism. The gesture toward a lost theology
based on Marie’s visions amounts to weak tea.
Groff ’s trademarkworthy sentences bring vivid buoyancy
to a magisterial story.

MORE THAN I LOVE MY LIFE

Grossman, David
Trans. by Cohen, Jessica
Knopf (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-593-31891-1

Three generations of women confront a shared legacy of trauma.
When Nina was 6 years old, her
mother was imprisoned on Goli Otok,
an island off the coast of what was then
Yugoslavia, after refusing to denounce her husband for his allegedly Stalinist sympathies. Nina and her mother, Vera, survived
the three-year ordeal, but with lingering scars. Grossman’s latest
novel is an account of their belated attempt to confront those
scars and the extent to which they might have contributed
to their own suffering. In the mid-1950s, Vera and Nina took
off for Israel, where Vera remarried, becoming the matriarch
of a sprawling family, and Nina launched a disparate, sexually

promiscuous life. The first part of Grossman’s novel, in which
Vera’s family holds a 90th birthday party for her and Nina’s
adult daughter, Gili, reflects on her own parents’ relationship,
is the most moving. As the novel progresses, though, it begins
to feel overdetermined. The device Grossman uses to tell the
story—Gili is a documentary filmmaker recording conversations about the past—isn’t an entirely necessary one. In fact,
all the asides about turning cameras on or off, zooming in or
out, distract from the more important—and more interesting—
details. Worse is the way that Grossman pushes the pathos of
the story to its breaking point, and then beyond. Together with
her mother, father, and grandmother, Gili visits Goli Otok,
where they all confront not only the climax of their shared story,
but also a literal storm that leaves them stranded overnight.
Grossman, a justly celebrated Israeli novelist, could have done a
lot more with a lot less.
Occasionally moving but more often overwrought, Grossman’s latest novel is not his finest.
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THESE TOXIC THINGS

Hall, Rachel Howzell
Thomas & Mercer (427 pp.)
$14.95 | Sep. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-2747-2

A young woman faces harsh realities
in a thrilling new stand-alone from Hall,
author of And Now She’s Gone (2020).
Mickie Lambert, the only child of
doting parents, left a job in the communications department at her dad’s
accounting firm to work for an exciting new digital scrapbook
company. Her latest assignment is compiling a $5,000 memory
package for Nadia Denham, who owns a curio shop in a dying
mall and has just been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease.
When Mickie goes to Beautiful Things to meet Nadia, Nadia
gives her a number of her special treasures along with handwritten notes about them. Acquired on flea-market scouting trips,
they all belonged to down-on-their-luck women she helped in
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some way. When Mickie starts getting creepy anonymous notes
slipped under the front door of the home she shares with her
parents, she fears that her parents are hiding something from
her, especially once she realizes they’ve been locking their bedroom door when they’re not home. Back at work, Mickie bonds
with Nadia, who’s slowly sinking into dementia, but not with
Riley, the protective store manager at Beautiful Things. The
more she researches Nadia’s trips, the more she realizes that all
the women she helped have either vanished or died. After Nadia
herself dies, an apparent suicide, Mickie continues working on
her prepaid memory project even as more threatening messages
arrive, saying things like “Stop now or Payback is gonna come.”
Worn down to her last nerve despite the protection of her
policeman uncle, she overcomes her scruples and breaks into a
locked box she’s found in her mother’s nightstand, revealing a
secret that drives her deeper into a perilous search for the truth.
A mystery/thriller/coming-of-age story you won’t be able
to put down till the final revelation.

“A small book about small things that
becomes a big book about everything.”
virtue

THE WIFE UPSTAIRS

Hawkins, Rachel
St. Martin’s (304 pp.)
$19.09 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-250-24549-6

Jane Eyre gets a modern, Alabamabased reboot in Hawkins’ latest thriller.
Dog walker to the elite and sometime petty thief, Jane will do what she
must to survive. Growing up as a witness
to violence in various foster homes, she’s
tougher than she looks. Then she meets Eddie Rochester, who’s
recently lost his wife, Bertha, and his wife’s best friend, Blanche
Ingraham, in a tragic boating accident, their bodies never found.
Dating Eddie gives Jane the social capital to move from dog
walker to equal within the neighborhood, and soon, copying the
style and mannerisms of the status-conscious women around
her, she is welcome on their committees and at their parties.
Bea Rochester, who was the glossy creator of a fashion brand,
gets her own sections of the story as well. Given the names, it
quickly becomes clear that Hawkins is basing the novel on Jane
Eyre. While reimagining the classics is always fair game, there
must be a point to it; that is, the original text must in some
way enhance or add complexity or interest to the new text, and
vice versa. In this case, Hawkins’ novel falls short. Given the
title and all the existing criticism of Charlotte Brontë’s original,
Hawkins had the opportunity to explore the ideas of feminism
and exoticism through a 21st-century lens; to critique ideas of
masculine strength and mental health; to overlay a more complex idea of family and parenting and status. Instead, the characters are themselves mere caricatures whose only claims to
having layers are the names they share with the originals. The
Gothic creepiness is mostly lost; the subtext is nonexistent;
and perhaps worst of all, Jane, though never perhaps a heroine
to emulate, loses the opportunity to change and evolve. With
no one to feel for, or even cheer for, the novel offers little true
enjoyment and never really takes off as an original mystery.
Skip this one and read Wide Sargasso Sea instead.

VIRTUE

Hoby, Hermione
Riverhead (320 pp.)
$23.36 | Jul. 20, 2021
978-0-593-18859-0
A recent college graduate with amorphous literary ambitions is taken up by a
wealthy artist couple in the first months of
the Trump years. As he becomes increasingly entwined in their lives, he finds himself questioning his own allegiances.
With her second novel—following Neon in Daylight (2018)—
Hoby returns to a favorite subject: unmoored young New Yorkers enmeshed in other people’s lives. This time, it’s Luca, a
22-year-old intern at a prestigious literary magazine called The

New Old World, whose main ambition is to transcend his past as
a chubby kid with a single mom from Broomfield, Colorado. “I
wanted badly to be good; I wanted desperately to be liked,” he
explains, narrating from his perch more than a decade in the
future. “It was easy to confuse the two.” This will be the conflict
of the novel, although it will take the better part of the next
300 pages for Luca to figure out that he is torn between two
opposing poles. At one end, there is Zara, a wildly talented fellow intern, who is both the magazine’s only Black employee and
the lone voice against the publication’s mealy-mouthed postelection attempt at “resistance.” At the other, there are Jason
and Paula, a glamorous couple with loose ties to the magazine
who take Luca under their wing. He is transfixed by them, their
effortless beauty and easy wealth; that summer, he accepts an
invitation to join them at their home in Maine, and this, nearly
halfway through the slow-burning, sometimes-florid novel, is
where the book takes off. At first, Maine is idyllic, a blissed-out
dreamscape of adulthood, but as the weeks pass into months,
their relationships begin to show subtle signs of strain. But it
is only when tragedy strikes back in New York that the spell is
broken and Luca is left to reckon with himself—and choices he
hadn’t realized he was making.
A small book about small things that becomes a big book
about everything.

OVER THE FALLS

Hodge, Rebecca
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-64385-754-1
A Tennessee woman is called on to
find the vanished sister who ruined her
life.
Bryn Collins has never met 14-yearold Josh Whitman before he turns up at
her farm. But he instantly looks familiar
to her: He looks just like her former fiance, Sawyer Whitman,
whom she sent packing after he slept with her kid sister, Del.
That same sister, Josh’s mother, has now gone missing, and Josh
has Uber’d across the state from Memphis to beg Bryn to look
for her. It won’t be an easy search, since Del has abused alcohol
and prescription painkiller for so many years—Josh has mostly
parented her rather than the other way around—that it’s impossible to predict her actions. And it’s clear that the downside of
failure will be steep once Carl Griffith, a bullying schoolmate
of Bryn and Del’s who’s been Del’s supplier, threatens Bryn and
Josh with violence if they don’t find Del and the 2,000 pills she
vanished with within the week. The search for Del takes Bryn
and Josh as far as Colorado, where there are few signs of her but
a disconcerting number of signs of Sawyer Whitman, who died
in a plane crash 12 years ago. Or did he? Hodge amps up the
my-sister, my-frenemy vibe and keeps everything else baby-simple until the authentically messy ending.
A tale for everyone who’s hated her sister and wondered
what it would be like to work out all the kinks.
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SEVERAL PEOPLE ARE TYPING

Kasulke, Calvin
Doubleday (256 pp.)
$23.00 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-385-54722-2

The petty trials and supernatural
tribulations of a public relations firm are
explored through its Slack conversations
in this debut novel.
Gerald, a mediocre employee of an
unnamed PR firm, is stuck inside his
company’s Slack channel. He doesn’t know how his consciousness became trapped inside the business communication app,
and he struggles to explain to his colleagues how he’s “just
kinda, in here,” which he describes as “pretty existentially
terrifying.”Gerald’s co-workers barely register his predicament,
however; they believe he’s merely engaging in an elaborate bit to
take advantage of the firm’s new work-from-home policy. Meanwhile, Gerald frantically solicits help from Slackbot, the app’s
troubleshooting AI, who initially only responds with preprogrammed messages like, “I can help by answering simple questions about how Slack works. I’m just a bot, though!” Things get
interesting when Gerald convinces his co-worker Pradeep to
check on his absent body, and even more so when Slackbot discovers how to “help” Gerald. Kasulke adopts the epistolary format by restricting the action to Slack, composing his novel out
of message threads titled by nickname (“#nyc-office”) or the list
of participants (“Nikki, Pradeep, Louis C”). Most of the conversations read incredibly quickly, even before the characters are
sufficiently differentiated by typing style. Kasulke uses the line
breaks and repetition of digital communication to stitch poetry
out of textspeak, business lingo, adaptive chatbot phrases, and
emojis—the latter represented by frustratingly clunky colonbracketed text (“:thumbsup:”). Subplots about a PR catastrophe at a dog food company, an office hookup, and an employee
haunted by mysterious “howling” offer varyingly interesting
sendups of business life. As Gerald dissociates further from
reality in favor of endless cyberspace, he laments: “We’re not
made to absorb this much human information at once.”
A compulsively readable satire of modern corporate
culture.

THE MINISTER PRIMARILY

Killens, John Oliver
Amistad/HarperCollins (480 pp.)
$27.99 | Jul. 27, 2021
978-0-06-307959-5

This previously unpublished novel
by a late, venerated Black novelist is a
free-wheeling satire of late-20th-century racial politics in both post-colonial
Africa and post–civil rights America.
Killens (1916-1987) was in his crowded
lifetime a World War II soldier, activist, mentor, teacher,
22
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screenwriter, polemicist, and novelist. One of his most notorious works was The Cotillion (1971), which trenchantly lampooned
the upper reaches of the African American middle class, and that
side of Killens comes through even more boisterously in this
posthumous novel. Its protagonist is James Jay Leander Johnson,
an itinerant musician from the Deep South whose restless wanderings have led him to the mythical African country of Guanaya,
where he seeks cultural communion with “the Motherland.”
Meanwhile, Guanaya’s stature as “the most insignificant of
nations” is stunningly transformed by its discovery of cobanium,
“a radioactive metallic element five hundred times more powerful and effective than uranium.” The country’s charismatic
prime minister, Jaja Olivamaki, is being supplicated by the
American government to negotiate an alliance over this earthshaking discovery. But neither he nor his cabinet trust the U.S.
to have their country’s best interests at heart. Which is where
Jimmy Jay Johnson, performing folk music throughout Guanaya,
comes in. Tall-and-handsome Jimmy Jay looks so much like the
tall-and-handsome P.M. that he is recruited to put on a false
beard and pretend to be Olivamaki on a high-profile diplomatic
visit to America. Though set sometime in the 1980s, Killens’
novel comes across as a compendium of social and political phenomena in American race relations, whether it’s Pan-Africanism, the Ku Klux Klan, or, of course, the Black upper middle
class. Most if not all are treated with scathing irreverence and
acerbic wit. At times, the shakiest element in Killens’ situation
comedy is the extent to which Johnson’s masquerade holds up
as his iteration of the African leader becomes something of a
folk hero among Black Americans and a target for White racists.
And there are times when the plot gallops ahead of Killens’ ability to control it. But even at its most unruly, the go-for-broke
narrative style grows on you, and the author himself occasionally materializes in a walk-on role, lending the book a metafictional feel.
An audacious final testament of an underappreciated
craftsman.

WHEN WE CEASE TO
UNDERSTAND THE WORLD

Labatut, Benjamin
Trans. by West, Adrian Nathan
New York Review Books (192 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Sep. 14, 2021
978-1-68137-566-3

A belletristic exploration of the psychic and social tolls of 20th-century scientific innovation.
The Nobel-winning chemist Fritz
Haber discovered the process that made lifesaving nitrogen fertilizer but also facilitated chemical weapons that killed thousands
in World War I. The physicist Karl Schwarzchild discovered the
phenomena behind black holes but was haunted by the violence
he witnessed during the same conflict. Alexander Grothendieck
was a pioneering mathematician who became a troubled and
eccentric recluse. The central figures in quantum physics were

“It’s hard to describe how much fun this novel is.”
velvet was the night

all stricken with physical and mental illnesses, as if they buckled
under the weight of their research. The first novel published in
English by Chilean author Labatut—which was a finalist for the
2021 International Booker Prize—is constructed out of vignettes
on these figures, coolly undermining the notion of consistent
forward scientific progress. Rather, he writes, we are “borne of
the whims of a many-armed goddess toying with chance.” Each
section of the novel centers on one of the scientists in question,
and in the early going Labatut comes off as more of a scientific
historian than a novelist; the first chapter, on Haber, reads like a
biographical sketch. But by the time we get to Erwin Schrödinger,
Labatut’s writing becomes more interior and complex as the
physicist scrabbles for footing within the scientific community
and Indian religious tradition, then descends into an obsession
with an underage girl he meets at a sanatorium. Just as quantum physics threw the bedrock principles of the universe into
question, the novel shifts further from fact, closing with a fully
fictional coda. In structure and content, the novel is highly mannered, but Labatut’s high-concept approach makes room for an
emotional impact; you can feel the center stop holding as scientific triumphs become Pyrrhic victories.
A somber counterweight to the usual lore about scientific
genius.

MASTERMIND

Mayne, Andrew
Thomas & Mercer (332 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Sep. 14, 2021
978-1-5420-2039-8
A nefarious plan to black out the
world’s cities may kill us all—unless the
dream team of a fearless FBI agent and a
brilliant doctor can save the day.
Agent Jessica Blackwood is pulled
abruptly out of the latest course in which
she instructs other FBI colleagues in offense and defense skills.
A talented agent, she’s sure that few of her students, more likely
to become desk jockeys than save-the-day agents, will ever
need the things she’s teaching them. But she definitely falls into
the latter group herself, and her expertise is needed, stat. It’s
not just that the power is out across New York—the city has
all but vanished from the face of the Earth. What now? Working with the newly formed Information Data Retrieval agency,
Blackwood has little to go on as she learns that cities around
the world are falling into the same fog that seems to have swallowed New York. While some might see this as a weather event,
it’s obvious to Agent Blackwood that something more nefarious
is at play. Could the manipulative psychopath mastermind the
Warlock be behind the foggy scheme? With only her reputation
and gut instinct to rely on, Blackwood teams up with eccentric
genius Dr. Theo Cray to help her solve the mystery of the disappearing cities. Her first step: Find and rescue Cray from the
depths of the jungle. Her second: Avoid getting eaten by homicidal monkeys. The rest should be a cinch.
Easy come, easy go.

VELVET WAS
THE NIGHT

Moreno-Garcia, Silvia
Del Rey (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-593-35682-1
An enforcer and a secretary search
for a missing student in this explosive
noir novel set in 1971 Mexico.
“Life’s a mess.” That’s the motto of
Elvis, a 21-year-old man working as an
enforcer for the Hawks, a government-sponsored black-ops
group whose mission is to spy on, suppress, and harass left-wing
protesters and activists. Elvis is in thrall to the group’s leader, El
Mago, a mysterious but charismatic figure: “He was Elvis’s god,
but a dark god. The god of the Old Testament, that, as a good
Catholic boy, he’d learned to fear.” El Mago gives Elvis an assignment: Find a young college student named Leonora who’s gone
missing along with some photos El Mago desperately wants.
Elvis’ search leads him to a 30-year-old legal secretary named
Maite who agreed to feed Leonora’s cat while she was gone and
who is herself looking for Leonora. Moreno-Garcia follows both
Elvis and Maite, who have a few things in common—they’re
both avid readers, with Maite favoring romance magazines in
particular, and they’re both suckers for old crooner-style music.
They’re also both somewhat lonely, with Elvis’ only friend in
the group out of commission after having been attacked at a
protest and Maite despairing about ever finding a boyfriend. As
they separately search for the missing Leonora and Elvis keeps
an eye on Maite, they encounter a host of leftist activists, artists, secret police officers, a charming antiques store owner, and
more, as their paths come ever closer to crossing. It’s hard to
describe how much fun this novel is—Moreno-Garcia, whose
Mexican Gothic (2020) gripped readers last year, proves to be just
as good at noir as she is at horror. The novel features memorable characters, taut pacing, an intricate plot, and antiheroes
you can’t help but root for.
A noir masterpiece.

APPLES NEVER FALL

Moriarty, Liane
Henry Holt (480 pp.)
$22.99 | Sep. 14, 2021
978-1-250-22025-7

Australian novelist Moriarty combines domestic realism and noirish
mystery in this story about the events
surrounding a 69-year-old Sydney woman’s disappearance.
Joy and Stan Delaney met as champion tennis players more than 50 years ago and ran a wellregarded tennis academy until their recent retirement. Their
long, complicated marriage has been filled with perhaps as
much passion for the game of tennis as for each other or their
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children. When Joy disappears on Feb. 14, 2020 (note the date),
the last text she sends to her now-grown kids—bohemian Amy,
passive Logan, flashy Troy, and migraine-suffering Brooke—is
too garbled by autocorrect to decipher and stubborn Stan
refuses to accept that there might be a problem. But days pass
and Joy remains missing and uncharacteristically silent. As worrisome details come to light, the police become involved. The
structure follows the pattern of Big Little Lies (2014) by setting
up a mystery and then jumping months into the past to unravel
it. Here, Moriarty returns to the day a stranger named Savannah turned up bleeding on the Delaneys’ doorstep and Joy
welcomed her to stay for an extended visit. Who is Savannah?
Whether she’s innocent, scamming, or something else remains
unclear on many levels. Moriarty is a master of ambiguity and
also of the small, telling detail like a tossed tennis racket or the
repeated appearance of apple crumble. Starting with the abandoned bike that’s found by a passing motorist on the first page,
the evidence that accumulates around what happened to Joy
constantly challenges the reader both to notice which minor
details (and characters) matter and to distinguish between red
herrings and buried clues. The ultimate reveal is satisfying, if
troubling. But Moriarty’s main focus, which she approaches
from countless familiar and unexpected angles, is the mystery
of family and what it means to be a parent, child, or sibling in
the Delaney family—or in any family, for that matter.
Funny, sad, astute, occasionally creepy, and slyly irresistible.

THE HOUSE OF ASHES

Neville, Stuart
Soho Crime (304 pp.)
$27.95 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-616-95741-4

A former social worker who’s come
to the Six Counties—don’t ever call it
Northern Ireland—finds that the house
her husband has moved her into deserves
the name The Ashes all too well.
Sara Keane’s horizons keep narrowing. Her husband, architect Damien Keane, is so jealously possessive that he’s isolated her from her friends and carried her
off from Bath to a solitary property outside Morganstown after
she greeted an earlier round of his controlling temper by swallowing an overdose of pills. Whatever gratitude she might have
felt toward Damien’s father for setting them up in a mortgagefree property is dashed by an uninvited visit from Mary Jackson,
who’s wandered away from the Greenway Care and Convalescence Home to pound on Sara’s door. Alternating chapters gradually unveil the truth about Mary’s ties to The Ashes. More than
60 years ago, she was imprisoned in the house, along with Noreen Weaver and Joy Turkington, to serve the pleasure of Ivan
Jackson and his two sons, George and Tam. Neville introduces
orphaned Esther Mooney, another victim, into the backstory to
show just how the Jacksons operate. It’s clear from a wealth of
evidence that the early history of The Ashes left virtually everyone involved in the horrors dead, with Mary the only survivor.
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What’s not clear is exactly how the climactic bloodbath came
to pass and whether Sara, who’s suffering what feels like a lowerpressure version of the same treatment from her own man, can
escape an equally grisly fate.
The first of these mysteries is never all that mysterious; it’s
the second one that will keep you turning the pages.

TOKYO REDUX

Peace, David
Knopf (464 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-307-26376-6
A dark, twist-filled mystery, the last
in British author Peace’s trilogy set in
occupied 1940s Tokyo following Occupied
City (2009) and Tokyo Year Zero (2007).
Veteran crime writer Peace, who
(following James Ellroy) has said that
he sees no reason to invent new crimes, follows his own precept here, focusing on one of Japan’s most infamous unsolved
cases: the death in 1949 of the National Railways’ first president, Sadanori Shimoyama. Under pressure from the American
occupying authorities, Shimoyama was being forced to lay off
100,000 workers, which made him a man both despised and
depressed. One morning he was picked up as usual by his chauffeur, taken first to a bank and then to a department store. He
said he’d return in five minutes, headed in—and disappeared.
Late that night, Shimoyama’s body was discovered alongside a
rail line, grotesquely dismembered by a passing train. But was
it suicide or homicide? Had he been dead hours before, as an
autopsy indicated? If so, why did several people spot him that
evening—or think they did—near the scene of his body’s discovery, wandering and plucking weeds? Peace’s intricate retelling/reimagining of the story begins in the immediate aftermath,
with a disillusioned, hard-drinking American detective named
Harry Sweeney. It then jumps forward to 1964, amid a revived
city preparing to host the world for the Olympic Games. There,
private investigator Murota Hideki, a policeman during the
occupation, searches for an eccentric missing writer who was a
loud proponent of the theory that Shimoyama was murdered—
and who battles his own demons. Then the book leaps forward one last time, to 1988. There, against the backdrop of the
emperor’s protracted final illness, elderly American expatriate
Donald Reichenbach, a teacher and translator, ends up being
the one who must finally unravel, and reckon with the implications of, the now 40-year-old mystery. Sometimes Peace’s style
overrelies on line-by-line repetition, but the book has a songlike
cadence that—thanks both to the riddles within riddles of the
so-called “Shimoyama incident” itself and Peace’s sure veteran
hand with suspense—trundles the reader along with a train’s
inexorable momentum.
A brisk and atmospheric true-crime thriller.

“All of Pendergast’s adventures are weird and
wonderful fun, and this is no exception.”
bloodless

BLOODLESS

Preston, Douglas & Child, Lincoln
Grand Central Publishing (400
pp.)
$22.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-5387-3670-8
FBI Special Agent Pendergast and
his cohorts face great peril as they try to
find out what’s bleeding a Georgia city
dry.
In 1971, the mysterious hijacker D.B.
Cooper parachutes from a commercial airliner with a bundle
of cash in the remote northwest and is never heard from again.
A half-century later, Aloysius X.L. Pendergast and colleague
Armstrong Coldmoon are sent to Savannah, Georgia, to investigate a “most peculiar incident”: a body has washed ashore with
nary a drop of blood left in the corpse. A reader’s first thought
might be What’s that got to do with an old hijacking? Leave it to
the imaginations of Preston and Child to eventually make the

delightfully strange connection. Pendergast looks every bit the
stereotypical undertaker, not at all fitting the FBI mold. He
brings along his adult “ward,” Constance Greene, who brings
her stiletto everywhere she goes. Meanwhile, bloodless bodies
accumulate. Who could possibly be committing these frightful
atrocities? And why only in Savannah? That one’s easy: because
it’s a spooky old city “with its gnarled trees and crooked houses,”
and everything about the plot is spooky and surreal. A film crew
prepares to create a phony documentary in a graveyard using
smoke machines and showing callous disregard for the dead. A
scheming U.S. senator frets that the rapid escalation in ghastly
violence will hurt his reelection prospects, and he pressures
the FBI for a rapid solution. Unfortunately, the killer makes an
unholy mess of the city, sucking out its Southern charm along
with plenty of blood. He—she—let’s settle on it—turns the
tale into one of more horror than crime. Without Pendergast’s
perspicacity, Coldmoon’s competence, and Constance’s cojones
(figuratively, of course), that old city of mint juleps would be a
smoking hole in the ground. And readers wouldn’t learn about
D.B. Cooper’s fate. The authors’ imaginations run unfettered as
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“A novel of capacious intelligence and plenty
of page-turning emotional drama.”
beautiful world, where are you

they travel to unearthly locales, but in the end it comes down to
beleaguered Savannah.
All of Pendergast’s adventures are weird and wonderful
fun, and this is no exception.

BEAUTIFUL WORLD,
WHERE ARE YOU

Rooney, Sally
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-374-60260-4
Two erudite Irishwomen struggle
with romance against the backdrop of
the Trump/Brexit years.
Eileen and Alice have been friends
since their university days. Now in their
late 20s, Eileen works as an editorial assistant at a literary magazine in Dublin. Alice is a famous novelist recovering from a psychiatric hospitalization and staying in a large empty rectory on
the west coast of Ireland. Since Alice’s breakdown, the two have
kept in touch primarily through lengthy emails that alternate
between recounting their romantic lives and working through
their angst about the current social and political climate. (In
one of these letters, Eileen laments that the introduction of
plastic has ruined humanity’s aesthetic calibration and in the
next paragraph, she’s eager to know if Alice is sleeping with the
new man she’s met.) Eileen has spent many years entangled in
an occasionally intimate friendship with her teenage crush, a
slightly older man named Simon who is a devout Catholic and
who works in the Irish Parliament as an assistant. As Eileen and
Simon’s relationship becomes more complicated, Alice meets
Felix, a warehouse worker who is unsure what to make of her
fame and aloofness. In many ways, this book, a work of both
philosophy and romantic tragicomedy about the ways people
love and hurt one another, is exactly the type of book one would
expect Rooney to write out of the political environment of the
past few years. But just because the novel is so characteristic of
Rooney doesn’t take anything away from its considerable power.
As Alice herself puts it, “Humanity on the cusp of extinction
[and] here I am writing another email about sex and friendship.
What else is there to live for?”
A novel of capacious intelligence and plenty of page-turning emotional drama.

CHILD IN THE VALLEY

Sauer, Gordy
Hub City Press (286 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-938235-79-5

A young man comes of age at the
dawn of the California Gold Rush.
When 17-year-old Joshua Gaines,
orphaned and fleeing a man bent on
collecting a debt owed by his physician
foster father, leaves St. Louis in 1849,
he knows his road in life will not be easy. But even his worst
imaginings don’t prepare him for the nightmare he’ll experience
when he meets up in Independence, Missouri, with mysterious
and sulfurous smelling Renard, formerly enslaved Free Ray, and
three other men bound for Sutter’s Mill in California’s Sacramento Valley to seek their fortune in the newly discovered gold
deposits there. Sauer efficiently portrays the danger and routine
hardships of the small party’s 1,500-mile trek along with other
emigrants without ignoring the harsh beauty of the American
wilderness. But once the band reaches California, Joshua’s story
grows even darker, as he forsakes his fruitless efforts to pan for
gold to ally himself with what has been Renard’s plan from the
beginning—to amass great wealth quickly by stealing it. Only
occasionally lapsing into self-consciously literary prose, Sauer
balances vivid scenes of violence and betrayal with glimpses
of Joshua’s emotional turmoil as he’s drawn more deeply into
Renard’s scheme, one that with each murderous theft transports him further from his dream of following his father into
the medical profession. The young man’s conflict climaxes
when he and the others encounter a religious community that
brings him face to face with the depth of his transgressions. The
ruthlessness of Renard’s gang becomes a metaphor for the history of White civilization’s westward expansion in the 19th century, but Joshua’s own journey concludes on a note that offers, if
not full redemption, at least a glimmer of hope.
Morality clashes with greed and savagery on the American
frontier.

FALSE WITNESS

Slaughter, Karin
Morrow/HarperCollins (512 pp.)
$28.99 | Jul. 20, 2021
978-0-06-285809-2
A master of the no-holds-barred
law enforcement thriller turns to legal
intrigue, with shattering results.
A week before he’s to stand trial
for the aggravated assault and rape
of DataTel district manager Tammy
Karlsen, car-dealership scion Andrew Tenant fires his lawyer
and asks for a new one: Leigh Collier, a rising star at an Atlanta
white-shoe firm. Originally baffled by the request, Leigh
quickly realizes that her new client has a special reason to have
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asked for her: He’s recognized her from a magazine photo as the
older sister of Callie, the babysitter who killed his father, Buddy
Waleski, when his latest pedophile assault on her turned violent
23 years ago. In fact, the truth is even darker than that. Leigh
was an active participant in the killing. Now she’s determined
to do everything she can to torpedo the defense she’s preparing for Andrew, who’s accused of stabbing Tammy Karlsen in
exactly the way Callie stabbed his father, while persuading both
her client and her watchful senior partner that she’s doing her
utmost to represent him. As she learns more and more particulars about the case and her client, Leigh realizes that her plan
doesn’t go nearly far enough. Andrew is guilty of this assault and
others, but he doesn’t just want her to get him off: He plans to
blackmail her into complying with a potentially endless series
of demands. How can she strike back at a monster who holds all
the cards? Only by tapping into the depthless power of sisterhood with Callie, who’s descended into addiction but still loves
Leigh with a ferocity that makes the pair of them as dangerous
as the man who’s targeted them.
Combines disarming sensitivity to the nuances of the
tangled relations among the characters with sledgehammer
plotting.

IN THE COUNTRY OF OTHERS

Slimani, Leila
Penguin (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-14-313597-5

Morocco’s decolonization provides
the backdrop for this interracial family
drama.
Tall, fair-skinned Mathilde anticipates a life of adventure and exoticism
when, in 1945, she marries Amine Belhaj,
a stocky, dark-skinned Moroccan whose French army regiment
is stationed in her Alsatian village. Instead, upon returning to
Amine’s home city of Meknes, the newlyweds move in with
Amine’s mother while struggling to evict a tenant from the land
Amine inherited from his father. When, years later, the couple
finally regains control of the remote property and relocates, an
increasingly dour Amine works day and night to try to farm the
stony acreage, leaving a lonely Mathilde to raise their daughter, Aïcha, and son, Selim. As clashes between the country’s
pro-independence nationalists and French colonists grow violent, each of the characters suffers feelings of otherness. Amine
sympathizes with his compatriots, though he’s not militant,
and he secretly holds the French in esteem. Mathilde craves
acceptance but chafes against her new home’s views regarding
the subjugation of women. And while biracial Aïcha’s frizzy hair
and secondhand clothes make her an outcast at her Frenchrun Catholic school, its religious teachings are the young girl’s
greatest solace. First in a planned trilogy inspired by her family’s history, Franco-Moroccan author Slimani’s latest unfolds
over the course of a decade via vignettes capturing the internal
and external struggles of the Belhajs and their loved ones. The
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woolly narrative structure occasionally blurs the plot’s focus
and saps it of drive, but Slimani’s visceral prose never fails to
reel readers back in.
An affecting tale of evolution and revolution.

AFTERPARTIES

So, Anthony Veasna
Ecco/HarperCollins (272 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-06-304990-1
Posthumous debut from an author
whose short fictions appeared in the
New Yorker and n+1.
In “Maly, Maly, Maly,” Ves and his
cousin Maly escape to get high and
watch porn while their family prepares
for a party where monks will declare that another cousin’s baby
is the reincarnation of Maly’s mother, Somaly. In “Somaly Serey,
Serey Somaly,” that baby, Serey, has grown into a nurse who
is caring for the great-aunt who raised Maly after her mother
died. Ma Eng is suffering from dementia, but her insistence that
Serey is her dead niece Somaly fits a pattern in Serey’s life. Presented with the chance to pass her haunted legacy onto Maly’s
daughter, Serey thinks twice about what she’s doing but can’t
resist the possibility of being free of her family’s history. Generational trauma is an undercurrent throughout this book. The
protagonists of these stories grew up in California, but they are
constantly aware that their parents and grandparents and aunties and uncles witnessed genocide before escaping Cambodia.
This awareness manifests in different ways across the collection.
Set in the aftermath of a lavish wedding, “We Would’ve Been
Princes!” follows brothers Marlon and Bond as they try to find
out if a wealthy relative stiffed the bride and groom of a cash
gift at the reception. The answer to this question is important
because Marlon and Bond want to please their mother by delivering this bit of gossip, but it also reveals differing attitudes
about what refugees owe each other—and it involves some
trickery by a Cambodian singer flown in for the nuptials. In
“Human Development,” Anthony, whose newish career is teaching private school kids about diversity, is at a party surrounded
by insufferable tech bros when he connects with another Cambodian guy on Grindr. Anthony’s reaction to the relationship
that develops is shaped, at least in part, by how much he wants
his own past and the collective past he has inherited to define
him.
Even when these stories are funny and hopeful, an inescapable history is always waiting.

“A fictional portrait of Thomas Mann highlights his family life.”
the magician

THE MAGICIAN

Tóibín, Colm
Scribner (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-4767-8508-0
The Irish writer’s fictional portrait of
Thomas Mann highlights his family life.
What adventures the Mann children have. Erika weds W.H. Auden to
get a British passport. Monika survives
the torpedo attack that sank the SS
City of Benares in World War II. Golo finds that Alma Mahler
wants to bring 23 suitcases along in their escape from occupied
France. Tóibín chronicles the Mann clan—Thomas’ parents and
siblings, his wife, and their six children—across some seven
decades. It’s a busy, comprehensive narrative centered on a
complex, conflicted husband, father, and writer facing family
problems and crises and rarely failing to put in his four hours
at the desk before lunch. Half the book’s time frame spans two

world wars, and German politics is a constant, as some Manns
are vocal while Thomas, always protective of his good name and
livelihood, struggles with demands for him to speak out. Three
of his grown children are open in their sexual fluidity, but he
never publicly acknowledges his feelings about men (his revelatory diaries appeared 20 years after his death). The personal
and public history is compelling, but the book may disappoint
some readers’ expectations. Fans of Mann may question the
novel’s scant treatment of his writing. Fans of Tóibín’s The
Master (2005) and its exploration of a crucial four-year span in
Henry James’ life may be surprised at Tóibín’s tackling nearly
all of Mann’s 80 years. The new novel does at times drag like a
conventional biography with the weight of mundane details and
repetition, and overall it feels overlong. But Tóibín succeeds in
conveying his fascination with the Magician, as his children
called him, who could make sexual secrets vanish beneath a rich
surface life of family and uncommon art.
An intriguing view of a writer who well deserves another
turn on the literary stage.
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SAVAGE TONGUES

Van der Vliet Oloomi, Azareen
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (288 pp.)
$24.00 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-358-31506-3
A woman travels to Spain to confront
her traumatic past.
Arezu is 17 when she has an affair with
Omar, her stepmother’s nephew. Affair is
too strong a word; Omar is 40 years old,
and Arezu doesn’t so much consent as
she is compelled into a relationship with him. Twenty years later,
she’s still trying to sort things out. That’s where Van der Vliet
Oloomi’s latest novel picks up. Arezu returns to Spain to try to
confront, or at least contend with, her past—and the lingering
effects it has had on her life. “How does one document in language an experience of pain so totalizing that it refuses the fixed
nature of words altogether?” she asks. Van der Vliet Oloomi’s
strategy is to forgo plot—and most of the other conventions of
fiction—in favor of a book-length monologue. Arezu considers
not only her own past, but, more generally, racism, colonialism
(her mother is Iranian, her father British), and Israeli-Palestinian politics—Arezu’s Israeli best friend joins her on her trip—
among other things. The result can feel oddly claustrophobic,
even solipsistic, as Arezu sorts through the seemingly infinite
gradations of her feelings. The novel breathes when Arezu manages to step outside herself, to describe her brother, for instance,
who was once beaten in a racist attack, or her friend, Ellie, who
comes with her to Spain. Arezu’s trauma is real, but there is
something self-indulgent about the way she turns the memories
over and over in her mind. She seems to savor her own pain in a
way that the author doesn’t seem fully aware of.
An intense but ultimately claustrophobic book in which a
woman can’t get outside her own mind.

AWAKE

Voetmann, Harald
Trans. by Ottosen, Johanne Sorgenfri
New Directions (112 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-8112-3081-0
This strange novella concerns Pliny
the Elder and his drive to catalog all of
nature.
Pliny the Elder, a Roman writer and
military man, is famous for his encyclopedic Naturalis Historia and for perishing when Vesuvius
erupted in 79 C.E. Voetmann, a Danish writer and translator
of classical Latin works, has written a trilogy that begins with
this volume, his first book in English, and continues with one
on Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe and one on the 11th-century German mystic Othlo of St. Emmerman. Not beach reads,
perhaps. This novel is loosely constructed with brief citations
from the Historia, vignettes and observations from Pliny’s life,
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and comments from his nephew, Pliny the Younger. The fluid
prose owes much to translator Ottosen. One thematic thread
is the contrast between the intellectual effort to rein in nature’s
extraordinary variety and man’s ugly, ignorant cruelty. The great
scholar himself is obese and prone to nosebleeds and dictates
from a filthy bed. He has the feet of his servant Diocles nailed
to a fig tree because he tried to escape. He describes dispassionately an arena entertainment in which the bellies of various
pregnant animals and a woman are slit open before an elated
audience. In lighter moments, Pliny gives a disastrous public
reading. His nephew complains that his wife has replaced “a
large portion of my library” with lurid romance novels. Diocles
has several comic sections before he falls to screaming at the
fig tree. And some of the knowledge Pliny the Elder professes
is laughably off the mark to a 21st-century reader—as our own
grand schemes may seem 2,000 years hence, if there is a hence.
An interesting work and a good introduction to this
unusual writer.

HARLEM SHUFFLE

Whitehead, Colson
Doubleday (336 pp.)
$28.95 | Sep. 14, 2021
978-0-385-54513-6

After winning back-to-back Pulitzer Prizes for his previous two books,
Whitehead lets fly with a typically crafty
change-up: a crime novel set in mid-20thcentury Harlem.
The twin triumphs of The Under
ground Railroad (2016) and The Nickel Boys (2019) may have led
Whitehead’s fans to believe he would lean even harder on social
justice themes in his next novel. But by now, it should be clear
that this most eclectic of contemporary masters never repeats
himself, and his new novel is as audacious, ingenious, and
spellbinding as any of his previous period pieces. Its unlikely
and appealing protagonist is Ray Carney, who, when the story
begins in 1959, is expecting a second child with his wife, Elizabeth, while selling used furniture and appliances on Harlem’s
storied, ever bustling 125th Street. Ray’s difficult childhood as
a hoodlum’s son forced to all but raise himself makes him an
exemplar of the self-made man to everybody but his upper-middle-class in-laws, aghast that their daughter and grandchildren
live in a small apartment within earshot of the subway tracks.
Try as he might, however, Ray can’t quite wrest free of his criminal roots. To help make ends meet as he struggles to grow his
business, Ray takes covert trips downtown to sell lost or stolen
jewelry, some of it coming through the dubious means of Ray’s
ne’er-do-well cousin, Freddie, who’s been getting Ray into hot
messes since they were kids. Freddie’s now involved in a scheme
to rob the Hotel Theresa, the fabled “Waldorf of Harlem,” and
he wants his cousin to fence whatever he and his unsavory, volatile cohorts take in. This caper, which goes wrong in several
perilous ways, is only the first in a series of strenuous tests of
character and resources Ray endures from the back end of the

“An enigmatic, elegant meditation on the
end of civilization—if end it truly is.”
harrow

1950s to the Harlem riots of 1964. Throughout, readers will be
captivated by a Dickensian array of colorful, idiosyncratic characters, from itchy-fingered gangsters to working-class women
with a low threshold for male folly. What’s even more impressive is Whitehead’s densely layered, intricately woven rendering
of New York City in the Kennedy era, a time filled with both
the bright promise of greater economic opportunity and looming despair due to the growing heroin plague. It’s a city in which,
as one character observes, “everybody’s kicking back or kicking
up. Unless you’re on top.”
As one of Whitehead’s characters might say of their creator, When you’re hot, you’re hot.

HARROW

Williams, Joy
Knopf (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 14, 2021
978-0-525-65756-9

BRIGHT YOUNG THINGS

Adams, Jane A.
Severn House (224 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7278-5013-3

DCI Henry Johnstone returns to
active duty to probe the murder of a
socialite who seems to have died twice.
It’s strange enough for terrified tourists to see a large, silent man carrying
a dead body in his arms lumber down
Bournemouth’s beach to deposit his burden at the water’s edge.
But it’s stranger still when the local police discover papers in
a purse lashed to the victim’s arm that identify her as Faun
Moran, a bright young thing who was killed and buried over a
year ago after she and fellow partygoer Malcolm Everson drove
off from a bash at the Belmonts’ posh estate and plummeted
headlong into a nearby ravine. DI Harold Shelton, who investigated the crash, did such a slapdash job that DS Mickey Hitchens implores Johnstone to head up the newly opened inquiry.
Though he’s still healing from his assault by the villain who kidnapped his niece in Old Sins (2021), Johnstone’s too intrigued by
the case to turn it down. As Johnstone reinterviews witnesses
who already gave testimony in the Everson crash, Adams opens
another window into the backstory through an account by Vic,
a shadowy character who traces Faun’s flight from her overbearing father into the arms of a man who’s far more dangerous.
When Faun’s captor at last unveils himself, the question moves
from who’s responsible for her death to whether and how Johnstone and Hitchens can bring the criminal to justice.
A cautionary tale, more thriller than mystery, about the
perils of getting what you wish for.

y o u n g a d u lt

A memorable return for renowned
storyteller Williams after a lengthy
absence from long-form fiction.
“Something definitely had gone wrong.
Even the dead were dismayed.” Something has gone wrong indeed, but in her
first novel in 20 years, Williams doesn’t reveal the precise contours of what that something is. There are portents at the outset
as the young girl known first as Lamb, then as Khristen, contemplates a bit of family lore recounting that as a newborn she was
resuscitated after having stopped breathing and, thus reborn,
“was destined for something extraordinary.” So Khristen’s mother
believes, in any event, sending her to a boarding school where,
Khristen says, “my situation would be appreciated and the alarming gift I had been given properly acknowledged.” Instead, the
school dries up, for by Khristen’s third year there are no incoming students. Why? There’s no resolution in sight anywhere in
Williams’ deliberately paced pre–post-apocalyptic novel: All
the reader knows is that something is definitely off, signaled by
such moments as when a fellow student, asked to contemplate
an orange while pondering creativity, protests, “I haven’t tasted
an orange in years.” Khristen takes her place in an odd community on a “razed resort” alongside a dying lake known as Big
Girl, populated by the likes of a gifted, spooky 10-year-old and a
Vicodin-swilling matriarch named Lola. If nothing else, the place
has a working bowling alley, one good place to await doomsday.
As the clock ticks away, Williams seeds her story with allusions
to Kafka, bits of Greek mythology, philosophical notes on the
nature of tragedy, and gemlike description (“He was in excellent
physical condition, lean with rage”), and all along with subtly sardonic humor: Williams’ imagined world of the near future is so
thoroughly corporatized that even the blades of wind turbines
have advertisements on them, and she offers a useful phrase for
obituaries to come: “What did he die of?” one character asks,
meeting the reply: “Environmental issues.”
An enigmatic, elegant meditation on the end of civilization—if end it truly is.

m ys t e r y

CHINA ROSES

Bannister, Jo
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7278-5065-2
The latest round of unrest in the English Midlands town of Norbold revolves
around two women. One of them is dead,
and the other just won’t go away.
DC Hazel Best, a friend of Peregrine,
the 28th Earl of Byrfield, recognizes the
man PC Wayne Budgen has found beaten unconscious as archaeologist David Sperrin, the illegitimate son of the 27th Earl. Sperrin’s injuries have inconveniently shut down his memory, but
unbidden and unnerving snapshots return to him as he lies in
the hospital. A woman had been running toward him. She was
crying that she wouldn’t become a China Rose because she was
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a Vietnamese citizen. She was shot in the back and died in his
arms. But he can’t remember her name or explain what brought
them together in the first place or why no one can find her body.
As Hazel and her mates at the Meadowvale Police Station labor
to fill in the blanks in Sperrin’s story, her quirky bookseller friend,
Gabriel Ash, must deal with an equally troublesome woman: his
estranged wife, Cathy, who’s popped up out of nowhere in defiance of a warrant for her arrest for murder, ostensibly to spend
some time with the children Ash wants sole custody of, but
almost certainly bent on some more sinister errand. Emerging
hints that Rose Doe, as the police dub the victim pulled from the
Clover Hill Dam—the woman David remembered—had been
smuggled into the country by human traffickers deepens both
the mystery and the menace for Hazel and makes it even more
imperative that Ash send Cathy on her way regardless of every
threat she makes to his family’s quiet life.
Fueled more by sadness and moral outrage than mystery—
but fans won’t mind that a bit.

THE PORT OF
LONDON MURDERS

Bell, Josephine
Poisoned Pen (272 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-4642-1540-7
A steamship docking on the Thames
after a voyage its crew members never
expected to survive brings nothing but
trouble—or rather reveals and heightens the trouble already running through
London’s docklands in this reprint of Bell’s 1938 tale.
The arrival of the San Angelo brings no joy to Leslie Harvey,
a boy who celebrates the event by nearly drowning, or to his
sister, June, a worker at Lulu, a neighborhood lingerie shop, or
to Harry Reed, who saves Leslie’s life and gets his hand mangled
as a reward. A dozen of the containers in the San Angelo’s cargo
hold have been cast into the river, and the police officers who
recover one of them find, along with its shipment of raw rubber destined for Listons’ rubber works, a woman’s nightgown.
The garment arouses suspicions about Lulu, whose owner
Martha Kemp’s relation (wife? mistress?) to Gordon Longford,
the agent for the Cynthia product line, isn’t strong enough to
keep him away from heiress Pamela Merston. The plot thickens when Mary Holland, who’s recently come to lodge with the
local Dunwoody family, is found dead from a lethal dose of Lysol
shortly after consulting Dr. Ellis, a questionable medico who’s
playing an angle of his own. The Scotland Yard detective sent
to investigate soon disappears and is found dead. There’s never
much doubt whodunit, but the evocation by the pseudonymous
Bell (1897-1987) of a working-class neighborhood where spouses
bicker, the lucky find rough work, attractive young women fend
off unwelcome advances, and the elderly suffer wasting illnesses
is strikingly ahead of its time.
Come for the mystery, stay for the dankly atmospheric
portrait of prewar South London.
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ROAD OF BONES

Benn, James R.
Soho Crime (312 pp.)
$27.95 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-641-29200-9

A World War II supersleuth,
deprived of his usual backup, unravels a
tangled web of criminality in Russia.
September 1944 finds Capt. Billy
Boyle enjoying a short respite with his
closest pals, Lt. Piotr “Kaz” Kazimierz
and Big Mike Miecznikowski, between cracking tough cases.
The plan is to visit Billy’s love interest, Diana Seaton, a British
agent recuperating in the nearby countryside after having been
held by the Gestapo. But Col. Bull Dawson, who has different
ideas, summons Billy to an air base in Russia to solve a baffling
crime: two murdered soldiers, one American, one Russian. Billy
brings Big Mike but lets Kaz sit this assignment out. The flight
east is an adventure in itself: Aboard the Banshee Bandit, Billy has
a front row seat for an air battle with the Luftwaffe, and he sees
Sweet Lorraine, the plane carrying Big Mike, go down. A handful
of colleagues greet him in Russia, where he learns that Big Mike
has survived and been taken to the hospital. Billy faces numerous obstacles in his probe. The bodies of Lt. Ivan Kopelev and
Sgt. Jack Morris have already been taken away. Both men were
wearing their guns when they were killed, and neither seems to
have any enemies. Without his wingman, Billy must decide on
his own whom he can trust. His Russian counterpart, Sidorov,
warns him against his translator, Maiya Akilina, and there’s an
additional layer of odd Russian characters, led by Tatyana, the
“Night Witch.” In a welcome change of pace, Billy’s 16th adventure has more action and history than his previous cases. Sturdy
Kaz enters the story at a crucial moment to help capture the
guilty.
Benn’s well-crafted series deepens with every installment.

MURDER AT STANDING
STONE MANOR

Brown, Eric
Severn House (224 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7278-5056-0

A detecting couple’s move to new
digs doesn’t prevent them from being
involved in yet another murder.
Mystery writer and private detective
Donald Langham and his equally talented wife, Maria Dupré, have left London for the peace and
quiet of Yew Tree Cottage. Accepting a dinner invitation gives
them the opportunity to meet many of their new neighbors, and
a diverse and interesting bunch they are. A cryptic note from
professor Edwin Robertshaw soon entangles them in blackmail
and murder. Maria takes a liking to Robertshaw’s niece, Nancy,
who’s been living with him since the deaths of her parents and

“This character-driven exploration of people’s darkest
flaws is a sterling example of Cleeves’ formidable talents.”
the heron’s cry

caring for his ailing wife, Xandra—but not so much to Robertshaw, whose selfishness and lack of empathy have alienated his
neighbors. Robertshaw, who’s being blackmailed, asks Donald
for help, but the clever sleuth is stymied when the payment is
retrieved by a dog who jumps in a car and escapes. When Robertshaw is found shot at the foot of his beloved standing stone,
the neighbor with whom he’s having a land dispute is arrested,
although there are several other candidates, including his first
wife, who’s resumed their relationship, his supercilious son,
who worries about inheriting his estate, and Nancy’s boyfriend,
whose background story is a lie. The couple wrestle with a
thorny mystery but one that’s not beyond their skills.
Character-driven and filled with red herrings, a most
enjoyable classic British read.

THE HERON’S CRY

In her follow-up to The Long Call
(2019), Cleeves provides a complex mystery full of surprises.
Detective Matthew Venn’s North
Devon team is stretched to the limit by
a series of homicides. An aborted conversation between police officer Jen Rafferty and Nigel Yeo,
who wants to discuss a problem at a party thrown by a mutual
friend, is the first hint of trouble. The next morning, Jen is
called to a murder scene at an artist’s workshop on the grounds
of wealthy Francis Ley’s home. The dead man is Nigel, who was
killed by a spear from one of his glass blower daughter Eve’s
pieces. The investigation is complicated by several preexisting
relationships. Jen had a one-night stand with Wes Curnow, the
other artist in residence at Ley’s, who also has studio space at
an art center run by Venn’s artistic, upbeat husband, Jonathan.
The murdered man worked for a watchdog organization that’s
investigating the National Health Service after several families
complained that their depressed youngsters got little help and
committed suicide, including the son of a local family that could
be seeking revenge. The homicide team, which in addition to
Jen includes an ambitious detective named Ross, work in their
own intuitive ways alongside Venn, a clever, soft-spoken, deeply
conflicted man—he’s still working on his fraught relationship
with his mother after having been brought up in a cultlike religious group that doesn’t welcome gay people. A second murder
with another shard of Eve’s glass widens the possible range of
suspects, making it more difficult for the sleuths to ignore their
personal feelings.
This character-driven exploration of people’s darkest
flaws is a sterling example of Cleeves’ formidable talents.

Veteran Delany kicks off a new series
set in a 1950s Catskill Mountains resort.
Elizabeth Grady was raised by her
Aunt Tatiana while her mother, Olivia
Peters, pursued a dancing career that
made her famous and rich until she
trusted the wrong man. Left with nothing but a Catskills hotel that she inherits unexpectedly, Olivia
persuades Elizabeth to give up her bookkeeping job in New
York City to help her make a go of Haggerman’s Catskills
Resort. After all, it’s the heyday of the Borsht Belt, when New
Yorkers flock to the Catskills’ high-end resorts and inexpensive
bungalow colonies to escape the summer heat. What Elizabeth
didn’t expect is that, as she tells her best friend, Velvet, “I would
manage the entire resort and everything to do with it, while
she sips cocktails, looks gracious, and pops up now and again to
charm the guests.” Working endless hours during the busy summer season, Elizabeth finally has hopes of turning a profit, but
they’re dashed when a guest is murdered and rumors of communist plots abound. The local police chief, discovering that
the murdered guest’s cabin is filled with papers and maps, leaps
to the conclusion he’s a communist spy and calls the FBI. The
dead man’s next of kin, New York Times reporter Jim Westenham,
insists that his Uncle Harold was a harmless retired professor
writing a novel; he teams up with Elizabeth to investigate a
crime the local police are putting on the back burner. Elizabeth
must deal with whiny guests, clumsy staff, and nasty rumors
spread by the competition while she, Jim, and Velvet attempt
to solve the murder.
Pitch-perfect period descriptions, a likable heroine, and
a surprising conclusion will leave readers yearning for the
sequel.

y o u n g a d u lt

Cleeves, Ann
Minotaur (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-2502-0447-9

DEADLY SUMMER NIGHTS

Delany, Vicki
Berkley (304 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-593334-37-9

BEST KEPT SECRETS

Florio, Gwen
Severn House (256 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7278-9026-9

Racial tensions divide a town on
Maryland’s Eastern Shore.
When Nora Best returns home to
Chateau from Colorado, she thinks she’s
done running. She’s left her cheating
husband, escaped a murder charge, and
headed cross-country in her Airstream trailer to the town she
left years ago, swearing she’d never come back. When at last
she arrives at Quail House, the stately house where she grew
up, she thinks she may finally be home. Her mother, Penelope,
has grown old and frail, and there’s no one left to help her but
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equally elderly Miss Grace, who crossed Commerce Street years
ago from Chateau’s Black neighborhood to work for the town’s
White police chief. When a teenager killed by police on the
Bay Bridge turns out to be Miss Grace’s young nephew, however, relations among Chateau’s residents fray. This latest death
is a chilling reminder of the murder of Bobby Evans, Grace’s
brother, during civil rights protests leading to violence that tore
the town apart in the 1960s. Nora, crossing the Bay Bridge in
her Airstream, witnesses this latest killing, and local cop Alden
Tydings, who was the love of her teenage life, begs her to tell
him what she knows. But even Nora isn’t sure what she knows
now that she’s in a place that should be utterly comfortable and
familiar at a time that’s anything but.
Secrets but no surprises in a hypercontemporary look at
long-standing social justice issues.

CROOKED IN HIS WAYS

Goodwin, S.M.
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-64385-744-2

A demure femme fatale lies at the
center of a tantalizing mystery set in pre–
Civil War New York.
December 1856. Noted financier
Albert Beauchamp gleefully anticipates
his assignation with the alluring Helen
Vogel, 21, the wife of much older Adolphus Vogel. When Beauchamp answers the door, a determined killer stabs him to death.
Six months later, Beauchamp’s waterlogged body is found in
a crate in New Orleans, where it’s been mysteriously shipped.
Untangling the mystery of his murder falls to the investigative
odd couple of DI Jasper Lightner and Hieronymus Law, the former a dogged by-the-book British detective with a pronounced
stutter, the latter an American maverick detective more comfortable on the mean streets than in the police station. An
examination of the mutilated corpse points to a killer with a
taste for vengeance. Goodwin presents a labyrinthine plot and
a cross-section of quirky suspects. Witness interviews and the
discovery of a little black book make it clear that the late Beauchamp was an expert blackmailer. Helen Vogel’s visit to Jasper
involves tears, a confession of abuse at the hands of her husband,
and a shocking revelation about a secret lover. Is this yet more
evidence of Beauchamp’s blackmail? A disappearance adds
more unwieldy pieces to an already daunting puzzle. Despite
this complexity, Goodwin keeps interest high by shifting the
choice of the likeliest suspect among the characters. An especially entertaining subplot involves Jasper’s efforts to turn John,
a rough street urchin, into a member of his household staff.
Goodwin’s pace befits the period, and his vivid depiction
of Old New York includes some fascinating details.
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DEATH OF A RED-HOT
RANCHER

Granger, Mimi
Berkley (288 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-593201-56-5

Granger’s debut mystery combines
murder with all things amatory.
Lizzie Hale is the owner of Love
Under the Covers, a bookstore specializing in romantic fiction of every stripe,
though her own love life is meager—the
woman is convinced she’s hopeless at forming relationships.
Tinker’s Creek, Ohio, is home to a first-class heartbreaker:
Brody Pierce, the drop-dead gorgeous owner of a local bison
ranch who made a fortune doing commercials before retiring
to his hometown, where he’s dated just about every eligible
woman. When Lizzie sees Brody visiting her aunt, she’s seriously concerned that Charmaine, who’s slightly older than
Brody but still outgoing and attractive, may be falling for him.
Then, going to Brody’s ranch to return a credit card he left at
her store, she finds him dead. The only witness is Violet, the
dog she takes home. Lizzie dares not tell Charmaine’s son, Josh,
who’s the investigating officer, of her suspicions that Brody and
Charmaine may have been an item. Deciding to snoop around
herself, she’s spurred on by the entry of attractive baseball
player–turned–national park investigator Max Alverez. Using
her best friend and aunt as a pipeline into the town gossip mill,
she finds that Brody was not universally loved. But which of his
enemies was willing to kill?
A cozy combination of mystery and romance featuring an
expert on romance novels who needs some practical lessons
in love.

SCANDAL IN BABYLON

Hambly, Barbara
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7278-9038-2

An educated British woman’s work at
a Tinseltown studio is exhilarating, exasperating, and dangerous.
In a major departure from her 19thcentury tales of freed Black man Benjamin January, including House of the
Patriarch (2021), Hambly introduces a world of glamour and
deceit. After losing her husband to World War I and her family
to the Spanish flu, Emma Blackstone has been rescued from a
soul-sucking job as a paid companion by her sister-in-law, Kitty
Flint, better known as Hollywood starlet Camille de la Rose.
Emma keeps Kitty’s household going, cares for three beloved
Pekingese, and rewrites scripts for Foremost Productions,
whose studio chief is just one of Kitty’s myriad lovers. Before
she can join her aunt, who’s written to say that she’s returning

“A historically interesting mystery with a wise, empathetic
sleuth and a shocking denouement.”
murder in an orchard cemetery

to England from India, Emma must help Kitty by solving the
murder of Rex Festraw, her not-quite-ex-husband. Rex showed
up on set unexpectedly, and before Kitty even gets to meet
with the man she married at 15, he’s found dead in her dressing
room, shot by her own gun. Asked for an alibi, Kitty claims to
have been searching for one of her dogs, but Emma suspects
that she was meeting a lover. The studio staff naturally spring
into action to protect their star, and the corrupt police quickly
release her, but the plot to frame Kitty, with several forged
but incriminating death threats found with the body, imperils
everyone around her until Emma and her love interest, cameraman Zal Rokatansky, can find the real killer.
A sparkling series launch featuring Hollywood hijinks and
a clever sleuth.

MURDER IN AN
ORCHARD CEMETERY

Reverend Mother Aquinas shows
once again that she’s never at a loss when
it comes to closing cases of murder in
1920s Cork.
The Reverend Mother usually enjoys
the bishop’s yearly retreat for religious superiors featuring
silence, prayer, and meditation. This year, though, he’s invited
the five candidates for alderman, all of whom are vying for his
support. Finding the whole process annoying, the Reverend
Mother spends much of her time in the delightful orchard cemetery of the Sisters of Charity. As she gossips in French with
Mother Isabelle, she notices a freshly dug grave near her seat.
When wealthy James Musgrave, one of the mayoral candidates,
whose daughter is a novice at the convent, is blown to pieces
while sitting in the very same seat, her former pupil Inspector
Patrick Cashman relies on her connections to help solve what at
first appears to be an Irish Republican Army killing. Eileen, the
Reverend Mother’s star pupil, who’s now a reporter attending
law school, gets a tip that at least one of the other candidates
may not be what he seems, and another is a known supporter
of the IRA. Respected by both Cork’s wealthy families and the
poor of the city, the Reverend Mother has a special conduit
to information that could solve a murder with many possible
motives.
A historically interesting mystery with a wise, empathetic
sleuth and a shocking denouement.

Hechtman follows up her sterling
debut, Murder Ink (2021), with another
case for her erudite heroine.
Mystery author Veronica Blackstone
may be hard at work on her second book,
but her side hustles are what pay the rent.
She runs a writers workshop and produces copy of all kinds for
various businesses, with a specialty in love letters for the writing challenged. Her newest client, charismatic Tony Richards,
claims to travel a lot and need love notes to keep his romance
afloat. One of the members of her writers group is Ben, a cop
who, like her, has been divorced and is gun-shy about relationships even after his sister, Veronica’s neighbor, pushes them
together. Veronica’s just picked up several prospective clients:
a young woman specializing in exotic ice cream, a well-known
bakery and cafe seeking to expand, a family-run shoe store for
children, and another young woman with an outdoor coffee
stand. When a detective shows up asking her how she knows
Ted Roberts, she’s at a loss until she realizes that he’s Tony Richards, who’s been found stabbed in a girlfriend’s apartment, and
that he was a con man romancing women out of their money.
Veronica’s not sure whether the sleuthing she can’t resist or her
attempt to get closer to Ben is the more dangerous occupation.
Another convoluted puzzle with a side of romance.

y o u n g a d u lt

Harrison, Cora
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7278-9040-5

WRITING A WRONG

Hechtman, Betty
Severn House (224 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7278-9019-1

THE DARK REMAINS

McIlvanney, William & Rankin, Ian
World Noir (208 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-60945-719-8
Rankin, the creator of Edinburgh
DI John Rebus, returns to complete
an unfinished prequel to the Jack Laidlaw trilogy by the late McIlvanney, the
founding father of Tartan Noir.
It’s no great surprise when Conn
Feeney recognizes the corpse found stabbed to death behind
his pub, The Parlour, as that of Bobby Carter. The moneylaundering specialist who put the criminal in criminal attorney
had been reported missing days earlier by his hard-used wife,
Monica, and the clients he advised weren’t the type to let him
slip quietly away. To complicate matters, Carter was known to
be friendly with a long line of ladies extending most recently
to exotic dancer Jenni Love, who insists that their affair had
ended, and Cam Colvin, the crime boss who owned Carter and
a whole lot of lesser fry, is facing a serious turf challenge from
rival gang leader John Rhodes. So it’s the perfect time for DC
Laidlaw to bring his signature mix of expertise and attitude to
Glasgow’s Central Division. The world McIlvanney and Rankin
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create—there’s no indication of who wrote what, and readers
will be hard-pressed to tell—is deliciously fluid in its conflicts.
Gangs fight gangs, bosses threaten their underlings, informants
sell out their former intimates, husbands and wives squabble
over their betrayals, and Laidlaw makes no secret of his withering contempt for DI Ernie Milligan, the incompetent who’s
inexplicably been put in charge of the case. The solution is as
readily foreseen, unless you’re Milligan, and as deeply satisfying
as the final lines of a prayer.
A precious chance to spend a few more hours with a franchise that ended much too soon.

THE CHILDREN’S SECRET

Monroe, Nina
Crooked Lane (352 pp.)
$26.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-64385-875-3

The shooting of an 11-year-old child
during a back-to-school party throws
the community of Middlebrook, New
Hampshire, into a flurry of vitriolic accusations and unlovely posturing.
The irony is that Astrid Carver
wasn’t even expected at the party in the first place. Her mother,
law professor Priscilla Carver, had not only declined the invitation from schoolmate Bryar Wright’s parents, but urged her
friends and neighbors to boycott the event as well because she
couldn’t forget the shooting of her rescue dog three years ago
by Bryar’s father, border patrol agent Ben Wright. But Astrid
defied her mother, sneaked off to the Wrights’ place, and ended
up critically wounded by one of the guns Ben stored in his wife’s
riding stable. All the other children who were present tell Lt.
Mesenberg that they’re too confused and uncertain to say just
how Astrid got shot, but that’s because they’ve sworn each
other to secrecy about what they all know perfectly well. In
the absence of any hard evidence—even the gun and Astrid’s
cellphone have gone missing—the field is free for someone
to adorn the new mosque architect Ayaan Sayed has designed
with the announcement “TERRORISTS GO HOME,” for the
neighbors to turn on widowed hunter True Bowen, and especially for Priscilla Carver to mobilize every weapon she can
seize against the Wrights. Monroe stokes the fires so effectively
as racism, snobbery, and old grudges fly around decorous Middlebrook with the fury of the woes released from Pandora’s box
that the cautiously happy ending she eventually summons feels
sadly unconvincing.
Think your children couldn’t possibly behave like this?
Monroe will have you thinking again.
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BRASS LIVES

Nickson, Chris
Severn House (224 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7278-9088-7
Only the faintest hint of the coming
war touches the people of Leeds in 1913,
but ordinary crime abounds.
Deputy Chief Constable Tom Harper
is bored with his desk job after years on
the streets, but he’s proud of his wife,
Annabelle, who’s active in the suffragist movement, and his
soon-to-be-engaged daughter, Mary, who runs her own business.
New York gangster Davey Mullen, who grew up in Leeds, brings
trouble after he returns to visit his father after surviving being
shot 11 times by a rival gang. When Louis Fess, another American gangster, hits town, a sharp copper notices, checks out his
checked luggage, and finds a pistol. Fess, who’s part of the gang
that failed to kill Mullen, soon turns up dead too quickly to
offer more than some tentative hints of evidence. His murder
becomes just one of many connected crimes Harper and his
men labor to solve: more murders, gun thefts, an arson in the
building that houses Mary’s business, and an attempt to shoot
a police officer. A sudden diagnosis of possible early onset
Alzheimer’s for Annabelle crushes the Harpers’ hopes for the
future. Still, when Mullen’s da is murdered and he’s beaten and
left for dead, Harper goes back to working the streets in an
attempt to solve the dizzying web of crimes.
Harper’s ninth case is an excellent mystery buoyed by
characters you care about.

FAREWELL BLUES

Robinson, Maggie
Poisoned Pen (272 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Sep. 14, 2021
978-1-4642-1519-3
A dowager marchioness’s daughter
does her best to get her mama out of the
pokey in 1925 London.
Things look bleak for Constance,
Lady Broughton. Not that her affair with
Edmund Moreton, fifth Duke of Rufford,
was in any way illegal, both participants
being well of age and widowed to boot. But the Duke’s death in
a suite at the Ritz definitely was a crime since he was shot with
a pistol. And since the pistol was Lady Broughton’s and the lady
herself was found standing next to the body in a bloodstained
peignoir, it’s hard to fault the police for locking her up, title and
all. Her daughters, Lady Adelaide Compton and Lady Cecelia
Merrill, appeal to the court to grant their mother bail, to no avail.
So while Cee weeps and frets, Lady Adelaide does the only thing
she can think of to secure her mother’s release: She launches
a full-scale investigation to unmask the real culprit. Her probe
depends on an odd assortment of characters: Beckett, Addie’s

“A big fan of true-crime stories is less keen on
them when they involve her own family.”
reading between the crimes

cinema-fanatic maid; Stephen Moreton, the murdered Duke’s
grandson, who wishes to marry a Black American cabaret
singer; and Graf Franz von Mayr, the estranged Austrian husband of the late Duke’s daughter. But the pick of the litter is DI
Devenand Hunter, who takes a leave of absence from his job at
Scotland Yard to help Lady Adelaide clear her mother’s name.
Dev is a catch not only from the sleuthing perspective; he’s also
handsome, witty, and a good dancer. Adelaide’s first priority is
her mother’s release, but the plucky sleuth can’t help enjoying
the chance to get up close and personal with dashing Dev.
Robinson balances crime and romance, but her sharp heroine is the real prize.

THE CHUCKLING FINGERS

Seeley, Mabel
Berkley (336 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-593-33456-0

The kingship of Sister Fidelma’s
brother, Colgú of Cashel, hangs by a
thread in this fast-moving combination
of history, mystery, and fantasy set in
seventh-century Ireland.
In April of 672, as the Feast of Beltaine approaches, Colgú, King of Muman, awaits the verdict
of the council on his kingship and a controversial treaty with a
former enemy. When their old friend Brother Conchobhar is
murdered and sacred relics in his keeping go missing, Fidelma,
acting as her brother’s adviser and a widely recognized advocate
of the law, takes on an investigation that will require all her gifts
to unravel. Several of the visiting princes who are displeased with
Colgú’s rule may be hatching a plot to discredit him using the
missing treasures as an excuse. Only the sacred sword of Nuada
is still safe, hanging on a wall that will now be guarded at all times.
Adding to the tension is a report that the plague has arrived in
Ireland. Cashel’s new physician seems both arrogant and useless
in the face of impending disaster. Among the many suspects, Sister Ernmas, a mysterious, rarely seen nun, comes to top Fidelma’s
list as she questions the unhappy princes and their retinues. An
attack on Fidelma and more murders make her task increasingly
difficult. Could secrets of the old religion being overtaken by
Christianity hold the clues to protecting her brother’s kingship?
A complex, lovingly written mystery notable for its historical detail and strong heroine.

y o u n g a d u lt

An extended family’s post-nuptial
celebration at its Lake Superior estate
is turned upside down by a killer who’s
almost certainly a beloved relative in this
acclaimed 1941 whodunit.
Stenographer Ann Gay was already
close to her cousin Jacqueline Heaton before they were both
orphaned by a drowning accident. Now their friendship will
be sorely tested by Jacqui’s second marriage to wealthy older
lumberman Bill Heaton after the death of her first husband,
Pat Sallishaw, left her almost 3-year-old daughter, Toby, without a father from the moment she was born. Bill’s son, Fred, is
clearly resentful of the new wife he considers an interloper at
Fiddler’s Fingers, the estate owned by Myra Heaton Sallishaw,
Bill’s cousin and the late Pat’s mother. Myra’s brother, Phillips
Heaton, can’t stop sowing catty remarks in every direction;
Cecile Granat seems to be trolling for a suitable man; and an
escalating series of pranks—a tripwire that trips up Toby, a
smashed motorboat belonging to neighbor Ed Corvo, a robe
of Ann’s slashed to pieces—clearly heralds darker doings. The
fatal shooting of one of the assembled party brings out Cook
County sheriff Paavo Aakonen and his helpers (and inevitably
attracts the unwelcome attention of the local press), but their
conscientious detective work, which largely involves establishing alibis, breaking them down, and dipping into the family’s
troubled past, seems if anything to spur the murderer to ever
greater heights of industry and ingenuity as Ann does her best
to defend Jacqui from a mounting pile of evidence and glances
disbelievingly from one of her relatives to the next, wondering
which of them could possibly be behind the mayhem instead.
A model of construction, cascading revelations, and controlled hysteria that will still fool most readers 80 years on.

THE HOUSE OF DEATH

Tremayne, Peter
Severn House (352 pp.)
$29.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7278-8965-2

READING BETWEEN
THE CRIMES

Young, Kate
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-64385-742-8

A big fan of true-crime stories is less
keen on them when they involve her own
family.
Lyla Moody has graduated from being
receptionist to assistant at her uncle’s private detective agency after proving her worth in crime-solving.
She and her fellow members of the Jane Doe Book Club are helping her boyfriend, Special Agent Brad Jones, solve a series of Jane
Doe cold cases. Meanwhile, librarian Harper Richardson, a new
friend of Lyla’s, seems unhappy and nervous. She asks Lyla for
tips on finding a missing aunt who turns out to be the least of her
troubles when her much older husband, Leonard, is found dead
at a fundraiser thrown by Lyla’s perfectionist mother. Harper’s
household includes Leonard’s children from another marriage
and several other relatives all living together under the same
thumb—Leonard’s. When Harper’s arrested for the murder, Lyla,
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determined to help, starts looking into the mysterious past of the
Richardson family. Families keep their problems hidden from
the neighbors in their small Georgia town, but there’s no escape
from the gossip circulating after the murder, and Lyla’s devastated to learn that the pasts of her mother and her uncle, Lyla’s
boss, are entangled with that of the Richardsons. She perseveres
despite plenty of warnings that she’s become a target of the killer,
who’s not happy with her meddling.
A page-turner filled with quirky characters and more than
enough surprises to keep you guessing.

r om a n c e
FREED
Fifty Shades Freed as Told
by Christian

James, E L
Bloom Books (757 pp.)
$18.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-72825-103-5

Ten years after the publication of
Fifty Shades of Grey, the series closes with
the final installment of the trilogy from
reclusive billionaire Christian Grey’s

point of view.
The book opens in the summer of 2011 on the night of Christian’s engagement to his girlfriend and submissive, Anastasia Steel.
There is no summarizing or recapping, just a plunge back into
the fast-paced life of Seattle’s favorite billionaire. In the last book,
Darker (2017), Christian’s helicopter crashed, and now the investigation shows evidence of foul play. Christian’s main concerns
are securing his future with Ana, battling the inner demons that
have plagued him since childhood, and finding the mysterious villain attacking him both personally and professionally. The plot is
episodic, just a series of small, urgent crises that fail to gel into a
cohesive or interesting story. Christian is not an introspective man,
which makes the 755 pages of first-person narration difficult reading. A description of his favorite turkey sandwich merits as much
space as a fight with his father. When Ana challenges him—for
example, by refusing to use the word obey in her wedding vows—he
stomps and rages but doesn’t once consider why she might find it
offensive. One of the flaws of the series has always been the stereotypical portrayal of childhood abuse leading to an interest in
kink and BDSM. Both Christian’s father and therapist hold him
responsible for having had sex as a teenager with one of his mother’s friends, and only Ana is clearheaded enough to insist he was
abused, both morally and legally. By the end, Christian learns the
truth about his birth mother and makes peace with his past, but
there is nothing new or interesting in the tale.
Of interest only to long-term fans of the series, and even
they might be disappointed.
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THE DUKE GOES DOWN

Jordan, Sophie
Avon/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jul. 27, 2021
978-0-06-303563-8

Jordan begins her new series, The
Duke Hunt, with an enemies-to-lovers
romance.
Peregrine Butler used to be the Duke
of Penning until it was discovered that
his mother gave birth to him before his
parents were married, making him only
the illegitimate son of the former Duke. Now, he lives with his
mother in Shropshire while seeking an heiress to marry. Imogen Bates, daughter of the local vicar, has known Perry since
they were children, and they have never gotten along. Imogen
holds a strong grudge against him for mean words she once
overheard him saying about her, and she now feels compelled to
protect the other ladies in Shropshire from this arrogant man.
She starts unflattering rumors about him, but when he discovers and confronts her, she begins to realize there is more to him
than she thought. Perry felt adrift after having lost his title, but
he starts finding himself again when he’s with Imogen, forcing
him to reevaluate his future plans. Perry and Imogen are such
flawed characters that it can be hard to feel invested in their
story. As they warm to each other and their chemistry fires up, it
becomes more interesting, but the shift from enemies to lovers
feels too abrupt, and the pair’s final conflict is more exhausting
than climactic. Still, Jordan’s writing is often lovely, the setting
is charming, and there are intriguing secondary characters who
will hopefully get their tales told.
Not the best series start, but there’s promise for better
future installments.

THE VISCOUNT MADE
ME DO IT

Quincy, Diana
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jul. 27, 2021
978-0-06-298681-8
In Regency London, a bonesetter
fixes a viscount’s arm—and then his
heart.
Hanna Zaydan has spent her entire
life working toward a career as a bonesetter. She’s successfully avoided her
mother’s attempts to marry her off to a fellow member of
London’s Arab community and has managed not to draw too
much attention from the local medical community, which sees
her as a charlatan. By chance, however, she draws the attention
of Thomas Ellis, Viscount Griffin, and is suddenly all too visible. Griff is a reluctant nobleman; much of the ton believes
he was responsible for his parents’ deaths, and he depends on
family friend Dr. Norman Pratt to stay connected with society.

Dr. Pratt believes Hanna is a quack, but Griff continues to visit
her because he believes she may be connected to his parents’
murders. When she heals a war injury that causes Griff incredible pain no traditional doctor has been able to cure, he realizes
there’s more to her than he assumed. He continues his visits,
and they fall for each other. There are any number of reasons
they can’t be together: They’re from different classes and cultures, and Hanna’s career isn’t compatible with expectations
for the future Lady Griffin. But though Griff is nearly engaged
to another woman and a trial led by Dr. Pratt threatens to oust
Hanna from London entirely, the two continue to see each
other with great longing. The second entry in Quincy’s Clandestine Affairs series incorporates some touches of suspense,
but at heart it’s a classic Regency romance. What sets it apart is
Hanna, a strongly written heroine who embodies a community
and a career that aren’t often seen in the subgenre. Her romance
with Griff is sweet and a little spicy, but the story really comes
to life when she struggles with her hopes for her career, trying
to figure out if she can keep the work to which she is devoted
and also somehow keep Griff. The story stands alone, but those
who enjoyed the unique perspective of Her Night With the
Duke (2020) will appreciate this one as well.
A diverse and career-centric Regency that will please
devoted readers of the genre.

THE RUNAWAY HEIRESS

Tilly, Meg
Berkley (368 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jul. 27, 2021
978-0-593-20108-4

Mary, the mysterious character from
Hidden Cove (2019), the third volume of
Tilly’s Solace Island series, unmasks herself as Sarah Rainsford, a wealthy heiress
running away from her violent, abusive
husband.
Sarah and her cat, Charlie, are on the
run and stuck in Los Angeles with no money. Sarah’s parents
were killed in a car crash. In their will, they left her hundreds of
millions of dollars sewed up in a trust her brutal husband, Kevin,
cannot touch. In a black rage, he beats pregnant Sarah until she
begins to hemorrhage and loses her baby. Because of a fairly
unbelievable complication, Sarah can’t get a divorce because
she has no personal papers to prove her identity. Her old family
lawyer, the increasingly pernicious Phillip, has never sent her
the documents she needs. Four years later, Kevin is viciously
pursuing her, hoping to take Sarah alive and submissive. Sarah’s
a survivor. Using a fake ID, dyeing her hair, and calling herself Rachel Jones, she’s hired as a live-in personal assistant to
Mick Talford, a famous young Hollywood director and notorious hell-raiser living in an exclusive LA canyon mansion. Tilly,
a Golden Globe–winning actress, has firmly established herself as a romance writer, and though she’s been away from the
Hollywood scene for a long time, she clearly knows the territory. Mick might be living the dream, but he grew up with his

grandmother, a madam who ran a brothel in the Nevada desert.
And he knows that Sarah, who is clearly a class act from the
East Coast, is in trouble. He also starts to enjoy having someone
around. But one day, while Sarah is out getting the fixings for
apple pie, she sees police officers checking out her license plate,
and she knows that Kevin, also a cop, has found her. Mick gains
Sarah’s trust, and the pair set off to repair her life as Kevin the
villain, who has now drowned a friend of Mick’s, pursues them.
Tilly has a skillful way of interweaving a suspenseful thriller
with the growing love that Sarah and Mick have for each other.
But even with a plot twist at the end, the happily-ever-after is
trite and contrived.
Tilly is great at writing suspense and creating strong heroines, but her book deserved a better ending.

THE SHAADI SET-UP

Vale, Lillie
Putnam (368 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-593-32871-2
A woman is given a second chance at
first love.
On the surface, Rita Chitniss is
thriving. She runs Dharma Designs, a
furniture upcycling business that has
become so popular in her North Carolina community that her internet-famous neighbors clamor for
her pieces. Her boyfriend, Neil Dewan, is handsome, successful,
and ready to settle down. And she’s got two dogs, Freddie and
Harrie, whom she adores. But Rita has a big problem: Neil is
the son of Amar Dewan, the man Rita’s mother once hoped to
marry—before Amar left her for Neil’s mother. Because of the
bad blood between their families, Rita is determined to keep
her relationship a secret. But when she shows up at her parents’
for lunch to find her mother has also invited her ex-boyfriend
Milan Rao, now a real estate agent who needs help flipping an
unsellable house, Rita agrees to the project only to prove that
she’s over him. To cement the idea, she signs herself and Neil up
for famed Desi dating site MyShaadi, hoping that when they’re
matched their families will bless the relationship. Instead, she
matches with Milan. And when one house-flip turns to two,
their proximity brings old feelings to the surface. The writing
has some standout moments, from the author’s celebration
of Indian American culture to her lush and mouthwatering
descriptions of food. But too much space is taken up rehashing Rita’s feelings about the past, resulting in minimal romantic
chemistry and characters who feel one-note—including Rita’s
best friend, Rajvee, who’s described as genderfluid but gets no
on-page exploration of their identity beyond that.
This rom-com could have used a better setup.
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DON’T FORGET
US HERE
Lost and Found at
Guantánamo

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
DON’T FORGET US HERE by Mansoor Adayfi with
Antonio Aiello...................................................................................... 40

Adayfi, Mansoor with Aiello, Antonio
Hachette (384 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-306-92386-9

THE RISE AND FALL OF OSAMA BIN LADEN
by Peter Bergen......................................................................................41
UNBOUND by Tarana Burke................................................................41

A farmer’s son from rural Yemen
recounts his harrowing 14-year imprisonment at Guantánamo Bay.
Adayfi’s first-person narrative, co-written by Aiello, focuses
on the internal ordeal of a young man (18 at the beginning of his
imprisonment) who was sold by Afghan warlords to the Americans as a jihadi after 9/11. Sent on a “special job” to Afghanistan by a sheik at the Dar al-Hadith Islamic institute in Sana’a,
where Adayfi studied in the spring of 2001, he was seized,
shackled, blindfolded, tortured, and flown to Guantánamo Bay,
where the U.S. government had recently created the notorious Camp X-Ray for alleged terrorists. Much of this straightforward, grief-stricken chronicle is an alternately solemn and
gruesome account of the horrendous daily treatment of the
prisoners, which included genital searches, interrogations,
beatings, sensory deprivation, and desecration of their Qurans.
That last indignity sometimes led to resistance in the form of
hunger strikes, and Adayfi continually emphasizes the lack of
respect, especially for the prisoners’ faith. Branded one of the
worst troublemakers, the author was assumed to be a middleaged Egyptian al-Qaida operative named Adel. Consequently,
he suffered a decade of solitary confinement. Like many others, he was never assigned a lawyer or properly accused, and he
was subject to endless, repetitive interrogation: “Another team
replaces the FBI, and then another replaces them. DIA, MI,
CIA, NYPD—you don’t know what any of the names mean or
who they are, but you ask over and over, ‘Where am I and why
am I here?’ They respond with all the same questions.” With
Barack Obama’s promise to close the facility, hope emerged
and conditions improved (briefly). Adayfi learned English and
finally received legal representation, and he was cleared by a
review board for relocation to Serbia. “If I didn’t accept their
offer…I could spend the rest of my life in Guantánamo,” writes
the author near the end of this powerful book.
An important record of prisoner mistreatment as a
national reckoning over Guantánamo continues to loom.

TO KILL A DEMOCRACY by Debasish Roy Chowdhury &
John Keane............................................................................................41
PARADISE by Lizzie Johnson............................................................... 51
NAMES FOR LIGHT by Thirii Myo Kyaw Myint............................... 57
SOMETIMES I TRIP ON HOW HAPPY WE COULD BE
by Nichole Perkins.................................................................................58
CHASING ME TO MY GRAVE by Winfred Rembert &
Erin I. Kelly......................................................................................... 60
GOLD, OIL AND AVOCADOS by Andy Robinson...............................61
ABOUT TIME by David Rooney...........................................................61
WHITE MALICE by Susan Williams................................................... 66
CHASING ME TO
MY GRAVE
An Artist’s Memoir of
the Jim Crow South

Rembert, Winfred &
Kelly, Erin I.
Bloomsbury (304 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-63557-659-7
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“An unforgettable page-turner of a life story
rendered with endless grace and grit.”
unbound

THE RISE AND FALL OF
OSAMA BIN LADEN

Bergen, Peter
Simon & Schuster (416 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-982170-52-3

Journalist and national security analyst
Bergen delivers a compelling, nuanced portrait of America’s erstwhile public enemy
No. 1.
Osama bin Laden, whom the author
interviewed long before he became a household name, was an
enigmatic and contradictory man: He was rich but insisted on living ascetically—a fact that drove a son of his away in adulthood—
and though he had the bearing of a quiet cleric, he engineered the
deaths of countless thousands of people, and not just on 9/11. Bergen resists psychobiography while examining some of the facts
of his family life that shaped his personality. He barely knew his
father, whom his mother had divorced, and he idealized a remote,
dusty corner of Yemen, his family seat, even as it gave birth to
an offshoot of Islam that worshipped Christian saints alongside
Muslim ones. In the last weeks of his life, bin Laden was consumed with the fear that, hidden away in a compound in Pakistan,
he was missing out on what he felt should have been a leadership role in the Arab Spring movement—and never mind that it
had little to do with his religious fundamentalism. Throughout,
Bergen turns up revealing details and sharp arguments against
received wisdom: one moment finds bin Laden treating his white
beard with Just for Men hair dye; another introduces readers to
one of his wives, a “poet and intellectual who…played a key, hidden role in formulating his ideas and helping him prepare his
public statements.” Though intelligence presumes him to have
delegated the work to lieutenants, Bergen shows bin Laden
micromanaging the 9/11 attacks and subsequent operations as
the Bush administration bungled its efforts to find him. Meaningfully, the author notes that waterboarding and other torture of
captured al-Qaida operatives yielded almost no actionable intelligence, and he disputes the claim that the Pakistani intelligence
service shielded bin Laden from American discovery, discounting
what has become the near-official narrative.
Essential for anyone concerned with geopolitics, national
security, and the containment of further terrorist actions.

y o u n g a d u lt

By the time the #MeToo hashtag became popularized in
2017, Burke had been at work for more than 10 years building
the “me too” movement. Though she sets the record straight as
the movement’s true founder, she’s less concerned about credit
than she is about letting “women, particularly young women
of color, know that they are not alone—it’s a movement. It’s
beyond a hashtag. It’s the start of a larger conversation and a
movement for radical community healing.” With empathy at
the heart of this movement, Burke offers her own story as a
means of helping others. “A dark-skinned Black girl who had
been damaged and used,” the author recounts her upbringing
in the Bronx in the 1970s and ’80s where she was labeled “ugly”
and blamed herself for the rape she endured at age 7. Through
searing prose and riveting storytelling, Burke lays her trauma
bare alongside beautifully rendered moments, such as her discovery, as a high school freshman, of the transformative power
of fellow survivor Maya Angelou’s life and art. An honors student known as the “Black Power girl” who challenged racist
White teachers, the author went on to become a college activist and then a community organizer in Selma, Alabama. Her
intense passion and commitment shine through on every page.
Even readers familiar with the story of the Rev. James Bevel—
a “giant of the Civil Rights Movement” and known, protected
serial child molester—will share Burke’s anger and heartbreak
when they crossed paths in Selma. While working with Black
girls in Selma, the author discovered that their healing and
renewed sense of self-worth were inextricably tied to her own.
Burke’s reckoning with her painful past becomes the blueprint
for “me too.” Told with candor and deep vulnerability, this story
is raw and sobering but also a source of healing and hope for
other survivors.
An unforgettable page-turner of a life story rendered
with endless grace and grit.

TO KILL A DEMOCRACY
India’s Passage to
Despotism

Chowdhury, Debasish Roy & Keane, John
Oxford Univ. (336 pp.)
$24.95 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-19-884860-8
A sharp critical study of the steady
decline of democracy in India.
In a hard-hitting, relentless chronicle
of social and political ills, Chowdhury, a
Hong Kong–based journalist, and Keane, a professor of politics at the University of Sydney, trace the decomposition of
Indian democracy since the hopeful time of independence in
August 1947—a process that has accelerated in recent years
under Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The great experiment
of Indian democracy, forged from staggering diversity and
the “polychromatic reality” of Indian society, is now in critical danger. “Weighed down by destitution of heart-breaking
proportions,” write the authors, the world’s largest democracy
suffers glaring “emergencies” in the societal structure (clean air

UNBOUND
My Story of Liberation
and the Birth of the Me
Too Movement
Burke, Tarana
Flatiron Books (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 14, 2021
978-1-250-62173-3

A soul-baring memoir by one the
most significant social activists of the
past two decades.
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NONFICTION | Eric Liebetrau

The Futility of War
Leah Overstreet

As the seemingly endless war in
Afghanistan (hopefully) winds down
completely, I found two July books
that are particularly illuminating
and instructive regarding America’s
failures on the international stage.
First is Jeff Danziger’s Lieuten
ant Dangerous: A Vietnam War Memoir
(Steerforth, July 6), which recounts
in brutally honest fashion the acclaimed cartoonist’s experiences in
the Vietnam War. Our starred review calls it “a Vietnam memoir with zero punches pulled, related by one
of the most incisive observers
of the American political scene.”
Though not as visceral or violent
as Dispatches, A Rumor of War, or
Chickenhawk, Danziger’s tight
narrative (less than 200 pages)
is an essential contribution to
the literature on one of the most
absurd conflicts in U.S. history. The author’s delivery moves
among straightforward journalism, biting satire, deadpan humor, and justified outrage about
the ineptitude of American leadership during the war.
Here’s a typical passage:
So what did duty actually mean? MacArthur would
have countered that soldiers should shut up and
obey. If they died or were grievously wounded,
blinded or maimed, or driven crazy in their subsequent existence, had their family life ruined, came
apart in their careers, became suicidal or murderous, and any combination of the foregoing, well,
then that’s the chance you take, not only in war
but also in life. At least you and your family weren’t
speaking Japanese.

Subtle echoes of Vonnegut run throughout, and the
publisher’s assessment of Danziger as a real-life Yossarian is apt. As an on-the-ground report of the countless
ways that the U.S. bungled its operations in Vietnam,
Lieutenant Dangerous is spot-on—and, unfortunately,
still highly relevant. Danziger writes:
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Whatever the lessons of Vietnam were, they have
been ignored and subsumed by administrations and
congresses and courts. Thus, although I remember
I didn’t say it at the time, what Americans learned
by the inglorious conclusion of the war was not
that there are provable limits to military solutions.
They learned that failure could be ignored. In fact,
if there is any reason for what I am writing today,
fifty-plus years on, it is that we seem doomed to a
sort of Vietnam-like quagmire every few decades. I
can only begin to feel what deepening sadness Neil
Sheehan must have felt watching the endless scrub
wars and secret bombing campaigns that have, at
least in my opinion, proved him wrong. A friend
said we are an optimistic people, and that’s the
problem. But there is another definition of optimism, sometimes called Jewish optimism, that says
things are bad, but they could be worse.

My second recommendation, Carter Malkasian’s
The American War in Afghanistan: A History (Oxford Univ.,
July 1), shows in unrelenting detail how U.S. military
leadership has failed to heed
the lessons learned in Vietnam
and other conflicts. Malkasian
is an Oxford-trained historian
and a former official with the
State Department who spent
two years as a military adviser
in the southern province of Helmand, so he’s well positioned to
present this history of what has
been dubbed the “Forever War,”
spanning nearly two decades
and three presidential administrations. In a starred review, we
call the book “the most thorough account of the war in
Afghanistan to date.” Our critic writes, “Mismanagement, tribalism, and refusals to leave have all fed ‘the
combat experience of a generation of US servicemen
and women.’ For the Afghan people, the experience has
been nothing short of catastrophic.” Replace the word
“Afghan” with “Vietnamese,” and one could believe it referred to the Vietnam War.
Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.

Jeffries, “the Confederate tradition of promoting nostalgia over
history has been woven into the fabric of American culture,”
with the recent murders of Black citizens by police being a point
on a continuum that extends far into the past. The contributors argue that the country as a whole seems willing to engage
in a “national reckoning concerning the lies about Reconstruction” even as Republican legislators around the country rush to
suppress any curriculum that does more than mention slavery
in passing. The book, evenhanded and searching, is enhanced
by meaningful photographs from past and present as well as a
foreword by Eric Foner.
Students of American history and civil rights activists
alike will find much of value in this survey.

y o u n g a d u lt

and water, education, health care, etc.) that have been ignored
or underestimated during decades of feeble leadership, leaving tens of millions of impoverished Indians without essential
constitutional rights. In an impassioned narrative, the authors
move from the first parliamentary general election—“which
began in October 1951 and took six months to conduct. It
was the grandest show the world had ever seen”—to the most
recent, when Modi, with his Hindu-dominant Bharatiya Janata
Party, used his money and power to intimidate voters and quell
dissent. The authors delineate the heartbreaking collapse of the
social fabric and how the pandemic has exposed the abysmal
health care system. Most Indians endure “indignities” unheard
of in the West, such as rampant pollution, food insecurity, malnutrition, lack of health care and education, especially for girls
and women, and even slave labor. While some elections have
been effective, especially because the poor have been participating in greater numbers, the recent Modi years demonstrate
how money and intimidation dominate the landscape, essentially neutralizing the other arms of government. The authors
warn of Modi’s creeping despotism. For example, “in August
2019, with the stroke of a pen, Modi’s government revoked the
autonomous status of the restive state of Jammu and Kashmir.”
This book sounds an urgent alarm.
Tremendous research demonstrates how “indignity is a
form of generalized social violence” corroding democracy.

WHO DO WE BECOME
WHEN WE'VE LOST THE
THINGS THAT DEFINED US?

MAKE GOOD THE PROMISES
Reclaiming Reconstruction
and Its Legacies

Ed. by Conwill, Kinshasha Holman &
Gardullo, Paul
Amistad/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$24.99 | Sep. 14, 2021
978-0-06316-064-4

A MEMOIR BY LINDA DURHAM
Humanitarian,
world traveler, and
visionary...from her
days as a Playboy
Bunny, to climbing
Mount Kilimanjaro,
and working with
orphans in Africa,
Durham’s spirit
shines through.

A broadly ranging study of the
Reconstruction era and its misinterpretations.
In a very real sense, note the editors and other contributors in this companion book to the exhibit at the Smithsonian’s
National Museum of African American History & Culture, the
Civil War has never ended. Indeed, as a caption to a chilling
photograph from Jan. 6, 2021, reads, “The storming of the US
Capitol…recalled the political violence of the Reconstruction
era.” Reconstruction was a failed enterprise, but not because it
was in any way wrong to elevate African Americans to full citizenship. Many of the activists of the era understood that emancipation was only one step on the journey to that goal, which
requires economic as well as political advancement. There are
two Reconstructions: one White and one Black. The former
holds that Reconstruction failed through some inherent corruption in the system, the latter in the failure of the federal
government to undertake its platform in full good faith—with
President Andrew Johnson, for instance, pulling back on many
of its reforms and allowing the Southern states to return to the
fold of the Union while retaining many of their exclusionary
pre–Civil War laws. As a result, writes historian Hasan Kwame

A ranging, rich
collage of memory
and reflection.
—Kirkus Reviews
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“A readable, urgent argument for ceasing
our profligacy and cleaning our nests.”
earth detox

EARTH DETOX
How and Why We Must Clean
Up Our Planet

numerous health hazards associated with noxious substances,
expressing themselves in such ailments as asthma and developmental disorders and even novel cancers. At a macro level, the
author worries that chemical poisoning is leading to a steady
dumbing-down of humankind, with “a civilisation becoming
progressively less intelligent with each passing decade, to the
point where it is no longer smart enough to take action in the
face of mounting threats to its wellbeing, health, social stability and long-term survival.” This decline is already documented
in longitudinal health studies undertaken from the 1970s—the
beginning of the true onslaught of chemicals, especially electronic scrap or “e-waste”—that also chart such things as the rise
of levels of environmentally implicated cancers and of autism.
(In the 1950s, Cribb writes, about 1 in 25,000 children was
diagnosed with autism; in 2013, the statistic was 1 in 50). The
author offers a sensible program, if one perhaps unlikely to be
put in place, given intractable political circumstances. As he
writes, we must “banish known toxins from the food chain” and
demand systemic solutions for and actions against what he dubs
“Anthropogenic Chemical Circulation (ACC), an ugly name for
an ugly thing.”
A readable, urgent argument for ceasing our profligacy
and cleaning our nests.

Cribb, Julian
Cambridge Univ. (300 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-108-93108-3

An Australian science writer sounds
a powerful alarm against the humancaused poisoning of Earth.
“Earth and all life on it are being saturated with chemicals released by humans, in an event unlike
anything that has occurred ever before, in all 4 billion years of
our Planet’s story.” So writes Cribb, who turns up some appalling statistics: Americans use some 100,000 different chemicals,
while the EU uses 106,000 and China, a lesser but still high
number. Untold amounts of plastics and microplastics are now
choking the oceans, but chemicals everywhere contribute materially to human harm. At a micro level, Cribb observes, there are

ALL THE FREQUENT
TROUBLES OF OUR DAYS
The True Story of the
American Woman at
the Heart of the German
Resistance to Hitler
Donner, Rebecca
Little, Brown (576 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-316-56169-3

Historical biography of an American
woman who led resistance groups against the Nazis before Hitler personally ordered her execution in 1943.
Donner’s subject is Mildred Harnack (1902-1943), who
traveled to Germany in 1929 to obtain a doctorate in literature.
She opposed Hitler even before he came to power in 1933 and
spent 10 years in the resistance before her arrest and execution. Specific facts about the lives of people who aim to leave
no evidence are hard to come by (“her aim was self-erasure”),
but Donner has clearly worked hard in East German, Soviet,
and recently released American archives to tell an impressive
story. Living mostly in Berlin, Harnack earned money by lecturing, translating, and teaching English. In the first years of Nazi
rule, when public opposition was possible, she made no secret
of her beliefs and organized informal meetings in her apartment
to “discuss Germany’s political climate.” After several years, her
group moved underground and began active resistance, largely
by printing and distributing leaflets. Many urged readers to sabotage military production. Harnack’s group came to be known
as the Red Orchestra, but this was a name given by German
intelligence. Orchestra described any enemy network, and Red
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HAD IT COMING
Rape Culture Meets #MeToo:
Now What?

labeled it as communist. Although sympathetic to the Soviet
Union, Harnack may not have engaged directly in espionage.
Others did, however, and it was an intercepted transmission
from Moscow that provided information that led to her 1942
arrest. Harnack was a brave idealist, and she died for her beliefs,
but Donner—like many historians of civilians who opposed
Hitler—largely passes over the painful fact their efforts did not
significantly inconvenience the Nazis. Mostly novelistic, the
narrative contains some manufactured tension, melodrama,
and passages of purple prose and paragraphs broken apart or
clipped short to create a dramatic effect that feels forced.
Despite the breathless delivery, this is a welcome contribution to the history of the anti-Nazi underground.

Doolittle, Robyn
Truth to Power/Steerforth (304 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Aug. 24, 2021
979-1-58642-289-9

An accessible investigation of sexual
assault.
The #MeToo movement, writes Canadian journalist Doolittle, has raised “tough
questions” about sexual assault: “When does an action cross the
line? What should happen to those who have committed harm?
What exactly should the courts be doing differently? How do you
reconcile a victim’s right to call out the abuser with an accused
person’s right to self-defence and a fair hearing?” Drawing on
interviews with more than 100 experts (including legal scholars, trauma specialists, attorneys, nurses, and police officers)
and deep investigations of 54 cases, Doolittle offers a cleareyed,
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thorough examination of the handling of sexual assault cases
by police and the courts in Canada and the U.S. She discovered that a majority of sexual assault allegations were deemed
“unfounded”—a police term that means the detective thinks the
accusation is either false or baseless. Complainants were often
given lectures about drinking too much, accused of being promiscuous, or dismissed as lying. “The threat of the lying woman
looms large in our culture,” writes the author, and many detectives, lawyers, and judges are not familiar with the “neurobiology
of trauma,” which may manifest itself as gaps and inconsistencies in a complainant’s narrative. Moreover, complainants are
often intimidated by assumptions arising from what she calls
“rape culture”: “judging women for wearing revealing clothing
and measuring masculinity in terms of sexual conquest.” Even
in cases that made it to court, “not-so-subtle sexism” was likely
to lead to acquittals of the accused. Doolittle reveals myriad
social, cultural, and psychological complexities surrounding
sexual assault: for example, about the definition of consent and
the line between an ethical violation and a legal one when it
comes to consent. The author respectfully considers backlash
against #MeToo, even from feminists, accusing the movement
of casting women “as helpless victims with no agency, incapable
of standing up for themselves.”
A balanced consideration of a timely issue.

records. “Between Meth[od Man], ODB, and Raekwon,” writes
Fernando, “Wu-Tang was running this shit.” This air of innercity camaraderie suffused their elaborate mythology and maintained the group’s momentum. In the late 1990s, the group’s
cohesiveness became strained—as one insider noted, “nine
egos were too big to keep under control”—and ODB’s overdose
death in 2004 further complicated matters. They persevered,
however, releasing three albums in the 2010s. (The group produced only one copy of Once Upon a Time in Shaolin (2015), which
they sold for $2 million to since-disgraced pharma CEO Martin
Shkreli.) Though more than 500 pages, the text is consistently
entertaining.
The go-to source for anyone interested in one of the most
significant hip-hop groups of all time.

A WILD IDEA

Franklin, Jonathan
HarperOne (336 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-06-296412-0
Investigative reporter Franklin
recounts the life of the free-spirited millionaire entrepreneur who used his fabulous wealth in the fight to save nature.
One constant in the epic life of North
Face founder Doug Tompkins (1943-2015)
was his enduring love of the outdoors. The son of a successful
antiques dealer, he grew up in the countryside of Millbrook,
New York (Timothy Leary was a neighbor), where he cultivated
his love of the natural world. His contrarian ways eventually led
to his expulsion from high school just weeks before graduation.
Tompkins headed West, where he baled hay in Montana, raced
Olympic skiers in the Rockies, and took up rock climbing in
California. He also “hitchhiked by airplane throughout South
America.” Tompkins ended up in San Francisco, where, by the
mid-1960s, the skiing and climbing supplies business he started
with the help of Patagonia founder Yvon Chouinard suddenly
began to boom. He was a charismatic businessman, and every
one of his ventures after that—from his wife’s Plain Jane dress
company to his own Esprit clothing brand—was successful. But
his Midas touch never changed his passion for travel and adventure—e.g., flying his Cessna, sometimes with his family, but often,
to the detriment of his marriage, solo. In the early 1990s, Tompkins bought property in southern Chile and fell in love with its
pristine beauty. His outrage over the resource extraction–based
nature of the Chilean government’s policies fueled his desire to
protect the land. In the years that followed, he became an outspoken, sometimes reviled conservationist dedicated to using
his fortune to transform thousands of acres of Patagonia into
national parks. The great strengths of this timely, well-researched
book lie not just in the author’s detailed characterization of
Tompkins’ complex personality, but also in the celebration of his
singularly dynamic crusade to save the environment.
A satisfyingly heartfelt tribute to a thoroughly remarkable man.

FROM THE STREETS
OF SHAOLIN
The Wu-Tang Saga
Fernando Jr., S.H.
Hachette (528 pp.)
$30.00 | Jul. 6, 2021
978-0-306-87446-8

An authoritative history of seminal
hip-hop collective the Wu-Tang Clan.
Baltimore-based journalist Fernando
argues that during the halcyon days of
1990s hip-hop, the Clan “seemingly emerged out of nowhere
to hijack the music industry like a band of guerillas toppling
a corrupt government.” The author boasts significant cultural
knowledge as well as a longtime association with the group: “I
was lucky enough to be a fly on the wall as they worked on the
first [records]….Wu-Tang, like hip-hop itself, represents a movement from the bottom that slowly and organically percolated to
the top.” Fernando vividly evokes the hardscrabble landscape of
the group’s home turf of Staten Island, where RZA first brought
them together with an ambitious vision: “If you give me five
years, we’re gonna be the number one crew in the country.”
Fernando examines RZA’s intricate studio innovations and the
individual rappers’ collaborative yet competitive writing and
delivery styles. “If it seemed like each MC was trying to outdo
the one before them,” writes the author, “they were, but, collectively, they sounded like an unstoppable army.” As the industry
buzz grew, Wu-Tang became the first rap group to maintain creative control, with members eligible to sign with other labels. In
1995, they followed up their seminal debut with resounding solo
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“A well-rendered who’s-who guide to the
contemporary women’s movement.”
still mad

DIRTY WORKS
Obscenity on Trial in
America’s First Sexual
Revolution

STILL MAD
American Women
Writers and the Feminist
Imagination

Gary, Brett
Stanford Univ. (464 pp.)
$35.00 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-5036-2759-8

Gilbert, Sandra M. & Gubar, Susan
Norton (416 pp.)
$27.95 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-393-65171-3

The history of a spirited crusade
against outdated censorship laws.
As cultural historian Gary demonstrates in this exhaustively researched book, the Roaring ’20s
introduced “a culture increasingly marked by leisure and consumption” that moral custodians feared “would uncouple sex
from the idea of sin.” The author describes the efforts of ACLU
co-founder and lawyer Morris Ernst, who, from the 1920s to the
’50s, fought decades-old obscenity laws with colleagues Alexander Lindey and Harriet Pilpel in support of feminists, birth control activists, and others. Gary expertly details the forces Ernst
battled, including the 1873 Comstock Act, named after Anthony
Comstock, “the nation’s foremost censor and smut eradicator”;
the subsequent efforts of his protégé, John Sumner; and the
Postal and Customs officials who carried out their remit. The
author then describes Ernst’s biggest cases, featuring such clients as Mary Ware Dennett, indicted for obscenity over her
pamphlet The Sex Side of Life (1918); Radclyffe Hall, author
of The Well of Loneliness (1928), “the most important Englishlanguage lesbian novel” of its time; and Margaret Sanger, after
New York City police officers raided her Birth Control Clinical
Research Bureau. Gary also describes the firm’s work defending sex researcher Alfred Kinsey and the U.S. publication of
Ulysses before Ernst’s late-life “truculent anticommunism” and
his “dubious alliance” with J. Edgar Hoover. The long sections
on legal arguments are dry, but the narrative contains memorable passages. Among them is Ernst’s cross-examination of a
doctor who unwittingly became a witness for the defense when
he admitted that contraceptive devices could be used for other
medical purposes. Gary quotes lines from censorship advocates
that read as risible, as when a U.S. Attorney warned that Dennett’s pamphlet “would lead to sexual depravity in the streets”
and “invoked ancient Roman practices as a useful model for
thinking about a daughter’s maiden chastity,” comments that
“produced plenty of smirks among Dennett’s supporters.”
An important book about a neglected figure in the fight
for reproductive rights and freedom of expression.

Four decades after their influential
book, The Madwoman in the Attic, Gilbert
and Gubar offer a comprehensive, evolu-
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tionary update.
In their latest illuminating collaboration, the authors seek
to show “how generations of literary women tapped the enigmas of their own lives to shape visions of cultural transformation.” In the 1950s, young women experienced “extraordinary
confusions,” as their “lives reflected but also rebelled against
the conformity of the decade.” “Feminism incubated” in the
lives and writings of Sylvia Plath, Diane di Prima (the “feminist beatnik”), Gwendolyn Brooks, Lorraine Hansberry, and
Audre Lorde. It continued to erupt in the 1960s, especially with
Adrienne Rich’s politically engaged poetry and Nina Simone’s
“ribald jokes and daring garb,” which reflected “a shift in both
racial and sexual attitudes.” The sexual revolution and the maelstrom created by the Vietnam War brought forceful voices to
the forefront in the works of Gloria Steinem and Helen Gurley
Brown. Susan Sontag welcomed the rise of new forms of female
eroticism and leftist politics while Joan Didion “would deplore
them.” Gilbert and Gubar call 1968 “feminism’s annus mirabilis”
as protests sparked the women’s liberation movement, here and
abroad. Denise Levertov’s activist poetry and clashes between
feminism and the Black Power movement captured the public’s
attention. The 1970s brought the publication of Kate Millett’s
“landmark” book of feminist literary criticism, the controversial
Sexual Politics, and bestselling feminist-infused novels by Toni
Morrison, Erica Jong, and Rita Mae Brown. Ms. magazine and
Judy Chicago’s “celebratory artwork,” The Dinner Party, were
born. In the 1980s and ’90s, feminism would take hold in “parts
of the entertainment world and in the academy.” Andrea Dworkin took on sexual violence, and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and
Judith Butler battled the “hetero-/homosexual divide.” More
recently, Claudia Rankine, N.K. Jemisin, and others have
worked to create alliances with the Black Lives Matter movement. Gilbert and Gubar deftly explore decades of political and
cultural history to fashion this timely and valuable book.
A well-rendered who’s-who guide to the contemporary
women’s movement.
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Kristen Radtke
In Seek You, the author and illustrator employs her talents on a moving
and illuminating study of loneliness
BY TOM BEER
Amy Ritter

I want to start by asking if you have a working definition of loneliness.
I write something in the book about how loneliness is the
“variance…between the relationships you have and the relationships you want.” But sometimes I feel like that is
too limiting, because you can have important relationships, close relationships, and still be lonely. There are
things that do separate us from each other even when we
have really good support systems. In Bluets, Maggie Nelson wrote this line, “Loneliness is solitude with a problem,” which I think is pretty fabulous.

Kristen Radtke says it is coincidence that Seek You:
A Journey Through American Loneliness (Pantheon, July 6)
will be published after a year and a half of social isolation brought on by the Covid-19 pandemic. Radtke had
already been working on the graphic book—an illustrated, essayistic exploration of loneliness; part memoir, part
nonfiction investigation—since 2016.
Now it arrives at a moment when Americans may be
better prepared than ever to explore this painful topic.
“Culturally, we are a little bit more open to talking about
problems with anxiety and depression,” Radtke says.
“But up until the pandemic, loneliness really wasn’t among
them, because loneliness felt like, oh, you’re unpopular, or
you’re a loser, or nobody likes you. And I think the pandemic
has shifted our notions of loneliness.”
Seek You touches on many aspects of the subject in a
seductively digressive manner, from ham radio and television laugh tracks to cowboy mythology and the loneliness
studies of Dr. John T. Cacioppo. Like Radtke’s previous
book, Imagine Wanting Only This (2017), it is fluidly illus48
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trated, with arresting conjunctions of image and text on
every spread. The starred Kirkus review calls it “Superb.
A rigorous, vulnerable book on a subject that is too often
neglected.”
Radtke is the art director and deputy publisher of the
Believer magazine and a contributor to the Atlantic, the
New York Times, Vogue, and the New Yorker, where Seek You
began as a four-part series. She spoke with me over Zoom
from her home in Brooklyn, New York; our conversation
has been edited for length and clarity.

You also quote Emily Dickinson: Loneliness is “the horror not to be surveyed.”
“Surveyed” is not a feeling I ever would have thought that
I want to experience. It feels like surveillance or something creepy. But as soon as I read that, I just thought that
was so beautiful and true: You want someone to see you.
The book describes an MIT study that found a cluster
of cells in the brains of mice that goes dormant during
solitude and then lights up during periods of social activity. Is loneliness a biological phenomenon?
I very strongly feel it’s a biological phenomenon. We can’t
exist without other people. In the book, I talk about how
it’s just like hunger or thirst—a warning bell that we need
to listen to. What I did not understand before I started
|

And then comes the pandemic, and we literally have
to put space between ourselves and other people. Had
you already finished the book when Covid-19 happened?
I was very close to finished. I had conversations with my
editor and agent about infusing elements of the pandemic into the book, and in the end, I chose not to. I didn’t
want to make a book about the pandemic, because it does
feel like a separate problem. It’s one that has exacerbated
problems, like income inequality and food insecurity, and
those kinds of injustices. I think it has exacerbated the
problem of loneliness, but it didn’t create it.

researching is that everyone has a different experience of
loneliness. When I started talking with people about it, I
chatted with a really old friend of mine, and she said, “I
don’t remember ever in my life having been lonely since I
was a child. I was really bored as a kid, and that’s the last
time I remember.” Which is fascinating. The fact that
certain people feel panicked and terrified by loneliness,
and others just don’t experience it.
You write quite a bit about psychologist Harry Harlow
and his research on rhesus monkeys. Why is he important to the book?
Harry Harlow’s studies on the relationships between babies and mothers in monkeys—and presumably you can
extrapolate to humans—were so impactful. Basically, he
separated baby monkeys from their mothers as soon as
they were born and then gave them to fake surrogate
monkeys. One of the fake monkey mothers was more appealing; it was softer and had cloth on it. The other was
wire and very cold, but that one dispensed milk. And they
assumed that was the fake mother the baby monkeys
would prefer—people believed that babies loved their
mothers because they fed them and kept them alive. And
it would turn out to be completely opposite. They would
run to the wire mother that dispensed milk really fast and
then left.
What I think is interesting about Harry is not how he
started that study but how his mental state degraded over
time—he kind of lost his mind. He asked big questions—
does this mean that love is real?—but then he was like, how
can I create depression? How can I create isolation? As his own
life became more challenging—he suffered from pretty
debilitating depression—he became this mad scientist,
torturing these creatures, essentially. And because he was
so esteemed, his colleagues allowed it, begrudgingly.

y o u n g a d u lt

I want to ask you a little bit about your process, because the book is gorgeous. How do you work? Do you
write an essay and then figure out how to illustrate it?
Or is it more back and forth?
It is more back and forth. Or I should say that when it’s
back and forth that creates the most interesting results.
Which isn’t to say I haven’t written a script or a storyboard before illustrating something. But images are a
kind of language, and sometimes illustrating something
changes my thinking, or changes my ideas of pacing, or
something like that. I didn’t expect this book to look the
way it did, in that it’s not like a comic. My previous book
was in panels, it was a more traditional graphic book. But
I really liked working in this form, it was freeing. I didn’t
have to move a character from page to page or create
rooms that looked consistent. I could just follow whatever I was visually interested in and collage it. It was really fun.
Seek You received a starred review in the April 1, 2021, issue.

For all the science supporting a biological explanation
for loneliness, it’s also culturally reinforced, isn’t it?
I should say that I wrote a book about American loneliness as a way to winnow down the scope and because I’m
American, and it’s what I have access to. I don’t think that
America is the loneliest country in the world. If you look
at the stats, we’re not (though we’re up there). But the
American dream itself is so much about you’ve got to do
this yourself, you’re forging your own path, how impressive that
you built yourself up from these difficult circumstances. Which
is, I think, a damaging and troubling way for us to formulate our lives. Even if you look at the way that suburban
sprawl happened, it was all about put space between your
self and other people. That’s just antithetical to the way that
we’re supposed to live amongst each other.
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“A memoir of interest to anyone coping with a loved
one’s struggle with illness and dependency.”
everything i have is yours

I LEFT MY HOMEWORK IN
THE HAMPTONS
What I Learned Teaching the
Children of the One Percent

fell in with a handsome, older record-store clerk before heading to college. “Tomorrow I’d wear a blue tank top and no bra,”
she writes of their second date, “and afterward Aaron would
insist that we play pool, and I’d spend the whole time shooting pool while standing perfectly straight, so as not to expose
my A-cup cleavage.” He was seven years older, worldly, and
sexually experienced, while she had had a few fumbling dates
and was, by her account, a bit klutzy. As she learned about
Aaron’s drug use, she also found evidence of alcohol abuse and
philandering. Then evidence of another kind turned up: the
possibility of schizophrenia, which eventually manifested in a
terrible syndrome with blistering skin and endless pain. “The
quart bottles begin to appear in the cabinet, in the recycling
bin, on the kitchen counter,” writes Henderson. “Blue gin the
color of mouthwash. Watch him relax. Watch the sores fade to
rosy scars.” In time, the problem was identified as Morgellons
disease, which, because it’s not well understood, many doctors
brush aside. Consulting the only book on Morgellons she could
find on Amazon, she found some relevant information—e.g.,
“with no hope in sight, it is no wonder that most Morgellons
patients have depression, anxiety, and/or suicidal thoughts and
many have ended their lives.” Though still fraught, the marriage
survived the pandemic isolation and into the present. Henderson is self-aware enough to understand that her behavior has
been sometimes codependent, and her prose is all fine turns of
phrase with the rawest of nerve endings. The sole fault of the
book is that it runs too long, with some repetition, and could
have benefited from judicious trimming.
A memoir of interest to anyone coping with a loved one’s
struggle with illness and dependency.

Grossberg, Blythe
Hanover Square Press (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-335-77553-5

A tutor gives low grades to rich, meddlesome parents of the New York prep
schoolers she calls “Gatsby’s children.”
Grossberg taught for years at an elite Manhattan prep
school while moonlighting as a tutor for middle and high
schoolers who might return from a weekend “and report that
they had been introduced to Bono at a concert and had gone
skiing.” She recalls her alternately rewarding and maddening
experiences, focused on students with learning differences, in a
book that “has elements of memoir.” She uses composite characters to show how the ultrarich work—or game—a system that
favors families who can afford space camp and “$800—per hour”
SAT tutors. Lily’s mother demands that a school let her daughter retake a test because the proctor miscalculated the allotted
time by one minute. Trevor’s father expects after-school tutor
Grossberg to know whether his son uses his ADHD accommodations at school because “I’m not home enough to collect
more than core samples on my son.” Sophie’s mother plays “the
legal card” so her daughter can redo a paper after her father is
charged with unrelated financial missteps in the New York Times.
Students suffer from the interference by “litigious and combative” parents of Gatsby-like wealth: “The result of all this
meddling in their children’s lives…is that many kids achieve
beyond their ability, so that tutoring has to follow them to college.” Some children deal with anxiety, depression, exhaustion,
or White privilege (they resent having to watch the civil rights
documentary Eyes on the Prize in class). Grossberg’s novelistic flourishes (“She pauses for a minute and licks her lips nervously”) can be distracting, but most of her stories ring true and
insightfully support her broad point that fear drives the parental excesses: “These parents, having achieved the apogee of success and wealth, have nowhere to go but down.”
A sobering close-up of parental wealth and power—and
the children hurt by it—at tony Manhattan schools.

POWER PLAY
Tesla, Elon Musk, and the Bet
of the Century
Higgins, Tim
Doubleday (400 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-385-54545-7

A Wall Street Journal tech and auto
reporter probes the evolution and histrionics of Tesla and its eccentric billionaire
leader.
Higgins begins with the inception of Tesla Motors in 2003
by American engineer Martin Eberhard and his longtime
friend, tech entrepreneur Marc Tarpenning, who both wanted
to manufacture fuel-efficient sports cars. An early investor
in the endeavor, Elon Musk soon joined the company ranks
as CEO and fostered multiple rounds of investments from
entrepreneurs eager to cash in on his goal to create affordable
electric vehicles. With Musk consistently commanding center
stage, Higgins chronicles Tesla’s prototype-to-production line,
from the Roadster to its Model S, X, and 3 series. Each vehicle embodied intrinsic challenges involving battery production, transmission functionality, and funding—not to mention
Musk’s nano-management style and wild Twitter storms, which

EVERYTHING I HAVE IS YOURS
A Marriage
Henderson, Eleanor
Flatiron Books (400 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-250-78794-1

Portrait of a long-lasting marriage
tempered by challenges ranging from
drug abuse and infidelity to mental illness.
Nearing the end of high school, Henderson, a straight-laced young woman,
50
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had been highly criticized since he was ousted from PayPal.
Boastful, stubborn, and ego-driven, Musk persevered despite
the precarious state of Tesla’s financial health. The company
burned through hundreds of millions of dollars each year and
often faced dire bankruptcy projections despite a surge of
preorders and Musk’s promises to deliver the Model 3. Higgins shows that while these financial and innovation issues
seemed fatal to the company’s market longevity, a series of sudden, mostly monetized interventions changed the odds in their
favor in what became a “defining feature of the Tesla narrative.”
While Musk’s slick tech wizardry and visionary “startup gumption” butted heads with Tesla’s more grounded core of engineers,
the company’s success was evident as the Model 3 became the
defining product in its line. The author effectively combines his
well-honed journalistic skills with revealing perspectives from
industry observers, frustrated Tesla staff, futuristic engineers,
and Musk himself, creating a spirited report on a company consistently embroiled in a swirl of melodrama and controversy. For
an even fuller picture of the Musk aura, pair this one with Eric
Berger’s Liftoff.
Readers fascinated by the hype of Tesla history will find a
gold mine of facts and foibles in this immersive analysis.

Johnson’s account of the crisis lacks the polish of disaster narratives by authors such as Sebastian Junger and Jon Krakauer.
Although she has a jeweler’s eye for gemlike details, some aren’t
for the faint of heart; the fire destroyed so many dental records
that a coroner hoped “any steel hardware with serial numbers—
artificial hips, knees, shoulders” might help to identify bodies.
Though the storytelling isn’t flawless, the book is unmatched
for the depth, breadth, and quality of its reporting on a major
21st-century wildfire, and it’s likely to become the definitive
account of the catastrophe in Paradise.
An urgent, harrowing report on one of the country’s
worst wildfires.

LOSING EDEN
Our Fundamental Need for
the Natural World—and Its
Ability To Heal Body and Soul
y o u n g a d u lt

Jones, Lucy
Pantheon (240 pp.)
$25.00 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-5247-4932-3

A British journalist examines the
mental, emotional, and spiritual connections between human beings and nature.
While climate change remains the world’s most pressing
problem, there are not enough considerations of its effect
on the human mind and spirit, especially among children.
Jones argues that replacing nature with human-made spaces
has created an alienation that is extremely detrimental to
our well-being. Citing ecologist Robert Pyles’ concept of the
“extinction of experience” and Richard Louv’s idea of “naturedeficit disorder,” Jones suggests that increasingly urbanized
living is causing everyone to lose their connection with nature.
She looks to her own experiences for evidence and remembers
how big-city life in London seemed to exacerbate her experiences with depression and, later, drug and alcohol addiction.
The author further suggests that the conditions of the Anthropocene are causing significant distress brought on not just
through disconnection with nature, but through awareness of
the current environmental chaos. She bases her ideas on the
recent work of thinkers like Glenn Albrecht, who has coined
such terms as psychoterratic and solastalgia to refer, respectively, to “earth-related mental health issues” and the nostalgia for dying natural spaces that once offered solace. Despite
the sobering nature of her arguments and sometimes elegiac
tone, Jones offers glimmers of hope. Social scientists and the
medical establishment, for example, have begun to accept the
idea that greening poor neighborhoods could “mitigate the
negative effects of income deprivation on health.” In England,
“green gyms, walking-for-health programs, care farms, forest
schools, green-therapy groups, surf therapy, and horticultural
initiatives” are springing up to counter neoliberal tendencies toward overindustrialization. Both thoughtful and lyrical, this book—which draws on personal experience, research,
and interviews with experts from around the globe—offers a

PARADISE
One Town’s Struggle To
Survive an American
Wildfire

Johnson, Lizzie
Crown (432 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-593-13638-6

A reporter for the San Francisco Chronicle gives a masterly account of the 2018
Camp Fire, which devastated the town of

Paradise, California.
In her first book, Johnson does for California’s deadliest
wildfire what Sheri Fink did for Hurricane Katrina in Five Days
at Memorial. With stellar reporting, she tells the moment-bymoment story of an unfolding disaster, showing its human dramas as well as the broader corporate and governmental missteps
that fueled it. The author draws on more than 500 interviews
as she follows residents ranging from the Paradise fire chief
and town manager to a mother who gave birth to a premature
infant the night before her hospital was evacuated—and was
then stranded for hours in a car on a gridlocked exit route with
a baby who needed a neonatal intensive care unit. A state investigation blamed faulty Pacific Gas & Electric electrical equipment for the blaze—and the utility pleaded guilty to 84 counts
of involuntary manslaughter for the deaths that resulted—but
Johnson evenhandedly shows other factors that contributed
to the tragedies. A drought had turned wooded areas into dry,
overgrown tinderboxes. Authorities waited too long to issue
mandatory evacuation alerts, and with the telecommunications system overloaded, 82% of residents didn’t receive one.
The official evacuation routes proved dangerously inadequate.
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“A memoir bristling with energy and passion.”
all in

ALL IN
An Autobiography

powerful plea for humanity to actively seek a more balanced
relationship with a planet in crisis.
Vibrantly topical reading.

King, Billie Jean with Howard, Johnette &
Vollers, Maryanne
Knopf (480 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-101-94733-3

THE GAMBLER WIFE
A True Story of Love, Risk,
and the Woman Who Saved
Dostoyevsky

A tennis legend tells all.
In a candid, vividly detailed memoir, co-authored by journalists Howard
and Vollers, King (b. 1943) recounts her
dazzling 30-year career, from her discovery of tennis when she
was 10 to her amazing fame as the top player in the U.S., winner of 39 Grand Slam and 20 Wimbledon titles. Doing odd jobs
to pay for her first racket, Billie Jean Moffitt was lucky to find
encouraging coaches and sympathetic mentors who helped the
determined, defiant, and ambitious young girl to hone her talents.
She was frustrated, though, to find herself clearly at a disadvantage in a male-dominated sport where women were relegated
to amateur status, denied endorsements and travel expenses,
and awarded far less prize money than men. It was her husband,
Larry King, she writes, who “made me a feminist.” As her visibility increased, she became an outspoken activist against gender
inequality, supporting the Equal Rights Amendment and Title
IX; lobbying to change the amateur tennis system; and founding
the Women’s Tennis Association and the Women’s Sports Foundation. “People’s experience is rarely improved by sitting still
in the face of injustice,” she writes. King recounts highlights of
some of her most notable contests: against Australian champion
Margaret Smith, for example, the young Chris Evert, and especially her tense, much-hyped match against Bobby Riggs in 1973,
which was attended by more than 30,000 spectators and seen
on TV by more than 90 million people. She won, coming away
with $100,000 in prize money and slews of endorsements. King
reveals health problems, repeated surgeries, an eating disorder,
and an ongoing struggle to define her sexuality. She was horrified
when she was outed by a former lover who threatened to blackmail her, which forced her to recognize her latent homophobia.
Now retired from playing, she actively promotes LGBTQ+ rights.
A memoir bristling with energy and passion.

Kaufman, Andrew D.
Riverhead (400 pp.)
$26.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-525-53714-4

A fresh look at a spirited woman who
played a significant role in literary history.
Kaufman, a scholar of Slavic languages and literature, especially Russian, creates a sympathetic
portrait of Anna Snitkina (1846-1918), who married Fyodor Dostoevsky in 1867 and kept his legacy alive until her death. Drawing on letters, Anna’s diaries (including her secret diary from
the turbulent first year of their marriage), memoir, and others’
recollections of her, Kaufman contextualizes his subject’s life
in a period of roiling social and political unrest, including the
rise of Russia’s first feminist movement. Anna was a “tangle of
contradictions.” She was “a social progressive with conservative values, a Russian patriot who happened to be half Swedish, a serious student prone to infectious laughter, a decisive
young woman with nerves of steel who nevertheless suffered
bouts of mania, a pragmatist and a mystic.” Hired to be Dostoevsky’s stenographer, she came to the job already enamored
of the novelist’s characters; when Dostoevsky proposed, she
readily accepted. During their 14-year marriage, Anna bore the
burden of her husband’s narcissism, misogyny, and infidelity;
the “destructive mania” of his gambling addiction; his unpredictable epileptic seizures; and the deaths of two of their four
children. Their finances were so precarious that they frequently
had to pawn their possessions. At times, Anna pushed him to
gamble—once even joining him at roulette, leading him to call
her his “gambler wife”—apparently because she believed that
gambling fueled his creative spirit. They desperately needed
the money from his writing. Kaufman interprets Anna’s behavior toward her husband as shrewd and strategic, although he
concedes that contemporary readers may see their relationship
“as an unhealthy codependency between a volatile artist and
submissive peacekeeper.” Certainly she showed considerable
strength when she took control of the production and sale of
her husband’s works. As one of Russia’s first female publishers,
she proved an astounding success, and she defiantly burnished
Dostoevsky’s posthumous reputation.
A deeply researched, informative literary biography.
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THE ALMOST LEGENDARY
MORRIS SISTERS
A True Story of Family Fiction
Klam, Julie
Riverhead (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-7352-1642-6

Unraveling the thread of a tangled
family history.
Growing up, Klam heard tantalizing stories about Selma, Malvina, Marcella, and Ruth Morris, her first cousins twice removed, who
led astonishing lives. According to family lore, they had come
|

to America from Romania in the early 1900s and settled with
their parents in St. Louis but soon were put into an orphanage
when their mother died in childbirth. Their father promised
to return to get them; when he failed to appear, Marcella managed to leave the orphanage and go to work to pay for her siblings’ release. Thereafter, the sisters became inseparable. They
moved to New York City, lived in one house together, and finally
relocated to Southampton, on Long Island. Most astoundingly,
Marcella became a millionaire, donating generously to Brandeis
University. When Klam heard the story from various family
members, enough contradictions emerged that she decided to
investigate. Her breezy family history recounts whatever she
could find about the sisters’ lives as well as the surprises and frustrations she encountered during her research. With no training
in genealogy or history, the author depended on the generosity
of librarians and archivists, whose correspondence she includes.
She recounts her travels to St. Louis; Southampton, where the
sisters endowed a local library; and Romania, where she found a
congenial, helpful guide. She even visited a psychic. Often, she
checked in with one of her relatives, whose stories sometimes
yielded useful nuggets and sometimes assumptions that Klam
discovered were preposterous. Marcella, for example, who
apparently became a successful financier, never had an affair
with J.P. Morgan, as some in the family believed. Nor did the
sisters’ mother die when they were young. Instead, she lived for
more than 30 years in an insane asylum in St. Louis, diagnosed
with schizophrenia. Klam’s persistent curiosity pays off in a
lively portrait of her “weird family.”
An entertaining, rambling journey into the past.

deaths, and ties to the racist National Alliance. Throughout his
time in Green Bank, Kurczy ate with the locals, drank moonshine, shot guns, and participated in cave-dives and other
adventures. In a community filled with contradictions, he also
found that neighbors were always willing to help each other in
times of need. Kurczy also examines educational and health
concerns, the impact that the absence of technology has had on
the citizens’ lives, other means of communications used within
the community, and inaccurate portrayals of the region by the
media. The epilogue offers an update based on the effects of
the current pandemic. Although Kurczy recognizes that various
viewpoints exist within the community and includes them in
the text, the narrative also includes some physical and cultural
clichés frequently found in works related to rural Americans.
Nonetheless, the story remains captivating.
A multilayered illustration of a unique community where
things aren’t always what they seem.

y o u n g a d u lt

MYSTERY
A Seduction, a Strategy,
a Solution

Lehrer, Jonah
Avid Reader Press (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-5011-9587-7

Life is full of mysteries, including the
mystery of mystery itself.
After having a book pulled from
circulation and losing a New Yorker gig
for transgressions such as plagiarism, cherry-picked facts, and
invented quotations, Lehrer, sad to say, must be read under the
shadow of a question mark. This foray in pop science is similar to his earlier works, though, one hopes, more scrupulously
fact checked. Lehrer opens with an explication of what it is that
makes us love a mystery story in the first place, citing the originator of the form, Edgar Allan Poe: “Poe’s insight was that the
audience didn’t care about the murder….What they really cared
about was the mystery.” Mysteries do something to the mind,
igniting neurons that try to predict outcomes but, if the story
is skillfully told, give way to “subtly violating our expectations,
postponing the answer for as long as possible.” The storytelling skills of culture highbrow and middle come under consideration, from Citizen Kane to Law & Order: SVU, all of which make
use of what J.J. Abrams calls the “mystery box technique,” which
keeps viewers both engaged and puzzled. Lehrer then turns to
magic, chronicling his experiences with a statistician who figured out how to beat lottery algorithms and then became fascinated by sleight of hand—again, a species of mystery, “creating a
performance we can’t explain.” So far, so good, but then Lehrer
stretches the bounds of his thesis to enfold the question of how
we perceive and misperceive and are beguiled, incorporating
bits and pieces of music lore (John Lennon’s “I Am the Walrus”
and Bach foremost); the advertising campaign that brought the
Volkswagen to America; the merits of the Comic Sans typeface, and the rabbit-duck optical illusion. Lehrer makes a good

THE QUIET ZONE
Unraveling the Mystery of a
Town Suspended in Silence
Kurczy, Stephen
Dey Street/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-06-294549-5

An exploration of perhaps the last
quiet town in America.
Journalist Kurczy, who hasn’t “owned
a cellphone in nearly a decade,” takes us
through the intriguing community and culture of Green Bank,
West Virginia, dubbed “the quietest town in America.” Nestled
“deep in the mountains of Appalachia,” the town is home to
the Green Bank Observatory. Due to the demands of the facility’s astronomical research, devices emanating radio frequencies that might interfere with their telescopes are banned in
what is called the “National Radio Quiet Zone.” After learning
about this seemingly idyllic community, the author dug deeper,
hoping to discover a better life. During numerous visits, Kurczy interviewed and heard stories from and about some of its
residents who have sought refuge in the silence, including neohippies and those suffering from “a mysterious illness called
‘electromagnetic hypersensitivity.’ ” The author also discovered
a darker side of this remote area: conspiracy theories, unsolved
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“A good education on addiction, fascinating case histories,
and a sensible formula for treatment.”
dopamine nation

DOPAMINE NATION
Finding Balance in the Age of
Indulgence

village explainer—good, as Gertrude Stein said of Ezra Pound,
if you’re a village—but the narrative soufflé often threatens to
fall as he wanders from subject to subject.
For those who like their science superficial and swaddled
in pop culture.

Lembke, Anna
Dutton (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-5247-4672-8

ONCE WE WERE SLAVES
The Extraordinary Journey of
a Multiracial Jewish Family

An addiction specialist discusses her
patients’ problems and how she deals
with them, and it’s an unsettling picture.
Lembke, medical director of the
Stanford Addiction Medicine clinic, begins with a lesson in neuroscience. Nerves along brain pathways that process rewards
(i.e., pleasure) use dopamine as a “neurotransmitter”—to
deliver signals. The more dopamine an experience releases, the
more we enjoy it. However, dopamine processes pain as well as
pleasure, and a healthy brain maintains a balance. Most of us
stop eating when we feel full. Coffee often provides all the stimulation we need. Gambling, drinking, shopping, or watching
pornography are intermittent activities. Addiction, the mark
of an unhealthy brain, is a compulsive behavior that continues
despite the harm it causes, and it’s a worldwide epidemic. The
biggest risk factor is easy access. History books proclaim Prohibition a failure, but it produced a big drop in alcoholism, public drunkenness, and alcohol-caused liver disease, which rose
again after repeal. Today, it seems, all indulgences are accessible.
Since around 2000, the rampant overprescription of narcotics
has produced skyrocketing addiction and death. The internet allows us to engage in social as well as unseemly activities
in private. Popular medical books rely on vivid case histories,
and Lembke offers plenty. Her first is a lifelong masturbation
addict who was ultimately able to achieve control. There follow accounts of other types of addicts, and she describes her
treatment strategy based on the acronym DOPAMINE: data,
objectives, problems, abstinence, mindfulness, insight, next
steps, and experiment. Most readers will find it reasonable, and
the author does not trumpet its success rate. Some of the most
insightful passages involve lying, a malignant process in a cooperative society but essential to maintaining addictive behavior.
Many people believe that honesty—unmasking our flaws—will
drive people away, but it does the opposite.
A good education on addiction, fascinating case histories,
and a sensible formula for treatment.

Leibman, Laura
Oxford Univ. (296 pp.)
$27.95 | Aug. 9, 2021
978-0-19-753047-4

An intricate genealogy of a family of Sephardic Jews and their slaves
who branched out from Barbados to
embrace new opportunities in the early

American republic.
In her latest deep excavation of Jewish history, Leibman—a
professor of English and humanities at Reed College and winner of the National Jewish Book Award for Messianism, Secrecy
and Mysticism (2012)—focuses on two children of Abraham
Rodrigues Brandon, a prominent member of his Bridgetown
synagogue who, during the early 19th century, became “the
island’s wealthiest Jew.” Abraham’s concubine, Sarah Esther
Lopez-Gill, who became the mother of his children, Sarah and
Isaac, was an African woman enslaved in the neighboring household of the Lopez family, a branch of the Sephardic immigrants
who came to Barbados after expulsion from Spain. Sarah and
Isaac were both born as slaves and were christened. In 1801,
upon the death of their grandfather, who left them an inheritance, they were able to buy their freedom and live in his house.
Such circumstances were hardly the norm. “For enslaved people, the death of owners and white kin was an anxious business,”
writes the author. “One cross word, and lives could be ruined.
Whites were often unpredictable in their affections.” From this
time, Leibman follows Sarah and Isaac through their lives, first
to Suriname, where Isaac was circumcised and they became
“nação, Jews of the Portuguese nation.” Sarah was sent to be
schooled in London, and she eventually married New York merchant Joshua Moses. “Their romance,” writes Leibman, “would
spawn a new dynasty.” Isaac also journeyed out of the Caribbean,
and the ensuing tangle of genealogy is both telling and mystifying, as the family struggled, fought for civil rights, and joined
the thriving Jewish communities in New York and Philadelphia,
leaving a lasting legacy. The author includes relevant artifacts,
such as photos of the intertwined families.
A richly contextual history of multiracial Jews and their
travails and triumphs in the New World.

BEIRUT 2020
Diary of the Collapse

Majdalani, Charif
Trans. by Diver, Ruth
Other Press (192 pp.)
$13.99 paper | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-63542-178-1

A French Lebanese professor and
author assesses a catastrophic summer
in his hometown.
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As the economic meltdown intensified in a city already suffering from political and social strife, the situation was further
compounded by the pandemic and the shattering explosion
that occurred at the Beirut port on Aug. 4, 2020. In a stylistically arresting, truncated first-person narrative, Majdalani lays
bare the saga of modern-day Beirut since it gained independence from the French mandate in 1945. The city’s “singular
identity…also proved to be Lebanon’s defining characteristic
for many years: a nation straddling the great cultures of the East
and the West, a crossroads, a herald of coexistence, openness,
cultural exchange and integration.” However, as the author
shows, a series of corrupt leaders over the decades created “a
system of governance that was entirely based on clientelistic
mafia practices,” which drained the public coffers. The effect
of this bankrupt economy is ever present in this urgent diary,
which begins just before July 1, 2020. Majdalani writes about
how he was considering buying land in the mountains to get his
family out of the crowded, pandemic-stricken city. At the time,
banks begin refusing withdrawals, the appliances in his Beirut
apartment broke down, and the effects of rampant inflation
grew alarming. Though the author and his wife still met friends
at the few restaurants still hanging on, the number of businesses
closing was staggering, as were constant problems involving garbage accumulation and a lack of social services. Then came the
explosion, when 2,750 tons of ammonium nitrate abandoned at
the city’s port hangar resulted in more than 200 deaths, 7,500
injuries, and billions in damages. “The slow, meticulous sedimentation of time,” writes Majdalani, “was swept away in a few
seconds by the blast of a vengeful and incomprehensibly cruel
present.” The abrupt ending will leave readers wanting more,
but the author gives us an important glimpse of a city that is
often ignored in contemporary media.
A sleek, well-rendered work to wake readers up to the
plight of the Lebanese people.

LEARNING IN PUBLIC
Lessons for a Racially
Divided America From My
Daughter’s School

Martin, Courtney E.
Little, Brown (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-316-42826-2

A feminist activist explores the benefits
of White parents enrolling their children in
predominantly Black public schools.
Martin, the author of Do It Anyways: The New Generation of
Activists and other socially conscious works of nonfiction, chronicles how she and her husband, both White, moved to Oakland,
California, the “second most racially diverse city in the nation,”
and bought a house in a “cohousing community.” Due to their
relative privilege, she and her husband were able to choose
where to send their young daughters to school—the operative word being choose, an option not available to many people.
Regardless, Martin, an educated, progressive, well-meaning

person, did her research. She learned that the closest public
school was Emerson Elementary, rated “failing” and made up
largely of Black students—while the other schools both public
and private in the area were predominantly White, higher rated,
and characterized by long waiting lists for admission. Essentially, the author is seeking answers to some fundamental questions regarding education—e.g., what are Whites parents afraid
of, and what does that choice say about them? For Martin, it
became a vital personal journey: “It was as if the universe dared
me both to give up altogether on this quest for the White moral
life, which felt like frivolous intellectual bullshit in the face of
my kid’s real needs, and simultaneously to double down.” Studies show that integration helps all students, Black and White,
notes the author—though she was also careful not to make an
“experiment” of her daughters. Ultimately, she writes, “I suspect
that White economically privileged and well-intentioned people have shirked our moral responsibility to the common good
for decades under the cover of responsible parenting.” Though
the White guilt is sometimes overly pronounced, Martin offers
a welcome contribution to an important conversation that
should continue as we strive for sustained social change.
An honest, searching, and progressive book that will
spark debate.

HOW TO TALK TO A
SCIENCE DENIER
Conversations With Flat
Earthers, Climate Deniers,
and Others Who Defy Reason

McIntyre, Lee
MIT Press (264 pp.)
$24.95 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-262-04610-7

Irrational beliefs have reached epidemic proportions, writes philosopher and
science historian McIntyre in this earnest effort to explain them.
The author hits the ground running with an account of
the 2018 Flat Earth International Conference, whose attendees believe that the Earth is a disk surrounded by a wall of ice
(Antarctica) under a transparent dome, that all space travel is
faked, and that the truth is suppressed by a worldwide conspiracy of “experts.” The leaders in the flat Earth movement
seem sincere, and the members are thrilled to belong to an
elite that has discovered a truth denied to the hapless mainstream. “Science denial is not based on lack of evidence,” writes
McIntyre. “Which means that it cannot be remedied just by
providing more facts. Those who wish to change the minds
of science deniers have to stop treating them as if they were
just misinformed.” Furthermore, insults rarely work. Readers
may be frustrated that the author shows as much interest in
understanding how believers think as in disproving errors, but
he provides ingenious insights throughout. Among those most
familiar to psychologists are five factors involved in organized
science denial: “cherry-picking evidence, belief in conspiracy
theories, reliance on fake experts (and the denigration of real

“An entertaining real-life Cold War thriller.”
tunnel 29

THE AWAKENED BRAIN
The New Science of
Spirituality and Our Quest
for an Inspired Life

experts), logical errors, and setting impossible expectations
for what science can achieve.” McIntyre shows how deniers
ignored or denied the existence of climate change because it’s
something that may happen in the future. Then came Covid-19,
which was ubiquitous—and they denied that, too. Especially in
the U.S., science denial has become politicized, with a distinct
rightward tilt. “To some extent,” writes the author, “conservative denial of climate change and evolution may be explained by
the fact that this is just what conservatives are expected to believe.”
Lest liberals get too comfortable, McIntyre casts a gimlet eye
on the fierce opposition to foods containing genetically modified organisms. “There have been no credible studies that have
shown any risk in consuming them.”
A well-argued yet discouraging exercise in the application of reason to unreason.

Miller, Lisa
Random House (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-984855-62-6

A compelling examination of the correlations between spirituality and mental
health.
“This book is the story of how I discovered the awakened
brain, why it matters, and how we can cultivate it in daily life,”
writes clinical psychology professor Miller, founder of the
Spirituality Mind Body Institute at Columbia. In a landmark
2012 study, she demonstrated that spirituality contributes
to preventing depression. Participants, all at genetic risk for
depression, were asked how personally important spirituality
or religion were to them; subsequent MRI scans showed that
“the high-spiritual brain was thicker and stronger in exactly the
same regions that weaken and wither in depressed brains.” Miller
critiques popular psychological treatments, such as cognitive
behavioral therapy, as bound by limiting assumptions. In 1998,
when she presented her epidemiological research to colleagues,
she was met with skepticism. The overwhelming majority of
scientists “accepted that biology was real, and spirituality was
not real.” The author has spent much of her career addressing
this dichotomy by evidencing a biological basis for spirituality.
She interweaves stories of her own struggles with depression
and infertility into her professional findings. Her work shows
depression and spirituality as two sides of the same physiological coin and that engagement with awakened attention and
connection is “a matter of choice.” Every human, she notes, “is
endowed with a natural capacity to perceive a greater reality
and consciously connect to the life force that moves in, through,
and around us.” When we put that capability to good use, we
access “unsurpassed psychological benefits: less depression,
anxiety, and substance abuse; and more positive psychological
traits such as grit, resilience, optimism, and tenacity.” Miller’s
2016 study of 5,500 participants representing the most popular global religious traditions revealed “that people shared five
spiritual phenotypes,” including altruism and sense of oneness.
With a more definitive way to ascribe meaning to spirituality, the author examines which phenotype is most effective in
thwarting depression.
Potent, profound, and accessible.

TUNNEL 29
The True Story of an
Extraordinary Escape
Beneath the Berlin Wall
Merriman, Helena
PublicAffairs (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-5417-8884-8

The inside story of a daring episode
by a group of German students who dug
into East Berlin to help their friends and

families escape.
London-based broadcast journalist Merriman focuses primarily on Joachim Rudolph, who grew up in East Berlin after
the post–World War II division of Germany. As a young boy and
teenager, he took advantage of the ability to travel between the
two sides of the city to enjoy the freer lifestyle in West Berlin.
In 1961, however, the East German authorities erected the Berlin Wall, and, almost overnight, life under the communist government became even more oppressive. Rudolph and a friend
escaped in September of that year, and soon he was a student
at the technical university in West Berlin, studying communications engineering. But the wall remained a key fact in the
lives of everyone in Berlin and a vivid symbol of the differences
between two systems. Rudolph soon found himself in a group
planning to dig a tunnel into East Berlin to rescue friends and
family left behind. In addition to chronicling Rudolph’s story,
the author cuts away to follow others, including the informant
who nearly managed to expose the entire plot to the Stasi after
he was caught smuggling contraband across the border and
the NBC crew leader who found out about the diggers and
recorded their efforts from start to finish. The result is a fascinating account of a daring escape from a repressive regime
as well as a vivid portrait of life in Berlin in the early days of
the wall—and of the international impact of events in that city.
Merriman effectively maintains the pace and suspense, giving
readers a novelistic narrative with a solid foundation of fact.
An entertaining real-life Cold War thriller following a
group of students who escaped under “the Wall of all walls.”
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NAMES FOR LIGHT
A Family History

Myint, Thirii Myo Kyaw
Graywolf (176 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-64445-061-1

A writer born in Myanmar and raised
in Thailand and the U.S. traces how her
family history has haunted her personal
journey.
In this uniquely structured memoir—
sleek, poetic paragraphs surrounded by plenty of white space
on each page—Myint introduces herself as the reincarnation
of her great-grandfather, a relative of the royal family in Myanmar, where the author was born. She lived in Bangkok from the
ages of 1 to 7, after which she and her family immigrated to California. Myint later lived in Colorado, Rhode Island, and Spain,
but no matter where she traveled, she was never able to escape
her ancestral history. Some of this is a matter of reincarnation:
“When my great-grandmother finally died, she was reborn as my
middle sister. My sister was my wife in our past life. My mother
says I followed her into this life.” But some of it, Myint writes,
has been a product of dissociation associated with inherited
trauma. Many of her personal memories, she notes, came to
her in the third person, meaning that she pictured herself as
a character in the scene rather than an inhabitant of her body.
Due to this disconnection, Myint tells her own story in the
third person while narrating her family history—much of which
she did not personally witness—in the first person. Additionally, she tells her ancestors’ story from past to present, but her
own from present to past. Braiding these opposing timelines
and narrative perspectives creates an innovative structure that
effectively contrasts the author’s deep enmeshment with her
family history with her distance from reality. On a line-by-line
level, the book is spectacularly lyrical, and each word feels perfectly chosen. Some readers may struggle with the chronology
and unnamed characters, but the text is undeniably powerful.
An imaginative and compelling memoir about what we
inherit and what we pass on.

y o u n g a d u lt

the Victoria midlands, and South Africa) Ngai tracks the influx
of Chinese immigrants in response to the discovery of gold—
and the ugly dynamics surrounding what became known as
the “Chinese Question”: “Were Chinese a racial threat to white,
Anglo-American countries, and should Chinese be barred from
them?” The rushes to the gold fields attracted not just Chinese,
but many other immigrant groups. However, it “occasioned the
first mass contact between Chinese and Euro-Americans” and
provoked new challenges in an already racially divided society.
The Chinese immigrated in order to chase fresh opportunities, many as indentured servants or volunteer free labor. As
the numbers increased and they vied for work with poor White
laborers, the Whites viewed them as threats, incapable of being
assimilated. “Americans and British alike opposed the ‘slavery’
of the Chinese—but did not support their freedom,” writes
Ngai. In Australia, the large numbers of Chinese immigrants
led to racist hysteria, perpetuated by White colonial settlers,
of being overrun by “devouring locusts.” In South Africa, the
experiment to lure Chinese through contract labor to work the
mines when not enough African laborers would do it proved
costly and politically disastrous. Ultimately, exclusion laws
were erected, prompting debate over free trade and hurting
the once-thriving import-export businesses between China and
the rest of the world. The author also examines the makeup of
the Chinese communities that immigrated—with illuminating
archival photos—the businesses they created, and the sustained
racist backlash against them. This is intricate history that may
lose some general readers, but students of the subject will be
well rewarded.
A multilayered world history that adds materially to
the sadly evergreen topic of immigration exploitation and
exclusion.

OUR OWN WORST ENEMY
The Assault From Within on
Modern Democracy
Nichols, Tom
Oxford Univ. (272 pp.)
$24.95 | Aug. 19, 2021
978-0-19-751887-8

THE CHINESE QUESTION
The Gold Rushes and Global
Politics

Why the future of democracy is in
peril.
Nichols, a columnist for USA Today,
contributing writing at the Atlantic, and
professor at the U.S. Naval War College, joins other recent political analysts in decrying the weakening of democracy, laying the
blame on Americans’ lack of engagement in political life, ignorance of issues, and failure to contribute to the common good.
“When we disengage from society and ignore our civic obligations,
we are bad citizens,” he writes. The American voter exemplifies a
“politics of narrow self-interest” blended with “general cynicism”
about government, politicians, and even their fellow Americans. The author’s assessment of the general political landscape
is more persuasive than his analysis that disengagement stems
from the “peace, affluence, and technological progress” which

Ngai, Mae
Norton (480 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-393-63416-7

A Columbia University professor of
Asian American studies tracks Chinese
immigration to California, Australia, and
South Africa from 1848 to 1899 and the
subsequent racist backlash.
In an ambitious, diligent work of archival research that
spans three continents (Northern California and the Yukon,
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“Fans will appreciate this closer look into Perkins’ life and
adventures, and newcomers will get to know her well.”
sometimes i trip on how happy we could be

has afforded most people too much leisure, making them materialistic and narcissistic. With nothing to challenge them, they long
“for a great struggle that could give drama and deeper meaning.”
This yearning for conflict leads to anger, nostalgia, and social
revenge—all sentiments fomented by the populist right. When
enough people are “continually angry, entitled, and conspiracyaddled,” Nichols writes, “civic life becomes impossible.” As an
example of what a narcissistic community looks like, the author
offers a portrait of Chiaramonte, a village in southern Italy that
was documented in the 1950s. Widely distrusting politicians
and the clergy, the residents cared only for themselves and their
families—a tribalism that Nichols sees increasingly in the U.S.
Nichols attests to having faith in the durability of liberal democracy, suggesting several ways to revive citizenship: parties should
“remain grounded in identifiable principles” instead of being
“megaphones for the most vocal activists within them”; young
people should be required to fulfill a “summer of service” in the
military; and electoral and constitutional reform should include
statehood for Puerto Rico and D.C., expanding the House. “In a
liberal democracy,” he writes, “citizens are masters of their fate.”
A strong argument for civic reengagement.

of persistent patterns of protests and alternative learning modes
by Indigenous people, people of color, and LGBTQ+ communities. “Learning has…never yielded fully to this settler project of
colonization of the mind,” writes Patel. Throughout, the author
builds a multilayered discussion by referencing other scholars and
her experiences as a teacher and mentor, portraying contemporary
academia as a minefield for her bright, diverse students, many of
whom carry the extra burden of being a “model minority.” Overall,
it’s a passionate and intermittently approachable work occasionally hampered by academic jargon.
A lively, politically engaged jeremiad on issues of identity,
multiculturalism, and efforts to redress enduring wrongs.

SOMETIMES I TRIP
ON HOW HAPPY WE
COULD BE

Perkins, Nichole
Grand Central Publishing (272 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-5387-0274-1
A thoroughly enjoyable journey
into the mind of a beloved pop-culture
commentator.
Perkins is a 2017 Audre Lorde fellow
and host of This Is Good for You, a podcast for pleasure seekers.
In this collection of essays, she interweaves pop-culture observations with deeply personal vignettes of self-discovery in a
fickle and sometimes dangerous world. The author is unafraid
to lay herself bare, and she boldly recounts the ups and downs of
her life as a Black girl and woman. At the beginning of the book,
Perkins recalls how, when she was 5, a naptime kissing bandit
smooched her and other unsuspecting female classmates, waking her up to the power of femininity even then. Growing up
during the 1980s and ’90s in Nashville’s Black community, she
always had her nose in a book, seeking knowledge wherever
she could find it. She struggled with her abusive, drug-addicted
father, and while she looked up to her older sister, she also protected her autistic younger brother. Despite an early realization
of the importance of pleasure, she was often at odds with her
mind, battling depression and weight-related self-esteem issues.
Her struggles often left her restless but never helpless, and
part of the book includes a love letter to bygone days. Perkins
describes how the Prince song “Girl” provided a sexual awakening, and she pays homage to Janet Jackson’s “all-black uniform,”
which she learned was chosen so she could look slimmer. An
unabashed fan of Frasier (“what I use as a regular antidepressant”), the author writes about her crush on Niles Crane and
her online chat-room connections with others seeking safe,
impersonal, but real digital camaraderie. Refreshingly, Perkins
doesn’t deliver a standard happily-ever-after ending. Nobody is
coming to save her from her circumstances, and that’s OK. She
continues to strive and persevere by honing the ultimate secret
weapons: self-acceptance and self-care.
Fans will appreciate this closer look into Perkins’ life and
adventures, and newcomers will get to know her well.

NO STUDY WITHOUT
STRUGGLE
Confronting Settler
Colonialism in Higher
Education

Patel, Leigh
Beacon Press (208 pp.)
$24.95 | Jul. 20, 2021
978-0-8070-5088-0

An examination of the unsavory
limitations that settler colonialism has
imposed upon higher education.
Patel, associate dean for equity and justice in education at the
University of Pittsburgh, sees settler colonialism as a primary
driver of violence and inequity in late-stage capitalism. The author
ties together diverse strands including contemporary protest,
structural racism, and power structures favoring Whiteness. “Settler colonialism is based on the logic of owning land,” she writes,
“and that there is never enough land to satisfy the landowners’ thirst.”
Both by design and due to institutional half-measures, American
educational systems have largely failed to redress this malign history: “Whenever education, specifically higher education, has
been made to reckon with its settler colonial structure, it has been
largely through the struggles of those cast underneath the heel of
oppression, fueled by their own formations to study.” Regarding
efforts at diversity, which she discusses in detail, she notes, “gift
economies are a colonial structure that imagines some people as
worthy only through the benevolence of people with higher status.” Despite such public-facing efforts, prominent universities
have not properly addressed persistent patterns of class- and racebased favoritism, to which Patel responds with justified, terse fury,
reminding readers how many of these institutions were built by
slaves. At the same time, the author celebrates a counternarrative
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N-4 DOWN
The Hunt for the Arctic
Airship Italia

Piesing, Mark
Custom House/Morrow (448 pp.)
$29.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-06-285152-9

A chronicle of a doomed Italian expedition to the Arctic in 1928.
Umberto Nobile was an undeniable
genius: a brilliant engineer and fearless
traveler who had no problem getting into shouting matches
with Mussolini or fierce rivalries with Norwegian explorer
Roald Amundsen. As Piesing observes, Amundsen and a host
of other travelers had been swarming all over the Arctic in a
kind of colonial land rush, hoping to claim Svalbard and other
boreal lands for their respective nations. Though he was wary
and querulous, Amundsen enlisted Nobile to join an expedition that the Italian piloted aboard one of the “jumbo-jet-sized
airships” that he had designed and built. Their relationship
was fraught, but when Nobile crashed on a second expedition
to the Arctic, Amundsen rushed to join the rescue effort. For
various reasons, so did everyone else. “The Swedes, Danes,
and Finns began to organize missions,” writes Piesing. “The
Americans, Germans, French, and Russians all wanted to help,
if in a somewhat independent manner that made coordination
difficult.” The tale involves rivalry, treachery, a little vainglorious incompetence here and there, bruised feelings, plenty of
missing persons, some acts of true heroism, and perhaps even
the “custom of the sea”—i.e., cannibalism. Granted that there
are many moving parts to the story, Piesing stretches out each
episode to nearly the breaking point, with plenty of portentous utterances: “Some things aren’t forgotten even in death”;
“Amundsen wasn’t stupid. He could smell a rat.” Still, the author
has visited the places about which he writes, and his sketches
of remote locales make for interesting reading. He also offers
useful insights on the strange blend of competition and cooperation that characterized Arctic exploration, and he closes on
a thoughtful note: “The story isn’t finished. The Arctic ice holds
many secrets. Global warming may soon reveal the last resting
place of Amundsen…and of the Italia and the six men.”
Labored and long but of interest to would-be Arctic
explorers and armchair adventurers.

y o u n g a d u lt

Labor market power means the power to suppress wages
below the competitive rate, whereas product market power
means the power to raise prices above the competitive rate.
Product market power is typically seen in a monopoly situation
and has been pursued legally more often than that of labor market power, known in the legal profession as monopsony. “A labor
market is monopsonistic,” writes the author, “to the extent
that any of these factors [job search costs, market concentration, etc.] enable firms to pay workers below the competitive
rate.” In this concise treatment of the subject, mostly free of
tangled legalese, Posner notes that the Department of Justice
and Federal Trade Commission “have never challenged a merger
because of its possible anticompetitive effects on labor markets,
or even rigorously analyzed the labor market effects of mergers
as they do for product market effects.” Due to these circumstances, there has been an erosion of labor and employment law
and employer liability as well as a decline in unionization due
to foreign competition, union-busting governmental practices,
and deregulation. When the residual labor supply elasticity is
low, the author explains, wages will be suppressed. At this point,
he makes clear, “workers need protection.” Posner delves into
the wide variety of thorny issues involved in bringing law to bear
on worker protection, including the difficulty in “identifying
collusion in labor markets.” The author makes a solid case that
existing antitrust law could easily be applied to labor with a few
reforms, including wage boards, government subsidization of
wages, job protection, and subsidized work training. For example, he notes, “job-retraining programs that teach relatively general skills may facilitate occupational mobility.”
A tight, progressive reasoning for the exercise of antitrust labor market protection.

ONCE MORE TO THE SKY
The Rebuilding of the World
Trade Center
Raab, Scott & Woolhead, Joe
Photos by Woolhead, Joe
Simon & Schuster (352 pp.)
$35.00 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-982176-14-3

An eyewitness report from ground zero, generously illustrated with color photographs.
In 2005, journalist Raab was assigned to cover the rebuilding of the World Trade Center for Esquire. To commemorate
the 20th anniversary of 9/11, he has gathered the essays from
his 10-part series, published yearly, complemented by dozens
of gritty, vibrant photos by Dublin-born Woolhead, the official site photographer. Raab takes an irreverent, often cynical
view of the political grandstanding, rivalries, and arrogance
that emerged during the planning and construction. George
Pataki, New York’s governor when the towers fell, saw rebuilding as a personal achievement that he hoped would take him to
the White House. Irascible real estate mogul Larry Silverstein,
the first chief developer, “nursed every nickel, but he also knew
the historical heft, and the spiritual demands, of the Freedom

HOW ANTITRUST
FAILED WORKERS

Posner, Eric A.
Oxford Univ. (216 pp.)
$29.95 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-19-750762-9

University of Chicago Law School
professor Posner argues that antitrust
law should be as vigorously applied to
the labor market as the product market.
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“An ultimately uplifting journey from the ugliness
of virulent racism to the beauty of art.”
chasing me to my grave

Tower.” David Childs, chief architect, was repeatedly frustrated
by the Port Authority, owner of the site. “The seismic social
forces that first raised up the Twin Towers—politics, power,
and money—have poured into the vacuum created by their collapse,” Raab observed. Building the towers depended on workers—engineers, blasters, welders, steel workers—whom Raab
portrays with warmth and respect. While one engineer worried
over the geophysical forces that would impact the structure,
Raab notes many other forces—“money, memory, money, vanity,
money, ingenuity, money, New York City’s infinite resolve and
resilience, and money”—that challenged the project’s completion. Because the pieces appeared over 10 years, repetition
(Silverstein’s undaunted determination, the Port Authority’s
obfuscation) is inevitable. Nevertheless, the book effectively
conveys the emotional power of the fraught $4 billion project.
Now, 20 years later, writes Raab, “facing a collective grief, suffering, and outrage on a scale beyond anything we’ve known in our
lives, the Freedom Tower’s spire reminds me that nothing—no
act of terrorism, no natural disaster, no pandemic: nothing—is
stronger than the human spirit of community.” Colum McCann
provides the foreword.
A revealing and visually appealing history of an architectural triumph.

University Art Gallery, and national exhibitions followed as
well as two documentaries on his life and work. “My pictures
are about how Black people were treated and how they lived,”
writes the author, and the book is abundantly illustrated with
four-color representations of his art. The oral history, as told
to co-author Kelly, is thoughtful and honest, and Patsy’s chapter, told in her own words, is also frank and compelling. Readers should note that the N-word appears more than 70 times
in the text, which is deliberate: “I want the reader to understand the effect it carries when you use that word and how
degrading it is.” Bryan Stevenson provides the foreword.
An ultimately uplifting journey from the ugliness of virulent racism to the beauty of art.

THE ORACLE OF NIGHT
The History and Science of
Dreams
Ribeiro, Sidarta
Trans. by Hahn, Daniel
Pantheon (480 pp.)
$32.50 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-5247-4690-2

A comprehensive consideration of
the sleeping mind.
Neuroscientist Ribeiro, founder and
vice-director of the Brain Institute at the Universidade Federal
do Rio Grande do Norte, in Brazil, offers a capacious examination of the phenomenon of dreaming. The author draws on
biology, chemistry, neurophysiology, anthropology, mythology,
history, literature, biography, and art—along with myriad examples of dream narratives—to create a rich history of the human
mind. What is the purpose of dreaming? Is it “an evolutionary
accident,” or does dreaming have implications for survival? Do
animals dream? If so, why? Ribeiro reveals that “similar circadian rhythms are found in almost all living beings” and that
birds and reptiles experience REM sleep, during which dreams
occur. Dinosaurs, from which birds are descended, were capable of dreaming. Ribeiro maintains that prehistoric humans
dreamed, perhaps about animals and stone. In antiquity, dreams
were interpreted as communications from the dead or from
gods—communications that Christianity deemed pagan and
blasphemous. Praising Freud for focusing on the significance of
dreams in understanding human experience, Ribeiro notes that
traumatic dreams are monothematic rather than metaphorical.
Dreams experienced by schizophrenic patients often contain
more “hostile content” than those of others, and dreams vary
from babies to old people, with children’s dreams “often impoverished in emotions and images.” Besides examining dreaming,
the author investigates sleep overall, especially the connection
of sleep to learning, creativity, and the formation of memories. Scientists differ about what happens in neural synapses
during REM sleep; Ribeiro believes that synaptic remodeling
occurs, during which some synapses are eliminated and others,
strengthened. Although some of the molecular, electrophysiological, biochemical, and morphological discussion is daunting,

CHASING ME TO
MY GRAVE
An Artist’s Memoir of
the Jim Crow South

Rembert, Winfred and Kelly, Erin I.
Bloomsbury (304 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-63557-659-7

The late Black artist tells his life
story via his words and powerful works
of visual art.
Rembert (1945-2021) was raised by a great aunt in rural
Georgia, and he spent his childhood working with her in the
cotton fields. In the 1960s, he participated in the civil rights
movement and, after one violent crackdown at a protest, stole
a car to flee two White men chasing him with shotguns. Soon
arrested and stuck in jail for nearly two years awaiting trial,
he escaped, only to be caught that night by a violent White
mob. Hung by his feet in a tree, “bleeding like a hog,” he survived being “almost lynched.” With new charges from having
escaped and stolen the sheriff ’s gun, he was given a 27-year
term in state prison. Rembert survived the grueling hard labor
and mental cruelty of a chain gang, and he was released after
serving seven years. In prison, he learned how to tool and dye
leather, and at 51 was compelled “to do pictures of what was
done to me.” His visceral works illustrate his days picking
cotton, dancing in juke joints, enduring the brutality of the
chain gang, and reckoning with the “everyday lie” of White
supremacy. Rembert’s wife, Patsy, saw his art’s power and
worth clearly: “Nobody tells their life story on leather.” In
2000, curator Jock Reynolds gave Rembert a show at the Yale
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ABOUT TIME
A History of Civilization
in Twelve Clocks

much of the book is accessible. Ribeiro urges readers to spend
a few minutes after waking to recall their dreams and even to
engage in lucid dreaming, in which the dreamer exerts control
over the dream.
A stimulating and informative overview.

Rooney, David
Norton (304 pp.)
$28.95 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-393-86793-0

GOLD, OIL,
AND AVOCADOS
A Recent History of
Latin America in Sixteen
Commodities
Robinson, Andy
Melville House (352 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-61219-935-1

Sharp portraits of the predatory
resource extraction practices that continue to plague Latin America.
In trying to combat poverty and inequity, Latin America
has returned to unsustainable systems of extracting precious
resources, as Robinson clearly demonstrates in this deeply
troubling exposé. The author often refers back to Eduardo
Galeano’s Open Veins of Latin America (1971), which chronicled
the continent’s dictator-driven history of plunder of natural
resources for the economic benefit of the oligarchy. Despite the
so-called “pink tide” in the early years of the 20th century—a
trend that included such progressive leaders as Luiz Inácio Lula
da Silva in Brazil and Evo Morales in Bolivia—the urgent need
to raise economic growth rates as a means to combat poverty
and generate development has allowed the ruinous old model
to return. In a work of excellent on-the-ground reportage, Robinson delineates how the demand for natural resources, “from
soy to niobium, beef to gold, and oil to avocado,” is creating
dangerous extraction cycles. Readers see the devastation firsthand as the author leads us to obscure, hard-to-reach mines and
farming backwaters in countries from Brazil to Ecuador, Venezuela to Chile. Soy harvested from the ill Amazon rainforest
supplies industrial chicken plants in Europe with some of the
raw material to turn out billions of Chicken McNuggets. The
potato, essential to the pre-Columbian civilizations in the
Andean highlands, has been converted into the addictive, ubiquitous potato chip. In the Mexican region of Michoacán, the
avocado has fallen victim to a monoculture run by organized
crime. Even if the destructive mining of oil decreases in coming years, the increased use of battery-powered technology will
require further extraction of rare minerals like copper, cobalt,
silver, and lithium. Despite mass protests over the past few
years in Colombia, Chile, and Ecuador, Robinson is not optimistic about the future, but she lays out the situation in stark,
penetrating detail.
An urgent eyewitness account of how culture and
land are being destroyed by “a remorseless process of
commodification.”
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A cavalcade of clocks.
Rooney, the former curator of
timekeeping at the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich, takes readers on a dramatic
historical tour of horology to show what clocks mean; how, over
thousands of years, they became more precise; and how time
itself “has been harnessed, politicized and weaponized.” The
author delivers a lovely, personal, idiosyncratic “story centered
on power, control, money, morality and belief.” Rooney traces
the development in timekeeping instruments, from the earliest sundials to an acoustic water clock that may have existed in
the city of Verona in the early 500s to a plutonium time-capsule
clock buried in Osaka in 1970. Automaton water clocks spread
across the medieval Islamic world to remind its citizens of who
was in power, and the first mechanical and astronomical clocks
flourished throughout Europe after the 13th century. Gradually,
Rooney notes, a new idea was born: “that time could be wasted.”
The author chronicles his visit to Siena to observe a painting
from 1338 that prominently features the “oldest known depiction of an hourglass.” This timepiece, he writes, represented
“the cutting edge of horological technology” that would impact
the way Western civilization thought about right and wrong,
life and death. In the 1610s, Amsterdam’s groundbreaking
stock exchange erected “one of the most significant clocks ever
made…sounding the birth of modern capitalism.” In 1732, the
Indian city of Jaipur constructed the largest sundial ever. The
rise of coastal time signals—balls, discs, guns, or flags—“spoke
volumes about the shifting sands of global geopolitics.” Rooney
also insightfully explores the ramifications of electricity and the
creation of standardized time, which had a controversial, even
violent, cultural impact: “we have poured our very identities
into clocks.” Somberly, the author writes about the “The Clock
of Doom,” designed in 1947, which reminds “us what happens
when time runs out.” Throughout, Rooney entertains with
witty clock trivia and anecdotes alongside illuminating sketches
of famous horologists.
Go slowly when devouring this charming, intelligent,
highly informative history.
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“An acute and insightful study of the life and
work of a pathbreaking 19th-century poet.”
two -way mirror

THE LAST NOMAD
Coming of Age in the
Somali Desert

and makes the case that Browning was one of the great poets
of her age. As the daughter of an eccentric English landowner,
Elizabeth showed literary genius early, and her chronic illnesses
freed her from the obligations of a woman of her class. Soon
she was writing essays and poetry; as a young woman, she was
published in England’s foremost journals thanks to her talent
and support by mentors, both women and men. In her late
30s, she was contacted by poet Robert Browning, an admirer
of her work. They corresponded, met, and eventually ran away
to Italy to get married, a decision that enraged her controlling
father, who cut her off financially (fortunately, she had her own
inheritance). This well-publicized series of events, as well as
Elizabeth’s eloquent love poetry, made them one of the premier
couples of the 19th-century literary world, and they settled in
Italy and had a son. In Italy, she wrote her nine-book masterwork, the epic poem/verse novel Aurora Leigh. Sampson provides updated research and commentary on how the Barrett
family wealth was generated largely by slaves on family-owned
plantations in Jamaica and how Elizabeth’s guilt at her heritage
turned her toward political radicalism. The author is adept at
switching between personal history and literary analysis. The
latter part of the book—chronicling Elizabeth’s suffering from
a series of miscarriages, pursuit of spiritualism, and increasing
dependence on opium to alleviate pain—is melancholy, and
Sampson chronicles the family’s wide-ranging travels in search
of a climate more conducive to her health. Hers was a “life of
struggle” with a bodily “machine” that often let her down, but
her limitations enabled her genius. Sampson does her achievement justice.
An acute and insightful study of the life and work of a
pathbreaking 19th-century poet.

Salh, Shugri Said
Algonquin (352 pp.)
$26.95 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-64375-067-5

Salh offers a cleareyed and moving
chronicle of her coming-of-age during
a tumultuous time in the history of her
native Somalia.
The title of this debut memoir refers to how the author is the
last in her family line to follow the nomadic lifestyle: “All of my
ancestors on both sides of my family were nomads; they traveled
the East African desert in search of grazing land for their livestock, and the most precious resource of all—water.” Salh grew
up as the daughter of a cerebral father who was “dissatisfied with
the life he had been born into” and his headstrong, vibrant wife.
Before entering first grade in the city, she was sent to live with her
grandmother in order to provide the older woman with support
as she and the rest of their tribe herded goats in the desert. The
transition from being a schoolgirl to a young goatherd was rough,
especially as she wondered why she was the only one of her siblings to be sent away and denied schooling. But Salh appreciated
certain aspects of nomadic culture, particularly their respect
for and reliance on each other. The strongest passages feature
the author’s vivid recollections of nomadic life—e.g., chasing
wild animals, learning to make yogurt and butter, and observing
how the adults built and dismantled their portable huts—while
the legacy of violence caused by Somalia’s devastating civil war
loom throughout. She writes straightforwardly about how she
underwent a ritualistic female circumcision and how the intense
policing of her virginity continually overwhelmed her. The war
eventually led Salh and many of her siblings to flee to Canada as
refugees. Some of the book’s lighter moments occur when the
author recalls the cultural differences she faced as she tried to
adjust to life in North America, as well as her reflections on her
own motherhood in her current home of Sonoma, California.
A thoughtful look at life in an often misunderstood culture and region.

THE BIG HURT
A Memoir

Schickel, Erika
Hachette (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-306-92505-4

A memoir of two difficult affairs that
bookended the author’s life.
Los Angeles–based writer Schickel
was a teenager when her divorced, distracted parents sent her to a “progressive,
bohemian boarding school from 1978 to 1982.” She was doing
well—on track to graduate—when, without warning, she was
expelled from the school following an “affair” with a teacher. In
her second book, the author revisits the traumatic events of her
adolescence and also describes the affair she had decades later,
when she was married with two daughters. The second affair—
with a thinly disguised James Ellroy (whom she refers to as Sam
Spade, the protagonist of Dashiell Hammett’s The Maltese Fal
con)—repeated some of the abusive patterns of the first, though
it took Schickel many years to recognize that her teacher had,
in fact, abused her. The memoir is well written, and the two
intertwining stories are well-structured. However, the author is

TWO-WAY MIRROR
The Life of Elizabeth Barrett
Browning
Sampson, Fiona
Norton (320 pp.)
$27.95 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-324-00295-6

A new account of the life and work
of Elizabeth Barrett Browning (18061861) aims for breadth and depth—and
achieves both.
Sampson reintroduces Browning to a 21st-century audience,
puts the more notorious aspects of the poet’s life in perspective,
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repetitive about certain elements (her sex life with Ellroy) and
sparse on others, like how she finally came to reconcile the two
major traumas of her life. “Rather than tell the truth about my
past,” she writes, “it would be easier for me to sacrifice my reputation, my career, my marriage, my closest friendships, my children, and my identity to become his lover.” Schickel is a fluid
writer and can be funny, occasionally hilarious, but when she
strains toward humor amid a painful recollection, the humor
often falls flat. Still, her narrative timing is often spot-on. For
example, when she finally tells her husband about Ellroy, he asks
where she would like to go on vacation. “Nowhere,” she replies.
“You don’t want to go on vacation?” he asks. “No.” “Okay, then
what do you want?” “I want a divorce, Paul.” That moment carries both weight and wit, and the scenes in which Schickel digs
the deepest leave the longest-lasting impact—if only there were
more of them.
A flawed yet affecting portrait of a vicious, repetitive
cycle.

Shackle weaves in Pakistani history, including the rise of the
Taliban and the dizzying array of political parties, riots, natural disasters, and sectarian violence that have plagued the city
for more than a decade. The author also includes a timeline
(1992-2018) and a list of relevant political groups.
Moving tales of ordinary people navigating an unimaginable degree of violence and strife.

THE SECRET HISTORY
OF FOOD
Strange but True Stories
About the Origins of
Everything We Eat
Siegel, Matt
Ecco/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-06-297321-4

Shackle, Samira
Melville House (272 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-61219-942-9

A journalist who has spent significant
time in Karachi fashions a series of narrative portraits of the city’s beleaguered
denizens, suffering “one of the worst
outbreaks of violence” since the 1990s.
A coastal city bloated by migration since Partition in 1947,
Karachi was the first capital of Pakistan, until 1967, and it
remains the economic heart of the country. In these affecting portraits of five Karachiites trying to make a living in the
dense, teeming metropolis, New Humanist editor Shackle—
whose family emigrated from Pakistan to the U.K. in the 1970s
before she was born—reveals the struggles of the countless
disparate groups competing for physical space, jobs, and basic
services like health care and sanitation as violent Mafia groups
step in to fill the void left by a largely military government.
Safdar, a young Pashtun who “emanates an electric energy,” is
determined to become an ambulance driver after a childhood
in which he helped take care of his polio-stricken brother.
The job is one of the most dangerous in the city, taking him to
retrieve corpses left by rival gangs. But he perseveres in order
to help his fellow citizens, even thinking that he must eschew
marriage because of the danger. Parveen, a young teacher in
the “street schools” of Lyari, tries desperately to keep her vulnerable staff and pupils from joining the neighborhood gangs,
at her own peril. Jannat, who lives in an isolated village just
outside of the city, managed to complete school beyond the
fifth grade, the first in the village to do so, but her prospects
for personal advancement were thwarted by early marriage
and children. In addition to the eye-opening personal stories,
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A cheeky look at food as “an obsession, hobby, competitive sport, and profession; a seasonal calendar and nostalgic time capsule; a social
lubricant and peace offering; a family heirloom; a drug and spiritual rite.”
Why does apple pie have “an important place in American
history”? How did cold cereal become a staple that “transcends
race, social class, age, gender—and even dietary guidelines”?
Why is it that “between two-thirds and 90 percent of olive oil
sold in the United States isn’t what it’s claimed to be”? Siegel
seeks answers in these short and frequently hilarious essays on
the origins of food. Chapter titles like “A History of Swallowing,” “Honey Laundering,” and “Attack of the Killer Tomatoes”
give a good sense of the author’s voice. Indeed, readers will find
many memorable lines, as when he cites low points of culinary
history, including “the use of foods such as honey and hot peppers for ritual torture” and “British food.” Despite the snarky
tone, the book contains hard science—e.g., “honey is naturally
acidic and hygroscopic, meaning it sucks moisture from its surroundings, not unlike salt, creating a harsh environment for
bacteria and microorganisms to survive in.” Siegel’s fondness
for long lists is overkill, but readers who enjoy passages that
disgust as much as entertain will find much to like, as when
he notes that McDonald’s adds a silicon-based polymer to its
frying oil to reduce splatter: “the same chemical is also used in
head lice treatments, condom lubricants, and breast implants.”
Equally memorable chapters focus on corn (“a secret ingredient
in almost everything we eat”); vanilla, which, during Prohibition, “made a decent substitute for alcohol for the drowning of
one’s emotions”; and grocery store foods with added vitamins,
such as “healthy heart orange juice with omega-3 (because what
goes better with orange juice than tilapia, sardines, and anchovies?).” Little of the information is appetizing, but it’s never dull.
Idiosyncratic essays that will give foodies much to digest.

KARACHI VICE
Life and Death in a
Contested City
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“If you believe mathematics offers little of practical use,
Stewart is back to show you the error of your ways.”
what’s the use?

EVERYONE YOU HATE IS
GOING TO DIE
And Other Comforting
Thoughts on Family, Friends,
Sex, Love, and More Things
That Ruin Your Life

writes for an audience prepared to pay attention to ingenious
yet undoubtedly complex insights. He begins by pointing out
that scientists and engineers depend on math, but this is no less
true of politicians. “One of the curious features of democracy,”
he writes, “is that politicians who claim to be devoted to the
idea that decisions should be made by ‘the People’ regularly
go out of their way to ensure that this doesn’t happen.” Most
readers know about gerrymandering, but this turns out to be
the tip of the iceberg as Stewart describes many other ways to
pervert voting, all revealed and disproved by mathematics. The
author then moves on to the larger question of election fairness.
America’s winner-takes-all system seems reasonable, but if one
candidate is defeated, 100% of his or her supporter’s votes are
wasted. In nations with proportional voting systems, minority
voters elect a minority of representatives, so their votes are not
wasted. This is fairer—in some ways. In fact, mathematicians
have proven that a completely fair voting system is impossible.
“Dictatorships are so much simpler,” writes Stewart. “One dictator, one vote.” Regarding our most pressing contemporary
issue, climate change, Stewart explains that physicists have
found that the growth of melting ponds over Arctic ice bears a
striking resemblance to other phase transitions, and sea levels
are rising faster than predicted. In other sections, the author
offers the revealing (but not simple) explanation of the mathematical background of a GPS system, explains the data compression that vastly increases a computer’s power, and delves
into the genuinely weird: how a puzzle with no solution—
proven by a great mathematician—increases the ease of kidney
transplantation.
Richly informative for careful readers who enjoy math.

Sloss, Daniel
Knopf (240 pp.)
$25.95 | Oct. 12, 2021
978-0-525-65814-6

A book version of the Scottish comedian’s routine.
Recycling his material into book form, Sloss creates an awkward mix of virulent complaints and predictable relationship
advice. The author boasts that his show Jigsaw, in which he made
the unremarkable case that it’s better to be alone than in a bad
relationship, “broke up 95,000 couples, resulted in 250 engagements being canceled and more than 200 divorces.” Throughout,
Sloss employs profanity with a liberal hand, “not as much as I
originally wanted—there’s editors for you—but still enough to
hurt your delicate American sensibilities.” In one particularly
venomous chapter, the author unleashes a tirade directed at his
ex-girlfriend, who “is going to read this and feel so, so bad about
herself ” and who he hopes “dies in a car crash. As long as no inno
cent civilians are killed, I don’t think I’d bat an eye.” His ability
to dispense relationship advice—e.g., “Have as much sex as you
can while you’re young, because it’s the only time you’re allowed
to suck at it”; “You owe nothing to anyone other than yourself ”—is predicated on his seemingly unironic belief that “I’m
twenty-nine years old. I think I know what I’m talking about.”
Less shocking than sophomoric, the book is likely to grate on
the nerves of those who don’t identify as “Lads, Lads, Lads.” The
author’s attempts to shoehorn more serious emotional material into the narrative—as when he describes his love for a sister
who suffered from cerebral palsy and died when she was 6 and
he was 8—feel misplaced. In the final chapter, Sloss writes about
the satisfying relationship he has with his girlfriend of three years,
but he includes an objectively appalling list of ways in which he’s
mistreated her. Readers may wonder whom he’s trying to impress
with his naughty ways.
Comedy for fans of Tucker Max and early Howard Stern.

THIS WILL ALL BE OVER SOON
A Memoir
Strong, Cecily
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-982168-31-5

Saturday Night Live cast member
Strong shares her grief in the wake of her
cousin’s death, both to liberate herself
from the pain and to memorialize him.
The book is essentially the author’s
journal from March 2020 (“I don’t know how to tell this story. I
don’t quite know what the story is. Because I don’t know when
it starts. Or how it ends”) to March 2021: “I don’t know what
I’ve learned or what I know….Here’s a thing I know for sure: I
had a cousin named Owen who had red hair as a little boy and
he was a serious kid and he loved birds. He taught me about love
during his life and he’s teaching me about love after.” Strong
chronicles the months following Owen’s death from brain cancer at age 30 and provides glimpses of life during the pandemic.
Her prose is sincere yet largely flavorless. Without establishing
a narrative arc, the author offers little in the way of revelation,
for herself or readers, delivering a collection of non sequiturs,
text messages, banal confessions, and scattershot notes typed

WHAT’S THE USE?
How Mathematics Shapes
Everyday Life

Stewart, Ian
Basic (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-5416-9948-9

If you believe mathematics offers
little of practical use, Stewart is back to
show you the error of your ways.
In the latest of his numerous books
on his favorite subject, the acclaimed mathematics popularizer
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UNDOING DRUGS
The Untold Story of Harm
Reduction and the Future of
Addiction

on her phone. Fans hoping for details about her experiences
at SNL will be disappointed—and also surprised by the lack of
humor. The author repeatedly describes herself and this work
as messy, which is an apt assessment. “I seem to just keep talking (or writing in this case) and hoping someone gets a sense of
me that way,” she writes. In recalling a failed romance, Strong
is vague and circumspect: “I accepted a lot. I’m not proud. But
I think the secrecy and shame is part of why you get stuck in
really bad places. In an abusive relationship. So here are empty
pages.” There follow 12 blank pages. Her affection for Owen,
however, clearly comes through.
There’s no lack of emotion in Strong’s voice, but the
delivery mostly falls flat.

Szalavitz, Maia
Hachette Go (384 pp.)
$30.00 | Jul. 27, 2021
978-0-7382-8576-4

OUT ON A LIMB
Selected Writing, 1989-2021

Sullivan, Andrew
Avid Reader Press (576 pp.)
$35.00 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-5011-5589-5

The veteran journalist collects his
controversial views on sex, religion, politics, and plagues.
Sullivan, whose essays, reviews, articles, and blog posts have appeared in the
New Republic (where he was an editor), the New York Times, New
York magazine, and the Weekly Dish newsletter, gathers 60 pieces
from the past three decades that serve as both a chronicle of his
life and a record of significant transformations in American culture. Describing himself as having “a querulous, insistent curiosity that sometimes relishes the hostility it often provokes,”
Sullivan is not surprised to have incited strong responses: “An
essay insisting on the biological roots of masculinity enraged
some feminists; my opposition to ‘hate crime’ legislation maddened my fellow gays; my account of the moment AIDS in
America no longer qualified as a plague was denounced.” His
attack on the use of torture by the Bush administration infuriated the right, just as his attack on critical race and gender theory incensed the left. As a gay man, Sullivan has lived through a
sea change in attitudes about homosexuality and gender, from
grudging allowances for domestic partnerships to the legalization of gay marriage. His own marriage, in 2007, seemed
momentous. With mixed feelings, he observes the erosion of
any “single gay identity, let alone a single look or style or culture.” He argues that “distinctive gayness” was “integral” to gay
identity. “It helped define us not only to the world but also to
ourselves,” he writes. “Letting go is as hard as it is liberating, as
saddening as it is invigorating.” Testosterone therapy, which he
began in 2000 as a result of being HIV-positive, made him viscerally aware of the surge of energy, aggression, lust, and anger
that resulted from what he called the “He Hormone.” Other
pieces reveal Sullivan’s thoughts on Christianity, the death of
his beloved beagle, Princess Diana as a cultural icon, Obama as
a beacon of hope, and, most recently, Covid-19.
Trenchant observations from an influential journalist.

y o u n g a d u lt

An overview of—and advocacy for—
“harm reduction” in addressing drug
addiction.
Journalist Szalavitz opens with a grim moment of autobiography: “I had no intention of quitting. I’d only just been
introduced to the glories of shooting speedballs, a seemingly
divine mixture of cocaine and heroin. I wanted more.” Like
most addicts, she wasn’t interested in anything but chasing the high. Thankfully, someone in the room advised her,
in those years of the raging AIDS epidemic, not to share
needles but, if she had to do so, to run bleach through the
syringe and wash the injection point. That, Szalavitz writes,
was her introduction to “harm reduction,” a variation on
the Hippocratic oath that “works to minimize the damage
that may be associated with substance use.” Forms of that
damage are many—not just the physical effects of addiction
and the danger of numerous diseases, but also social stigma,
poverty, and imprisonment. “A big form of harm reduction is
keeping people out of jail,” notes one activist, “because jail
is really harmful.” Urging that harm reduction is a form of
“radical empathy,” the author offers numerous case studies in
its practical application over the years—the working-class
addicts who educated British doctors in how to treat the illness. One positive outcome was the widespread availability
of naloxone, the overdose-fighting drug; ironically, one of its
key proponents died of a fentanyl overdose with a strong element of PTSD attached. “Policies to change risky behavior
cannot be more harmful than the behavior they seek to alter,”
Szalavitz sensibly remarks, noting that efforts to contain
drugs such as opioids have driven users to more dangerous
street drugs such as heroin and fentanyl.
A controversial but empathetic argument for humanizing
the treatment of those locked in substance abuse.

THE ETERNAL DECLINE AND
FALL OF ROME
The History of a Dangerous
Idea

Watts, Edward J.
Oxford Univ. (296 pp.)
$27.95 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-19-007671-9

A book with two purposes: to narrate
the history of Rome while revealing how
the ancient tale of Rome’s repeated decline,
fall, and renewal affected history and politics across the world.
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“A deeply distressing history of CIA involvement in
plots to eliminate certain regimes in Africa.”
white malice

History professor Watts accomplishes an impressive feat
by effectively compressing the vast history of Rome and its
empire into a relatively short book. For nonacademic readers,
however, following the massive cast of characters—emperors, generals, religious leaders, crusaders, poets, and historians from all of Europe and the Middle East—may sometimes
prove difficult. The author takes us through many “sacks of
Rome” and the community’s transformation from city to
empire before moving on to the great contest between Christianity and Islam, the church’s conquest of Latin America,
and the modern day. In such an abbreviated history of much
of the Western World, Watts succeeds admirably in his purpose. But his truly novel contribution is his ability to weave
in the ways that the “deeply entrenched narrative” of Roman
decline and recovery accompanied Rome’s growth in the second century B.C.E. and on to its commanding position in the
western empire as the seat of Catholicism, before the break
with Constantinople. The author engagingly shows how, from
the start, Roman leaders used that cyclical narrative of deterioration and restoration both to govern and to divide their
people. Long before Edward Gibbon’s celebrated work on
Rome’s decline and fall, the city had already, in many people’s
view, repeatedly “fallen.” This belief continued into the modern era. The American “Founding Fathers” were its legatees;
Mussolini employed it to rouse his fascist faithful; and even
Ronald Reagan and Phyllis Schlafly invoked it in the 1980s. By
our time, Rome’s condition had become a “powerful metaphor
to speak about the present and future that was now open to all
who wished to evoke it.”
A fresh, complex story of how historical perceptions
come into being and are used to persuade and rule.

Cold War—and to keep precious uranium and other minerals within American control—the CIA operatives swung into
action, at President Dwight Eisenhower’s behest, orchestrating the 1960 coup d’etat in Congo, led by Chief of Staff Joseph
Mobutu, which resulted in Lumumba’s assassination. Through
interviews and meticulous archival research, Williams exposes
the extent of CIA agents’ involvement, both American and
African, delivering a consistently authoritative and astute narrative. She also shows the collaboration of businessmen such
as Maurice Tempelsman, who had massive financial interests
in Africa. These operations were not only dubious, but expensive. In fact, they “ranked as the largest covert operation in the
agency’s history, costing an estimated $90-$150 million in current dollars,” and many were undertaken by so-called cultural
organizations such as the Congress for Cultural Freedom, “a
CIA front with an Africa programme based in Paris and with
fingers in most parts of the world.” While the Senate’s 1975
Church Committee investigation into the Lumumba affair
was rightly hailed as a major breakthrough in accountability,
Williams emphasizes that the results are inconclusive due to
missing documents and ongoing secrecy.
Rigorous reporting reveals “America’s role in the deliberate violation of democracy” in newly independent African
nations.

BRIGHT GALAXIES, DARK
MATTER, AND BEYOND
The Life of Astronomer
Vera Rubin
Yeager, Ashley Jean
MIT Press (232 pp.)
$24.95 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-262-04612-1

WHITE MALICE
The CIA and the Covert
Recolonization of
Africa

A concise biography of a pioneering
astronomer.
With an observatory, galaxy, asteroid, and Martian mountain bearing the name of Vera Rubin
(1928-2016), her immortality seems assured, and Science News
associate editor Yeager does a fine job with the first of what
promises to be many biographies. Fascinated by stars from
an early age, Rubin ignored her teachers’ advice to avoid the
sciences, entered Vassar as the only astronomy major in her
class, and went on to productive graduate work at Cornell and
Georgetown. As attentive to her family as the stars, she and
her supportive husband (also a scientist) had four children, all
of whom received doctorates in the sciences or mathematics.
Yeager’s description of Rubin’s work may perplex sciencenaïve readers, but most will understand the impressive discoveries. Almost everyone knows that planets circle the sun
and that, as gravity weakens, distant planets move more slowly.
Stars in galaxies such as our Milky Way also rotate around
the center. Astronomers long assumed that they moved like
the planets until the 1930s, when they discovered that stars
far from the center rotated as fast as those closer in. To prevent such stars from flying off, a galaxy would need far more

Williams, Susan
PublicAffairs (672 pp.)
$35.00 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-5417-6829-1

A deeply distressing history of CIA
involvement in plots to eliminate certain regimes in Africa, particularly in the
Congo and Ghana, just as the countries shook off European
colonial rule in the mid-20th century.
Between the independence of Ghana in 1957 and the CIA–
backed overthrow of President Kwame Nkrumah in 1966, the
CIA made an intense, rapid infiltration into Africa. Though
not well known to lay readers, this history comes vividly to life
in the capable hands of Williams, the author of Spies in the Congo
(2016), among other investigative works. Despite being democratically elected, the popular leaders Nkrumah of Ghana
and Patrice Lumumba of Congo were vilified by U.S. officials,
who were nervous about (fabricated) overtures to the Soviet
Union. Ostensibly for reasons of national security during the
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gravity than astronomers measured. Astronomers debated the
possibilities for decades until Rubin’s studies of star movements produced convincing evidence that surrounding every
galaxy is a halo of invisible matter five to 10 times greater than
what astronomers had previously measured. This “dark matter” seemed incomprehensible, so it was not until the 1980s,
a decade after Rubin began publishing her findings, that the
establishment came around. Thereafter, she continued her
research and teaching, and she earned numerous honors,
including the National Medal of Science—but not the Nobel
Prize, which many feel she deserved. Rubin’s research lacks
the sexiness of exploding stars and black holes, but Yeager
has done her homework, delivering a lucid explanation of the
science without ignoring Rubin’s struggles as a pathbreaking
woman in her profession.
A compelling life of a top-notch scientist.

Deconstruction to Reconstruction,” is a welcome transition
from visceral attack to plea for unification. In her conclusion,
Zakaria acknowledges that “critique is the first step in a long
process of opening debate.”
A worthy contribution to feminist and activist studies.

AGAINST WHITE FEMINISM
Notes on Disruption
y o u n g a d u lt

Zakaria, Rafia
Norton (224 pp.)
$23.95 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-324-00661-9

An exploration of the divisive effects
of Whiteness on feminism and a strong
argument for transforming long-standing power structures.
In her latest book, Zakaria examines
“dimensions of the feminist movement as it exists today, how
it has arrived at this point, and where it could go from here,
such that every woman who calls herself a feminist, of any race,
class, nationality, or religion, can see a path forward and a reason to stay.” Underscoring her case against hegemonic trickledown feminism are the author’s personal experiences. At age
17, while she was still living in her native Pakistan, she agreed
to an arranged marriage in order to move to the U.S., where
her future husband, 13 years her senior, promised to “allow”
her to go to college. “I had never experienced freedom, so I
gladly signed it away,” she writes. Their relationship became
abusive, and, years later, Zakaria fled to a women’s shelter with
their young daughter. The author describes in studied detail
the dissonance between “the women who write and speak
feminism and the women who live it,” pointing out that the
former are almost exclusively White and middle- or uppermiddle-class, while the latter are typically Black and brown
working-class women. Zakaria asserts that White feminists
“are constructing a feminism that uses the lives of Black and
Brown people as arenas in which they can prove their credentials to white men….Freedom is a zero-sum game, more
for one group (white women) only possible as the reinforcement of less for another (non-white people).” Demanding
anti-capitalist empowerment, political solidarity, and intersectional redistributive change, the author eviscerates Whitecentered feminism, the tokenization of women of color, the
aid industrial complex, and more. The final chapter, “From
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children’s
NEVERFORGOTTEN

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Algorta, Alejandra
Trans. by Salazar, Aida
Illus. by Rickenmann, Iván
Levine Querido (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-64614-094-7

NEVERFORGOTTEN by Alejandra Algorta; trans. by Aida Salazar;
illus. by Iván Rickenmann................................................................... 68
ACCUSED by Adama Bah.................................................................... 71
MAKE MEATBALLS SING by Matthew Burgess;
illus. by Kara Kramer........................................................................... 75

A 10-year-old boy’s ride to discover
friendship and truth.
Fabio, who lives in Bogotá, Colombia, in a neighborhood
that “used to be a town on the outskirts of the city, but the
monster began to grow and ate the town,” has loved to ride his
salmon-colored bike since the day his bus driver father, Roberto,
taught him how. He rides it so often that it has become like a
part of his own body, and he uses it to deliver his mother’s bread
to the neighbors. That is, until the day when, without knowing how it happened, he forgets how to ride and falls multiple
times. Fabio pushes his friends away, instead staying home and
falling into deep sadness. As he delivers bread on foot to Mamalicia, their aging next-door neighbor who always calls him son,
the two form an unlikely friendship as they deal with deception,
truth, and loss. With quiet, emotive illustrations reminiscent
of Allen Say’s and Brian Selznick’s, Rickenmann pulls readers
onto the streets of Bogotá, where dust announces the arrival of
the children who ride in bicycle packs, providing a view of busy
streets and the barrio. The book is presented in both English
and Spanish versions; Salazar’s translation masterfully replicates the distant-yet-confiding tone of Algorta’s Spanish original, fully conveying the story and its vivid images.
An unmissable tale about loss and reclamation. (Fiction.
8-12)

NEW IN TOWN by Kevin Cornell...................................................... 80
INDIANA BONES by Harry Heape; illus. by Rebecca Bagley............ 90
THE LAST CUENTISTA by Donna Barba Higuera.............................91
THREADS OF PEACE by Uma Krishnaswami...................................95
EINSTEIN by Torben Kuhlmann; trans. by David Henry Wilson..... 96
LEO AND THE OCTOPUS by Isabelle Marinov;
illus. by Chris Nixon............................................................................ 99
BAREFOOT BOOKS WATER by Christy Mihaly;
illus. by Mariona Cabassa..................................................................102
BE STRONG by Pat Zietlow Miller; illus. by Jen Hill...................... 103
THE VERY HUNGRY PLANT by Renato Moriconi........................... 104
AS BABIES DREAM by Lesléa Newman; illus. by Taia Morley.......105
BEAUTIFULLY ME by Nabela Noor; illus. by Nabi H. Ali................105
THE WIND MAY BLOW by Sasha Quinton;
illus. by Thomas Hegbrook.................................................................. 107
ELVIS AND THE WORLD AS IT STANDS by Lisa Frenkel Riddiough;
illus. by Olivia Chin Mueller.............................................................108

ONLY IF YOU DARE
13 Stories of Darkness and
Doom

FAST PITCH by Nic Stone................................................................... 111
ONE KID’S TRASH by Jamie Sumner................................................ 111

Allen, Josh
Illus. by Coleman, Sarah J.
Holiday House (208 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-8234-4906-4

MY BOOK OF BUTTERFLIES by Geraldo Valério............................. 112
BLACK AND WHITE by Debora Vogrig; illus. by Pia Valentinis...... 113
THE LONGEST STORM by Dan Yaccarino........................................ 115
HOW DO YOU LIVE? by Genzaburō Yoshino;
trans. by Bruno Navasky....................................................................116
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Contemporary creeps.
This collection features recognizably realistic kids in a variety of horrific
situations. The first entry involves a substitute teacher regaling his class with tales about Them, a supernatural race of vampires feeding on youth. It ends with a shocking twist that sets
|

“Tonatiuh’s signature artwork nearly tells the story by itself.”
child of the flower-song people

the stage for the rest of the stories that follow. In “The Perfect
Girl,” a boy invents a fake girlfriend and discovers the dangers
of projection when she arrives at his school. In “Crazy Playz,” a
13-year-old employee who looks older than his years is excited
to get a summer job but gets more than he bargained for, as he’s
paid to take on the physical pains of his customers. “One More
Piece” uses the figure of the creepy doll to great effect, and
“Lumpy, Lumpy” is a picky eater’s nightmare. Atmospheric illustrations are scattered throughout, and each tale is just the right
length—short but satisfying, with consistently taut suspense
that keeps readers turning pages. Ethnic diversity is signaled
through names. From the standpoint of reader engagement and
enjoyment, this is an excellent offering for young people looking for real scares that don’t condescend to them or pander to
adult anxieties about what might be “too scary.”
This book will fly off the shelves. (Fiction. 8-13)

LISTEN UP! TRAIN SONG

Locomotive-loving storytimers rejoice! Your newest read-aloud is here.
“Whoooooo! Chooooooo!”
In this bouncy follow-up to Allenby’s Shape Up, Construction
Trucks! (2020), rhythm carries readers along the rails. “Where
do the trains go? / There and back. / Let’s sing a train song /
All down the track.” After this opening, double-page spreads
introduce different train-related vocabulary and associated
onomatopoeia. Large, colorful, close-up stock photographs
of trains accompany the different sounds they’re capable of
making. The engines go “Chuff-a-gruff-a!”; the metro sings
“Whoooosh! Swoooosh!”; the boxcar says “Rattle-tattle!”; and
more. Participation possibilities abound with the consistently
inventive train sounds, and the bright and colorful images will
be easy to see from across a room. (Lap readers may notice that
the metro photograph seems to be backward.) Notes at the end
of the book offer adult readers different ways to connect the
book to rhythm and song. It may not be possible to sing each
page in one fell swoop (despite the book’s repeated encouragement to “sing a train song”), but with some practice the youngest train fans will enjoy being asked to replicate the wide range
of songs inside.
All aboard! The littlest readers with a yen for the rails are
bound to bounce with delight. (Picture book. 2-4)

Amescua, Gloria
Illus. by Tonatiuh, Duncan
Abrams (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-4197-4020-6

Luz Jiménez lives with her family in a Mexican village.
They do not speak the language of their Spanish conquerors among themselves. Nahuatl is what they, the descendants of
the powerful Aztecs, speak instead. Luz learns how to weave, to
make tortillas, and to find medicinal herbs, but she also wants
to learn how to read. When the Mexican government decides to
“modernize” the Indigenous peoples, Native children are forced
to adapt to the European style of dress and to forget their culture
and languages. However, Luz does not forget. After her father is
killed in a massacre by revolutionary soldiers, her mother flees
with her and her sisters to Mexico City, where she comes to the
attention of artists, photographers, and anthropologists. Finally,
Luz’s culture and language are being recognized and appreciated. College students and anthropologists learn and record
them before they disappear forever, and Luz is proud to have
helped save the flower-song of her people. Amescua succeeds
in introducing Luz, who became the embodiment of the “soul
of Mexico.” The author’s note serves to fill in any informational
gaps. Tonatiuh’s signature artwork once again nearly tells the
story by itself. Closely following the text, the illustrations bring
Luz to life. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
An important window into the ravages of colonialism and
the plight of the Indigenous peoples of Mexico. (timeline,
glossary, notes, bibliography) (Picture book/biography. 6-11)

y o u n g a d u lt

Allenby, Victoria
Pajama Press (24 pp.)
$17.95 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-77278-213-4
Series: Big, Little Concepts

CHILD OF THE
FLOWER-SONG PEOPLE
Luz Jiménez, Daughter
of the Nahua

DARK WATERS

Arden, Katherine
Putnam (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-593-10915-1
Series: Small Spaces, 3
A recreational sailing trip goes south
when a lake monster attacks.
In this third entry in the Small
Spaces quartet, friends Brian, Ollie, and
Coco haven’t felt safe in months. When
a cryptic note with a black circle appears at Brian’s house one
night, the sixth graders fear that spring in East Evansburg will
bring new terrors from their cunning foe, “the smiling man.”
Coco’s mom, a reporter, invites the tweens and Ollie’s dad (her
boyfriend) to do a Lake Champlain boat tour and learn about
Champ, Vermont’s fabled aquatic monster. But a freak rainstorm brings mist, a mysterious island, and silvery water snakes
that attack not only the passengers, but the boat itself. The passengers escape to the island, but with no boat, no food, and a
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PICTURE BOOKS | Vicky Smith

O Canada 2021
Leah Overstreet

Longtime readers of Kirkus Re
views know that it’s my practice
to highlight some of the best new
books from Canadian presses every July 1 in observance of Canada
Day. Whether it’s the government
grants made available to publishers, the relatively cool weather, or
simply something about life north
of the 45th parallel, I find Canadian
kids’ books consistently refreshing
and often bracingly daring. For those readers not lucky
enough to find themselves surrounded by them, here is a
sample of some great recent ones.
Treaty Words by Aimée Craft (Anishinaabe/Métis), illustrated by Luke
Swinson (Anishinaabe) (Annick
Press, March 9): A wee book just the
right size for a pocket takes readers
back, before documents drawn up
between First Nations peoples and
White settlers, to the original treaty
“between the earth and the sky,” celebrating the respectful relationship
Indigenous people share with the
land.
We All Play by Julie Flett (Cree/Métis) (Greystone Kids,
May 25): This deceptively simple book looks at how young
animals and young humans play. Spare text in both English and Cree complements stunning, equally minimalist
illustrations of tumbling, running,
leaping animals and children, tiny
details acting as grace notes that
invite repeat reads.
The Big Bad Wolf in My House by
Valérie Fontaine, illustrated by Nathalie Dion, translated by Shelley
Tanaka (Groundwood, March 2): A
fairy-tale metaphor carries readers
into this necessarily disturbing and
absolutely crucial story of domestic abuse. Like fairy tales, it has a happy ending and, on
the way to it, gives needed validation to children suffering
with their own wolves.
Arnold the Super-ish Hero by Heather Tekavec, illustrated by Guillaume Perreault (Kids Can, June 1): Arnold isn’t
super, like the rest of his family, but it turns out that a little can-do spirit and a kind heart are all that’s necessary
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to accomplish super deeds. Comic
book–style panels make the perfect
vehicle for this sweet and funny story.
The Wind and the Trees by Todd
Stewart (Owlkids, March 15): Dazzling silk-screens, a daring design
choice, and a fanciful interpretation
of recent research into tree communication combine to tell the story of
two trees. Unvaryingly positioning
his tree protagonists on either side of the gutter, Stewart
uses color and atmospherics to keep the pages turning.
Outside, You Notice by Erin Aladdin, illustrated by Andrea Blinick (Pajama Press, April 13): Author and illustrator invite young readers to explore
nature and observe both the creatures
in it and how their bodies respond
to it. A simple, sensory primary text
describes an experience outside; it is
complemented by scientific facts that
deepen readers’ understanding and appreciation.
Kimmy & Mike by Dave Paddon, illustrated by Lily Snowden-Fine (Running the Goat, April 27): A raucous
around-the-world adventure unfolds
in this story of two brothers sent to
bring home some fish for dinner. It
partakes of the folk tradition of recitation, specific to Newfoundland and
Labrador, and is the very definition of
a rollicking read-aloud.
Ten Little Dumplings by Larissa Fan,
illustrated by Cindy Wume (Tundra,
Jan. 5): This brilliantly subtle account
of a girl growing up seemingly in the
shadow of 10 older brothers who are
beloved by all will cause readers to redefine what counts as a feminist text.
Far from wilting in the shadows, this
protagonist listens, learns, and blooms.
Whittling the recent months’ output from Canada has been no easy task, and these books
are just a start. Read, enjoy, and explore.
Vicky Smith is a young readers’ editor.

ACCUSED
My Story of Injustice

monstrous snake hunting them, it’s clear they are in more than
just hot water. Arden skillfully blends a creature feature with a
survival tale, taking the series into new territory without deviating from its successful formula. The deliberate pacing maintains a palpable sense of dread, equally anxiety-inducing and
terrifying. Focalizing through Brian, Arden not only digs deeper
into his characterization, but also brings a peripheral character,
Phil, into the main squad. The cast is majority White; Brian is
Black. The cliffhanger ending sets the stage for a high-stakes
final book.
Another deliciously hair-raising entry in a series that continues to make a huge splash. (Horror. 9-13)

Bah, Adama
Norton Young Readers (128 pp.)
$16.95 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-324-01663-2
Series: I, Witness, 1

THE HISTORY OF WESTERN
ART IN COMICS
Part One: Prehistory to the
Renaissance

Augustin, Marion
Illus. by Heitz, Bruno
Trans. by Newman, George L.
Holiday House (96 pp.)
$22.99 | $12.99 paper | Jul. 13, 2021
978-0-8234-4645-2
978-0-8234-4646-9 paper

Art, architecture, history, and culture come together seamlessly in this comprehensive illustrated overview of Western art
imported from France.
Even adults and older readers who think they know it all will
be pleasantly surprised to find that there is something new to
learn in this whimsically illustrated but exceptionally thorough
survey. A frame story begins with a grandfather arriving in Paris
to teach his two grandchildren art history. (All three are White.)
Their questions and answers structure the narrative, which is
divided into six sections: Prehistory, the Ancient Middle East
and Egypt, Ancient Greece, Ancient Rome, the Middle Ages,
and the Renaissance. Important ideas for each section are highlighted or presented in bold typeface, and the big ideas and key
works are revisited with color photographs in the final pages
of the book. This richly informative text has two particular
winning points. First, it makes complete use of the comics format; more than just a clever illustrated story, it uses pictures to
include diagrams, double-page timelines, asides, and illustrated
examples, all of which allow for deeper understanding and some
breaks in the often dense material. Secondly, it presents the history of Western art in sociopolitical and cultural context. This
creates a smooth, continuous, robust historical narrative, giving
readers access to not just what happened, but also the multiple
reasons why and how.
Even pictures are better with pictures! (glossary, index)
(Graphic nonfiction. 10-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

In this true story, teenager Adama
Bah’s life is turned upside down by unjust
laws in the wake of the Sept. 11 attacks.
The new I, Witness series of chapter books brings true stories of young people living through
historic moments to young readers. In this volume, Guinean
immigrant Bah recounts how her life changed after the Sept.
11 attacks in New York City. Bah, 13, is at an Islamic boarding
school in Buffalo when the attacks occur. She returns home to
New York City to celebrate Ramadan wearing full niqab. But
her city and her country have changed: She is the focus of hateful treatment, and in 2005 she and her father are detained. The
officers interrogate Bah while denying her constitutional right
to an attorney, lying to her, and treating her with complete disrespect. After her release, the aftereffects continue to disrupt
her life, and she eventually decides to fight back through the
courts. Bah writes with an honesty and urgency that will keep
readers turning pages through this fast-paced story. With large
font, generous spacing, and simple language, it makes for a very
accessible introduction to serious topics. The direct access to
Bah’s thoughts as she lived through this painful experience helps
readers identify with the humanity inside us all and eschew the
politics of othering. Series companion Hurricane, by Salvador
Gómez-Colón, relates the experiences of a Puerto Rican teen
in the wake of Hurricane Maria.
Eye-opening, thought-provoking history for every
classroom and bookshelf. (timeline) (Memoir. 8-14) (Hurricane:
978-1-324-01665-6)

THE LOST CHILD OF
CHERNOBYL

Bate, Helen
Illus. by the author
Otter-Barry (56 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2021
978-1-913074-71-5

As deadly radiation spread across
Eastern Europe in the wake of the explosion at the Chernobyl nuclear plant, hundreds of thousands of people were forcibly evacuated from the
surrounding area—but a few stubborn souls refused to leave the
villages they’d rooted their lives and livelihoods in.
Bate’s graphic novel begins with a fictionalized account of
two such women: sisters Anna and Klara, who struggle to make
a home in the toxic, isolated environment. The story then takes
a turn for the fantastical when a pack of wolves brings a silent,
savage child to the sisters’ doorstep. As they care for the child
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and attempt to reassimilate them into human society, questions loom large: Who is this child? What happened to them, to
their family? And what will happen to them now? This harried,
ephemeral tale seems written with some lofty aims in mind:
educating young readers on the fallout of the Chernobyl disaster and efforts to rewild lands damaged by human interference,
posing questions driving at the “meaning of home” and “the
place of humans in the natural world.” Unfortunately, the result
falls rather short of those aims; the characters and plot threads
are thinly, almost flightily sketched, making it difficult for readers to become invested in them. The decision, too, to utilize the
“wild child” trope, without any acknowledgement of that trope’s
storied connotations, is a strange one: It’s not precisely detrimental to the concept at hand, but it’s certainly not necessary.
The story’s major redeeming factor is its art, all scratchy dark
lines and muted colors, providing a suitably haunting yet hopeful atmosphere. Characters present as White.
Underwhelming. (author’s note, map) (Graphic historical fic
tion. 8-12)

BARTHOLOMEW AND THE
MORNING MONSTERS

Berger, Sophie
Illus. by van Vliet, Ruan
Cicada Books (28 pp.)
$15.95 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-908714-84-8

A group of impish monsters frustrates a child’s morning routine.
Bartholomew enjoys the monsters that visit nightly—the
book opens with a nod to Maurice Sendak as the monsters
dance with Bartholomew in a “wild rumpus”—but they are
making things difficult in the mornings. The black-and-white
illustration on the book’s title page captures the source of the
chaos: One monster swallows Bartholomew’s alarm clock. Now
in Technicolor, the monsters linger in Bartholomew’s home
until morning and intensify the mischief during the child’s
morning routine, disrupting tooth-brushing, shoe-tying, breakfast, and even urinating (one monster scares Bartholomew at
the toilet, which results in a yellow puddle on the bathroom
floor). The wide-eyed monsters, depicted in bright, saturated
colors and with rounded shapes, are goofy and fun-loving, never
truly frightening. Two of the most meddlesome (small enough
to wreak havoc by hiding in toothpaste tubes) are merely fluffy
orange and yellow balls of fluff on legs. When Bartholomew
breaks down in defeat and tears, Dad saves the day with composure: “Let’s sort you out, Bartholomew.” It can be hard for
any child to get going in the mornings, whether the monsters
are real or imagined, but when a trusted caregiver can step in
to redirect, tears turn to smiles (even if one miniature monster
hides in Bartholomew’s backpack, hinting at more mayhem to
come). Bartholomew and Dad are depicted with light skin and
straight, black hair.
A playful nod to difficult mornings. (Picture book. 4-9)
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BIG APPLE DIARIES

Bermudez, Alyssa
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (288 pp.)
$22.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-250-77427-9

Through the author’s own childhood
diary entries, a seventh grader details her
inner life before and after 9/11.
Alyssa’s diary entries start in September 2000, in the first week of her seventh
grade year. She’s 11 and dealing with typical preteen concerns—
popularity and anxiety about grades—along with other things
more particular to her own life. She’s shuffling between Queens
and Manhattan to share time between her divorced parents and
struggling with thick facial hair and classmates who make her
feel like she’s “not a whole person” due to her mixed White and
Puerto Rican heritage. Alyssa is endlessly earnest and awkward as
she works up the courage to talk to her crush, Alejandro; gushes
about her dreams of becoming a shoe designer; and tries to solve
her burgeoning unibrow problem. The diaries also have a darker
side, as a sense of impending doom builds as the entries approach
9/11, especially because Alyssa’s father works in finance in the
World Trade Center. As a number of the diary entries are taken
directly from the author’s originals, they effortlessly capture the
loud, confusing feelings middle school brings out. The artwork,
in its muted but effective periwinkle tones, lends a satisfying
layer to the diary’s accessible and delightful format.
An authentic and moving time capsule of middle school
angst, trauma, and joy. (author’s note) (Graphic memoir. 8-13)

WHERE’S MY COW?

Blackaby, Susan
Illus. by Brundage, Scott
Sleeping Bear Press (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 15, 2021
978-1-5341-1107-3
A little cattle egret fears that he will
lose his cow if he goes to the beach with
the rest of his flock.
Every morning the other egrets leave their cows to fly down
to the beach, but the protagonist prefers to stay perched on
his cow’s shoulders. His cow’s been around a bit; she’s seen the
beach and strange things like ukuleles and toasted marshmallows. She encourages the little egret to fly with his flock, but
he’s too jittery, even when she assures him she will be right there
in their valley with the other cows, waiting for him. When he
does fly up and sees the glorious ocean in the distance, he panics.
His cow promises to twitch her ears so he can find her; and the
next day, the little egret goes to the beach and finds a shell for
his cow. When he returns, all the cows are twitching their ears.
He’s frantic, but he finds her. Together, cow and egret agree on
different signals over successive days that turn out to be just as
unhelpful, but the presents he’s brought her each day suggest a

“Using a folk art–meets-hipster style, the illustrations
lean into a rich, warm color palette.”
189 canaries

solution. Blackaby’s simple tale of separation anxiety may be a
bit wordy, but Brundage’s beautiful, line-and-color illustrations
of the expressive, only slightly anthropomorphized duo bring
the shine. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A good tale to share with little humans who may also have
the jitters when faced with new experiences. (Picture book. 3-6)

unlike any other in the world. This story focuses on the journey
of one canary who is placed in a tiny cage, strapped onto a large
rack with 188 other tiny cages, each containing a single canary.
Transported by foot, cart, train, and ocean liner, the feathered
protagonist finally winds up in New York, where he is purchased
by a little girl. Originally published in German, this historical picture book was created with the advice and support of the Harz
Roller Museum in Germany. The third-person narration has a
descriptive simplicity that ties together the canary’s observations
with a zoomed-out view of the voyage. The linear storytelling is
full of graceful imagery, often reflected in the illustrations. Using
a folk art–meets-hipster style, the illustrations lean into a rich,
warm color palette. Backmatter presents a short history of canaries in captivity, information on their ability to learn songs from
one another, and the ways canaries were used and transported by
humans in the 19th century. While the uniqueness of Harz Roller
canaries is celebrated, quality of life for birds bred for captivity is
never addressed. All human characters have pale skin.
A quiet story that savors the historical details of a bird’s
trans-Atlantic journey. (Picture book. 6-9)

NEGATIVE CAT

Blackall, Sophie
Illus. by the author
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-399-25719-3

y o u n g a d u lt

Sometimes things aren’t what they
seem at first.
A child with brown skin has been asking for a cat for 427 days! His family finally says yes if he agrees to
certain conditions, including reading every day. Uh-oh; reading is
not this child’s favorite activity. When the cat arrives, he reveals
his true personality—gloomy. He won’t play, listen to jokes, or
fetch. What’s worse, he leaves a hairball on the carpet, poops in
the vestibule, and stares at the wall. What’s even worse is that the
kid’s parents point out their unmet conditions. What to do? Well,
as it turns out, what the cat likes best is what the child likes least—
reading. An unusual cat for sure. Set against brown-paper backgrounds, the illustrations feature muted tones of orange, pink, blue,
and green. Attention has been paid to portraying a variety of skin
tones, from lighter beige to deeper brown, both within the protagonist’s interracial family and among his friends; however, the
mother’s facial features lack consistency. Varying compositions in
the spreads adds to the tension and resolution of the story. Understated text brings a dry sense of humor to the child’s plight even if
the interactions between the child and the family seem at times a
bit adversarial. An author’s note describes the true event on which
this story is based and offers readers ideas on how they can go read
to animals. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A humorous tale in which everyone gets what they want—
even a negative cat! (Picture book. 4-7)

189 CANARIES

Böge, Dieter
Illus. by Klever, Elsa
Trans. by Watkinson, Laura
Eerdmans (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-8028-5574-9
The titular 189 canaries bring their
unique songs from the mountains of
Germany to bustling New York harbor.
High in the Harz Mountains of Germany, canaries are bred
for use in the silver mines. Their ability to detect high levels of
carbon monoxide alerts miners to escape the tunnels to reach
fresh air. These canaries also learn to sing beautiful melodies
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“Dynamic, colorful, comical double-page illustrations
add surprising, lighthearted visual context.”
yakety yak

A FEEL BETTER BOOK FOR
LITTLE SPORTS

Brochmann, Holly & Bowen, Leah
Illus. by Ng-Benitez, Shirley
Magination/American Psychological
Association (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-4338-3694-7
Series: Feel Better Books for Little Kids
The emotional and physical experiences of winning and losing can be difficult concepts for young
readers.
Brochmann and Bowen’s rhyming, singsong stanzas first
introduce the physical benefits of sports before moving to
emotional aspects like empathy, sportsmanship, and losing with
grace. Speaking directly to young athletes, the book gives strategies and tips on how to handle big feelings. “So don’t spoil the
fun / by losing your head. / When you’re feeling frustrated / try
this instead…”—“this” being taking a timeout and doing some
deep breathing. Ng-Benitez’s illustrations introduce a diverse
group of child athletes participating in a variety of indoor and
outdoor sports and use bright colors and quick lines to convey
movement. The illustrations effectively accompany the text,
with gymnasts tumbling across one double-page spread explaining how muscles grow from running and jumping and young
soccer players in teams observing post-game rituals to illustrate
sportsmanship. Readers will see the wide range of emotions
players go through when they compete—frustration, joy, anger,
and sadness—and learn they are all part of the game. A concluding note for parents and caregivers shares the importance of
addressing all the upsides and downsides of competition as they
introduce their children to sports and the fact that “feelings and
behaviors are not mutually exclusive. Showing grace and kindness…does not mean you are not a tough or competitive player.”
A comprehensive and successful child’s introduction to
competitive sports. (Picture book. 3-6)

YAKETY YAK
Animal Names That Are Also
Action Words
Broderick, Kathy
Illus. by BlueBean
Sunbird Books (40 pp.)
$12.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-5037-5709-7

A lively exploration of animal names with matching action
words.
Opening with “Two yaks yak loudly” and closing with
“Hounds hound a celebrity,” this introduction to 16 animals with
names that also act as action verbs proves playful and entertaining. Each animal’s name and its corresponding sound-alike verb
are used in a short sentence printed in large, bold type, with
the verb’s phonetic pronunciation and definition printed in
smaller type below. Dynamic, colorful, comical double-page
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illustrations add a surprising, lighthearted visual context for
each pair. For “a duck ducks just in time,” the illustration
reveals a duck on a construction site wearing a hard hat ducking
to avoid a beam. Illustrating “a bear bears bread and butter,” a
bear working as a waiter in a restaurant totes a tray of bakery
treats. And when “a bat bats last,” a bat wearing a baseball helmet prepares to swing at an approaching ball. Rendered with
visual and verbal panache, other unexpected and amusing scenarios include a perch perching in a tree to dive, cranes craning
their necks to see in a movie theater, and flounders floundering
as they attempt to ride bicycles. Young readers may need some
help in understanding a few of them, as with the bug that does
not pester others but rather eavesdrops via a listening device.
Some readers may cavil at the depiction of bald eagles in the
“hawk hawks hats” scene.
Delightful wordplay. (Picture book. 4-7)

BEVAN
A Well-Loved Bear

Brown, Petra
Illus. by the author
Sleeping Bear Press (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 15, 2021
978-1-5341-1110-3
Bevan, a stuffed toy bear, has
belonged to many different children over

the years.
Starting in a wealthy home around the turn of the 20th
century, as one of many toys in a nursery belonging to three
children, the bear changes homes many times. The nanny in his
original home gives him to her own granddaughter, who lives
in a little house before moving to a lighthouse where her father
goes to work. When she grows up, she marries a rancher, and
the bear goes to her son. As a teen, that boy saves his soda-fountain wages, buys a van with a psychedelic paint job, and explores
the U.S. during the 1960s, and the bear dons a hippie outfit.
When he falls out of the van, a dog picks him up, and Bevan
finds himself living with an artist who marries a musician. Their
daughter takes Bevan to summer camp, where he is left behind,
ultimately winding up in a thrift store, where a mom buys him
for her young daughter, a contemporary little girl who loves him
just as much as the other children. Observant viewers will note
objects belonging to each era on the windowsill in the latest
owner’s room. The first several generations of Bevan’s owners
are White, but some characters are people of color, including
the newest family. The full-color paintings are softly realistic.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A placid story that provides some sense of differences in
generations, economics, and geography. (Picture book. 5-7)

SHHH! THE BABY’S ASLEEP

the book’s center and a surprise cover beneath the dust jacket,
emphasize Corita’s inspired mission. The lively, brightly colored illustrations feature occasional photo collage elements
and incorporate a vivid blue bird as a symbol of Corita and her
artistic spirit. Corita is White; some classroom and community
scenes include characters of color. Detailed backmatter fleshes
out Corita’s life and accomplishments.
Delightful. Plork! (chronology, author’s note, illustrator’s
note, quotation sources) (Picture book/biography. 6-12)

Brown-Wood, JaNay
Illus. by Elissambura
Charlesbridge (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 6, 2021
978-1-58089-522-4

Members of an extended family
shush one another to try to keep the baby asleep.
The baby is laid in the crib, “finally asleep,” and Mom creeps
out of the room, cringing at the creaking of the floor. The narrator, an older sibling, joins her as she finds Daddy and shushes
him. The child and Daddy then find Grammy and shush her.
Grammy helps shush Pop Pop, and the cycle continues until all
siblings, pets, and even the neighbor have been shushed. Each
character is engaged in some activity that isn’t inherently loud
but, in the context of this humorous scenario familiar to many
families with babies, adds to the suspense: Which innocent
noise will wake the baby? As the string of effort is pulled along,
readers feel the family’s roller coaster of emotional states, from
desperation to frustration to exhaustion and finally relief. The
text is composed of playful rhyming couplets, with sound effects
hand-lettered in all-caps crowding into compositions as if they
have lives of their own. The colorful, stylized illustrations add
to the book’s playful tone, lending a tense energy and a sense of
barely controlled chaos to this Black family’s humorous plight.
Delightful comic relief for every household with a baby.
(Picture book. 3-7)

THE HIDDENSEEK

Cernosek, Nate
Putnam (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-984816-76-4

MAKE MEATBALLS SING
The Life & Art of
Corita Kent
Burgess, Matthew
Illus. by Kramer, Kara
Enchanted Lion Books (80 pp.)
$18.95 | Jul. 20, 2021
978-1-59270-316-6

Celebrate the life of artist, nun, and activist Corita Kent.
When Frances Elizabeth Kent first receives art lessons as
a sixth grader, she becomes, in Burgess’ poetic telling, “a bird
in the breeze of her brush”; the phrase is repeated with powerful effect in the final spread of this compelling picture-book
biography. As an adult, Frances joins the Order of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, becoming Sister Mary Corita. The book
chronicles her years of teaching, during which she coins the
portmanteau plork, “when play and work are one”; her training in silk-screening; and her transformation of the art department of Immaculate Heart College into a “lively center of art
and design.” With art that encourages seeing “the sacred in the
everyday” and her passion for speaking out against social injustices and war, Corita makes waves and angers the archbishop.
After release from her vows, she moves to Boston to continue
to make art. The text shines with a deeply felt reverence for
Corita’s work and makes explicit her influence as a teacher, artist, and activist. Design choices, including a double gatefold in
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For Holly and the other children
trapped there, the Hiddenseek is an
alternate world involving a nightmarish,
high-stakes game of hide-and-seek.
As the imposing, ghostlike, adult figure of Oliver approaches Holly when she’s
at the park, readers are thrown right into the action before the
end of the first chapter. Oliver takes Holly to the Hiddenseek, a
terrifying place where children are desperately hiding from It, a
woman in black who hunts them in the guise of a wolf or a raven
and who, with a touch, can turn them to stone. Holly’s younger
brother, Hector, also lands in the Hiddenseek, and it’s a desperate, terrifying race to remain hidden from It and find a way
home. Cernosek doesn’t waste words and never slows the pace.
There are a few surprises, though they’re not wholly unpredictable to horror lovers, and the plot-driven storyline comes at the
expense of more nuanced character development. It’s hard to
get more than a two-dimensional sense of Holly and Hector’s
relationship as siblings or of the other children in the Hiddenseek, who mostly come and go quickly. All of that said, this one is
all about the action, which Cernosek certainly delivers. Readers
will likely assume that Holly is an older tween, though characters’ ages aren’t explicitly stated. Holly and Hector have olive
brown skin, but their ethnicity is not specified; most characters
are presumed White.
A fresh page-turner of a story appropriate for beginning
horror fans. (Horror. 8-12)
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WORDS WITH…

Rajani Larocca
The Bard meets baseball in the author’s latest book, a sequel to
Midsummer’s Mayhem
BY VICKY SMITH
High Snobiety

are former math competitors and current baseball teammates. They unwittingly involve themselves in Oberon’s
stratagems when they find mysterious books of math puzzles that seem be as magical as the snacks Oberon—their
team’s sponsor—provides. LaRocca, a practicing physician
as well as an author, took time to speak with us via Zoom
from her home in Comity—er, Concord. The conversation
has been edited for length and clarity.

It must be hard for you to be promoting a lighthearted
book about baseball right now. Do you have friends
and family in India who are affected by Covid?
Just about everybody I know has lost somebody. I think
that’s one thing that being a physician helps put in perspective, is that everyone experiences loss. And that, ultimately,
everyone can experience joy again, too. The good thing is
that writing books for kids makes you keep that front and
center. You realize that there’s a whole new set of young
people out there who need to read books that make them
happy and make them think and make them cry and make
them feel things.

How did you start writing for kids?

For Rajani LaRocca, 2021 is a red-hot year. Her second
novel, Red, White, and Whole (Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins), came out in February, and she’s got four picture
books publishing as well. Her third novel, Much Ado About
Baseball (Yellow Jacket, June 15), is a perfect summer read.
Set in the fictional town of Comity, Massachusetts (recognizable to locals as Concord), it completes a Shakespearean arc begun in her 2019 debut, Midsummer’s Mayhem. In
that book, her genius baker protagonist is caught up in the
schemes of Titania, queen of the fairies, who seeks to best
King Oberon in their annual contest by making her bakery
more popular than his snack shop. In Much Ado, Trish Das,
an Indian American girl, and Ben Messina, a White boy,
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I read everything I could when I was a kid. But I also knew
very early on that I wanted to be a doctor. I was in a creative writing class in high school, and I said to my teacher,
“You know, I really love this, but I know this is not going to
be my career, because I’m going to medical school.” And
he said to me, “Who says you have to choose?” And then
he brought in all these books that were written by authors
who were also doctors. Of course, at the time, they were
all White men. But it planted the seed. I did some writing in college. But then, what with medical school and residency and having little kids, I was not writing at all. Maybe
10 years ago, I thought, What am I going to do to be creative
again? And I started taking some classes. It became clear
pretty early I wanted to write for kids. I think it’s probably
because the books that meant the most to me, the ones

that I still remember as an adult, are the ones that I read
as a kid.

Were Midsummer’s Mayhem and Much Ado About
Baseball conceptualized at the same time?
The idea for Much Ado About Baseball came to me while I
was revising Midsummer’s Mayhem. It came from the central
magical problem, which is what do these magical people actu
ally want? In that final revision, I came up with this whole
concept of [how] they’re patrons of certain things. Titania
goes with sweet goes with baking goes with music. And Oberon is all about salty and sports and math. As somebody who
loved math and science and also loved reading and writing
from a very young age, in my mind these things are not that
separate. So the children in my books feel that way too. I
had already had an idea for a book about a kid on a baseball
team, and every time they eat certain snacks, they start to
win. So that’s how it came together, in a very roundabout
and slightly weird way.

tant coach on the baseball team. But I thought, How can an
Indian American child’s dad be the coach? And then I thought,
What the hell is wrong with you? Of course he can. If he grew up
playing baseball in this country, like I grew up in this country, why wouldn’t he be assistant coach? Talk about biases. I
had somehow absorbed that into my own brain. And I’m
Indian American. Ridiculous, right? Then it became even
more important for me to say, OK, what other stuff does this
bring up that you want to address? I wanted to draw this out
more because this is real life. It’s real communities in real
places where there are all kinds of people from all kinds of
places, including people who have been here for a few generations and people who just came here.

I have to ask: What’s with the New England Turkeys?
Why doesn’t your alternative Massachusetts have the
Red Sox?
If Ben Franklin had had his way, everything would have been
the turkeys, right? I wanted to make it different enough so
that people got a chuckle. And honestly, I live with a Yankees fan. So I don’t think I’m allowed to put the Red Sox
in a book. I also wanted to appeal to a wide readership. No
matter who your baseball team is, it’s not the Turkeys.

Why Shakespeare?

Much Ado About Baseball received a starred review in the
April 15, 2021, issue.

y o u n g a d u lt

I have been obsessed with Shakespeare since about fifth
grade, [when] we did a production of Julius Caesar. It was a
very, very, very abridged version, but we still got to say the
actual lines. I think that the real magic, even more than
watching it being performed, is performing Shakespeare
and realizing that in the middle of this flowery language
you get the meaning. And when you say those words, you
are those characters. In sixth grade, we read A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, and I thought it was the most magical, wonderful play ever. And I also thought, wow, this play, for all its
lightheartedness and joking, is really about jealousy.

You give Trish a community that has multiple Indian
families in it, which is, sadly, unusual in kids’ books.
Much Ado is set in the modern day. And there are all kinds
of Indian families that live in our vicinity. Just thinking
about my kids’ experience versus mine growing up, it’s a
completely different world. I didn’t intend there to be a
conversation about the difference between being a secondgeneration and a third-generation Indian American, but
it came up. I wrote the scene where Trish says to her dad,
“Would you be upset if I weren’t good at math?” And he
says, “No, of course not.” And then she asks, “Well, why is
[teammate] Abhi’s dad so concerned about it?” And he says,
“Oh, your grandfather was like that with me,” and explains
a little bit about the history of how his parents came to
this country. The experience of being an Indian American
is layered and different depending on who you are, where
you grew up.
There are barriers in your own mind that you as a writer
have to go up against. I wanted Trish’s dad to be an assis-
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“Comforting, full-bleed illustrations are composed
in warm colors that sync perfectly with the story.”
three ways to be brave

THREE WAYS TO BE BRAVE
A Trio of Stories
Clark, Karla
Illus. by Östberg, Jeff
Rise x Penguin Workshop (80 pp.)
$19.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-593-22242-3

Fear and anxiety are difficult, overwhelming emotions for children. In
order to help them grapple with such big
feelings, this book focuses on bravery, not fear, and supports a
growth mindset.
This gentle, quiet book presents three stories about times
when young children are given opportunities to be brave:
“Under the Covers” (about a thunderstorm), “Nervous Belly”
(the first day of school), and “Got the Jitters” (a well-child visit
to the doctor). In each story, a child protagonist faces a triggering situation and must decide how to handle their feelings.
In the first story, a child presenting as Black makes the brave
choice to check on and comfort a baby sister instead of going
to their parents’ room during a thunderstorm, an act that is
beneficial to both of them. In “Got the Jitters,” a kid with tan
skin and straight, brown hair is terrified of receiving a shot. A
nurse counsels his patient to “use your brain / to ease the pain!”
and the reluctant patient imagines riding a bike. Once relaxed,
the child receives the shot and gets to pick a sticker to recognize the feat. These and the other messages about bravery are
relayed authentically and accessibly. The characters exemplify
ways that children can draw on their own inner resources and
effort to meet a challenge. The comforting, full-bleed illustrations are composed in warm colors that sync perfectly with the
story, which is conveyed in rhyming couplets. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
An insightful and sensitive introduction to what it means
to be brave. (Picture book. 3-5)

PLANET POWER
Explore the World’s
Renewable Energy

Clark, Stacy P.
Illus. by Beghelli, Annalisa
Barefoot Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $9.99 paper | Aug. 20, 2021
978-1-64686-278-8
978-1-64686-279-5 paper
With water, wind, sun, and its own subterranean heat, our
Earth can supply green electricity to power human activities.
This exploration of energy options presents six alternatives to the fossil fuels that currently dominate our electrical
power supply, each using a different force to generate power.
Each power source is described in brief abcb rhyming stanzas
accompanied by a few sentences of explanation and two illustrations on a pair of spreads; they are described in more detail in
extensive backmatter. The examples include hydropower from
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a dam in Paraguay, solar farms in India, wind farms in northern
China, tidal turbines in New York Harbor, geothermal power in
Kenya, and wave power in Gibraltar. The first 29 pages are likely
intended for reading aloud, but the rhymes and rhythm strain,
and the four-beat pulses become tedious. Spreads include a title
indicating the energy source; important words are set in boldface and defined in context, but there is no glossary or index.
The last section is by far the most useful, with simple explanations and diagrams that facilitate understanding of the similarities and differences among these power sources and their
working parts. Sadly, while the writer rightly criticizes the way
fossil fuels have damaged the environment, she does not touch
on environmental changes caused by dams, fields of solar farms,
windmills, etc.
Look at the illustrations, skip the poetry, and learn from
the prose. (Informational picture book. 7-10)

ZION UNMATCHED

Clark, Zion & Hirsch, James S.
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-5362-2418-4
Clark, who was born without legs,
presents snapshots of his journey from
foster child to talented athlete.
After being given up at birth, Clark experienced abuse and
neglect in foster care. Fortunately, at 17, he was adopted. His
adoptive mother, “a woman of great faith,” encouraged him
to succeed: “If they’re going to look at you, make sure they
remember your name.” And succeed he did, becoming an elite
high school wrestler and an Ohio state champion in seated
racing. Vivid color photos depict Clark wrestling nondisabled
opponents and racing via wheelchair and handcycle. Accenting
the photos, bold, uppercase quotes from family members and
coaches affirm his talent and determination. An early foster
mother encourages him to “fly.” His high school track coach
remarks, “After coaching Zion, I no longer have any excuses in
my life”—a sentiment echoed by the stark “NO EXCUSES” tattoo spanning Clark’s shoulders. Though readers will appreciate
Clark’s advice to “work with what you got,” his clichéd suggestion that “you just have to follow your dreams” falls flat; kids
may find themselves wanting more information. How did he
adapt his wrestling technique? How did he cope with the “dual
stigma of Blackness and disability”? Without concrete examples,
readers struggling with similar challenges may find his assertion
that “if I can do it, so can you” frustrating rather than inspiring.
An optimistic if somewhat superficial tale of persevering
and thriving with a disability. (Picture book/memoir. 8-10)

LUNA LOVES DANCE

Coelho, Joseph
Illus. by Lumbers, Fiona
Kane Miller (32 pp.)
$12.99 | Sep. 1, 2021
978-1-68464-273-1

Luna loves all kinds of dance, but can
she ever be a “real dancer”?
Luna twirls at Dad’s house and leaps
at Mom’s. Dancing makes her world bright. On the day of her
dance tryout, Luna believes that if she does well, that’ll mean
she’s a real dancer. The teacher shows the class a routine, and
Luna looks worried. When it is Luna’s turn, she trips. She gets
up and tries again. And falls. She tries again. And stumbles. Luna
watches the rest of the class do well. Her parents assure her she
can still dance, but Luna thinks she will never be a real dancer.
Luna keeps dancing with her family and friends, but every time
they tell her she’s dancing, she counters with, “But I’ll never be
a real dancer.” Finally, at her cousin’s birthday party, Luna’s song

is played. Luna teaches friends to shimmy and Dad to pirouette. She does the Crazy Legs with Mom and spins and does the
Rockaway with Nana and Grandpa. The “real dancer” language
fades away as Luna leaps “over hard times, with joy,” on a spread
full of color and laughter. This story taps into fears about being
good enough and delivers a lovely message about doing what
brings joy. The illustrations use color and background to highlight Luna’s moods. Luna is a brown girl with puffy hair; Mom
is a blonde White woman and Dad is a Black man with a curly
Afro.
Just might have readers getting up to dance. (Picture book.
4-8)
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NEW IN TOWN

Cornell, Kevin
Illus. by the author
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-374-30609-0
A crafty bridge troll, suspicious termites, and an ambitious tower project
figure into a meticulously detailed and

playful outing.
The precariously poised town of Puddletrunk, which rests
on an island, has a big problem. Its hundreds of attempts at
building a bridge to the outside world continually fail due to termites. That’s to the benefit of Mortimer Gulch, a green bridge
troll who is more than happy to keep attempting new bridge
projects as long as the town keeps filling his pockets with cash
and jewelry. Gulch has a problem of his own: a newly arrived
traveling repairman, a man of color, who’s interested in rebuilding the clock tower. The repairman, who’s determined to protect his materials from termites, stands in the way of Gulch’s
scheme; it turns out the troll is destroying the bridges himself
and blaming the collapses on nonexistent vermin. Gulch’s greed
ultimately backfires in a satisfying conclusion that finds the
repairman staying to continue improving Puddletrunk. Though
the plot is a simple reversal, the book’s comedically styled
design, with visual jokes and bits of town business happening
along the edges of every page, makes for an extremely engaging read that’s worth repeating. From Gulch’s lemonade and hot
dogs to the pinned-up documentation of each bridge project,
Cornell’s paintings are stuffed with wit. Even the curling storybook type does a little bit of lifting in a book that doesn’t miss
any opportunities to delight. When the town finally overcomes
its bridge dilemma, “Everyone enjoy[s] themselves immensely!”
Readers will, too. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A towering achievement. (Picture book. 4-8)

LOOK, GRANDMA! NI, ELISI!

Coulson, Art
Illus. by Goodnight, Madelyn
Charlesbridge (32 pp.)
$15.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-62354-203-0
Series: Storytelling Math

Through investigation, Bo discovers the perfect container
to display his marble collection at the Cherokee National Holiday festival.
For months, Bo has worked hard on painting round stones
to make homemade marbles. He is finally old enough to sell
them at his family’s craft booth. His grandma, Elisi, says there
is only so much space at the table so he will need to find something to hold the marbles. She sends him to “look around. Just
don’t make a big ol’ mess!” Bo hunts through the boxes in his
room, but nothing is big enough. When he finds a large tray,
Elisi says, “Tla.…Our booth is small. Your container needs to fit
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on this mat.” Bo carries the mat around the house, experimenting with containers of different shapes and sizes. He dumps out
the contents of a ribbon box, a tool crate, and a tall vase, but
nothing works. He is about to give up and ask for help when he
empties the contents of a basket. His marbles fit perfectly! Elisi’s house is a mess, but Bo has found just the right container to
show and sell his homemade marbles. Incorporating snatches
of Cherokee, Coulson’s (Cherokee) tale conveys the challenges
of estimating volume even as it develops three-dimensional
characters and their affectionate relationship. Goodnight’s
(Chickasaw) illustrations are lively and full of details specific to
Cherokee culture.
This fun, math-inspired story will empower children to
keep trying until they succeed. (author’s note, glossary, math
activities) (Picture book. 3-6)

THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR

Crangle, Claudine
Illus. by the author
Groundwood (44 pp.)
$19.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-77306-368-3

A house learns to adjust to change.
The house stands in an open field
and, alone, withstands occasional harsh weather. Seasons pass,
and the house forges on alone—until the day the wind blows
“something unexpected his way.” Two new dwellings have been
built relatively close to the house. The house responds by closing his shutters. After many years, a road is built near the house,
and “row upon row of blank faces” stare back at him when he
opens his shutters. A neighborhood of houses has been erected
(fashioned in the illustrations from cardboard cutouts), and
the house closes his shutters again to them all. When he finally
opens some side shutters to take a peek at what’s around him,
he sees rows of houses made from a wide array of materials, and
he finally seems to accept his new neighbors. The illustrations
feature photographs of 3-D models of the houses accompanied
by spare and textured drawings and collage elements in pictures with intentionally off-kilter perspectives and unbalanced
compositions that emphasize the house’s loneliness. Darker,
shadowed spreads shift to ones filled with light after the house
decides to embrace his neighbors. The narrative initially seems
to hint the story will be a The Little House–like one about urban
sprawl (with the initial sameness of all the new homes), yet it
shifts to being one about accepting change. There’s little here
to convince children to care about the house; similar stories
have been told with significantly more inviting characters, Virginia Lee Burton’s classic just one of them.
Unsuccessful. (Picture book. 6-10)

“Simple yet evocative language is balanced
by equally minimalist drawings.”
bye, car!

BYE, CAR!

more. Zach needs a lot of convincing. Books have too many
words; TV is much more appealing. However, a smile slowly
creeps onto Zach’s face. There are books on soccer tricks? Who
knew? Ro is patient and persistent while giving possibilities—a
future librarian for sure. Dawnay’s rhyming couplets scan well
and read aloud easily. Zach presents White, and Ro has brown
skin and straight, black hair. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Here’s hoping reluctant readers will be inspired to search
for their own perfect books. (Picture book. 3-6)

Danis, Naomi
Illus. by Rieley, Daniel
Child’s Play (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2021
978-1-78628-567-6
A favorite preschool pastime—watching an assortment of passing vehicles—takes on a new ecofriendly angle.
From an apartment window, two children enjoy waving and
saying “Bye” to the multitude of cars that come along their busy
city street. “Bye car. / Bye another car. / Bye near car.” Once they
leave the apartment in the company of an adult, their “Bye”s
become more descriptive. “Bye grown-up car. / Bye baby car. /
Bye big car. / Bye tiny car.” They continue their outing, and the
noise and hubbub of city traffic increases. “Bye howling car. /
Bye growling car. / Bye noisy car. / Bye quiet car.” Simple yet
evocative language is balanced by equally minimalist drawings
reflecting a hectic and harried environment dominated by the
internal combustion engine, often with cars leaving remnants
of exhaust behind. Rieley includes face masks as everyone goes
about their business. Turn the page, and it is a new day that is
greener, calmer, and more pleasantly quiet. The kids are out
on another walk; they pass an e-bus, a light-rail tram, and a
plethora of people riding bicycles. Gone are the exhaust fumes
as well as the face masks. “Hello vehicles / greener, cleaner. /
Hello!” Endpapers reflect the transition from fossil fuels to
cleaner-powered transportation. The adult and the older child
have olive skin and straight, black hair, and the younger child
presents White. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Youngsters will enjoy identifying the various vehicles as
they play along. (Picture book. 2-5)

TWINKLE TWINKLE LITTLE KID

Daywalt, Drew
Illus. by Idle, Molly
Philomel (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-399-17132-1

THE LIBRARY BOOK

Dawnay, Gabby
Illus. by Morris, Ian
Thames & Hudson (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-500-65260-2
Choices abound at a library.
For those who love to read, the
library is a wondrous place—books as far
as the eye can see. Morris leans into the magic and enchantment
even further: At this library, books are stacked in mountainous
piles, with eager children scaling the teetering towers, trying
to find the perfect tale just for them. All of the kids in a visiting class are excited, except one. Zach, with arms crossed in
defiance, declares, “I don’t like books. / I really don’t. / I will
not read them—no, I won’t!” Ro, another student, cajoles Zach
into taking a look around. “I think you’d like a FUNNY story!
/ A thrilling tale…or something gory? // …Or ancient legends,
pirate tales / With buried treasure, sharks and whales?” Each
illustration thrusts the children into the scenarios Ro describes,
surrounding them with snakes, witches, extraterrestrials, and

y o u n g a d u lt

A boy gets an unusual payoff after
wishing on a star.
Sitting outside one night, Clyde notices a lone star in the sky.
He recites the “Star light, star bright” incantation and makes a
wish. Disappointed when it doesn’t come true, he returns home.
But later, while he’s asleep, the star he’d wished on sneaks into his
bedroom and makes a wish on him! Startled awake, Clyde wonders
how to grant Star’s wish. He shares some ideas (and actual objects)
with her: a game of checkers, tent camping, tossing a Frisbee, and
walkie-talkies. Star likes them, but they’re not her wishes; Clyde
confides there’s no one to enjoy them with—and wonders if perhaps Star had wished for a friend. No one will be surprised at what
Clyde next confesses to Star. The pair winds up playing together
and becoming besties. This is a sweet but thin and predictable
story about making friends. Still, readers will appreciate meeting
feisty, celestial Star. The author reaches for humor using colloquialisms (“freaked out”), and kids will like the comfortable familiarity
that develops between the cheery protagonists. The colored-pencil illustrations are rendered in a limited palette of mostly dark
blues and purples, appropriate to the nighttime setting. Star is a
luminous, pale yellow with a white topknot and has a star-dappled
aura around her. Purple-pj’d Clyde wears bunny slippers and presents White. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Nice enough, but its twinkle is on the faint side. (Picture
book. 4-7)

MISTER FAIRY

de Cadier, Morgane
Illus. by Pigé, Florian
Trans. by Yuen-Killick, Angus
Red Comet Press (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-63655-000-8
A fairy leaves his forest home and
travels to the city in search of his special talent.
Unlike the other forest fairies, who all have their own unique
skills, Mister Fairy feels useless. “Sad and unhappy,” he leaves
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“Amusing, droll illustrations provide the
clue critical to solving the mystery.”
mr . beagle and the georgestown mystery

the forest only to arrive in “a very different forest” (depicted
in Pigé’s artwork as a city) where everything is “dark and gray
and colorless” and its inhabitants also seem sad and unhappy.
Then Mister Fairy tentatively waves his wand, and magically
the city’s awash in color, making the people smile. “No longer
feeling sad and unhappy,” Mister Fairy heads into the subway,
where he waves his wand again and tickles passengers with his
tiny wings, prompting everyone to laugh. Back on the street,
he transforms outdoor cafe umbrellas into giant cotton-candy
balls, delighting all. Returning home, Mister Fairy discovers his
forest has lost its color, and his forest friends no longer laugh
or smile without him. Realizing he’s not the “most useless fairy”
after all, a now-confident Mister Fairy knows just what to do.
Whimsical illustrations rely on abstract, simple shapes and soft
colors to capture Mister Fairy’s transition from frowning and
purposeless to smiling and fulfilled. Humorously presented as a
miniature elephant in a dress with itty-bitty wings and a wand,
Mister Fairy’s tiny, solitary figure will engender chuckles as he
deliberately flits across the pages, spreading color, smiles, and
even cotton candy.
A delightful, lighthearted tale of self-discovery. (Picture book.
4-8)

RESCUING TITANIC
A True Story of Quiet Bravery
in the North Atlantic

Delargy, Flora
Illus. by the author
Wide Eyed Editions (80 pp.)
$22.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7112-6278-2
Series: Hidden Histories

Learn about what happened after the Titanic went down.
While many readers may know the tragic history of the
Titanic, few will know the important part the RMS Carpathia
played in the saga—until now. Illustrated in a nostalgic style
that pays homage to bygone greats like Ludwig Bemelmans
and Hardie Gramatky, the story follows both ships as they
begin their voyages, the Carpathia from New York City and the
Titanic from Southampton. With an analog clock face on most
spreads helping to mark time, readers will learn how the ships
functioned and meet some of the passengers who traveled on
each vessel. Some information, such as explanations about how
ships navigated, is an added bonus, but a layout of “key crew
and passengers” feels extraneous, especially as some are never
mentioned beyond this initial introduction; all depicted in this
spread are White, but some anonymous members of the Car
pathia’s crew depicted further on are people of color. Readers
interested in history or nautical stories will enjoy the tale, but
the placement of dark text on a dark background in one spread
will have readers squinting, while the single wordless spread
may have them wondering if text is missing from it. The bibliography and recommendations for further reading will be useful to academically minded readers eager for more information.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
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Not a shipwreck, but not smooth sailing either. (glossary)
(Nonfiction. 9-12)

THE WALL AND THE WILD

Dendy, Christina
Illus. by Rewse, Katie
Lantana (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-913747-43-5

At the edge of Stone Hollow, Ana
grows a garden.
Unlike the wild, which edges her little plot, Ana’s garden is
tidy, neat, and orderly. She uses only the best seeds, tossing the
discards into the wild. After planting, Ana builds a stone boundary designed to shelter her garden from the chaos beyond.
Before long, her garden begins to grow, sprouting into gorgeous
tall flowers and delicious fruits and vegetables. Pollinators and
people come to visit. But while her visitors love the garden, Ana
is still critical. She pulls out unfamiliar plants that have taken
root and sorts through her seeds again, throwing everything
she rejects into the wild. Then she builds her stone boundary
even higher. Throughout the growing season, Ana perfects
her garden and builds her wall ever higher. But the neater she
makes her garden, the fewer visitors she sees—and the more
she wonders whether tidiness and order ought to be her goals.
Eventually, she decides to find out what’s behind the wall. Her
discovery astounds her. In this sweet, simple story about appreciating wildness in all its forms, the protagonist is pictured as a
dark-skinned, black-haired girl with hearing aids. The language
is clear and easy to read, and the vibrant illustrations drive the
story just as much as the words. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
This meditation on biodiversity makes its point with grace.
(author’s note) (Picture book. 3-6)

MR. BEAGLE AND THE
GEORGESTOWN MYSTERY

Doody, Lori
Illus. by the author
Running the Goat (40 pp.)
$9.95 paper | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-927917-42-8
Series: Mr. Beagle, 2

In this sequel to Mr. Beagle Goes to
Rabbittown (2021), Mr. Beagle tackles a mystery in a nearby
neighborhood.
Visiting his cousin Georgie in Georgestown, Mr. Beagle
learns a cat burglar has been breaking into houses all over the
neighborhood, stealing storybooks and causing everyone to feel
sad, especially at bedtime. Searching for the mysterious thief,
Mr. Beagle notices cats working on ladders engaged in home
renovation, painting window frames, and repairing a utility pole.
However, Mr. Beagle’s nose tells him these “promising suspects”
may not be the culprit. Then one night, the thief breaks into

THE WEATHER DETECTIVES

Georgie’s home and, surprisingly, is revealed to be a chagrined
fox named Georgia who’s been “borrowing” storybooks all over
the neighborhood without asking permission because she loves
reading so much. Realizing he should never have assumed the
thief was a cat, Mr. Beagle has an idea that may just remedy
Georgia’s lack of books plus bring the community together. The
understated text tells the story, but the amusing, droll illustrations provide the clues critical to solving the mystery. Drawn
with slender black outlines, Doody’s tidy, detailed illustrations
once again reduce buildings, animal characters, and objects to
flat, intensely colored, simple shapes inviting close inspection.
An appealing subtext stresses the importance of books and
libraries to communities.
Mr. Beagle learns to never judge a book by its cover in his
latest engaging mystery. (Early reader. 4-8)

Erb, Michael
Tumblehome Learning (288 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Jul. 1, 2021
978-1-943431-69-4
Series: Kelvin McCloud Mysteries

THE COOKOUT

Doucet, Rashad & Reeves, Jason
Illus. by Doucet, Rashad
Oni Press (200 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-62010-851-2
Series: Pax Samson, 1
Twelve-year-old Pax Samson has a
supersized legacy to live up to, but he
often prefers a simpler life in the kitchen.
Everyone in the whole Samson family is a superhero, and Grandma is perhaps the world’s best.
Still, even she acknowledges that a new generation needs to
be groomed and prepared for what the planet Soltellus and the
precarious Tri-City partnership may face. Pax is still prone to
mistakes, but Grandma and the rest of the family—Pax’s doting
superparents, his adopted, not-quite-human big sis, time-traveling Aunty, and even his pestering, shirtless wonder of an older
cousin—believe in his potential for heroics almost as much as
they love his dragon noodle soup and his other culinary triumphs. Pax, however, doesn’t always believe in himself, and it’ll
take learning of his family’s history fighting against enslavement,
fascists, and the long-standing prejudices of Soltellus to inspire
him to pave his own path. Doucet and Reeves tell a vibrant,
action-packed story of a rather special brown boy and his big
family, but before good and evil face off, nuance is presented
in the impressive worldbuilding and thoughtful reflection on
racial biases readers will find both different to our own world
and familiar. Like the title’s reference to a Black American tradition, this series starter of a graphic novel features accessible
yet unmistakably cultural humor throughout—some of it, sadly,
on the ableist side.
A fun, superpowerful story of what’s worth fighting for.
(Graphic fantasy. 8-14)

y o u n g a d u lt

Two young teens use science to investigate a mystery on a cruise ship.
Following the deaths of his parents,
13-year-old Henry Alabaster has lived
with his uncle Kelvin McCloud, who has
gained some notoriety as a self-styled weather detective. Investigating mysteries that coincide with weather events brings
uncle and nephew on a Caribbean cruise where an unknown
person has been committing acts of sabotage. Henry’s friend
Rachel, who has solved a weather mystery with them before,
also comes along for the ride, bringing some chaste romantic
tension. Interspersed with third-person narration from both
Henry’s and Rachel’s points of view is exposition from a book
within a book by McCloud, detailing curiosities like the invention of the mercury thermometer or the exploits of Antarctic
explorers. These snippets of scientific history engage Henry
and Rachel, who are the kind of people who casually use words
like ersatz in regular speech, but don’t directly tie into the mystery; the overall tone is more textbook than thriller. Still, a
grumpy captain and an encroaching tropical storm create some
suspense—although, unsatisfyingly for the younger detectives,
they’re off-page staying safe during McCloud’s climactic final
confrontation with the saboteurs. Main characters read as
White.
Has entertaining moments and a few fun facts. (further
reading) (Mystery. 9-12)

I’M A FEEL-O-SAUR

Evans, Lezlie
Illus. by Chappell, Kate
Welbeck Children’s (24 pp.)
$9.95 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-78312-709-2
Decked out in very amusing dinosaur
costumes, kids explore a range of feelings.
A group of “dino-kids,” diverse in racial presentation but
adhering to a gender binary, romp across the pages, each
exhibiting a common positive or negative feeling. Smiling
Happy-saurus jumps, skips, and dances. Giggling Silly-saurus
makes the other dino-kids roar with laughter. Ready for anything, Excite-o-saurus affirmatively approaches each day’s
activity, while Brave-o-saurus meets every challenge with grit
and purpose. In contrast, Scared-o-saurus reacts to new things
by quivering and quaking (before deep breathing banishes her
“jitters”), and silent Shy-o-saurus prefers to play alone or with
just one other kid. Pouting Sad-o-saurus reacts badly when
things “go wrong” before seeking a hug, and frowning Boredo-saurus moans, groans, and mopes. Grumpy-saurus whines
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and whimpers, especially when he’s hungry or needs a nap, and
Angry-saurus “huffs and puffs,” “gulps and gasps,” and “roars
and rasps” when she’s upset. Speaking directly to its kid audience, the upbeat verse text assures them that feelings change
throughout a day and that’s OK, invites them to identify how
they are feeling now, and offers practical tips for acting on or
coping with positive and negative moods. The dinosaur theme
adds an appealing hook. Rendered in simple, flat shapes and
bright color washes, each costumed dino-kid exhibits behaviors related to their specific feeling in a series of humorous
vignettes guaranteed to entertain.
Accessible, engaging introduction to a variety of emotions
kids routinely experience. (Picture book. 4-8)

SING SOMETHING TRUE

Ferber, Brenda A.
Fitzroy Books (156 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Aug. 7, 2021
978-1-64603-061-3

With Cass’ BFF’s turning away from
her, the many meltdowns of her disabled
older sister become harder to cope with.
Cass’ best friend, Dani, seems far
too interested in prickly but nonetheless
very attractive new girl Lucy, leaving the
Jewish fifth grader left out. Although Cass is her mother’s “Cassidy Sunshine,” none of the strategies she tries to warm Lucy to
her work at all. The new girl seems determined to make Cass
feel bad, with Dani too swept up in Lucy’s popularity to intervene. Meanwhile, Cass’ sister, sixth grader Sophie, diagnosed
with sensory processing disorder, is prone to severe meltdowns.
Trying to avoid those disturbing events, her family has believably learned to be ever so careful, leaving Cass with responsibilities that are hard for the child. In an entrancing subplot
that ultimately fails to fulfill its promise, Cass is befriended by
a lonely robin that seems to have been left behind by its flock;
she and the bird charmingly establish a magical rapport based
on their shared musical talents. A too-tidy conclusion results
after Cass finally asks her mother for help, makes her uncomfortable position clear to Dani (who receives it without a scrap
of defensiveness), and bravely sets limits on Lucy—who, with
equal improbability, mends her ways. The cast is default White;
Cass and her family are Jewish, Dani is Latinx, and the fifth
graders’ sensitive teacher is Korean American.
A fair-to-middling exploration of typical and not-so-common middle-grade challenges. (Fiction. 9-12)

STICK AND STONE
Best Friends Forever!

Ferry, Beth
Illus. by Lichtenheld, Tom
HMH Books (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-358-47302-2
Series: Stick and Stone

When you search for family—and discover it’s always been
there.
The pals introduced in Stick and Stone’s first eponymous outing (2015) set out on a quest for Stick’s literal family
tree. From what kind of tree did he break off? Oak? Spruce?
Willow? The duo ventures forth, determined to find Stick’s
origins, traversing bodies of water, forests, valleys, and mountains. Though surrounded by trees, Stick can’t find his familial
roots. Soon, things turn ominous: Darkness falls, shadows and
strange noises become unnerving, and the terrified pair realizes
they’re lost. No fear, though. They eventually return safely, and
Stone helps disconsolate Stick understand who his family is
and always has been—and that differences don’t matter. This
sweetly adorable story, expressed textually through simple,
jaunty verse, conveys the reassuring message that family and
true friends always (ahem) stick by you when you need them.
The bright illustrations, aptly set mostly in nature, are equally
endearing, with the protagonists exuding optimism and cheerfulness (except during that scary forest adventure). They register a broad range of expressions, though their faces are created
merely from dots and curves denoting broad smiles. Brownish
Stick bears pairs of short, chunky projectiles connoting limbs;
his tilted head resembles a wizard’s cap. Stone is orange-brown
and looks like a rotund meatball. Endpapers feature numerous
smiling iterations of Stick representing branches from different
trees; included labels and leaves show variances.
Kids won’t be stone faced and will definitely stick with this
delightful story about friendship. (Picture book. 4-7)

PIRATE PENGUIN VS.
NINJA CHICKEN
Macaroni & Bees!?!

Friesen, Ray
Illus. by the author
Top Shelf Productions (64 pp.)
$9.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-60309-497-9
Series: Pirate Penguin vs. Ninja Chicken, 3
A nutty ninja chicken and a hapless
pirate penguin have more screwball adventures.
This third graphic installment in the ongoing series opens
with Pirate Penguin sharing his outrageously zany origin
story, immediately setting the sugar-high tone that continues
throughout. In a series of loosely strung vignettes—some only
a few panels and most not more than a few pages—the duo has
many oddly madcap adventures, including an encounter with
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“MAGNIFICENT.”
—Kirkus Reviews, STARRED REVIEW

Story Thieves meets Escape from
Mr. Lemoncello’s Library

“PLENTY OF HUMOR,
as well as clever
historical and literary
Easter eggs for readers
to puzzle out.”
—Publishers Weekly

Available
9781728230498 I HC | $16.99

July 6!

“Both text and art seem intentionally open-ended, leaving
space for readers to extend meaning in their own ways.”
what do you know?

their friend Wizard Wombat, Pirate Penguin’s transformation
into a weregoose that leads to a beauty parlor trip, a sudden visit
from pal Astronaut Armadillo, and “a barbecue that could have
gone better.” The beauty of this construction is that it makes the
book an excellent choice to read either episodically or nonlinearly. Most of the duo’s exploits are rampantly nonsensical and
go unresolved, Friesen apparently opting to prioritize silliness
over plot and character development; that said, readers who
revel in such imaginative wackiness should be over the moon.
Straying from a conventional layout, the vibrant full-color panels often burst from their borders, utilizing unique sizing and
shape; many have solid, unembellished backgrounds, focusing
readers solely on the characters, who bounce around their panels with an infectious, manic glee. In a concluding Q&A, Friesen
refers to his titular characters using they pronouns.
Buckle your seatbelts: This is one goofy ride. (Graphic fic
tion. 7-12)

IT TAKES GUTS
How Your Body Turns Food
Into Fuel (and Poop)

Gardy, Jennifer
Illus. by Wuthrich, Belle
Greystone Kids (152 pp.)
$19.95 | Sep. 14, 2021
978-1-77164-501-0

Readers who have wondered how
their bodies turn food into fuel and feces need look no further.
All the juicy details are in this book.
Each section of the gastrointestinal system is covered in
a different chapter, with a breezy explanatory narrative, diagrams, callout boxes with fun or unusual facts, and, at the end, a
summary of the most important takeaways. This allows Gardy
to explain in detail what takes place in each section of the GI
system and even to throw in unexpected bits of history. For
instance, the first (known) endoscopy was performed in the
19th century by a German physician with a tube that had many
mirrors and a light; the key to its success was that the subject
was a professional sword swallower who’d conquered his gag
reflex. Kids will be fascinated by the description of how sword
swallowing works (capped with the stern instruction not to
try it themselves). Gardy also introduces readers to all sorts of
scientific advancements, such as fecal transplants and modern
efforts to use waste as a source of renewable energy. Even those
readers well acquainted with the subject matter will find something new. Illustrations by Wuthrich add interest, supplementing the information with clear diagrams and often funny images
that serve to increase readers’ understanding of the text. The
illustration of the Bristol stool chart, which includes a wombat
admiring its cube-shaped poo, is a standout.
A fascinating, sometimes funny read that goes well beyond
the scatological. (glossary, index) (Nonfiction. 8-14)
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SPY SCHOOL AT SEA

Gibbs, Stuart
Simon & Schuster (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-5344-7943-2
Series: Spy School, 9

In a new caper, the Spy School team
thwarts a fiendish scheme on the high seas
A fresh chance to catch up to worldclass gourmand and perennial foe Murray
Hill plants dogged CIA junior agent Ben
Ripley and associates—including markedly more competent
classmate Erica Hale and her equally able mom, Catherine—
aboard the Emperor of the Seas, the world’s largest cruise ship, for
a fresh round of ridiculously destructive chases, startling twists,
and repeated attempts on the hapless young spy’s life that are
somehow always averted in the nick of time. Along with adding a grandfatherly, eco-conscious Costa Rican drug lord to the
supporting cast, Gibbs flirts with stereotypes by trotting in,
among the few characters who don’t at least present as White, a
Chinese teen given to muddling her English idioms, her blingloving mother, and a chipper shipboard event manager of Australian Indigenous descent. Still, the revved-up plot will leave
readers as breathless as Ben is in the wake of a final, unexpected
turn in his relationship with Erica. Finally, finally nabbing the
slobby supervillain (at least for now) as well as saving the lives
of hundreds of oblivious, hard-partying onboard tourists must
count for something.
The series keeps cruising along…though iffy casting may
be an early sign that it’s losing steam. (Thriller. 10-13)

WHAT DO YOU KNOW?

Girmay, Aracelis & Fields, Ariana
Illus. by Fields, Ariana
Enchanted Lion Books (56 pp.)
$17.95 | Jul. 13, 2021
978-1-59270-321-0
Love examines the natural world in all its varied capacities.
This lyrical exploration of the world, inspired by a poem
by Sharon Olds, leans on a repeated refrain in which love asks
something (a creature, thing, or idea) what it knows. Honeybees, for instance, know “the hexagon and the color gold.”
The musings are philosophical, ecological, poetic, and even
sociological in nature: A historian, for instance, “knows history
speaks when we listen for the quietest stories among the stories.” Many spreads focus on the natural world and the animals
in it, but readers also hear from farmers (including, refreshingly,
a brown-skinned female farmer) and courage, which knows
“the daily work of keeping on.” Things even take a cosmological turn when readers hear from the Seven Sisters, who know
“the language of light.” There are references to “the elders” and
“ancestors,” and many of these spreads let Mother Nature take
the focus; humans (most are Black or brown skinned) are part of
the land, not creatures who lord over it. Both text and art seem

A BAD KING IS A SAD THING

intentionally open-ended, leaving space for readers to extend
meaning in their own ways, making it a fitting writing prompt
for students (of all ages). Slightly muted, earth-toned illustrations feature flowing lines—from the multicolored furrows of
a farmer’s plowed field to the rays of light in a starry night sky—
that compel page turns.
A contemplative, enigmatic exploration of life on planet
Earth. (Picture book. 5-12)

Gough, Julian
Illus. by Field, Jim
Silver Dolphin Books (112 pp.)
$9.99 | Sep. 21, 2021
978-1-64517-602-2
Series: Rabbit & Bear, 5

COME TOGETHER, CHANGE
THE WORLD
A Sesame Street Guide
to Standing Up for Racial
Justice
Golusky, Jackie
Lerner (32 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-72843-143-7

Sesame Street’s introduction to being an upstander against
racism.
Photos of Sesame Street characters and diverse children
illustrate clear, earnest text that offers definitions of terms like
racism, racial justice, and upstander. The concepts of fairness and
unfairness do the heavy lifting in the definitions offered: “Being
treated unfairly because of your race or where you are from is
called racism.” (Race goes without an attempt at a definition.)
The text goes on to lay out practical steps that children can
take to express their feelings if they feel targeted by racism
and to intervene if they see someone else being targeted. Bullying, hostility, and violence are absent from the photographs,
which instead focus on children looking concerned or pensive
or playing happily together. While it is undeniably difficult to
tackle systemic racism in a picture book for young children,
this effort unfortunately ends up reducing racism to individual
acts of unfairness or meanness in its examples. It also presumes
that trusted adults will support children who share their hurts
or seek support as upstanders. Ideally, adults will come through
for children who experience or resist racism, but this, of course,
isn’t a sure outcome. While the television show has successfully
tackled difficult topics, this book is too abbreviated to get this
particular job done.
Doesn’t truly come together in the service of its message.
(glossary) (Informational picture book. 3-5)

y o u n g a d u lt

Bear and her woodland friends are
terrorized by a towering ice bear who
moves in, declaring himself king and
them nonpersons—“just food that no
one has bothered to eat.”
“I thought this kind of terrible thing only happened in
books!” declares Mole, aghast. But no, it seems that if the roaring, imperious newcomer’s demand for a whole new palace isn’t
met overnight, everyone will be summarily “beaten, eaten, and
pooped.” What to do when the kindness and generosity that
resolved problems in past episodes go for naught and even force
isn’t a viable option? Showing that there’s still some moral high
ground to be explored, Gough brings in help from a decidedly
unexpected source…namely, Wolf, earlier driven off into the
Dark Woods to starve for his predatory behavior but, it turns
out, wise in the ways of coping with fears and clever enough
to devise a collective strategy to send the bully packing. The
grateful animals in turn contrive a nonfatal way to bring their
tricksy, toothy benefactor back into the fold. At least for a time.
Flooding snowy settings in the duotone illustrations with blue,
wintry light, Field exaggerates the expressions and postures of
his popeyed cartoon animal figures to heighten the comedy and
the drama alike. In several scenes Wolf resembles a particularly
feral, emaciated Wile E. Coyote, which makes his sagacity even
more of a thought-provoking surprise.
Like its series predecessors, both broad and deep, focused
on themes of community dynamics and conflict resolution.
(map) (Animal fantasy. 6-8)

ONCE UPON A TIME NOT SO
LONG AGO

Grant, Jennifer
Illus. by Whiting, Gillian
Morehouse Publishing (26 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-64065-403-7

A (possibly premature) remembrance
of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Leaving specifics to the illustrations, Grant’s spare narrative recalls a time when many people got sick, or were afraid of
becoming sick, or even died—though at the same time cities
became quiet enough to hear bird song, air and water became
a little cleaner, people discovered new ways of being together.
When better days came at last people had learned that “the
most important things aren’t things at all.” Moving from darker
to brighter scenes, Whiting’s painted tableaux, as spare as the
narrative, depict a broadly diverse cast of contemporary human
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figures (most unmasked) singly or in small groups, including an
interracial pair of moms with their child and a brown-skinned
woman in a hijab reading to her bulldogs (“Dogs were happy
because their people stayed home with them,” which will cause
many readers to wonder why she is covering her hair). Underscoring the overall rearview-mirror tone, a White-presenting
graybeard concludes by apparently explaining to the attentive
grandchild (also White) at his knee what it was like…back then.
Several decorated but largely blank sheets at the end with leading questions like “What or who did you miss most?” invite
readers to add their own drawings or memories.
Reassuring, if somewhat quick off the mark. (Picture book.
5-8)

THE MOUNTAIN

Gugger, Rebecca & Röthlisberger, Simon
Illus. by the authors
Trans. by Yarbrough, Marshall
NorthSouth (48 pp.)
$17.95 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7358-4457-5
What if a mountain is more than the
sum of its parts?
Six animals compete to arrive at the
most accurate description of the towering mountain above them.
Each animal’s answer is rooted in the familiar and beloved. For
the bear, the mountain must be forested and green. The octopus
feels sure it’s wet, watery, fishy, and colorful. But the chamois (a
European goat-antelope) is certain of the mountain’s rocky terrain. The sheep, the ant, and the snow hare also chime in with
their unique alpine visions. Even though none of the animals
has actually been to the mountain, each believes their answer
to be correct. Then the shouting begins. Finally, an exasperated
bird urges them all to the pinnacle of the mountain to decide
their claims. When they reach the summit (the octopus in a
diving helmet full of water), the animals realize that the answer
was “quite simple” all along. The brevity of the text, generous
trim size, and equally large type make this book a great choice
for storytime. Created in tandem by Gugger and Röthlisberger,
this original fable translated from German explores the concept
of the coexistence of many truths. Humor is conveyed through
the brief, dialogue-heavy text, while washes of color draw the
eye along crisp white pages, with body language and energy conveyed through penciled movement lines. Wordless double-page
spreads showing each animal’s imagined mountainous setting
are especially stunning.
A natural for storytime, this humorous tale elevates the
beauty of many perspectives. (Picture book. 4-8)
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BAD PANDA

Haddow, Swapna
Illus. by Dempsey, Sheena
Faber & Faber (192 pp.)
$8.95 paper | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-571-35241-8
Cursed with cuteness, all Lin the
panda wants to do is be bad.
Even though Lin’s cuddliness won
her a spot at the city zoo the other pandas covet, she just wants to return to
the panda sanctuary and play with her beloved (though doltish) older brother, Face-Like-A-Bag-Of-Potatoes. She and her
new panda friend Fu decide that if being a good panda got her
to the zoo, being a bad panda will get her sent back. Lin’s first
hurdle is Fu, as he is too kind to be a bad panda along with her.
Lin decides scaring pigeons is a good first step, but the pigeons
aren’t afraid of cute Lin, and the humans think she’s so cute trying to scare the pigeons, they take photos. When she tries to
scare off all the visitors at the main gate, they snap more photos
of her trying to be scary. She enlists the help of Malo, a capuchin
monkey. Will any of their plans succeed? (Hint: Don’t call her a
“fluffy-wuffy bear.”) Creators of the Dave Pigeon series, popular
overseas, Haddow and Dempsey kick off a new series of giggleout-loud early chapter books with this introduction to Lin and
her cuteness problem. The easy-reading text retains its original
British spelling and punctuation along with the occasional criticism. Dempsey’s two-color vignettes and comics panels illustrate the silliness.
Misunderstandings, slapstick, and giant poo…what more
could a young reader want? (Animal fantasy. 5-9)

FRIENDS FOREVER

Hale, Shannon
Illus. by Pham, LeUyen
First Second (320 pp.)
$21.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-250-31755-1
Series: Friends, 3

Shannon just wants to get through
eighth grade in one piece—while feeling
like her own worst enemy.
In this third entry in popular author
for young people Hale’s graphic memoir series, the young, sensitive overachiever is crushed by expectations: to be cool but loyal
to her tightknit and dramatic friend group, a top student but
not a nerd, attractive to boys but true to her ideals. As events in
Shannon’s life begin to overwhelm her, she works toward finding a way to love and understand herself, follow her passions for
theater and writing, and ignore her cruel inner voice. Capturing the visceral embarrassments of middle school in 1987 Salt
Lake City, Shannon’s emotions are vivid and often excruciating.
In particular, the social norms of a church-oriented family are
clearly addressed, and religion is shown as being both a comfort

“Eerie descriptions of the shipwreck, wisps,
and island caves promote suspense.”
a sprinkle of sorcery

and a struggle for Shannon. While the text is sometimes in danger of spelling things out a little too neatly and obviously, the
emotional honesty and sincerity drawn from Hale’s own life
win out. Pham’s artwork is vibrant and appealing, with stylistic
changes for Shannon’s imaginings and the leeching out of color
and use of creative panel structures as her anxiety and depression worsen.
A likable journey that is sensitive to the triumphs and agonies of being a 13-year-old girl. (author’s note, gallery) (Graphic
memoir. 10-14)

CLOCKED!

Harkrader, Lisa
Yellow Jacket (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-4998-0975-6
Series: The Misadventures of Nobbin
Swill, 3

A dressed-up Everyone Poops.
Harris’ art style is similar to Chris Raschka’s, with thick,
black outlines and a flat aesthetic. He sets the stage for a whodunit potty-time story by introducing a small, white dog clad in a
blue sports jacket. Rather than anthropomorphizing the pooch,
the clothing emphasizes the titular word business. Is this character a tiny, canine CEO? No. The dog remains on all fours, and
rather than taking a seat in a chair, it scurries under a large desk
in the first, wordless spreads. Meanwhile, a loafered human foot
strides across the carpeted floor, and then the first words read,
“Uh-oh…” as the feet stop before a brown lump on the floor. In
the next double-page spread, a finger points: “Whose business
is this?” While readers may immediately connect the dots, the
narrator rattles off a series of statements to reject other potential culprits. “The baby does business in a diaper,” and “Daddy
does business in the bathroom,” are two such statements, with
art showing, respectively, a diapered baby and a man seated on
a toilet, naked from the waist down and staring into his smartphone. Images show animals (most wearing the blue suit coat,
with fish and birds in neckties) at various stages of defecation.
“Everyone is doing business,” the text enthuses. “Business is
good.” After everybody else is rejected as the offender, the dog
is named and sent outside…to do more business.
Sh—, er, stuff happens. (Picture book. 2-5)

y o u n g a d u lt

Nobbin, Prince Charming’s assistant,
returns for a third outing of mixed-up
fairy-tale mysteries, this time featuring
Cinderella.
Although he’s determined to defend his family’s honor
through winning the joust in their upcoming tournament,
Prince Charming lacks the confidence to pull things together.
Searching the castle’s lost and found for a good luck charm, he
finds a goose that attaches itself to him. Between the goose and
a lucky handkerchief his mother made for his father (which
is then passed on to Charming), things start to look up. But
after he misplaces the handkerchief and believes a mysterious
maiden he met at the ball made off with it, Charming takes the
glass shoe she left behind to the village. The villagers assume he
means to marry the shoe’s wearer, leading to funny moments.
The hunt for Cinderella leads the plucky hero to the evil stepmother and stepsisters, who, in mixing up their lies, accidentally dub Cinderella a step-scullery maid in another running gag.
Meanwhile, the story gets further convoluted when villainous
Rumpelstiltskin uses Charming’s honor against him to claim
the goose. The layered, wild-goose–chasing mysteries are kept
straight through the illustrated lists that Nobbin makes—other
illustrations take advantage of the goose for comedic effect—
and provide cover for the villainous actions of scheming Sir
Roderick that are revealed in the final act, when all storylines
converge. Characters default to White.
A joustingly jolly good time. (map, author’s note) (Fantasy.
8-12)

DOING BUSINESS

Harris, Shawn
Illus. by the author
Norton Young Readers (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-324-01566-6

A SPRINKLE OF SORCERY

Harrison, Michelle
Illus. by Kum, Grace
HMH Books (432 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-358-19333-3
Series: Pinch of Magic, 2

In this sequel to A Pinch of Magic
(2020), Betty Widdershins and her sisters search for a secret island.
Thirteen-year-old Betty; her older
sister, Fliss; and younger sister, Charlie, still live and work at the
Poacher’s Pocket inn on the island of Crowstone. They discover
9-year-old Willow hiding, shadowed by a sinister glowing wisp,
and learn she has escaped from the island of Torment, where
she was banished after her father’s murder conviction. When
warders arrive searching for Willow, Betty makes her invisible
using magical nesting dolls—and, in a case of mistaken identity, the warders take Charlie away instead. Betty, who longs for
more excitement, now embarks on a quest to rescue Charlie
and locate a secret island, guarded by a one-eyed witch and a
talking raven, where Willow hopes to find evidence exonerating
her father. Relying on ingenuity, magic, and sheer bravery, Betty
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“Heidicker’s writing continues to shine, his poetic language
depicting scenarios that will be too much for sensitive readers but
will more than satisfy those with a taste for gore and tragedy.”
scary stories for young foxes: the city

and her sisters encounter marauding wisps, a haunted shipwreck, greedy treasure hunters, and a scheming pirate. They
confront perilous choices, forcing them to trust themselves and
one another. Portions of a cautionary tale interspersed throughout the text add richness while eerie descriptions of the shipwreck, wisps, and island caves promote suspense. Throughout,
the plucky Widdershins sisters remain true to their mission and
to one another. Charming spot art reinforces textual themes.
With the exception of pirates described as having gold or tan
skin, characters are cued as White.
Atmospheric, nail-biting, and perilous fantasy adventure.
(Fantasy. 8-12)

THE DREAM KEEPERS

Hartmann, April
Illus. by the author
POW! (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-57687-987-0

In the Land of Dreams, Dream Keepers wait to help wishes
and dreams do what they need to do to come true.
Wishes and dreams (used interchangeably) start in Inspiration Lake. When they come true, they end up in the sky as stars.
Sometimes, wishes are easy to launch into the sky. But sometimes, reaching the sky requires traversing the rocky terrain of
Challenge Mountain. For this reason, each dream (depicted as
a smiling star) is assigned two Dream Keepers (depicted as blue
beings in onesies) to help it successfully complete its journey.
One Dream Keeper is in charge of Happy Thoughts, while the
other is in charge of Hard Work. No matter how difficult the
journey, dreams begin on the Path of Purpose and take things
one step at a time. Dream Keepers help the dream move past
distractions and to wade through the Swamp of Discovery,
where all kinds of surprises await. Still, despite this care and
attention, not every dream will make it: Many end up in the
land of Lost Dreams instead of the sky. But no matter how far
you get with your dream or your wish, the Dream Keepers make
sure to celebrate your progress. This whimsically illustrated picture book is written in a colloquial voice that addresses readers
with warmth and sincerity. While the complexity of the metaphor can be difficult to follow—and, at times, feels like it gets in
the way of the story—the inspirational message shines through
warmly.
An overworked metaphor may yet manage to inspire. (Pic
ture book. 4-7)
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INDIANA BONES

Heape, Harry
Illus. by Bagley, Rebecca
Faber & Faber (288 pp.)
$8.95 paper | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-571-35350-7
Series: Indiana Bones, 1
Twelve-year-old archaeologist Aisha
Ghatak and her talking dog, Indiana
Bones, are determined to find the treasure trove of a French knight that has
been successfully hidden for many years.
Aisha, a little girl from Oxford, England, loves her father’s
stories, especially those that revolve around his work as a
renowned archaeologist. Born and raised in India, Dr. Ghatak is
the leading expert on the knight known as the Lonely Avenger,
who notoriously amassed a treasure in ancient times. Aisha has
long thought of Indiana Bones as her sidekick and co-investigator, so when she becomes determined to find the treasure,
she knows that she and Indiana Bones need to work together
in order to discover the truth—even if that means that the pair
have to head to Egypt alone. Heape’s prose strikes the right mix
of funny and clever, and Aisha’s boldness will find fans in many
readers. The pair also meet helpful grown-ups whose expertise
refreshingly rejects traditional gender roles. Although Aisha’s
Indian heritage is occasionally referred to (she learned to pick
locks from her grandfather during a summer trip to the family
home), the primary focus is solving the mystery at the heart of
the novel. Cheerful spot art adds to the fun as Aisha and her
adorably scruffy canine friend pursue their goal.
A heartfelt adventure story with a heroine readers will
enjoy rooting for. (Adventure. 9-12)

SCARY STORIES FOR
YOUNG FOXES
The City
Heidicker, Christian McKay
Illus. by Wu, Junyi
Henry Holt (400 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-250-18144-2

New foxes experience new horrors.
The travails of Mia and Uly in
Heidicker’s Newbery Honor novel, Scary
Stories for Young Foxes (2019), have become cautionary, inspirational folklore for a new vulpine generation. Three young foxes
come across an injured cousin, who spins them tales of fresh
horror. Readers don’t have to be familiar with the first volume
to catch the thread of this sequel, and while there are some
carry-over references (the yellow stench of rabies, a propagandized version of Beatrix Potter’s appearance), the terrors here
are new and mostly a product of civilization. Oleo, né O-370,
is a fox with all the wildness bred out of him, and he and his
family live in the relative safety of wire cages, heated by lamps,

THE LAST CUENTISTA

until they are turned into fox-fur coats. When Oleo escapes, he
meets a family of orphaned, urban foxes whom he enlists in a
quest to save his captured kin. Heidicker’s writing continues to
shine, his poetic language depicting scenarios that will be too
much for sensitive readers but will more than satisfy those with
a taste for gore and tragedy. At times the action becomes more
burden than forward momentum, but on the whole, this is a
worthy follow-up, with a triumphant end attempting to answer
the eternal quandary of safety versus freedom. Final art not seen.
A fur-raising adventure. (Fiction. 9-14)

Higuera, Donna Barba
Levine Querido (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-64614-089-3

GROWING UP TRANS
In Our Own Words

Ed. by Herriot, Lindsay & Fry, Kate
Orca (176 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-4598-3137-7
Transgender youth share their experiences through writing and art.
In this collection of poetry, prose,
and art, trans young people discuss their
lives, families, bodies, mental health,
schools, and more. All the contributions stem from the same
series of trans youth writing retreats, so readers will see the same
names popping up again and again. (Oddly, one adult’s poetry is
included in the afterword.) The writers and artists express fears
and triumphs, dysphoria and empowerment. Of course, some of
the pieces are more effective than others, but many trans young
people will see themselves reflected in these pages. It will be
most appealing to trans and cis readers under 18, but it may also
make a good recommendation for cisgender adults wishing to
understand the experiences of trans youth. Editors Herriot and
Fry are both cisgender women with the goal of amplifying the
voices of trans youth. It seems they allowed the young contributors to choose whether to publish their surnames; some readers may find themselves concerned for the children’s current
and future safety and privacy in those instances when they are
identified with surnames. The contributors represent a range
of gender experiences, and there seems to be some diversity
of race and ethnicity as well, based on the appealingly eclectic
contributor bios, though there is no art depicting people with
dark skin.
A valuable window into the world of trans young people.
(resources, glossary) (Nonfiction. 10-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

With Halley’s comet barreling toward
Earth, humanity’s last hope—including a
young Latinx storyteller—retreats into
the stars.
Only a select few have the opportunity to vacate Earth in the year 2061,
travel for 380 years in stasis, and start a new life on the planet
of Sagan. Tearing herself away from her grandma and her cuentos, or stories, Petra Peña follows her family aboard one of
three fleeing spaceships. One ship—reserved for leaders and
politicians—is lost. Petra awakens years later to find that the
ominous Collective has taken over her ship. Along the way to
Sagan, the Collective has ensured the eradication of any Earthassociated memories, reprogramming everyone onboard—and
purging some—for the so-called greater good. Petra, however,
eludes reprogramming. To survive the Collective’s fanaticism,
Petra must play her part and participate in scouting missions
on Sagan to help the Collective prepare for colonization. As she
shares cuentos with other child passengers to stir their Earth
memories, Petra concocts a plan to escape, seeking a rumored
Collective-free colony of First Arrivers on Sagan. With poetic
use of startling imagery and unabashed nostalgia, Higuera spins
a tale that crosses the depths of space, interweaving Mexican
folklore with a mystical strand of science fiction. It all works
thanks to the author’s keen appreciation of storytelling’s role in
shaping cultures, dreams, and lives. An overall slow burner, this
tale packs a wallop.
An exquisite tonic for storytellers far and wide, young and
old. (Science fiction. 10-14)

THE TRAVELING CAMERA
Lewis Hine and the Fight To
End Child Labor

Hinrichs, Alexandra S.D.
Illus. by Garland, Michael
Getty Publications (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 14, 2021
978-1-947440-06-7

A tribute to the self-taught photographer who sparked real
reform by turning faceless masses of abused workers into children with names and histories.
Incorporating Hine’s voice and some of his actual words
(signaled with italics) into her free-verse monologue, Hinrichs
highlights both his purposes—“I want to show their hard work
/ their hard lives” and also “their spirit. Because / the human spirit
/ is the big thing / after all”—and his methods of getting past suspicious factory overseers and of connecting with child workers
in settings from cranberry bogs and canneries to coal mines.
Garland’s harmoniously toned painted images of a slender,
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deceptively inoffensive-looking White figure using an awkward
box camera to take pictures of solemn children, most but not
all White, with downcast eyes and patchy period clothes meld
gradually toward the end into Hine’s actual work (he called
them “Hineographs”). More than 30 in all, they appear in a gallery that goes to the rear endpapers and are accompanied by
a prose recap that downplays but at least mentions his quaint
views on gender roles plus the fact that he took relatively few
pictures of Black children and almost none of Asians. Russell
Freedman’s Kids At Work (1994) explores his life and legacy in
greater detail, but there’s enough here to leave even younger
readers moved by his mission and his timeless portraits.
A searching picture of a pioneering social crusader. (chronology, source list, endnotes) (Picture book/biography. 8-10)

BODY IMAGE
Because All Bodies Are
Great Bodies

Hohn, Tierra
Illus. by Grahlman, Marne
Lorimer Press (32 pp.)
$22.95 | Aug. 1, 2021
978-1-4594-1453-2
Series: Lorimer Deal With It

You are perfect just the way you are!
Many people struggle with how they look. Whether someone does not like how skinny they are, is worried about a pimple,
or feels self-conscious over not having perfectly straight teeth,
negative body image will surface for almost everyone at some
point in their life, even if only fleetingly. Body image can be
influenced by family, peers, media/society, and/or past experiences. What is most important to remember, though, Hohn
emphasizes, is that “our bodies are more than just a collection
of physical parts.” This informational book is packed: The pages
are busy, and the text is small. This book does not attempt to
give medical advice, nor does it pose suggestions for how to heal
from a serious medical issue. Instead, it boosts positive thinking and proffers tips on finding and incorporating support into
the everyday lives of both readers and their loved ones. Those
truly suffering are advised to seek professional medical help.
The illustrations are in full color, but all of the people in the
book are illustrated in shades of gray and with minimal facial
features, a strategy that seems at odds with the attention paid
to racial and cultural diversity. This is evidenced in naming conventions and depictions and descriptions of Afro-textured hair.
Throughout each of the four chapters are bullet lists of “Dos &
Don’ts,” quizzes, myth debunking, readers’ questions asked and
answered, and guided scenarios.
An introduction to the power of positive thinking.
(helplines, websites, further reading) (Nonfiction. 9-14)
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TALLY TUTTLE TURNS INTO
A TURTLE

Holmes, Kathryn
Illus. by Landy, Ariel
Amulet/Abrams (128 pp.)
$12.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-4197-5567-5
Series: Class Critters, 1

Tally Tuttle feels like she’s eaten two
helpings of butterflies for breakfast on
the first day of second grade.
Tally’s family just moved to the area one week ago for Mom’s
new job, and Tally has been worried—what if this new place
works out for everyone else in the family except her? At first,
the kids in her new classroom make fun of her full name: Tallulah. But thankfully, Mrs. Norrell’s classroom proves to be “a
really magical place,” just like Tally’s mother predicted. Once
she’s there, the world suddenly changes around her, and Tally
transforms into a turtle just long enough to experience what
life would be like withdrawn inside a shell. As a turtle, Tally
befriends a spider named Clementine, who sometimes shares
Tally’s shell for protection. Eventually Tally decides to stop
hiding and face the real-life challenge of making new friends
head-on. This is an accessible tale that will appeal to young children looking for everyday coping strategies. Tally appears to be
White; in Landy’s illustrations classmates appear to be of varied
races and ethnicities. Holmes is a veteran YA writer, and this is
both Book 1 of the Class Critters series and her chapter-book
debut.
A simple story told with aplomb. (animal facts) (Fantasy. 6-9)

BICYCLE

Houran, Lori Haskins
Illus. by Cushley, Aaron
Kane Press (32 pp.)
$17.99 | $5.99 paper | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-63592-393-3
978-1-63592-394-0 paper
Series: Eureka! The Biography of an Idea
A concise, inclusive history of the evolution of the bicycle.
The bicycle, the story begins, may have been invented
because of a volcanic eruption in Indonesia in 1815. The ash that
spewed into the atmosphere changed the weather worldwide;
crops didn’t grow, and it cost so much to feed their horses that
people gave them up—and the only other option for getting
around was walking. In Germany, Karl Drais invented a twowheeled “running machine” that was pushed along by its rider’s
feet (no pedals), and from this idea, the germ of today’s bicycle
was formed. It took several other innovations, developed in different countries, to perfect a bicycle that was easy to ride and
safe. The multicountry perspective (Germany, England, France,
America, Ireland, and China are all mentioned) is a refreshing
angle; also welcome is the information on ways bicycles were
and are used, their efficiency, and the etymology of bicycle

“Innovative book design enhances the visual appeal, with
text placement and white space focusing attention.”
cat problems

CAT PROBLEMS

names and terms. The illustrations are full color, mostly doublepage spreads, and are notable for their well-thought-out design
placement that allows one picture to effectively illustrate the
different texts on the verso and recto pages. Racially diverse
people, a person in a wheelchair (mounted on a bike pedaled
by another person), a person using an arm-pedaled bike, and a
recumbent cyclist are included in the illustrations. Simultaneously publishing in the Eureka! The Biography of an Idea series
are companion titles Camera, by Laura Driscoll and illustrated
by Hector Borlasca; Glasses, by Houran and illustrated by John
Joven; and Light Bulb, by Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld and illustrated by Stephanie Dehennin. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
This engaging history of the bicycle is sure to pique young
riders’ interest while it enriches their knowledge. (Informa
tional picture book. 4-8) (Camera: 978-1-63592-428-2, 978-1-63592429-9 paper; Glasses: 978-1-63592-424-4, 978-1-63592-425-1 paper;
Light Bulb: 978-1-63592-395-7, 978-1-63592-396-4 paper)

John, Jory
Illus. by Smith, Lane
Random House Studio (48 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-593-30213-2
978-0-593-30214-9 PLB
Series: Animal Problems

THE MISSING PAIRS

Ivinson, Yvonne
Illus. by the author
Greenwillow Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-06-284289-3
In a community of animal friends,
personal items are going missing.
It’s a late autumn day. Fox has lost a
sock, Hare has lost a mitten, Badger has lost a boot. “Lost” signs
are made for the missing pairs and posted on neighboring tree
trunks. Bear seems to have a solution and encourages everyone to climb in his cart to ride across the meadow and to the
top of the hill, where they come upon a pear tree. “No, no, no!
NO! / Not pear, Bear, PAIR!” Bear’s misunderstanding is loudly
acknowledged by the others when suddenly they notice, at the
bottom of the hill, Dog harboring a spread of all their missing
pairs. Realistic acrylic paintings in deep hues with textured
brush strokes to elicit the furry/fluffy coats and whiskers of the
animals provide clues throughout. Looking carefully, readers
see several illustrations with Dog in the far background running
with one or another of the items seen on the lost signs. Other
details, such as a family of hedgehogs each with a windfall apple
stuck on its prickles, charm. The easily read text, conveyed
mostly in dialogue and playfully incorporating the occasional
rhyme, brings the mystery to a close as Dog suggests they
“Share?” while rightful ownership is restored. Despite Dog’s initial behavior of innocent appropriation, a well-meaning atmosphere of cooperation and camaraderie persists. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
An intriguing whodunit couched in a simple story of
friendship and indulgence. (Picture book. 3-5)

y o u n g a d u lt

Life as a cat can give one paws.
The angst-y feline narrator has quite
a tale to tell, grumbling sardonically about how impurr-fect life
is as an indoor-only cat; screeching about various daily woes,
like “only” getting “nineteen hours of sleep” and why another
cat’s sitting where it wants to; and making constant demands
(“What does it take to get a little bowl service around here?”)
All in all, this furry complainer seems to have a lot to yammer
about. “Things would be different if I knew how to open a door,”
it grumps. The cat’s whiny, self-centered personality is wittily
conveyed, but its wry monologue also elicits sympathy; cat
guardians might not consider how frustrating it might be for
a pet to be permanently housebound. When the cat bemoans
its fate to a squirrel through the window screen, the streetsmart rodent offers perspective. Readers who’ve been owned by
kitties will laugh knowingly at the protagonist’s shifty mental
processes and comical shenanigans. The frenetic illustrations,
with a limited palette of mostly browns, tans, and grays, gibe
well with the humorous text. Innovative book design enhances
the visual appeal, with text placement and white space focusing
attention. Numerous spreads are set in panels for quick pacing;
many words/phrases are set in various fonts for dramatic effect.
Note the frayed ends on some letters in the title on the dust
jacket. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Fun; kids should lap this up fur storytime. (Picture book. 4-7)

VAMPIRES DON’T WEAR
POLKA DOTS

Jones, Marcia Thornton & Dadey, Debbie
Illus. by Low, Pearl
Graphix/Scholastic (80 pp.)
$22.99 | $7.99 paper | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-338-73660-1
978-1-338-73659-5 paper
Series: The Adventures of the Bailey
School Kids, 1
The Bailey School Kids series returns
with a graphic-novel adaptation that asks: Is the kids’ new teacher
a vampire?
Having tormented their former teacher into quitting, Eddie,
the ringleader of the pranksters, thinks he can handle anyone
the school can find to replace her. But the replacement is pale
Transylvanian Mrs. Jeepers, whose Gothic demeanor, coffin
ownership, and accent immediately have the kids thinking of
vampires. The accent is depicted visually, with a faintly drippy
(but still plenty legible) type set in a green that coordinates
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“Kim touches on themes of identity and family
while writing characters with plenty of spark.”
olive oh gets creative

with her mystical, glowing brooch. At first Eddie, who presents
White, is confident that he can get rid of her, but after he gets
in trouble with Mrs. Jeepers for trying to touch Melody’s hair
(she is illustrated as Black) without permission, the other kids
notice—and taunt him that he’s afraid of Mrs. Jeepers. They
challenge Eddie to sneak into Mrs. Jeepers’ basement, open the
coffin, and tell them what’s inside—and he challenges Melody
to come with him to verify. The mission ends in inconclusive
creepiness, further shifting the balance of power in Mrs. Jeepers’ favor in their classroom battle of wills. The new format will
be readily received by graphic-novel fans and reluctant readers
alike. The full-color illustrations include a character guide at
the front that provides names and establishes racial diversity.
A great way to reboot the silly, gently creepy series for a
new generation. (Graphic paranormal/comedy. 6-10)

OLIVE OH GETS CREATIVE

Kim, Tina
Illus. by Bartel, Tiff
Jolly Fish Press (112 pp.)
$6.99 paper | $24.27 PLB | Aug. 1, 2021
978-1-63163-567-0
978-1-63163-566-3 PLB
Series: Olive Oh
This young artist is in desperate need
of inspiration.
Olive Oh is the youngest in her
family. She is bubbly and a bit messy, and she overflows with
creativity, which she believes comes from her lucky red beret
made by her grandmother. Her days are eventful as she brainstorms innovative strategies to share with her older brother,
sister, mother, and grandmother. (Her father passed away when
she was a baby.) When her teacher announces a schoolwide art
show, Olive is excited at her chance to prove she’s a real artist.
However, her lack of ideas, even with the help of her red beret,
for the theme “Portraits” grows concerning, especially when
her supposedly nonartistic best friend, Marcus Wong, comes up
with one before her. As the rest of her peers move forward with
their own submissions, Olive starts to question her inspirations
and artistic abilities. Eventually some introspection helps her
find clarity. Illustrator Bartel provides bold black-and-white
cartoons with pops of color that are interspersed throughout
the text. Kim touches on themes of identity and family—hers is
Korean American, while Marcus’ is Chinese American—while
writing characters with plenty of spark and embedding cultural terms within her evenly paced narrative. Readers will be
amused as those around Olive are unwittingly drawn into her
well-meaning messes. Sequel Olive Oh Saves Saturday publishes
simultaneously.
Olive carries this chapter-book series opener with plenty
of spunk and heart. (discussion questions) (Fiction. 6-9) (Olive
Oh Saves Saturday: 978-1-63163-570-0, 978-1-63163-571-7 paper)
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HAMSTERS MAKE TERRIBLE
ROOMMATES

Klein, Cheryl B.
Illus. by Alwar, Abhi
Dial Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-593-32423-3

The trials and tribulations of hamster cohabitation.
Henry and Marvin have been roommates for 205 days. Marvin is a cheerful, chatty, cream-colored hamster who enthuses
nonstop about sunflower seeds, chatters away on the wheel, and
incessantly interrupts Henry’s peaceful tube-crawling, reading,
and resting time. Henry, the beleaguered brown hamster narrator, tells his tale of woe in a melodramatic soliloquy, complete
with film-noir spotlights, tally marks on the wall, and many a
heavy-eyebrowed look to readers. “On Day Two Hundred and
Six, though…” Henry finally snaps, giving chipper Marvin a
thorough dressing-down. Finally left in peace, Henry enjoys
a day of silence until some clear communication from Marvin
sets the story straight. Henry reflects ruefully, “I like the quiet.
/ But he didn’t know that. / He wanted me to talk. / But I didn’t
see that.” The story ends on a sweet note, with Henry apologizing and both sides establishing new ground rules that meet
both of their needs. Klein’s pithy storytelling both thoughtfully
conveys the introvert-extrovert divide and gently teaches the
art of apology. Alwar’s watercolor-textured digital illustrations
are funny, expressive, and emotive, with a combination of spot
and spread illustrations moving the story along. Charming endpapers show Marvin and Henry—before, and after.
Whether for hamsters or humans, a lighthearted how-to
guide to being a good roommate. (Picture book. 4-8)

USHA AND THE BIG DIGGER

Knight, Amitha Jagannath
Illus. by Prabhat, Sandhya
Charlesbridge (32 pp.)
$15.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-62354-202-3
Series: Storytelling Math

Usha loves two things: trucks and cartwheels (although
she’s still not quite sure how to do a cartwheel).
When her big sister, Aarti, points out the Big Dipper while
stargazing, Usha doesn’t see a scoop at all; instead, she sees a
truck. Usha confidently tells her sister that the constellation (or,
more accurately, as Knight notes in the backmatter, the asterism) she’s seeing isn’t a big dipper—it’s a big digger. Things get
even more complicated when the girls’ cousin Gloria comes
over the next night. Gloria doesn’t see the constellation as a
scoop or a truck; she sees it as a kite! Through all of this, Usha
practices her cartwheels. Each of the girls is convinced that the
others are seeing the stars in the wrong way, until Usha flops on
the ground after a failed cartwheel and realizes that the constellation is, in fact, a scoop, a truck, and a kite, depending on its
orientation. This latest edition to the Storytelling Math series

THREADS OF PEACE
How Mohandas Gandhi
and Martin Luther King
Jr. Changed the World

features stunning illustrations of dark-skinned South Asian protagonists, with Gloria apparently biracial (Black/South Asian).
The book bursts with charming images of endearing kids, and
the story’s presentation of the girls’ varying, equally valid perspectives is a valuable tool for promoting empathy. However,
its success at demonstrating the principle of orientation via a
constellation is imperfect; any of the concrete examples in the
backmatter would have worked better.
Read for the illustrations and the characters (but not the
math). (Picture book. 3-6)

Krishnaswami, Uma
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-4814-1678-8

DULCINEA IN THE
FORBIDDEN FOREST

Könnecke, Ole
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Tanaka, Shelley
Gecko Press (64 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-776-57395-0

In this German import, Dulcinea rescues her father from a spell an evil witch has cast on him.
It’s classic fairy-tale material: a father and a daughter he
loves very much contentedly living together—but next to a forest, wherein dwells a witch. There’s even a castle and a moat with
monsters. But this fairy tale is updated with some attitude and
a gentle poking of fun at fairy-tale tropes: “The witch sighed.
She had always found young children exhausting.” There are
also some seriously funny illustrations. Dulcinea has promised
her father that she will never enter the enchanted forest, but
one day her father ventures in against his own advice, hoping
to find blueberries for Dulcinea’s blueberry-pancake birthday
breakfast. When he is accosted by and turned into a tree by
the witch, Dulcinea must enter the forest herself in search of
him. She recognizes him at once, and readers will too, because
the illustration shows a tree with big eyes, a hat, mustache, and
arm branches with leaf fingers. The story’s illustrations are
done with a limited palette of brown and black in a minimal,
forthright style that features simple and adroitly effective linework. The juxtaposition of Dulcinea’s earnest, often deadpan
mien and the witch’s over-the-top dramatic expressions is priceless. In good fairy-tale style, Dulcinea sets off to find the witch,
overcomes obstacles, uses her brain to triumph, and it all ends
happily-ever-after. All humans present White.
Wonderfully amusing illustrations enrich a confident,
capably executed narrative. (Fantasy. 5-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

Two men, separated by oceans and
born 60 years apart, changed the courses of their respective
countries’ histories.
The threads of the lives of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. are intricately woven together
and continue to hold relevance today; even though they never
met, Gandhi was well aware of racial inequality in the U.S., and
King was deeply influenced by Gandhi’s philosophy of nonviolence. The book begins with Gandhi’s life, followed by King’s,
tracing each man’s story from birth to assassination. Details
about their early years and very human struggles round out the
portraits of their lives. Krishnaswami also gives readers context
about their assassins, Nathuram Vinayak Godse and James Earl
Ray, humanizing them as well. This in-depth look at the modern
histories of India and America with a focus on their most wellknown civil rights leaders concludes by drawing explicit comparisons to present-day struggles to bring their visions of justice
and equality to fruition in both countries. Ample photographs
help readers picture the individuals and their times, and text
boxes provide background information, such as about India’s
caste system and the Vietnam War. The book’s attractive design,
lucid text, and carefully chosen details combine to create an
inviting and original treatment of its subjects.
History has been carefully intertwined with the present
in this engaging and reflective book. (author’s note, timeline,
glossary, bibliography, photo credits, sources, index) (Nonfic
tion. 9-14)

THIS TOWN IS A NIGHTMARE

Krys, M.K.
Penguin Workshop (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-593-09717-5

Twin siblings and their friends wage
the good fight against aliens intent on
taking over Earth in this sequel to This
Town Is Not All Right (2020).
Beacon, his twin sister, Everleigh,
and their dad fled the fictional Maine
town of Driftwood Harbor with their pal Arthur after discovering that an alien race called the Sovereign (or Sov for short) had
infiltrated the town, shape-shifting from their natural giantsquidlike forms into human disguises with designs to bring all
humans under their control. Hiding in New York City, they
befriend Galen, a boy who is homeless, and his Sov-perceiving
dog and soon discover that they’re not as far away from the Sov
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as they’d hoped. Their inevitable return to Driftwood Harbor
is characterized by plenty of swift-moving action and goodnatured ribbing as they struggle to come up with a plan to rescue the town. The popular setup of underdogs banding together
works well in this light science-fiction offering. Nail-biting
twists and turns through harrowing situations are ultimately
resolved, but Krys can’t quite resist teasing an opening for
another installment in the end. The grief Beacon and Everleigh
are still processing following their brother’s death a year earlier
is realistic. Those familiar with the first volume will gain more
from this one. All main characters are cued as White.
A lively adventure for tween readers. (Science fiction. 10-14)

EINSTEIN
The Fantastic Journey
of a Mouse Through
Space and Time
Kuhlmann, Torben
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Wilson, David Henry
NorthSouth (112 pp.)
$22.00 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-7358-4444-5
Series: Mouse Adventures

To a mouse, even space and time must bend when there’s
cheese involved.
Having long looked forward to visiting the world’s greatest cheese festival, a mouse is stunned to find only a hall full
of packing crates. “That was yesterday, Einstein!” says a replete
fellow rodent sarcastically. “You’re a day late!” Well, might it be
possible to turn back time? What is time anyway? As in Arm
strong (2016) and Edison (2018), Kuhlmann employs a mix of
narrative and fantastically detailed mouse’s-eye-view penciland-watercolor scenes to portray a small, furry investigator
intrepidly tackling scientific and technological challenges in
a human-sized world—here involving old records in a certain
Swiss patent office, clock gears and computer parts, trial and
error, and equations on chalkboards. Not to mention the guts
to climb inside a cobbled-together gizmo and the cleverness,
when he accidentally ends up in pre-computer 1905, to entice
a certain young patent clerk with a familiar brushy mustache
to do the necessary calculations for a return trip—minus a day.
This he does with a series of leading riddles about the relationship between space and time (what, you thought Einstein came
up with relativity on his own?). The author closes with an overview of the great (human) scientist’s life and a set of reasonably
clear thought experiments demonstrating some of his insights.
Einstein, drawn with great fidelity, and other, less-distinct
human figures are White.
Another milestone in human-mouse collaboration, virtuosic of visuals and tongue in cheek of tone. (Illustrated fiction. 8-11)
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I AM ELEPHANT

Lewis, J. Patrick
Illus. by Nerlove, Miriam
Creative Editions/Creative Company
(32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-56846-378-0
Abundant, stylized watercolor drawings of elephants are accompanied by a
sparse text in which an elephant narrator presents scattered
information about both African and Asian elephants.
The book itself is well crafted, with an appealing layout on
sturdy, high-quality, glossy white paper. The large, sans-serif
print stands out expertly, and the complementary art is reproduced in colorful, detailed glory. This attention to production
and the limited number of poetically arranged words—none
of which are scientific—make the book appear to be a young
child’s introduction to a representative of a magnificent, endangered species. Indeed, most of its initial text and art support
this idea. For example: “Someday, I will be like my mother and
grandmother—slow-motion majesty.” Nice, too, to learn the
Greek derivation of elephant and to have passages citing positive references to the animals from both Hindu and Buddhist
traditions. However, the penultimate and final double-page
spreads take a deeper, darker turn in both text and art. Instead
of a sweet ending to lull children into bedtime, it is the stuff of
nightmares. There are other, better books that will encourage
children’s interest in elephant conservation, including Elephants
Walk Together, by Cheryl Lawton Malone and illustrated by
Bistra Masseva (2017), and Thirsty, Thirsty Elephants, by Sandra
Markle and illustrated by Fabricio VandenBroeck (2017), for
the youngest, and The Elephant, by Jenni Desmond (2018), for
slightly older readers.
Lyrical and disturbing. (author’s note) (Informational picture
book. 4-8)

THE WHOLE WORLD INSIDE
NAN’S SOUP

Liguore, Hunter
Illus. by Zhang, Vikki
Yeehoo Press (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-953458-06-3

A grandmother dishes up a potful of
surprising ingredients and traces the origin of a family recipe.
When a child asks Nanni what is inside the big pot on the
stove, Nanni’s unexpected response—“Seeds”—inspires a deep
dive into the lengthy process through which plant-based food
is cultivated and distributed to modern consumers. As Nanni
describes the vital roles of gardeners, soil and rain, natural light,
and bees, the child envisions wondrous scenes with touches of
magic, like an anthropomorphized theatrical cast of sun, moon,
and stars, or a world that includes fantastical creatures living
alongside humans. The colorful spreads are jam-packed with

“With a diverse cast of appealing characters, MacLeod stresses the
connections among all the members of the Jewish diaspora.”
pumpkin pie for sigd

PUMPKIN PIE FOR SIGD
A Holiday Tale

details, including Nanni’s rustic kitchen, harvesting in the fields,
and a cityscape bustling with traffic. The idea that all of these
elements are found in the pot may pose a challenge for mature
readers to explain to their youngsters the figurative speech
and abstract thinking underlying the narrative. Likewise, the
romanticized portrayal of farm workers feels ironic given the
evidently industrialized food system transporting vegetables via
“delivery trucks, boats, and trains.” Such inconsistencies aside,
this story celebrates cooking with love, the essential ingredient
binding the generations of this family through a single special
recipe, while drawing attention to the abundant—all too often
invisible—labor in food production. Nanni and her grandchild
are of Chinese descent.
Philosophically rendered; requires guided reading, patience,
and imaginative rumination on the true meaning of farm to table.
(Picture book. 6-8)

MacLeod, Jennifer Tzivia
Illus. by Damanti, Denise
Apples & Honey Press (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Aug. 1, 2021
978-1-68115-566-1

THE HOUSE ON
HOARDER HILL

Lish, Mikki & Ngai, Kelly
Chicken House/Scholastic (336 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-338-66517-8
Series: The House on Hoarder Hill, 1
For two English siblings, a stay with
their magician grandfather turns into a
challenging adventure to find their missing grandmother.
Eleven-year-old Hedy van Beer and her 8-year-old brother,
Spencer, are taken to stay with their reclusive, eccentric
Grandpa John while their archaeologist parents head to Spain
on a dig. Hedy wants to go with them and dreads a boring time
in an old house in a village with no friends, internet, or video
games. However, she gets more excitement than she bargained
for. Things start to go awry when the curious children venture into Grandpa John’s forbidden spaces in search of their
Grandma Rose, who disappeared years ago during a bungled
magic trick. Mysterious messages from Grandma Rose start
to appear, and the children feel compelled to try to find her. A
table from which things disappear, the talking comedy duo of a
stag’s head and a bear’s pelt, creatures who skitter around under
the floorboards, a ghostly piano player, and various weird and
wonderful characters materialize. As the children investigate
their grandfather’s history, their mission gets darker, leading
to a dramatic denouement in which Hedy uses all her courage
to battle evil magical forces. Hedy and Spencer, who read as
White, also discover interesting news about their family history.
The book may be long, but the plot twists are gripping enough
to sustain readers’ attention. The end hints at a sequel.
Never mess with magic—it may come back to bite you.
(Paranormal mystery. 8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

Maddie is adjusting to her new life in
Israel, but she misses Thanksgiving with
her U.S. relatives.
When Maddie’s new friend Orly invites her to a celebration
of Sigd, an Ethiopian Jewish holiday, Maddie decides to contribute a pumpkin pie to the feast. There are no pumpkins or
evaporated milk in Israel, so Maddie and Orly draw pictures of
the missing ingredients to show to their neighbors, all Jewish
families from around the world, by way of asking for contributions across language barriers. Mrs. Ivanova from Ukraine substitutes a butternut squash for the pumpkin. Mr. Tautang from
India provides coconut cream, and Mrs. Calderon from Mexico
supplies tortillas for a pie crust. Together, Maddie, her dad, and
Orly prepare the pie. Everyone samples the food at the feast,
just like Thanksgiving. Maddie tries several “interesting” dishes
and politely puts them aside. When Orly has exactly the same
reaction to the pie, giggles ensue. The kess, an Ethiopian rabbi,
reminds them that Sigd and Thanksgiving are both opportunities to be thankful that they are in Jerusalem together. With
a diverse cast of appealing characters and the sweet friendship between the two girls, MacLeod stresses the connections
among all the members of the Jewish diaspora. Damanti’s
detailed vignettes follow the proceedings closely and depict the
dark brown skin of the Ethiopian characters, the brown and
white shades of the neighbors, as well as Maddie and her dad’s
midtoned shades of white.
Lovely lessons to learn here, gently and kindly told.
(author’s note) (Picture book/religion. 5-9)

RUBY BRIDGES

Magoon, Kekla
Illus. by Flint, Gillian
Philomel (80 pp.)
$14.99 | $5.99 paper | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-593-11586-2
978-0-593-11587-9 paper
Series: She Persisted
Magoon writes a portrait of young
Ruby Bridges in the latest of the 13-part
She Persisted series.
Readers meet the child Ruby Bridges as a hard worker,
laboring with her family in Tylertown, Mississippi. They learn
that despite that hard work, Bridges and her family remained
in poverty due to pervasive injustice against Black Americans.
Jim Crow segregation is rather simplistically summed up: “The
worst part was the schools, water fountains, and seating areas
for Black people were not as nice as the ones for white people.”
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“This tale of an idiosyncratic man with a curious mind
serves as a virtual textbook on the STEM process.”
gizmos, gadgets, and guitars

Though Ruby “was happy in her all-Black world,” her parents,
who could not read nor write, wanted Ruby to have an opportunity to receive an education, so they moved from the safety
of the family farm to New Orleans. The author includes the
continued injustice confronting the child in the form of a test
designed to be too hard for Black students to pass. Despite this,
Ruby was one of six Black students to gain admittance to the
all-White William Frantz Elementary School. At 6, she singlehandedly desegregated it. Flint’s delicate grayscale illustrations
depict several scenes from Bridges’ heroic journey. Magoon
describes the harsh reception meeting the first grader with great
sensitivity. The story ends happily, with some positive changes
occurring in Bridges’ second grade year, the beginning of an
ongoing legacy still relevant today. Bridges’ voice, quoted from
various sources, gives readers access to her own perspective.
A context-offering complement to Bridges’ own books for
children. (Biography. 6-9)

GIZMOS, GADGETS,
AND GUITARS
The Story of Leo Fender

Mahin, Michael
Illus. by Salerno, Steven
Christy Ottaviano/Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-250-25186-2
How did the electric guitar come to

be?

Few would guess that the inventor of the mass-produced,
solid-body electric guitar couldn’t even play. But what inventor Leo Fender excelled at was creating prototypes, collecting
feedback, experimenting, refining, and improving. From childhood, he was interested in how things worked and how to fix
what was broken, tinkering with radios and even finding a way
to improve his vision when he lost the use of an eye. His parents
didn’t see a future in such work, however, so he trained as an
accountant. When the Great Depression hit, few had a need
to keep track of money, but everyone needed to mend broken
belongings, so he opened a repair shop. There he became aware
of lap steel guitars, and the rest, accompanied by trial and error,
is history. This tale of an idiosyncratic man with a curious mind
serves as a virtual textbook on the STEM process and shows the
value of applied inquiry, open-mindedness, and resilience. Useful for showing connections between different disciplines and
how innovation can be implemented, this interesting story, told
with energy and accompanied by appealing illustrations of the
bespectacled White tinkerer surrounded by his gadgets, traces
the history of the electric guitar we know today.
An engaging mix of biography, social-emotional skills, the
development of a musical instrument, and the STEM process.
(author’s note, bibliography, further reading, glossary) (Picture
book/biography. 5-10)
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ELFIE UNPERFECT

Mahoney, Kristin
Knopf (256 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-593-17582-8
978-0-593-17583-5 PLB
Can a perfect student find a way to
belong in the “unperfect” world around her?
Studious Elfie yearns for a place
where her academic devotion and drive
for perfection are appreciated. So she’s
thrilled when she earns a scholarship and a place as a fifth grader
at a fancy private school. Unfortunately, on the very first day Elfie’s good intentions get her in trouble with a legacy student, and
she finds herself back at her old public school. Elfie is crushed,
but as time passes, she begins to realize she’s not the only one
experiencing hardship and unfairness. Ultimately, Elfie learns
that finding community and supporting your friends and family
are much more important than perfect grades. Elfie’s specific
ways of observing and navigating the world are brought to vivid
life in the first-person narration of this realistic story. The tension between living up to your principles while also trying to
be a good friend rings true. Elfie also explores new emotional
territory as she processes loved ones’ health and emotional crises. Through it all, there’s just the right mix of gentle humor,
unconditional love from her mother and father, and Elfie’s own
compelling brand of heart. The main cast is satisfyingly developed, which makes up for a few one-dimensional minor characters. Most characters seem to default to White; Elfie’s teacher
is Filipina American.
A solid story about the importance of community rather
than perfection. (Fiction. 8-12)

GHOST GIRL

Malinenko, Ally
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(288 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-06-304460-9
A girl who delights in the macabre
harnesses her inherited supernatural
ability.
It’s not just her stark white hair that
makes 11-year-old Zee Puckett stand out
in nowheresville Knobb’s Ferry. She’s a storyteller, a Mary Shelley fangirl, and is being raised by her 21-year-old high school
dropout sister while their father looks for work upstate (cue
the wayward glances from the affluent demography). Don’t pity
her, because Zee doesn’t acquiesce to snobbery, bullying, or
pretty much anything that confronts her. But a dog with bleeding eyes in a cemetery gives her pause—momentarily—because
the beast is just the tip of the wicked that has this way come to
town. Time to get some help from ghosts. The creepy supernatural current continues throughout, intermingled with very real

LEO AND THE OCTOPUS

forays into bullying (Zee won’t stand for it or for the notion that
good girls need to act nice), body positivity, socio-economic
status and social hierarchy, and mental health. This debut from
a promising writer involves a navigation of caste systems, selfesteem, and villainy that exists in an interesting world with
intriguing characters, but they receive a flat, two-dimensional
treatment that ultimately makes the book feel like one is learning a ho-hum lesson in morality. Zee is presumably White (as
is her rich-girl nemesis–cum-comrade, Nellie). Her best friend,
Elijah, is cued as Black. Warning: this just might spurn frenzied
requests for Frankenstein.
A didactic blueprint disguised as a supernatural treasure
map. (Supernatural. 10-12)

Marinov, Isabelle
Illus. by Nixon, Chris
Kane Miller (32 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Sep. 21, 2021
978-1-68464-277-9

BE THE DRAGON
9 Keys to Unlocking Your
Inner Magic

Manning, Catherine J.
Illus. by Demmer, Melanie
Workman (160 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Sep. 14, 2021
978-1-5235-1141-9

For readers interested in discovering
their inner dragons, Manning writes a book with stories, quizzes, and tasks to help find them.
Growing up is hard to do. There is so much to learn and
explore in the world but also within ourselves, which is a truth
that is easily overlooked. This book focuses kids on skills that
they need to learn to become independent and helpful humans
using the device of mythological beasts. Quizzes ask readers to imagine what colors they’d paint their grottoes or what
they’d do if they happened upon a flock of lost baby phoenixes.
Answers sort readers into categories based on the qualities of
their roars or the colors of their magical glows. Interspersed
stories relate the exploits of dragons who exemplify some of
the personality qualities the quizzes uncover. In these, Manning
goes against gender stereotypes with such characters as a brave
female dragon and a kind, problem-solving male dragon who
learns that he needs self-care and what that looks like for him.
Activities such as creating a Venn diagram with another dragon
they’ve had conflict with and creating a decision-making chart
give readers solid strategies for navigating challenges. Underneath the conceit, Manning lets kids know that being who they
are is important because there is no one else like them. Taken all
together, this book should help fantasy-focused kids with their
self-esteem, confidence, and fears; it’s all made the more enjoyable with Demmer’s friendly artwork.
This book is on fire. (Self-help. 8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

A captive octopus helps a neurodivergent boy find companionship.
Leo feels like he’s “living on the
wrong planet.” Sensory overload makes him retreat into a box
to read—but this is a lonely pleasure. When he meets Maya,
the octopus, at the aquarium, he sees her as a kindred spirit. At
the library, he learns about octopuses, and when he returns to
the aquarium, the keeper allows him to touch her. He realizes
she shows emotion by changing color. “If only humans were as
easy to understand.” During weekly visits he strengthens their
friendship, building increasingly difficult puzzles for her to
solve and helping to erect a “no flash” sign when too many picture-taking visitors stress her out. Eventually, through sharing
his own knowledge about octopuses with another small boy, he
makes a new, human friend. Writer Marinov, mother of an autistic child, expertly paces this gentle story, interspersing Leo’s
own feelings with information about octopuses. The author of
a book about Asperger’s syndrome adds a note in the backmatter. Nixon’s slightly stylized art uses a limited palette and an
ever changing layout to extend readers’ understanding. When
Maya reacts to too many flashing cameras, angry red pages help
readers feel her stress. Leo and the keeper are depicted with
light-tan skin tones; his new friend is much darker, with black,
curly hair.
Sympathetic and gently insightful. (Picture book. 5-9)

THE $150,000 RUGELACH

Marks, Allison & Marks, Wayne
Illus. by Landy, Ariel
Yellow Jacket (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-4998-1210-7

Jack Fineman and Jillian Mermelstein love to bake.
Jack dreams of becoming a worldfamous pastry chef, while Jillian clings to
happy memories of baking with her late
mother. When Jillian, the new girl at Sieberling School, makes
the most delicious chocolate rugelach for their sixth grade winter party, Jack knows he has serious competition. How will he
ever win local baking company CEO Phineas Farnsworth III’s
Bakerstown Bonanza when he turns 18 with Jillian as his rival?
When Jillian is paired with Jack and his best friend, Chad, for
a class project, she is at first reluctant. However, they decide
to try baking with insects, and it soon becomes clear that Jillian and Jack make a great team—with Chad as their cheerleader. When Farnsworth announces that this year’s contest
will focus on child contestants, the two young bakers decide to
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THE HAUNTED MUSTACHE

enter for very different reasons: Jack is looking for fame, while
Jillian only wants the prize money to help her family. When
they are selected to represent their school, they must again
work together—especially when they discover Farnsworth is
not what he seems. This sweet story is a delightful, quick read
with a wonderfully charming cast of characters. The delicious
descriptions of baked goods are sure to make readers’ mouths
water; fortunately, three recipes are included. Main characters
are White and Jewish.
A refreshing and uplifting book filled with friendship,
heartache, and a generous sprinkling of love. (Fiction. 8-12)

McGee, Joe
Illus. by Skaffa, Teo
Aladdin (160 pp.)
$17.99 | $6.99 paper | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-5344-8089-6
978-1-5344-8088-9 paper
Series: Night Frights, 1
Fifth graders get into a hairy
situation.
After an unnamed narrator’s fullpage warning, readers dive right into a Wolver Hollow classroom. Mr. Noffler recounts the town legend about how, every
Oct. 19, residents don fake mustaches and lock their doors. As
the story goes, the late Bockius Beauregard was vaporized in
an “unfortunate black powder incident,” but, somehow, his
“magnificent mustache” survived to haunt the town. Once a
year, the spectral ’stache searches for an exposed upper lip to
rest upon. Is it real or superstition? Students Parker and Lucas—
sole members of the Midnight Owl Detective Agency—decide
to take the case and solve the mustache mystery. When they
find that the book of legends they need for their research has
been checked out from the library, they recruit the borrower:
goth classmate Samantha von Oppelstein. Will the three of
them be enough to take on the mustache and resolve its ghostly,
unfinished business? Whether through ridiculous plot points
or over-the-top descriptions, the comedy keeps coming in this
first title in McGee’s new Night Frights series. A generous font
and spacing make this quick-paced, 13-chapter story appealing
to newly confident readers. Skaffa’s grayscale cartoon spot (and
occasional full-page) illustrations help set the tone and accentuate the action. Though neither race or skin color is described in
the text, images show Lucas and Samantha as light-skinned and
Parker as dark-skinned.
Lighthearted spook with a heaping side of silliness—and
hair. (maps) (Fiction. 7-10)

BRAINS! NOT JUST A
ZOMBIE SNACK

McAnulty, Stacy
Illus. by Rivera, Matthew
Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-250-30404-9

A wild-eyed, green-skinned, ponytailed zombie in a chef ’s
hat discusses a favorite food.
What makes human brains so amazing, if not downright
delicious? This medley of brain-related information covers
many of the basics: a mention of neurons and their supporting glial cells, and the fact that human brains have more folds
than those of other creatures. Parts of the brain are introduced:
the brain stem (“you need this to breathe, and to hiccup, and
to sneeze, and to keep your temperature at 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit”), the cerebellum, and finally, “the cerebrum—the gray
stuff.” This last is accompanied by a diagram indicating each
section (parietal lobe, frontal lobe, occipital lobe, temporal
lobe) in a different color. The brain’s role in the five senses is
mentioned but merely attributes touching, hearing, seeing,
smelling, and tasting to the skin, ears, eyes, nose, and tongue,
without elaboration. The zombie conceit is fairly funny, as the
zombie narrator appears to have an increasingly difficult time
refraining from munching on the subject matter, and Rivera’s
cartoon illustrations have a zany energy. Front endpapers feature 11 mammal brains (including human) plus a viper’s and an
owl’s. Back endpapers amusingly are missing one of these—a
“scrumptious” one. Seven brain facts, a brief list of sources, and
an author’s note make up the backmatter.
Fun, if not quite enough for someone hungry to chew on
all the details. (Informational picture book. 4-7)

STEP BY STEP

McGinty, Alice B.
Illus. by Goode, Diane
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-5344-7994-4
A day in the life of a child ready to take on the world—one
step at a time.
A child and their dad (both have beige skin and straight,
black hair) begin the day with reminders of what the child has
already accomplished in life: walking, talking, growing, and
learning. There’s more to do, but the child needn’t fear. Each
new challenge is to be tackled step by step, one by one. This
becomes the refrain for the bouncy rhyming text that carries the characters through their day—getting dressed, piece
by piece; crossing the street, stride by stride; making friends,
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“Méndez presents an entertaining and endearing
tale of resilience in the face of change and loss.”
wish upon a stray

THE BENCH

smile by smile; building a miles-high tower, block by block. This
cheery mantra reassures the child and allows them to approach
new experiences and tasks with confidence—helpful for child
readers who, at times, might be anxious. Stanzas tumble along
at a spirited pace and brim with positivity, paired with bright,
pastel-colored, line-and-color illustrations that infuse the storytelling experience with humorous, eye-catching details. The
child’s classmates represent a diverse cast of characters in terms
of perceived gender and skin color, and one child uses a wheelchair. For children uncertain about starting school or having
new social experiences following the pandemic, this story’s
ebullience is bound to bring a smile and a phrase to repeat:
“Step by step, one by one.” (This book was reviewed digitally.)
An upbeat read-aloud that encourages young readers in
their quests to discover the world. (Picture book. 3-7)

Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex
Illus. by Robinson, Christian
Random House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-593-43451-2

THE MIDNIGHT MARKET

McMullen, Beth
Aladdin (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-5344-5672-3
Series: Lola Benko, Treasure Hunter, 2
To reestablish their friendship and
their reputations as treasure hunters,
Lola Benko convinces Jin Wu-Rossi
and Hannah Hill to join her at summer
camp—and on another quest.
After their success reclaiming the Stone of Istenanya in
Lola Benko, Treasure Hunter (2020), the three middle schoolers
are eager to find the Pegasus necklace. Their overconfidence
results in an epic failure to deliver, recounted here with cheek
by Lola. Cast out of the treasure-hunting world, the friends
drift apart. Anxious to bring the team together again, Lola
jumps when her father pulls strings to get the trio into a camp
for like-minded explorers—but it takes some doing to get Jin
and Hannah to agree to attend. They immediately question
their decision when they find Lipstick, their nemesis, is the
camp director. She uses them to retrieve the Helm of Darkness
while others are trying to off them. Thankfully, some of the villains are dimwits. As the team hurtles around New York City on
the hunt, they depend less on STEM skills and more on zany
happenstance plus help from brainy, comical Zeus, Lola’s greataunt’s talking parrot, who stowed away for the trip. It’s the rapport between the friends that provides the real magic in this
colorful, ridiculous adventure. The caper closes with a surprise
reveal and the promise of more to come. Other than Chinese/
Italian Jin, most characters read as White.
Laugh-out-loud funny. (Adventure. 10-14)

y o u n g a d u lt

The titular bench, in several iterations, becomes a touchstone fixture
in the lives of several father-and-son
pairings.
The text is related in the voice of a loving partner who is
mostly off page as they address the father figure who appears
in every picture along with his son. In all but the first and last
pictures, which depict a White, redhaired, bearded man and his
offspring, each father-son pairing is different, as is the bench
and its location. Some benches are clearly in public places (a
park, a bus stop), while others are in what appear to be residences or backyards; most are ambiguously situated, allowing
readers to reach their own conclusions as to where each fatherson pair is. What is constant is the love between them, whether
the tutu-clad father and his similarly attired son, both with light
brown skin, using a bench to stretch; the Black father and babe
enjoying a sun-dappled nap; or the Sikh father cheering his son’s
soccer exploits. While Robinson’s painterly illustrations are
characteristically beautiful, the text from Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex, is less accomplished. Written in abcb rhyming
quatrains, it often struggles for rhyme and scansion, sometimes
to tortuous effect: “You feel happiness, sorrow / One day be
heartbroken. / You’ll tell him ‘I love you’ / Those words always
spoken.”
A heartfelt if rocky read-aloud. (Picture book. 3-5)

WISH UPON A STRAY

Méndez, Yamile Saied
Scholastic Paperbacks (288 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-338-68466-7
Series: Wish
A 12-year-old girl struggles after a
move across continents.
María Emilia, who goes by the pet
name Mimilia, is a Miami-born Argentine girl who is excited about finishing
seventh grade and singing a solo in her school choir at graduation. But her plans to celebrate before entering Argentine high
school in eighth grade are derailed when her mother gets a job
teaching Latin American history at a college in Utah. Leaving
her hometown of Mendoza with her parents and two younger
brothers also means leaving her grandma Lela behind—and
her aging cat, Estrellita. As a parting gift, Lela gives Mimilia a
binder full of letters from her great-grandmother Nonna Celestina, written after she emigrated from Italy to Argentina at age
12. But even with this sage epistolary guidance, Mimilia is having a hard time finding her voice in her new home. She feels like
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“Mihaly has a way with words; her explanations are clear and
her language well chosen, with pleasing alliteration.”
barefoot books water

BAREFOOT BOOKS
WATER
A Deep Dive of
Discovery

a foreigner in the country where she was born and grapples with
new foods, feeling self-conscious about her accent, making new
friends, and having to repeat seventh grade. Her only consolation is a stray dog who shows up, reminding her of her beloved
cat—and who ultimately helps make Utah feel more like home.
Méndez presents an entertaining and endearing tale of resilience in the face of change and loss as well as the opportunities
that can come when challenges are met.
A sweet tale of dealing with estrangement and finding
belonging. (Fiction. 8-12)

Mihaly, Christy
Illus. by Cabassa, Mariona
Barefoot Books (64 pp.)
$19.99 | Sep. 17, 2021
978-1-64686-280-1

Tour the world of water with a helpful raindrop.
This intriguing, oversized title combines science and story
to explore water in all its forms. Chapters of fact alternate with
stories from #ownvoices contributors about water from all over
the world: Vanuatu, India, England, Zimbabwe, Lebanon, Peru,
and St. Lucia. They’re based on or written in the form of traditional tales. Short biographies of the storytellers are part of
the backmatter. But facts come first. Even before the first story,
readers learn why they should care about this subject: 71% of
our planet is covered in water, but less than 1% of that water is
good for humans to drink! A world map (with labeled oceans and
continents) serves as a kind of second table of contents, showing where the stories came from and pointing out the locations
of some of the topics covered and some water wonders. Mihaly
explores different water forms, the water cycle, the importance
of water to life, salt and fresh water, water power, and water use
and conservation. Fold-out page wings add further information; fold-up tabs reveal activities, experiments, and actions to
preserve and protect water. Mihaly has a way with words; her
explanations are clear and her language well chosen, with pleasing alliteration. (Glaciers are “massive, mountainous mounds
of ice.”) She addresses readers directly, with respect for their
capacity. Thoughtful, engaging design and lively illustrations
add further appeal.
Oceanic in scope—but clear and refreshing. (glossary)
(Nonfiction. 6-12)

A MYSTERY AT LILI VILLA

Menon, Arathi
Yali Books (166 pp.)
$19.99 | $11.99 paper | Jul. 31, 2021
978-1-949528-82-4
978-1-949528-81-7 paper
A mystery that also serves as an homage to small-town life in Kerala, India.
Tam Menon treasures summers spent
with her extended family in the southern
Indian community of Elathoor. For Tam,
it’s the exact opposite of her life in Bengaluru in all of the best
ways, especially since her father died. Known as Lili Villa, the
family home is, among other things, “the best place in the world
to play hide-and-seek.” When her aunt and uncle, both physicians, discover they’ve been robbed of jewelry, 10-year-old Tam
and her cousins Arj and Mira believe they can crack the case
quicker than the police. The investigation proves to be a tricky
one, and the cousins discover several long-hidden secrets about
the grown-ups around them in the process. The complexities
of village life, Tam’s occasional temper, and Mira’s anxiety are
sensitively depicted. While author Menon mainly portrays
the lives of Lili Villa’s servants with compassion, several passing remarks about the “pinching fingers” of the family’s driver
may leave younger readers confused and wishing the cousins
would tell an adult that they felt unsafe. This is a shame, as the
rambunctious kid characters and the book’s playful tone (which
continues into the closing glossaries of Kerala foods and Malayalam and Hindi vocabulary) otherwise make this a sprightly,
amusing read.
An energetic, somewhat disjointed amateur detective
story. (Mystery. 8-12)

SEE BIP GROW!

Milgrim, David
Illus. by the author
Simon Spotlight (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-5344-8928-8
Series: The Adventures of Zip
A fun and bouncy adventure for the
earliest readers.
Join Bip and Zip, two pea-green, antennaed extraterrestrial cartoon friends (or
siblings), for another in the Adventures of Zip series. Bip, wearing
a diaper, is the younger and smaller of the two. A zap from Zip
causes Bip to begin to grow. At first, Bip grows to be just as large
as Zip, and the two play ball. Zip wins and smugly celebrates the
triumph. But a delighted Bip continues to grow, ballooning until
Bip is several times larger than Zip—and also somehow becoming light enough to blow away, rising into the stratosphere. Zip
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TIME TO RECHARGE, HARPER!

is helpless to save Bip. “Zip’s zaps are much too low!” Eventually, Bip effectuates a zap without Zip, becomes small again,
and falls back toward Zip. But what luck! When Bip falls, the
still-smiling being lands on a ball and is lucky enough to bounce
up, up, up again and complete an amazing twisting triple somersault before safely landing. In the end as Bip takes a bow, Zip
is forced to declare Bip the “best by far!” Prefacing this standalone story are boxes of word families, sight words, and bonus
words to practice or review before reading. Most illustrations
are compositionally simple, positioning Zip and Bip against
plain white backgrounds, and most pages contain just one or
two short rhyming sentences. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Zip and Bip have the touch to zap fun into early reading.
(Graphic early reader. 4-6)

Miller, Kelly Leigh
Illus. by the author
Dial Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-525-55330-4

CLASH

Miller, Kayla
Etch/HMH (224 pp.)
$24.99 | Jul. 20, 2021
978-0-358-24220-8
Series: Click, 4
Can Olive stay positive when a socialclimbing bully moves to town?
In her fourth adventure, sixth grader
Olive Branche is on top of the world until
new girl Natasha begins to encroach on
her friendships, slowly and methodically freezing her out of her
many different social circles. Relentlessly optimistic Olive tries
to stay genial despite Nat’s overt jibes, but when Nat takes it
to a new level and ruins Olive’s carefully planned Halloween
party, Olive finally confronts her. When Nat finds herself consequently ostracized, empathetic Olive has a change of heart and
extends her an olive branch (groan). Olive and Nat’s relationship is highly idealized, bordering almost on wish fulfillment;
Nat’s backstory offers some explanation for her behavior, but
she is accepted back into the fold more easily than may seem
realistic. Olive’s appeal is in her unceasing Pollyanna-like sunniness and her ability to be accommodating and find the best in
every situation. Though consistent in tone with its predecessors,
in this entry Olive does have some moments of anger (albeit
quickly reconciled); her portrayal here is the most human she’s
been throughout the series. Although this is the fourth installment, each volume is mostly self-contained, making this equally
accessible for established and new readers. Olive and Nat read
as White; the supporting cast is inclusive and diverse.
Fans of the series will be delighted. (Halloween costume
craft ideas, author Q&A) (Graphic fiction. 8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

A busy bot needs to recharge.
Harper is a little robot with a serious
case of FOMO who resists recharging at school. Miller creates
a classroom setting complete with rest mats in pastel-colored
cartoons, and when all of the other little bots lie down on their
mats and plug themselves in to recharge, Harper unplugs and
dashes off to play. The resulting lack of charging ends up making
Harper’s battery run low, to humorous effect. The increasingly
sluggish Harper has mishaps and mix-ups—feeding the canvas
and painting the fish, dozing off while trying to keep up with
others, and so on—all while continuing to refuse to recharge.
Amusingly, Harper’s classmates join their teacher with their
own pleas and remonstrations, and readers see a crabby Harper
surrounded by exclamation-point–laden speech balloons. Harper’s refusal culminates in a fit worthy of Mo Willems’ Pigeon
in which the bot appears in front of a red background, yelling,
“I DON’T NEED TO CHARGE!” But finally, Harper relents,
the teacher tucks and plugs the little bot in, and Harper finally
recharges. Lo and behold, when Harper is fully charged, it’s
cleanup time, and Harper decides a little more recharging time
may be in order after all. Readers will enjoy taking in this technological twist on a familiar setting and marvel at all the differences displayed in bot construction. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
Reading fun for robot fans and naptime naysayers alike,
with a sly wink at the end. (Picture book. 3-5)

BE STRONG

Miller, Pat Zietlow
Illus. by Hill, Jen
Roaring Brook (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-250-22111-7
Series: Be Kind, 2
A child faced with a challenge learns
about and practices being strong.
When this young narrator has to climb the wall in the
school gymnasium, they don’t reach the top the way classmate
Cayla can. The kid feels the opposite of strong. Family members tell the protagonist that being strong gets you through life,
so the kid asks, “How can I be strong?” Each family member has
advice. Being strong can look like “showing up,” “speaking up,”
and “not giving up.” Each family member also lives an example
of their words. The narrator, a small Black child with large, puffy
hair, takes the advice of parents and grandmother. The kid practices being strong by showing up for friends, speaking out for
peers, and not giving up when learning new things. The text is
straightforward and immersive, with braided threads that are
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easy and delightful to follow. The illustrations are made up of
busy spreads of neighborhood scenes and sparse scenes of individual and small group actions, making for a well-paced journey
through the child’s experiences with family and community.
This exploration of the true meaning of being strong is layered
and lovely, provoking deep thought, feeling, and conversation
about this important virtue and its corollaries—perseverance,
leadership, and caring. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Smart and warm. (Picture book. 3-9)

school to taunt Lucy with the nickname Trash Licker. Lucy
tries to keep her head down and stay quiet, but Antonia is different. When the pair find an old doll’s head by the river, Antonia demands to keep it. She names it Hush-a-bye, talks to it, and
tells Lucy that it talks back. Wary at first, Lucy begins to believe
after impossible things happen to those who have wronged the
sisters, and Antonia says that the doll is responsible. However,
Lucy soon realizes that Hush-a-bye has its own desires and will
stop at nothing to get what it wants, no matter who gets hurt in
the process. Creepy dolls are a horror staple, and Hush-a-bye
fits right in. The full extent of her scariness is only exposed in
the climactic finale; before that point, Lucy and Antonia’s realistic sibling relationship propels the story, and it’s the everyday
cruelty of other kids that is most frightening. An abusive absent
father is mentioned but doesn’t play any substantial role, so
this element feels underexplored. Main characters are cued as
White; Lucy’s favorite teacher is a gay man, and Antonia is possibly neurodiverse.
A winning combination of sisterhood, school, and a spooky
doll. (Horror. 8-12)

THE VERY
HUNGRY PLANT

Moriconi, Renato
Illus. by the author
Eerdmans (52 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-8028-5576-3

A plant satisfies its hunger with
increasingly outlandish meals, until
denouement by herbivore.
Moriconi’s text begins with a faintly scientific fact: Sunlight cannot satisfy this carnivorous sprout’s hunger. “That’s
why it ate a caterpillar that was passing by.” The plant’s gaping,
V-shaped, red-toothed mouth and impending prey suspended in
midair above form the visual template for the recto illustrations
throughout. After a couple of insects and a spider, the plant
consumes a gecko, a rabbit, and a gymnast, growing larger and
leafier with each meal. Moriconi’s obvious nod to the amusing
dietary choices of Eric Carle’s Very Hungry Caterpillar ratchets to absurdist heights as the plant eats a flying mammoth, a
“bunch of witches,” and a dragon. Understandably sated after
ingesting “an angel choir,” its 14th meal, the plant, faux biblically, “stopped eating and rested.” A page devoid of the outsized,
hand-lettered text faces the corpulent plant beneath a new,
enveloping presence. A page flip reveals the devouring, greeneyed, orange head of “a hungry, herbivorous dinosaur.” Inspired
by a friend—a vegetarian restaurateur whose yawn swallowed
a fly—Moriconi’s allegory playfully skewers (among other pedantry) children’s literature’s hagiographic tendencies.
Both a kid-pleasing snack and a philosophical amusebouche. (Picture book. 3-7)

ANTEATERS, BATS & BOAS
The Amazon Rainforest
From the Forest Floor to the
Treetops
Munro, Roxie
Holiday House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-8234-4656-8

Get up close and personal with myriad creatures that call
the Amazon rainforest home.
Animals that dwell at all levels of a South American tropical
rainforest are depicted realistically—i.e., true to size and color—
in this fascinating book. Note to readers: The realism can be
startling; be on the lookout for occasional sharp claws, teeth,
and spikes, for instance. Each spread highlights one to three
creatures presented against a colorful natural-habitat backdrop,
accompanied by lively, concise paragraphs. These provide interesting, easy-to-understand basic facts; the names of the animals
herein (mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, insects, arachnids,
and a centipede) appear in colored display type. Italicized words
within explanatory passages indicate vocabulary contained in
a glossary. One feature sure to please is a center gatefold that
opens to reveal a giant anteater. The backmatter contains useful
information, including a two-page spread depicting all the animals featured in the book, color-labeled according to species;
facts about the layers of rainforests and how to preserve rainforests; a bibliography that includes both books and websites; and
an index. Rear endpapers display a map showing where tropical
rainforests are located around the world.
A fine resource for browsers and young students doing
simple research. (Informational picture book. 7-10)

HUSH-A-BYE

Mott, Jody Lee
Viking (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-593-20678-2
A doll’s head mysteriously helps two
sisters deal with their school bullies—
until its evilness becomes uncontrollable.
Lucy and her younger sister, Antonia,
live in a trailer with their waitress mom,
which leads mean girls at their middle
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“Zubi’s slow descent from self-confidence to self-doubt
realistically brings to light the subtle messages children get
about which bodies are valued and which are not.”
beautifully me

AS BABIES DREAM

dinner, she decides to go on a diet. When she announces this to
her family, her parents, siblings, and grandmother launch into
a round of self-reflection that culminates in a frank conversation about what it really means to be beautiful. This warmly
illustrated picture book features characters with varying body
types, skin colors, and hair textures. Zubi’s slow descent from
self-confidence to self-doubt realistically brings to light the subtle messages children get from friends and family about which
bodies are valued and which are not. Zubi’s conversation with
her family is a model for parents and children alike. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
A spunky and sincere picture book about body positivity.
(Picture book. 3-7)

Newman, Lesléa
Illus. by Morley, Taia
Magination/American Psychological
Association (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 14, 2021
978-1-4338-3681-7
A bedtime story bursting with strong,
quiet love.
Hinting at a stunning sunset, illustrations in deeply vibrant,
softly dappled oranges, reds, and purples begin this gentle
nighttime story of animal parents and offspring settling in for
a night’s rest. The text on each page follows a soothing pattern
but also plays with both internal and end rhymes for an added
treat. “As the crows fly / and the rivers flow, // As the eagles cry
/ and the winds blow,” the book opens. Later: “As the rabbits
hop / and the owls call, // As the leaves drop / and the rains fall,”
it continues pages later, still the same sentence. Young listeners are introduced to several birds, farm animals, and woodland
mammals as well as frogs, turtles, and snakes. (There’s also
a lion family, quite out of place but useful for the rhyme.) By
the end of the story, it is now a starry moonlit night illustrated
in dark reds, purples, and blues, and readers have moved from
wildlife to city life, with the sentence finally concluding: “As the
stars gleam / high above, // the babies dream / safe in our love.”
The final image frames five different families in urban windows
glowing with that love. The illustration suggests both family
and racial diversity and includes what appear to be single-parent, two-parent, same-gender, and multigenerational families of
White, Asian, and Black origin. In one family, the father wears a
kippah. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Lush illustrations and lulling, playful verse create a warm
and wonderful bedtime hug. (Picture book. 2-5)

THE FALLEN QUEEN

y o u n g a d u lt

O’Hearn, Kate
Aladdin (464 pp.)
$18.99 | Jul. 20, 2021
978-1-5344-1710-6
Series: Titans, 3

In this trilogy conclusion, heroes of
multiple worlds must bring the fight to
the Mimics.
Titan Astraea, Zephyr, and company
want to venture to Tremenz, the Mimics’ home world, to rescue their abducted friends and the other
captives but are too busy defending Xanadu from the attacking
Mimics and Shadow Titans. When they finally get a chance to
strategize, Jupiter insists they focus on reclaiming Titus before
moving to attack Tremenz. Pegasus joins Astraea, Zephyr, and
their friends in disagreeing and in going on a secret mission
to Zomos, with the goal of tricking giant, dangerous snake
Lergo into the Solar Stream, sending it to Tremenz to eat Mimics. Meanwhile, captive human Jake’s forced to witness (and
undergo) cruel, torturous experiments by the Mimics before
he and his snake friend, Nesso, manage to liberate themselves,
other captive snakes, and the young Titan snake charmer, Angitia (Jake nicknames her Angie). They manage to locate one of
the prison camps and plan a liberation but also find a badly
wounded Mimic—a newly hatched queen sentenced to die for
her peaceful nature—whom Jake names and insists on saving.
Constant action makes for a fast-paced read as Mimic mythos
is unveiled to raise the stakes, lending this volume the most
weight of the trilogy, and the heroes round out their arcs about
overcoming differences. Human characters read as White.
A big, flashy, and—most importantly—fun finale. (Fantasy.
10-14)

BEAUTIFULLY ME

Noor, Nabela
Illus. by Ali, Nabi H.
Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 14, 2021
978-1-5344-8587-7
Zubi Chowdhury is thrilled about
her first day of school.
She’s got a special outfit picked out: a
pink shirt paired with overalls tailored in Bangladesh. She’s got
her hair in a special style: two bouncy, perfect pigtails. And she’s
got the perfect accessories: butterfly clips and bangles. Zubi
feels gorgeous—but the rest of her Bangladeshi Muslim family
doesn’t. Her mother bemoans her large stomach, her older sister,
Naya, is on a diet in preparation for the school dance, and her
father frets about how much weight he’s recently gained. Then,
at school, Zubi’s classmate Kennedy calls their classmate Alix
fat. Zubi—who illustrations reveal is fat—has always loved her
body, but after this onslaught of negative messaging at home
and in the schoolyard, she wonders if she’s deluding herself. At
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“Vivid descriptions create a strong setting with plenty of tension
and make scenes with the Smashed Man the stuff of nightmares.”
the smashed man of dread end

A KID IS A KID IS A KID

Smashed Man the stuff of nightmares. The girls are realistically
portrayed, although their characterizations are lacking in depth.
The pacing and plot get muddled in the middle as the overly
complex paranormal world at large is explored and explained,
but it’s worth wading through to get to the exciting final confrontation with the Smashed Man. While the ending is satisfying, new reveals at the end signal possible sequels. The majority
of the cast is assumed White; Radiah is implied Black.
The imaginative and truly horrifying monster at its center
makes this tale stand out. (Horror. 9-13)

O’Leary, Sara
Illus. by Leng, Qin
Groundwood (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-77306-250-1

There’s a new kid at school, and
they’re tired of being asked all the wrong
questions.
Who cares if they identify as a boy or a girl? After the new
student voices their concerns, other students join in to share
the questions they’ve been asked. One student is asked about
their small size, for example, when they’d rather be asked about
their prowess at spelling. Another is asked where she comes
from when clearly where she currently lives is her home. Still
another, who has a prosthetic leg, is asked what they can’t do
rather than what they can do. Kid after kid voices the questions
they wish they were asked. The text is a clever and heartfelt ode
to children who challenge everything including xenophobia,
ableism, and the gender binary, and the illustrations feature a
diverse array of skin colors and hair textures, communicating racial and ethnic diversity. The author’s inclusion of more
mundane examples of difference—like, for example, a White
child who loves to read—is clearly meant to communicate that
all children are unique in their own way. Unfortunately, these
examples detract from the book’s message about challenging
oppressive systems of power: Being asked about one’s reading
habits is, after all, not at all equivalent to being harassed for
being gender nonbinary, for being an immigrant, or for being
disabled. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A heartwarming but not revolutionary book about inclusion. (Picture book. 4-7)

LARRY GETS LOST IN
THE LIBRARY

Ode, Eric
Illus. by Skewes, John
Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-63217-324-9
Series: Larry Gets Lost
Larry’s at it again.
Curious pup Larry is back again, having been lost in some
30 locales ranging from Boston to San Diego. His owner, Pete,
is visiting his grandmother’s farm when the local library’s
bookmobile arrives for a house call. There aren’t any books for
Larry, but that doesn’t stop the inquisitive doggo from climbing aboard and taking an unintentional trip to the public library.
Squeezing in through the book drop, Larry explores the building unobserved while the bookmobile driver searches for the
lost dog. Eventually Larry is located and reunited with his family to rest after his busy day. The abcb rhyme scheme and strict
meter of the text create a singsong effect when read aloud: “But
then, with a click, / and as quick as a bark, / poor Larry has found
/ he’s alone in the dark. / The truck engine rumbles. / That pup’s
in a bind. / He’s on an adventure / with Pete far behind.” The
retro cartoon illustrations support the text with bold colors, but
their crisp aesthetic and the on-the-nose nostalgic tinges give a
soulless feel to the book, and Larry’s dead-eyed stare does not
convey any doggy warmth. The story does give a cursory look at
public libraries and the services they offer, but it’s hardly alone
in this endeavor. Pete and his grandmother present White, and
the bookmobile driver presents Black; library staff and patrons
are diverse.
A lesser Larry adventure. (Picture book. 4-6)

THE SMASHED MAN OF
DREAD END

Ocker, J.W.
Harper/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-06-299052-5
Noelle is excited about her family’s
new house—until she learns of the monster in the basement.
Since Noe Wiley’s night terrors led to
a friendship-ending incident, she’s glad
to be moving. Right from the start, though, this place feels off,
and the kids in the neighborhood tell her to stay out of her basement at night. A sleepwalking episode leads to her understanding the warning when she wakes up to see the Smashed Man
oozing out of a crack in the wall. He can only come out after
dark, and only children can see him. Noe slowly forms friendships with the neighborhood girls, Radiah, Ruthy, and Crystal,
and they band together to learn more about the monster and
how to defeat him once and for all. Vivid descriptions create a
strong setting with plenty of tension and make scenes with the
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SQUIRREL DO BAD

she learns to get in touch with her feelings. Her phone is her
go-to for all information—her aunt jokes that she’s addicted to
it—and her self-absorption contributes to the story’s feeling of
tone deafness. Readers will have figured out TJ’s trauma miles
before she does. Leah’s narrative voice occasionally sounds
too grown-up (“It was, in fact, one of those rare summer days
in Chicago. When it was neither too hot nor too sticky”), and
the staccato writing style grows tiresome. Leah and her family
are Jewish and implied White; one major secondary character
presents as Black.
Tackles a challenging subject with insufficient nuance. (Fic
tion. 9-12)

Pastis, Stephan
Illus. by the author
Aladdin (288 pp.)
$21.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-5344-9611-8
Series: Trubble Town, 1

Meet Wendy the Wanderer, who
lives with Worried Willy, her overprotective dad, in a purple, mushroom-shaped
house in the town of Trubble.
Willy hired Watchful Willamina to keep Wendy from wandering while he’s away on business, unaware Willamina plans to
be on the phone and just wants her charge to do her own thing.
While her sitter takes selfies, Wendy takes off to explore Trubble. She buys herself a hot chocolate at Mooshy Mike’s, giving
the dregs to Squirrely McSquirrel, a treat-seeking squirrel who,
buoyed by a sugar high, bounds into traffic, sowing mayhem and
causing the mayor to forbid him to have any more Mooshies.
When the mayor’s office blows up, Squirrely is blamed. Thereafter, the cast of characters perpetrate and endure a storm of
unforeseen consequences. (The plot’s loose throughline hinges
on the butterfly effect.) Most human characters are adults;
jokes about building permits, office politics, and municipal
bureaucracy abound, unspooling with cheery nihilism. Standout characters include Three Moles (Myrtle, Girdle, and Menace To Society) and a homebound Chihuahua in love with the
kitty next door. Human skin tones vary—Wendy and her bald
father have brown skin; Wendy’s hair is a bushy purple halo.
The comic strip–style art, with minimal shading or detail and a
hand-lettered font, is well suited for the manic, madcap humor.
A wild ride infused with anarchic glee. (Graphic humor. 9-13)

THE WIND MAY BLOW

Quinton, Sasha
Illus. by Hegbrook, Thomas
Tiger Tales (36 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-680-10268-0

THE LOST THINGS CLUB

Puller, J.S.
Little, Brown (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-7595-5613-3

On her annual visit to her aunt and
uncle’s house in Chicago, 12-year-old
Leah Abramowitz is distressed by her
7-year-old cousin TJ’s silence.
The premise is thoughtful and poignant: A child survives a school shooting
in which one of his classmates is killed, is left severely traumatized, and his cousin manages not only to help him find his voice,
but to grow herself. Unfortunately, the overall impression readers are left with is that TJ’s trauma and the initial violence that
caused it—an incident that is addressed with activism at the
end that feels insufficiently developed—are ultimately vehicles
to present Leah’s transformation. She repeatedly expresses her
longing to be special and is acutely aware of those she believes
possess this quality. First-person narrator Leah also likes
answers and certainty, and through the process of helping TJ,
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As potential challenges are depicted, an offstage parent
offers a child loving messages of mindfulness and empowerment.
Is this another sentimental book with singsong couplets
published mainly for presentation at baby showers and graduation? No! Imaginatively shaped pages and clever die cuts
that highlight important images (the sun; the child’s constant
canine companion) or words (breathe, will rise again) ensure child
appeal. The rhymes please and surprise, as they occur irregularly: sometimes internally, at others, at the end of phrases. The
brown-skinned child protagonist is at first swaddled in red baby
blankets, then in a similarly colored hoodie—thus, gender is
indeterminate, allowing for universal identification while drawing comparisons to two of children’s literature’s iconic characters. The palette shifts from warm and sunny to the dramatic
blues and purples of a nocturnal tempest illuminated by lightning as a storm tosses and splinters the child’s raft. The tense
has changed from a reflective past to an imagined present or
future, with calming assurances: “know that… / you are strong
enough. / …you are smart enough. / … you have all you need / to
make it through.” As timber is transformed into a shelter for the
dog and protagonist, the narrative suggests that both structure
and child are “as something new.” From the shimmering foil of
the jacket to the contrasting endpapers, this picture book packs
substance and style into its compact format.
Exciting, heartwarming, and wise—this truly will resonate with a range of ages. (Picture book. 4-7)
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LARGER THAN LIFE
Lyndon B. Johnson and the
Right To Vote

own that are gradually revealed. After a couple of failed escape
attempts, Elvis finally finds a way to communicate his fervent
wish to Georgina, using Lego bricks. In her debut, Riddiough
has lovingly crafted a group of fully realized animal characters—
even a fish—as well as three sometimes-mystifying humans, all
of whom share their hopes and tribulations and demonstrate
that not all happy families look alike. Georgina gradually comes
to accept the changes in her life in a bittersweet conclusion.
Expressive soft-focus illustrations throughout the text add to
the charm, bringing the characters and their emotions to life
in a way that tugs at the heartstrings. Georgina and her parents
read as White.
This gentle effort will leave engaged readers purring contentedly. (author’s note) (Fiction. 8-10)

Quirk, Anne
Norton Young Readers (224 pp.)
$19.95 | Jul. 27, 2021
978-1-324-01554-3

Profile of a president who turned
out—in some ways, at least—to be the
right man at the right time.
Taking middle graders approximately
as far as Robert Caro’s epic biography of Lyndon Johnson has
gotten to date, Quirk follows the 36th president from birth and
early days in the Texas Hill Country to the time when, in the
shockwave caused by the televised racial violence in Selma and
elsewhere, he delivered “the best speech of his life” while ramming through the Voting Rights Act and other landmark Great
Society legislation. She rightly notes that he had never been
known previously as a civil rights firebrand. Instead, she paints
him as a workaholic who, motivated by both a will to power and
the idealistic belief that people are fundamentally decent and
have a right to a fair shake, saw his moment and seized it—while
recognizing all along that when it came to civil rights, the overcoming was a long way from over. “Johnson wanted his speech
to reach you,” the author writes, and in earnest of that she closes
with a cogent if abbreviated and lamentably behind-the-times
epilogue on challenges to voting rights sparked by the Supreme
Court’s 2013 Shelby v. Holder decision. The famously “tremendous” presidential ears are on display from infancy to last public appearance in a sparse assortment of photos. An early one
depicts the White future president with the Mexican American
students he taught in Cotulla, Texas.
A positive but not blindly adulatory introduction. (timeline, bibliography, endnotes, activities) (Biography. 11-13)

STARLIGHT SOUP
A Sukkot Story

Rubinstein, Elana
Illus. by Naalchigar, Jennifer
Apples & Honey Press (128 pp.)
$16.95 | Aug. 1, 2021
978-1-68115-564-7
Saralee Siegel is ready for a new holiday challenge following her Rosh Hashanah adventure, Once Upon an Apple Cake
(2019).
It is the harvest festival of Sukkot, and Zadie enlists Saralee’s help in developing a new recipe for the family restaurant,
as Saralee has an amazing talent for discovering and identifying flavors. The sukkah, an outdoor roofless shelter covered in
branches and leaves and decorated with the fragrant etrog, a
citron, is ready to receive diners during the holiday week. Saralee sets out a pot of water, and, inspired by the view through
the open roof of the sukkah, she sends her nose sniffing into
space until she finds the splendid smell of starlight, a scent
encompassing all her favorite foods. Magically, the pot simmers
and begins to glow like starlight. When Saralee and her family
sample it, they each taste their own favorite soup. Her Starlight
Soup is a resounding success, with every diner enjoying a different taste. But then something goes terribly wrong. The tastes
linger, grow stronger, and become overwhelming and painful to
the tongue. She finds the cure with the help of her best friend,
Harold Horowitz, and the famed pickled herring sold at his
family’s rival restaurant. Saralee tells her own tale in lively, conversational language, seamlessly weaving in information about
the holiday. Her large, multigenerational family is eccentric
and loving, proudly celebrating their Jewish religious traditions.
Naming conventions and descriptions of activities indicate that
all the characters are also Jewish, with Naalchigar’s accompanying black-and-white cartoons depicting wide diversity in skin
tones.
A touch of creative magic tempered by love and kindness.
Welcome back, Saralee. (recipe) (Fiction. 7-10)

ELVIS AND THE WORLD
AS IT STANDS

Riddiough, Lisa Frenkel
Illus. by Mueller, Olivia Chin
Amulet/Abrams (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-4197-5239-1

Calico kitten Elvis is adopted from
the animal shelter, but his beloved sister,
Etta, is left behind.
Narrator Elvis is intended to be a
comfort for his new human owner, 10-year-old Georgina, who’s
trying to adjust to her parents’ recent breakup. She’s busy crafting intricate Lego buildings with the help of her clever hamster,
Mo, as her rather clueless mother tries to push her into more
sociable pursuits. Mo does his best to help Elvis fit into his new
family, but the kitten is desperate to return to the shelter to
reunite with Etta. The second cat in his new household is little
help; grouchy Clementine, another rescue, has issues of her
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“Billy’s first-person narrative is funny, authentic, and moving.”
the boy who made everyone laugh

THE BOY WHO MADE
EVERYONE LAUGH

featuring diverse skin tones, hair, and facial features is also
noteworthy. When Ted discovers surprising abilities that come
with his unique hair—abilities secretly shared by his maternal
grandfather and multiple generations of his family—the heroics and hijinks are both silly and exciting, breezily leading readers through both a superhero origin story and a mystery. Elastic
hair with superstrength aside, Stacy and Ted’s support of one
another through relatable obstacles powers this whole adventure and finally leads to answers regarding the Brookside Beast.
Charming and funny proof that friendship is the key to any
hairy situation. (map) (Graphic fiction. 7-10)

Rutter, Helen
Scholastic (256 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-338-65226-0

Billy faces his speech impediment
with a lot of determination and a little
help from his friends.
English 11-year-old Billy Plimpton
is like most other boys, with one exception: He has a bad stutter that makes it almost impossible for
him to practice his favorite hobby: telling jokes. Billy loves
jokes, but his stutter undermines his ability to tell them fluently.
It causes endless embarrassment in encounters with everyone
except his immediate family, and a move to a new school makes
everything worse. Billy concludes that his only choice is to
remain silent until one of his remedies works—but his forced
reticence makes him a natural target for the school bully. Help
comes in the shape of a caring teacher who spots Billy’s natural drumming ability and encourages him to take up percussion,
which doesn’t require him to speak in order to express himself.
Although Billy fails to discover a cure for stuttering, he learns
the value of friendship, to embrace his disability, and even how
to turn it to his advantage in a remarkable impromptu standup performance. Billy’s first-person narrative is funny, authentic,
and moving. His maturation as he learns to come to terms with
his speech impediment develops naturally and will be encouraging for readers facing similar challenges. Main characters present White; Billy’s teacher is of Nigerian descent.
A boy who stutters learns how to make lemonade out of
lemons. (stuttering resources) (Fiction. 10-14)

MAYOR GOOD BOY

y o u n g a d u lt

Scheidt, Dave
Illus. by Harmon, Miranda
Random House Graphic (224 pp.)
$9.99 | $12.99 PLB | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-593-12487-1
978-0-593-12537-3 PLB
Series: Mayor Good Boy, 1
When a dog wins the local mayoral
election, siblings Abby and Aaron team
up with the political pup to help the

town.
In this graphic novel, the underdogs turn out to be the real
heroes. Leveraging his motto, “All bork. No bite. Sometimes
that’s all it takes!” Mayor Good Boy communicates with renegade zoo animals to coax them back to their pens. And when it
comes to mean old Mervis Hogpepper and his Anti–Good Boy
Society, Abby and Aaron prove there’s room for kids in politics
and problem-solving. Scatological humor and a stinky sock
moment attempt to elicit laughs, but it’s Abby and Aaron’s portrayal as true siblings—equal parts annoying and loving to one
another—that holds the highest appeal. While the moral of the
story lacks subtlety, “Just because you’re a kid doesn’t mean you
can’t change the world!” it’s an important message that is, fortunately, qualified (“I realized that even the smallest things could
make the world a little better!”). The story flows well, with an
interesting color palette: Lime greens and shades of blue are
used in the background to distinguish scene changes. People of
all skin tones are represented; Abby and Aaron’s father appears
White, and their mother has brown skin and curly brown hair.
The end includes a fun section showing how to draw the main
characters and information for kids on participating in politics.
Presents a timely topic through likable characters. (Graphic
fiction. 7-10)

BEDHEAD TED

SanGiacomo, Scott
Illus. by the author
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(224 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-06-294130-5
Ted might have a terrible nickname,
but he’ll need to get over it to take on a
bully, a beast, and a bad case of bedhead.
A giant raccoon is rumored to be running amok in small-town Brookside, but as fourth grade starts,
Ted has bigger concerns on his mind. His best friend, Stacy,
doesn’t seem to have a problem with it, but Ted’s hair is notoriously unwieldy—always has been—and one bully in particular
seems to be leading the charge to make sure Ted never feels
normal. The nickname Bedhead Ted catches on, and despite
Stacy’s insistence that things will get better, Ted resents every
strand, tress, and lock that makes him special. In this graphic
novel with full-color, mixed media illustrations, Ted’s big, bright
orange hair often takes center stage, but the cast of characters
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“The book depicts well-developed, positive relationships among
members of three generations, all of whom burst with personality.”
sona sharma, very best big sister?

STOLEN SCIENCE
Thirteen Untold Stories of
Scientists and Inventors
Almost Written Out of History

use outside of the home. The baby’s names will then be written
in a bed of rice, which is a typically Brahmin tradition. In India,
families are not allowed to know if the baby is a boy or a girl,
so Sona’s family is preparing two lists of names. Sona plans to
help choose a girl’s name, but making a list is harder than she
thought, even with the help of her toy elephant. Will Sona be
able to come up with the perfect name for the baby while also
juggling all the changes that come with being a big sister? The
book features a highly accessible story about transitioning from
being an only child to a sibling, and it depicts well-developed,
positive relationships among members of three generations, all
of whom burst with personality. (Sona’s maternal grandmother,
a retired academician, is called the President, for instance.) The
book’s female autorickshaw driver is a refreshing example of
gender diversity.
A charming story about becoming a big sister. (glossary)
(Fiction. 7-11)

Schwartz, Ella
Illus. by D’Alessandro, Gaby
Bloomsbury (176 pp.)
$21.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-5476-0228-5

Schwartz, a female scientist who has experienced discrimination, offers a brief survey of other scientists whose careers
were also curtailed by bias.
Brief profiles of 13 scientists—nine women (one African
American, one Chinese, and seven White) and four men (two
enslaved African Americans, one an Italian immigrant, and one
Cuban)—are arranged in chronologic order. The biographies
each begin with a clever, complex drawing of the subject (the
two slaves, for whom no archival pictures are extant, appear in
silhouette) and conclude with a simple summary of the scientific principles that relate to that innovator’s field. In far too
many cases, White male co-workers took credit for the subjects’
work, with the critical roles of the latter only recently receiving
well-deserved recognition. It’s especially distressing that several of those co-workers even received Nobel Prizes for unattributed work. However, the information offered is very limited,
sometimes glosses over critical nuances, and includes errors.
For example, although this effort credits Italian immigrant
Antonio Meucci with the invention of the telephone, many
historians doubt his work was as refined as Alexander Graham
Bell’s device, and Schwartz does not muster enough information to make a clear case for Meucci’s role. At other times, the
summaries of related science are so simple as to end up inaccurate: An overview of nuclear physics states, “Atoms are also
called elements.” An extensive reference list varies in quality.
A breezy, imperfect, but nonetheless thought-provoking
exploration of an important topic. (author’s note) (Nonfiction.
10-12)

SEAHORSES ARE SOLD OUT

Spengler, Constanze
Illus. by Gehrmann, Katja
Trans. by Tanaka, Shelley
Gecko Press (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 7, 2021
978-1-776573-85-1

When Dad says Mika can get a pet,
the kid gets carried away in this import
from Germany by way of New Zealand.
Mika’s father promises they can go to the lake when his
work’s finished. Bored playing alone, Mika tells Dad a pet will
make it easier to let Dad work in peace. Dad distractedly gives
Mika his wallet, and Mika selects a mouse at the pet store.
When the store owner calls Dad to check about the mouse,
Mika overhears Dad tell him, “Just sell the kid whatever.” Mika
enjoys playing with the mouse, but the next morning he’s missing. Back at the pet store, Mika buys a puppy to help find the
mouse. When the puppy finds the mouse but makes a mess in
the bathroom, Mika buys a seal to oversee the bathroom. Then
comes a penguin to teach the mouse how to swim in the tub, a
parrot to cheer up the sulking penguin, and a baby elephant to
drown out the parrot’s chatter. Oblivious to the messy menagerie exploding within his house, Mika’s workaholic father finishes his project and is ready for that lake trip. But what about
the new pets? Lively, colorful illustrations drawn in loose black
outlines track this incredible saga of a bored kid, an opportunistic pet-shop owner, and a clueless father in comic doublepage spreads chronicling Mika’s wild, unsupervised activities,
culminating in a surprising climax. With the exception of a few
people at the lake, all characters present White.
Absolutely hilarious. (Picture book. 4-7)

SONA SHARMA, VERY BEST
BIG SISTER?

Soundar, Chitra
Illus. by Khatun, Jen
Candlewick (112 pp.)
$14.99 | Sep. 14, 2021
978-1-5362-1482-6

Sona Sharma lives with her mother,
her father, her grandmother, her grandfather—and, very soon, a brand-new
sibling!
Sona’s mother is almost ready to give birth, and her Hindu
family is getting ready for the baby’s naming ceremony. During
the ceremony, the baby will be given three names: one picked
by the maternal grandparents, one picked by the paternal
grandparents, and one chosen by the parents for the baby to
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FAST PITCH

their new neighborhood. As she agonizes throughout the summer over when she might hear about the contest results—and
over having lied about her residence without telling her family—
Georgia frets about the possible consequences of her deception. This free verse, first-person novel may help middle-grade
readers navigate changing friendships and moving to unfamiliar
places. Unfortunately, the characters overall feel rather generic
and lacking in texture. Georgia’s daily accounting of events creates a steady pace, but coupled with the anticlimactic storyline,
it makes for a monotonous tone.
A slow story about facing change. (Historical verse novel. 11-14)

Stone, Nic
Crown (192 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-984893-01-7
978-1-984893-02-4 PLB
A girl with a family baseball legacy
that’s a weight on her shoulders attempts
to clear the name of her great-grandfather and win a historic title for her team.
Twelve-year-old Shenice “Lightning”
Lockwood has baseball in her veins and plans to lead her allBlack fast-pitch softball team (a first in the Dixie Youth Softball Association), the Fulton Firebirds, to victory at the district
championship. After a devastating loss, her father shows her
memorabilia from her family’s baseball lineage, which spurs a
trip to visit her great-uncle Jack. He tells her the story of her
great-grandfather’s rise from the Negro Leagues to the majors
and how racial prejudice played a part in his being framed for
the theft of a famous baseball glove. Shenice is compelled to
seek answers, but the more she focuses on the past, the more
she puts her future at risk. Following Clean Getaway (2020),
Stone returns with another middle-grade novel that discusses
race at a level her readers will understand but without condescension. Shenice’s story is dripping with images of positive
Black representation without shying away from the historical
realities of her family playing baseball in the American South
and how it affects her present as she attempts to make history
herself. Notably, her coach is a White woman in a same-gender
marriage. This energetic, engaging, complex novel will appeal
to readers whether or not they are fans of baseball.
A grand slam of an adventure. (Fiction. 8-12)

ONE KID’S TRASH

Sumner, Jamie
Atheneum (240 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-5344-5703-4

MILES FROM MOTOWN

Sukenic, Lisa
Fitzroy Books (224 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Aug. 21, 2021
978-1-64603-064-4

A 12-year-old Black girl is uprooted
from her home during the summer
before seventh grade.
Georgia Johnson was prepared to
spend the summer months of 1967 lipsyncing to records with best friend Ceci
and spending time with her favorite aunt, Birdie. Those plans
changed when her parents abruptly move the family from
Detroit to Southfield, a predominately White and Jewish suburb, for reasons unknown to her. On the last day of school,
Georgia’s teacher encourages her to submit a poem to the
Spirit of Detroit Poetry Contest; the catch is that contestants
must live in Detroit, so Georgia uses Aunt Birdie’s address.
She begins to find her place in her new neighborhood as she is
forced to attend a summer camp, where she befriends Naomi,
a White girl. The Johnsons have a few brushes with racism in
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Hugo is an only child who has been
bullied his whole life because he is small;
will his passion for Garbology protect
him at his new school?
Eleven-year-old Hugo O’Connell has
just moved to the mountains, closer to the
Colorado ski resorts where his dad works long hours. Luckily, his
cousin Vijay O’Connell will show him around. (The O’Connells
are Irish Catholic; Vij’s mom, Hugo’s Aunt Soniah, is cued as
Indian.) Hugo has been called every diminutive name in the
book. Observant and smart, his watchful eye keeps him away
from most trouble, except when class bully Chance Sullivan
is involved. But Hugo’s powers of perception have gained him
notoriety for studying the contents of garbage cans, a fascinating subject called Garbology. The story’s rich settings are vividly described: the sweaty smell of locker rooms, sparkling ski
slopes, and chaotic cafeterias. Sumner perfectly captures the
fickle nature of middle school social status and the gnawing pain
of betrayal. With the self-deprecation of a tormented tween,
Hugo expresses what he learns about friendship, honesty, and
the bitter pill of revenge, for which Hugo and his friends who
work on the school newsletter must pay serious consequences.
This is a strong work about finding your people, learning to
apologize, and the rewards of self-respect.
The pitch-perfect voice and everyday bravery of this middle school survivor are not to be missed. (Fiction. 10-13)
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PSYCHOLOGY FOR KIDS
The Science of the Mind and
Behavior

turtles, common defense mechanisms, and other side topics, she
poses at each named locale several flat but brilliantly patterned
images of characteristic fish and other residents. These all float
near small blocks of descriptive narrative amid intensely hued
colonies of coral or rocky jumbles. The colors really jump out,
though there’s an overall static quality to the compositions that
makes many of the scenes look more like aquariums than natural settings. Still, despite the occasional malaprop line (“Angelfish only live in groups when they are young and need protection
from their parents”), the information is reliable overall, and the
tour is properly capped with both remarks about why reefs are
in danger and ways of conserving them.
Worth an exploratory dive, both for the art and diversity
of locales. (map, glossary, index) (Informational picture book. 7-9)

Toner, Jacqueline B. & Freeland, Claire A.B.
Illus. by Collaborate Agency Ltd.
Magination/American Psychological
Association (256 pp.)
$24.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-4338-3210-9
This kid-friendly introduction to psychology describes
what the science is, what psychologists do, and how they do it.
Chapter by chapter, the authors, who are clinical psychologists, cover a broad range of topics including the brain, cognition,
gender and identity, learning and growing, personality, intelligence, emotions, managing stress, and relationships. In short,
readable, colorfully illustrated segments adorned with ample
text boxes, they explain concepts and issues, offer examples of
research, and suggest ways readers can do their own investigations. Important vocabulary is bolded and explained in context.
Some of these words and phrases will probably be familiar, such
as autism spectrum, eating disorders, and ADHD. Others are more
technical, and still others emerge from the history of the field,
such as bystander effect, cognitive dissonance, operant conditioning,
and multiple intelligences. The writers deftly connect their subject with their audience, posing questions, inviting action, and
regularly summarizing important points. Unusually, they conclude with a chapter about environmental issues and how psychologists work to “encourage behaviors that help to preserve
the natural world.” Cheerful digital illustrations include people
of various ages representing a racial and ethnic variety. Unfortunately, laudable attempts to address racial bias and its impact
are undermined by sentences that reinforce stereotypes, such
as “Some kids of color or kids from less affluent communities
might be smarter than IQ tests can show.”
A useful and engaging overview of the science of mind and
behavior. (glossary, index) (Nonfiction. 10-14)

MY BOOK
OF BUTTERFLIES

Valério, Geraldo
Illus. by the author
Groundwood (48 pp.)
$24.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-77306-335-5

An author/illustrator shares his favorite butterflies from around the world.
Spreads showcase one to four butterflies. The brightly colored, remarkably textured collage illustrations steal the show; “the layering of these paper collages
reminded me of the scales in butterfly wings,” Valério writes
in his introduction. Factual information about butterflies’
habitats, diets, wing patterns, and more are included. The book
lacks a table of contents (though there is an index); its primary
system of organization seems to be based on the color-coded
legend that opens the book (along with spreads about a butterfly’s life cycle and body parts), showing which areas of the
world the butterflies live in and what page numbers they fall
on. It’s a book built for browsing, and the title underscores
that it’s a collection of this author/illustrator’s personal favorites. His introduction, all about his fascination with butterflies
as a child in Brazil, successfully establishes a personal connection with readers. And his sense of wonder compels the page
turns: “Amazingly,” he writes at one point, “the black pattern on
the underside of this butterfly’s wings looks like…it is wearing
a team jersey!” It’s as if he is right there with readers, exclaiming
over his delight in these creatures. Moments of humor make
it all the more enjoyable: “Insects don’t read maps so some of
the butterflies in this collection can be found on more than one
continent.” (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A visual treat. (glossary, further reading) (Informational pic
ture book. 4-10)

DART AND DIVE ACROSS
THE REEF
Life in the World’s
Busiest Reefs

Tzomaka, Vassiliki
Illus. by the author
Thames & Hudson (56 pp.)
$19.95 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-500-65231-2

Visits to “rainforests of the sea” found
around the world.
Though most of the 13 reefs here are, as usual in surveys of
this sort, in tropical climes, Tzomaka ranges further afield to
offer views of select flora and fauna in a northern Red Sea reef
as well as the Norwegian Sea’s deep, cold-water Røst Reef and
even a colony of kelp, not coral, on a “rock reef ” in the Aleutian
Islands. Pausing occasionally for quick surveys of types of sea
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“The book makes for a delightful experience on several levels.”
black and white

GOOD NIGHT, ALLIGATOR

abandoning Maddie to endless torment and losing her only
friend. Charlotte’s surprising refuge is the school musical: She
never stutters when she sings and finds herself enjoying it. But
when the news breaks that the musical theater program is being
cancelled, Charlotte realizes she has a great deal to say. Still
afraid to speak up, Charlotte writes secret letters to her classmates—even the bullies—as well as pleas to the school board,
sharing her truth through the written word. In her author’s
note, Varnes describes how she used her own experiences with
stuttering to honestly show its impact on Charlotte’s self-worth.
Readers will embrace Charlotte, with all her flaws, as she navigates self-doubt, owns up to her mistakes, and inspires those
around her. Most characters read as White.
A heartfelt story about personal courage that shows it is
never too late to express kindness and empathy. (Fiction. 9-12)

Van Slyke, Rebecca
Illus. by Boldt, Mike
Roaring Brook (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-250-21830-8

If you are going to keep an alligator,
you must understand these rules.
As the book opens, an adult man and
woman, both Black, tell their alligator
that toys must be put away; it’s time for bed. With a toothy grin,
their alligator tells them alligators don’t do that. Their alligator points out a factoid in a book explaining alligators are nocturnal. The next request is that the alligator take a shower. It
turns out that alligators do not take showers, as the shampoo
can drip into their eyes. Alligators prefer baths…in the swamp.
Alligators don’t wear pajamas (there’s no place for the tail), nor
do they brush their teeth. However, they may wear special
green nightshirts and accept help in brushing their 80 sharp
teeth. Alligators also don’t care for stories about fluffy bunnies,
but they may be persuaded to listen to something about alligators or maybe sharks. Alligators might lurk under covers, but no
tucking in! And they may accept a kiss on the head. After all of
that struggling, though, alligators (and small children…) might
just drift off. Van Slyke’s tongue-in-scaly-cheek take on bedtime
rituals may give the nocturnal resistance some fresh ideas, but it
definitely makes for a fun settle-down story. Boldt’s bright illustrations make the most of the contrast between the remarkably
serene human parents and their saurian charge right up to the
last picture, of a smiling, slumbering human kid. They will elicit
giggles as young listeners recognize themselves in each twist of
resistance and expression of disdain. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
Possibly a new nighttime favorite for both sides in the
battle for bedtime. (Picture book. 3-6)

BLACK AND WHITE
y o u n g a d u lt

Vogrig, Debora
Illus. by Valentinis, Pia
Eerdmans (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-8028-5575-6

Black and White are different, but
wonderful things happen when they are
together.
When White wakes up, extends
through the sky, and enters the window, Black goes under the
bed to hide. How could this be the basis for a friendship? But
after Black sprays some black on White and the result is “So
cool!” they’re off on an adventure. Valentinis’ elegant illustrations using only black and white—as befits the story—depict
a forest, both North and South poles, a savanna, a jungle, and
back home again before it is time for White to say good night
and for Black to take over. The sights in each locale are the
results of Black and White coming together (a Dalmatian, a
polar bear’s black nose and eyes, black heads, backs, and wings
of penguins, etc.), depicted with no outlines, thus allowing the
images to dissolve into negative space and thereby stressing
their oneness in spite of their difference. The story unfolds in
short spare sentences that match the illustrations, both text
and artwork presenting just enough for readers to fill in the
details with their imaginations. Taken together the book makes
for a delightful experience on several levels. The aesthetic of
the artwork is spare, modern, and elegant. Never preachy, the
story invites readers to consider how much more we could be if,
instead of focusing on what makes us different, we focused on
the results when we come together.
A book for adults and little ones to share, appreciate, and
consider together. (Picture book. 3-5)

SAY IT OUT LOUD

Varnes, Allison
Random House (256 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-5247-7151-5
978-1-5247-7152-2 PLB
Courage, kindness, and finding your
voice are hard lessons for the “Biggest
Chicken at Carol Burnett Middle” to
learn.
Charlotte Andrews, sixth grader and
lover of musicals, is starting middle school with her best friend,
Maddie. Both are nervous, but Charlotte has extra anxiety due
to her stuttering, a source of insecurity. When Charlotte and
Maddie witness another student being bullied, Maddie reports
it against the wishes of Charlotte, who wants to keep a low profile. The bullies then focus on the girls, realizing Maddie turned
them in. Charlotte makes a choice she immediately regrets,
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“The unfolding of the investigation is skillfully handled,
and kids will cheer for the perspicacious young reporters.”
the renegade reporters

COWS GO BOO!

data from their young users. The novel then becomes a lesson
on journalistic investigation and cybersecurity, with the team
researching, interviewing experts, and zeroing in on their target. Whether middle-grade readers will be concerned about
this important issue is questionable, but the unfolding of the
investigation is skillfully handled, and kids will cheer for the
perspicacious young reporters. Jewish Ash has two dads; Maya
is cued as South Asian Indian, and the cover shows Brielle as
Black but nothing in the text corroborates this.
A solid mystery that discusses data privacy and journalistic
integrity. (author’s note) (Fiction. 9-12)

Webb, Steve
Illus. by Blunt, Fred
Andersen Press USA (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-72843-891-7
Sneaky cows dupe a farmer.
Farmer George’s farm is fairly ordinary. Pigs wallow in the muck, and sheep graze in the meadow.
All the animals seem to make their expected, predictable
sounds. But when it comes to the cows…they are nowhere to be
found! Farmer George is flummoxed, asking readers, “Where
did all the cows go?” After an aptly placed page turn, the cows
jump out from behind a tree, yelling, “BOO!” Farmer George
is not amused. “NO, NO, NO! Pigs go oink, sheep go baa, but
cows do not go BOO. Cows go MOO! Please try to get it right.”
And the simple, merry narrative picks back up, going through
all the mechanical sounds heard on a farm (truck, tractor), but
the cows tellingly disappear. One page turn later, out they pop,
scaring the bewhiskered, White-presenting farmer yet again.
Readers will delight in the mischievous bovines’ antics as they
perform scare after scare on the exasperated farmer. And even
when Farmer George thinks he’s got one up on them, they
still have the upper hand, er, hoof. Blunt’s illustrations make
the most of the slapstick, the double-page spreads when the
cows jump out at Farmer George dominated by diagonals that
emphasize the chaos. The story’s pacing might take some practice for maximum comedic effect as a read-aloud, but the droll
humor found in this British import, especially the ever annoyed
farmer, will keep readers giggling.
Plenty of opportunities for storytime jumps and laughs.
(Picture book. 3-6)

ENOUGH ABOUT ME

Wilson, S.G.
Illus. by Bitskoff, Aleksei
Random House (272 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-984895-79-0
978-1-984895-80-6 PLB
Series: Me vs. the Multiverse, 2
A self-loathing boy hops between
dimensions with alternate versions of
himself trying to restore a rip in the

multiverse.
When a volatile tear in the fabric of reality zaps Average
Meade Macon’s friends and family to an unknown world, he
reluctantly teams up with the most (justifiably) hated version
of himself, Meticulous Me, a manipulative capitalist with a British accent. However, not all the other versions of Meade they
encounter agree with their plan to stitch the Rip, so Average
finds himself tangled in a personal moral conflict, uncertain
who the real villain is. Since most of the primary characters are
other versions of Average, the cast of characters is overwhelmingly White. Reprisals from Kabuki Theater, Bollywood Musical, Acupuncture, and (Buddhist) Monk Mes invite questions
of respectful cultural representation; there are a few new characters—including Lil Battleship, an aspiring rapper who has a
bleak backstory. The antagonist, a presidential Meade, wants to
keep the Rip open so that he can freely share resources with
the other worlds, an agenda presented as dangerously irresponsible. In contrast, the story builds sympathetic representation
for the powerful corporate executive Mes, who are surely misunderstood. Average compares his problems to the more tragic
situations of those around him, which reinforces an invalidating
message that he shouldn’t feel bad because life could be worse.
A sequel that fails to improve on its predecessor. (Science
fiction. 8-12)

THE RENEGADE REPORTERS

Weissman, Elissa Brent
Dial Books (288 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-593-32303-8

After Ashley filmed Coach Kelly
dancing in her sports bra and it went viral,
she was relieved of her role as reporter
for the school news program.
Together with her best friend, cameraperson Maya, and their video editor friend,
Brielle, she forms the Renegade Reporters. The sixth graders
decide to start a YouTube show about news events in Baltimore.
Ashley discovers that Van Ness, the media company sponsoring
the school news and creator of the software students use, has
selected her classmate Harry, the lead anchor, as a young creative to feature on their website. Ash wants to interview company founder Maria Van Ness because she feels it’s unethical for
them to promote Harry without disclosing their sponsorship.
When she and Maya show up at the company headquarters,
they accidentally discover that Van Ness is collecting personal
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AGENT LLAMA

seen in the yard picking up scattered leaves and sticks together,
a reminder that the storm didn’t leave things unchanged or
unscathed. The story feels emotionally true to the process of
going through any profound crisis: a pandemic, death, divorce,
or the prolonged absence of a parent who is deployed, a first
responder, or battling an illness.
Resonant and reassuring. (Picture book. 3-7)

Woolfe, Angela
Illus. by Beedie, Duncan
Tiger Tales (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-68010-257-4
Supervillains beware: Charlie Palmer,
agent llama, always saves the day!
This superspy is a powerhouse of
brains, athleticism, and moxie. She’s also a llama. When the
hippo prime minister finds his underwear stolen, it falls to
Charlie to hunt down the culprit and restore international
world order. Readers follow Charlie’s adventures—adult readers will recognize the usual tomfoolery of movie spy shenanigans—until both day and underwear are saved. Young readers
and those caregivers who love spy movies will be amused by
Charlie’s adventures, and dramatically minded librarians and
educators will be able to make the most of the appropriately
overblown narration and turn the story into an exciting readaloud for individuals or groups. The rhyming couplets flow
smoothly and include enough reach words to entice a vocabulary-themed conversation with young readers. The cartoon
illustrations are bold and have a tinge of 1960s mod glam that
should be seen equally well from a lap or the last row of storytime. As in many spy stories, the plot and motivations are
a little thin, but the overall thrill of the chase makes up for
these shortcomings and turns the romp into enjoyable, actionpacked fun.
Double-Oh-Delightful. (Picture book. 4-7)

THE QUEST FOR SNACKS

Yi, Susie
Illus. by the author
HarperAlley (96 pp.)
$15.99 | $8.99 paper | Sep. 7, 2021
978-0-06-308381-3
978-0-06-308380-6 paper
Series: Cat & Cat Adventures, 1

THE LONGEST STORM

Yaccarino, Dan
Illus. by the author
Minedition (40 pp.)
$18.95 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-6626-5047-5

A parent, three children, and a dog
weather a crisis together.
“A storm came to our town.” Autumn
leaves swirl and a child swings from a tire on a tree, yet overhead looms a huge dark cloud. “We were going to have to stay
inside, maybe for a long while.” It’s not easy. “There was nothing to do and too much time to do it.” There are moments of
chaos: bathtub puddles and dog-chewed shoes. Each person
looks unhappy, bored, frustrated, angry. Shockingly, the adult
totally loses it. Yet when there’s an enormous flash of lightning (“the whole house shook”) everyone cuddles together, and
afterward “things started to get better, a little every day.” The
family appears White. Yaccarino’s bold lines and fluid figures
against swaths of solid color and his use of shading and shadow
are splendid. Outside the windows rain comes down at an angle.
Inside there is the yellow glow of a lamp or blue of darkness
and the harmony—or momentary clash—of family activity. Sun
and blue sky finally make their appearance, and the family is
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Enjoy a magic-filled glimpse into
your cat’s secret life when you are away.
After their human leaves for work, Squash, a one-eyed
calico cat, and Ginny, a ginger cat, raid the kitchen cabinets.
Soon they’ve eaten all the snacks. But they want more! Squash
pulls out a magic wand and consults a book of spells to create
a snack potion. They will need a “scale from a catfish in Mewmaid Ocean…a lava rock from Mount Lava…and a jar of rain
from the Enchanted Rain Forest,” according to Squash. “Easy
peasy!” says Ginny, except Ginny impetuously sends them
“woosh”ing through a portal before the more-practical Squash
is prepared. Luckily, they land at Mewmaid Ocean. During
their search, they meet Coral, a catfish (portrayed as half cat
and half fish) who challenges them to an exciting water race;
Magma, a lost lava dog; riddler Kumi, the volcano spirit; and
bun-fairy Lotus, queen of the (struggling) Enchanted Rain
Forest, where it hasn’t rained for weeks. The cats have their
ingredients, but they are now faced with a moral dilemma.
Will they give up two potion ingredients to help the forest live?
A surprise ending finds the cats rewarded and able to share
their good fortune with their new friends. This first book in a
series uses boldly colored cartoons, fanciful character designs,
creative problem-solving, and chapter-ending cliffhangers to
keep young readers turning pages.
A story to treasure, full of kindness in a magical world.
(Graphic fantasy. 6-9)
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SOMETHING NEW FOR
ROSH HASHANAH

produces Copper’s nickname, shortened from Copernicus and
reflecting his uncle’s observation that, despite his age, Copper
was already developing an expansive, Copernican approach to
the world. The colloquial tone of the uncle’s notebook entries
and the omniscient narrator’s occasional comments directed
at readers are engaging. Simple and beautiful seasonal details
reflect Copper’s emotional journey. Small glimpses into prewar Japanese life and culture, including tofu making, school
social hierarchies, city life, and the intricacies and symbolism
of words, contribute to the atmosphere. A foreword by Neil
Gaiman perfectly captures the mood and significance of this
book, a childhood favorite of Miyazaki’s and one that is sure to
find a select, but eager, readership outside its original homeland.
A quiet, introspective look at life and how to be human.
(translator’s note) (Fiction. 10-adult)

Yolen, Jane
Illus. by Battuz, Christine
Kar-Ben (24 pp.)
$17.99 | $7.99 paper | Aug. 1, 2021
978-1-72840-339-7
978-1-72840-340-3 paper
A holiday celebrating a new year should include some new
foods, shouldn’t it?
Becca, 5 years old, has straight red hair, pink cheeks, and a
determined way of saying “NO!” Her parents are getting ready
for the Jewish new year and want Becca to try something new
to eat. Papa will have a new look, now sans moustache. Mama
will have a new hobby, knitting. Becca should try new foods,
perhaps some greens or brisket or chicken soup. Her response
is steadfastly negative until, “the biggest green bean ever seen”
appears in solitary splendor on her plate. Becca is happy at last,
though why this makes a difference when nothing else has goes
unexplained. The text centers on Ashkenazic food traditions
along with the custom of having or doing something new for
the new year. There is no mention, until the brief author’s note,
of any religious observances or significance. Families who celebrate the holiday will find little of substance to share. Others
will likely come away with no relevant understanding. The cartoon illustrations are colorful and depict an array of traditional
foods including apples, but no jar of honey is visible. There is
also a marmalade cat who mimics Becca’s facial expressions.
The text is in rhythmic quatrains with a second line of repeats
that are sometimes awkward to read aloud. “Becca doesn’t eat
things green, / never green, ever green. / Not a lettuce leaf or
bean. / Especially if they’re new.”
Not a necessary addition to holiday shelves. (Picture book.
3-5)

HOW DO YOU LIVE?

Yoshino, Genzaburō
Trans. by Navasky, Bruno
Algonquin (288 pp.)
$16.95 | Oct. 26, 2021
978-1-61620-977-3

A teen ponders the complexities of
life, history, and humanity in this 1937
classic from Japan that is being animated
by Hayao Miyazaki.
Honda “Copper” Jun’ichi is an introspective 15-year-old living in Tokyo with his mother; his father
died two years earlier. Like a typical teenager, Copper goes to
school, spends time with his friends, and has experiences that
affect his worldview and personal growth. Copper’s analyses of
his friendships and the bullying of a classmate from a poorer
family, along with his youthful maternal uncle’s thought-provoking conversations on science, ethics, and world history,
add dimension to a spare plot. It is this latter relationship that
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adult
VACCINE WARS
When Science and
Politics Collide

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
VAMPIRES, HEARTS & OTHER DEAD THINGS
by Margie Fuston................................................................................120

Allen, John
ReferencePoint Press (64 pp.)
$31.95 | Aug. 1, 2021
978-1-6782-0180-7

RUN by John Lewis & Andrew Aydin; illus. by L. Fury &
Nate Powell.........................................................................................124
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An account of the development of
select Covid-19 vaccines and their mixed
popular reception.
Opening with a vague reference to
a March 2021 Republican focus group that expressed unease
about the vaccines until presented with unspecified corrective facts, Allen goes on to frame the jumble of mixed public
messages about the pandemic and the coordinated federal
responses dubbed Operation Warp Speed as a narrowly political narrative. Despite continually returning to his theme, or at
least inserting the word politics into the narrative frequently,
the author skips mention of the Trump administration’s initial
reluctance to acknowledge the pandemic as a serious problem
and its efforts to find a scapegoat while offering a largely positive view of its laggardly support for speeded-up vaccine testing and (justifiable, he claims) promises that a vaccine would be
available by late 2020. Overviews of less-than-rosy past experiences with vaccines and public health initiatives such as the
search for an AIDS treatment, the 1976 swine flu fiasco, and
the infamous Tuskegee experiment hint at some rationale for
vaccine skepticism, but along with marshalling assurances that
the fast-track testing of Covid-19 vaccines developed by U.S.
companies was indeed safe and responsible, Allen closes by dismissing the fears of the doubtful, particularly racial and ethnic
minorities. Occasional color photos of protesters and public
figures, pull quotes, and side boxes add some context.
A brief overview of one element of an ongoing public
health crisis. (source notes, further research, index, picture
credits) (Nonfiction. 12-16)

RAINBOW IN THE DARK by Sean McGinty.................................... 125

RUN
Book One

Lewis, John & Aydin, Andrew
Illus. by Fury, L. & Powell, Nate
Abrams ComicArts (160 pp.)
$24.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-4197-3069-6
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YOUNG ADULT | Laura Simeon

The United States:
Many Voices, Many People
The celebration of Independence Day every July 4 is a time of
mixed emotions for many in the
U.S. Ambivalent feelings about the
global impact of the country’s policies and actions are nothing new.
Although many citizens and residents feel proud of aspects of the
nation that they were born in or
migrated to, in recent years the coopting of patriotic messaging and
symbolism by groups expressing intolerant views can
evoke feelings of unease. YA literature does not shy away
from scrutinizing uncomfortable subjects, and the fiction titles below are no exceptions. They all look at elements of U.S. identity and history that are not part of the
dominant story that is typically taught in schools or featured in popular narratives. While some are attempting
to rewrite narratives in ways that exclude marginalized
communities, even going so far as to legislate against the
teaching of certain ideas, these authors remind readers
that a diverse range of people have always been around,
contributing to the culture of the nation.
Mazie by Melanie Crowder (Philomel, Feb. 23): Despite facing limited options like other
young women in Nebraska farming
towns on the 1950s, one talented teen
dreams of Broadway. Arriving in New
York City exposes the White 18-yearold to new people and experiences,
from the Black woman (a former dancer herself) running the boardinghouse
where she stays and from whom she
learns about racism in the industry
to her first friendships with queer people. Mazie’s story shines a light on the diverse subculture of the theater
world.
Last Night at the Telegraph Club by
Malinda Lo (Dutton, Jan. 19): The history of lesbian communities is all too
rarely told; lesbian communities of
color are even more frequently overlooked. The sweet love between two
young women in 1954 San Francisco,
one Chinese American and one White,
is the foundation upon which the author explores the impact of xenopho118
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bia, racism, and homophobia on individual lives. The
teenagers, who only wish to be together without fear,
must confront all of the above in addition to the usual
pressures of high school.
An Emotion of Great Delight by Tahereh Mafi (Harper/HarperCollins,
June 1): The period after 9/11 was particularly difficult for Muslim Americans; this deeply felt slice-of-life novel
presents the experiences of one Iranian American family through the eyes
of their younger daughter, Shadi, a
hijabi teen. The lyrical, introspective
prose introduces readers to a young
woman burdened with worries over her father’s health,
Islamophobia, academic pressure, the death of her brother, her mother’s depression, and being ghosted by her
best friend—whose brother she is falling for.
The Great Destroyers by Caroline Tung Richmond
(Scholastic, Aug. 3): This thrilling alternate history set
in 1963, amid Cold War tensions between the United
States and the USSR, focuses on the Pax Games, an international competition at which countries compete using mechanized suits of armor. Jo, who is Chinese American and White, joins Team USA. Her family is struggling financially, and a win would mean a lot, but her
presence highlights deeply embedded racism from the
Chinese Exclusion Act to FBI scrutiny and suspicion of
Chinese Americans.
A Sitting in St. James by Rita Williams-Garcia (Quill Tree Books/
HarperCollins, May 25): This is the
sweeping story of a family of pre–Civil
War Louisiana sugar-cane plantation
owners with ties to the court of Marie Antoinette and fading fortunes dependent on their exploitation of Black
people. It delves into their relationships, personal secrets, and disregard of others’ humanity
while paying tribute to intricate hierarchies and relationships among enslaved people doing their best to navigate
and survive an unjust and cruel system. It’s an astonishing
work that unflinchingly shows messy and complex realities.
Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.
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“A gritty whodunit, a spine-tingling supernatural story,
and a twisty psychological thriller all in one.”
burden falls

BLOOD DONOR

The trio’s emotional journeys are equally fraught, replete with
self-recrimination, romantic woes, and complicated family
dynamics. Debut author Becker offers an inventive panoply of
beasts and botanicals, painting a phantasmagorical landscape.
As shape-shifters, Rora and Helos can change into any human
they’ve met before, but their default forms have olive skin;
other characters have a range of skin tones.
Commentary on discrimination wrapped in an imaginative high-fantasy quest and political intrigue. (map) (Fantasy.
12-18)

Bass, Karen
Orca (128 pp.)
$10.95 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-4598-2685-4
Series: Orca Soundings
Locked out of her house one night by
her controlling father, Joanne is targeted
and becomes one of a group of teens
abducted for their blood.
Jo is taking cover at a bus shelter
when a representative from the Street Youth Network convinces her that they can provide her with a bed while she gets
back on her feet. It’s in fact a devious ploy. She’s drugged and
wakes up in a locked basement where she finds a group of homeless teens, all nonconsenting blood donors. The diabolical reason for the blood draws is all the more ominous because it’s just
about plausible: Their blood is being used in anti-aging treatments at the exclusive Re-JUVE-nation spa. The tension intensifies when one of the captives learns that the spa is moving.
The teens speculate that they will be left behind—once they are
entirely drained. Jo has a plan, and it’s all heart-pounding action
from there as Jo attempts to evade the dogs and Taser-wielding
guards and escape. Although the focus is firmly on the action,
the story provides a peek at the plight of street kids and ends
on a realistic note. The cast defaults to White.
A fast-paced read with strong appeal for reluctant readers
who are true-crime fans. (Thriller. 13-18)

BURDEN FALLS

Ellis, Kat
Dial Books (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-984814-56-2

FORESTBORN

Becker, Elayne Audrey
Tor Teen (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-250-75216-1
A perilous quest takes place amid persecution in this fantasy duology opener.
As shifters, Rora and her brother,
Helos, can take three animal forms
and countless human guises. Although
Rora serves the crown of Telyan, the
queen’s tragic death, a dire prophecy, and growing resentment
toward magical people—shifters, whisperers, and forest walkers—leave the siblings feeling unwelcome. Having fled the
massacre in Caela Ridge and scrabbled for survival in the magical Vale, both crave a real home. But the continent’s magic is
restless, and even as humans persecute the forestborn, a magical sickness known as the Fallow Throes infects humans alone.
When Finley, a beloved friend, falls ill, Rora, Helos, and Finley’s
uptight brother, Prince Weslyn, embark on a quest into the wild
lands seeking a cure. Increasing the stakes, the trio must also
evade the attention of Eradain’s genocidal King Jol and stop the
world from experiencing another Rupturing. Passing through
perilous, enchanted lands with predatory plants and monstrous
and magical beasts, Rora also grapples with her traumatic past.
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A long-standing feud simmers with
supernatural significance.
It’s been only a year since Madoc
Miller killed Ava Thorn’s parents in a
car crash, but the tensions between the
two families go back generations—and
now he’s taking her home. Heir to a faded fortune and a legacy
of bad luck, 17-year-old Ava’s forced out of Thorn Manor when
Uncle Ty sells the ancestral heap to Madoc and his family. Stuck
in Burden Falls, Indiana, for her senior year, Ava is determined
not to let the Miller siblings—flamboyant Freya and her older
brother, Dominic, a haughty hottie—profit from her family’s
tragedies and her private grief. The duo are internet-famous
thanks to their phony paranormal web series, but Ava doesn’t
want them to exploit Dead-Eyed Sadie, the eyeless ghost who is
said to haunt Thorn Manor…and whose appearance supposedly
presages death for the Thorns. Already juggling work, school, a
complicated friendship, and a budding romance, Ava soon falls
under suspicion for a series of deaths and disfiguring attacks. A
small-town goth in a gothic tale, aspiring graphic novelist Ava is
a tart-tongued, realistically rendered heroine, snarky but sympathetic—think Scooby Doo meets Veronica Mars. Maintaining her knack for spooky suspense, Ellis keeps the tension taut,
delivering a gritty whodunit, a spine-tingling supernatural story,
and a twisty psychological thriller all in one. Ava and the Millers
are White; there is some diversity in the supporting cast.
Atmospherically grapples with literal and figurative ghosts
in an eerie Indiana. (Suspense. 14-18)

119

“Charmingly eclectic.”
vampires, hearts & other dead things

BEYOND THE MAPPED STARS

Victoria is Henry, her childhood best friend–turned–subject of
a messy love triangle that left them estranged for some time. He
doesn’t believe in vampires but believes emotion-suppressing
Victoria will need him. Following the few clues she has, Victoria’s led to charming, enigmatic Nicholas, who promises her
what she wants if she can keep up with his challenges and prove
that she really desires eternal life. The game takes them to many
tourist hot spots, though Victoria’s moments of fun are complicated by grief spirals. Her emotional arc is all the more powerful
for how much she fights against her feelings. Her other emotional complications come from her long history with Henry
and an exciting love triangle with Nicholas. In the end, though,
she must tackle hard truths head-on. Victoria’s White; Henry’s
biracial (Japanese/White) and brown-skinned Nicholas has
curly black hair.
Charmingly eclectic; becomes cohesive through its emotional resonance. (Fabulism. 12-18)

Eves, Rosalyn
Knopf (368 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-984849-55-7
978-1-984849-56-4 PLB

An eclipse gives a young woman from
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints the chance to follow her dreams.
Elizabeth Bertelsen, 17, spends her
days in Monroe, Utah, caring for her
many younger brothers and sisters and her nights watching the
stars. It’s 1878, and scientists from around the world (including
Thomas Edison) are gathering in the American West to study
a solar eclipse. Elizabeth dreams of becoming an astronomer,
but her mother dismisses the idea as counter to God’s plan for
a woman. When Elizabeth’s neglect leads to her sister’s near
drowning, Elizabeth atones by traveling to Wyoming to help
her older half sister Rebekka through childbirth (her father is
polygamous). The shared experience of a train robbery leads to
friendship with wealthy Black siblings, which eventually results
in Elizabeth’s helping scientists during the eclipse and beginning to believe she can pursue both science and faith. Elizabeth’s
quest for self-discovery sometimes drags, however, it’s refreshing to see members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints and their beliefs well expressed in historical context.
Eves’ inclusion of Native American, Black, Chinese, and multiracial characters (and veiled references to gay ones) deliberately
highlights the often overlooked diversity of the time. Elizabeth
experiences prejudice for her religious faith; meanwhile, Black
characters she meets highlight her lack of awareness of the
impact of race. However, the overall racial harmony ultimately
seems to erase realities experienced by people of color.
An interesting, if incomplete, glimpse into the history of
the American West. (author’s note, further reading) (Historical
fiction. 12-18)

DEVIL IN THE DEVICE

Johnson, Lora Beth
Razorbill/Penguin (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-984835-95-6
Series: Goddess in the Machine, 2
This duology closer following 2020’s
Goddess in the Machine quickly establishes
where Andra and Zhade left off.
Zhade has taken on his brother’s
face and Crown to rule their city, while
Andra’s working with the Schism on the cryogenically frozen
colonists’ rocket. Although readers are dropped back into the
rhythm and flavor of the world through heavy use of futuristic
dialogue, the intricacies of the worldbuilding are more sparse;
disoriented readers would be well served by refreshing themselves on the first installment. In Zhade’s storyline, he struggles to enact his visions for the city and has difficulty working
the Crown while angels are going rogue and attacking people.
Desperate situations drive him to accept help from people he
wouldn’t usually trust. Meanwhile, Andra grapples with her
existence as an AI, searching out Dr. Griffin’s secrets and her
own purpose as a tool for humanity. Once the story gets moving, layered parallels—between characters, themes, and plotlines—provide a thoughtful, highly rewarding read. Some of the
many twists are heavily foreshadowed, but the most impactful are delightfully obvious only in retrospect. The romance
between Andra and Zhade is usually backgrounded but serves
nicely in keeping the story halves emotionally connected. Incidental diversity—of race (Zhade’s White), sexuality, and ability—is representatively present among the large cast, though
the differences and similarities dwelt upon are those between
humans and AI. The previous book establishes Andra as biracial (Chinese/White).
A strong ending. (Science fiction. 12-adult)

VAMPIRES, HEARTS &
OTHER DEAD THINGS

Fuston, Margie
McElderry (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-5344-7457-4

In a desperate gambit to save her terminally ill father, a girl goes looking for
a vampire.
Victoria’s parents, believing she needs
a break from the strain of coping with her
father’s imminent death, send her on a graduation trip to New
Orleans. She’d always planned on going with her father, as they
share a vampire obsession, both believing that a man who briefly
publicly claimed this identity a decade prior was the real deal.
Rather than a vacation, though, Victoria treats the trip as a quest
for vampiric immortality to save her father. Accompanying
120
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EXTREME WEATHER AND
CLIMATE CHANGE
What’s the Connection?

straight about important elements of their family history. The
authors frame this heartbreaking outing through emails of frequently monumental length and a relentless focus on either pep
talks or event and relationship analysis. Perceptive readers who
make it through the emotional wringer will encounter certain
themes: that people and the reasons for what they do are rarely
if ever simple; that adolescence can be scary but exhilarating
(the solid, healthy bond between Ezra and Terrence being a case
in point); and that seeing oneself clearly is a first step toward
real change. Ultimately, Ezra and Bea come to understand that
it’s better to be running toward the future than from the past.
Ezra is White; Terrence is Black.
A wrenching, if logorrheic, epistolary portrait of a dysfunctional family. (authors’ note, resources) (Fiction. 14-18)

Kallen, Stuart A.
ReferencePoint Press (64 pp.)
$31.95 | Aug. 1, 2021
978-1-6782-0080-0

y o u n g a d u lt

Science provides the foundation for
this succinct nonfiction title, ideal for
educational use.
The serious consequences of climate
change in the coming years are supported by studies that put
the last century of human impact into context. An introduction plus five chapters provide compelling evidence showing
how the rapid acceleration of climate change due to human
fossil fuel consumption has resulted in extreme weather events
around the world. Each chapter focuses on a different type of
extreme weather (floods, hurricanes, extreme temperatures,
etc.), with numerous examples demonstrating the specific ways
climate change has impacted and continues to affect humans,
plants, animals, and the environment. The disproportionate
suffering for those in the developing world is occasionally noted.
Recent scientific data from reputable organizations supports
the concise writing. Scientists, journalists, and other experts
from around the world are quoted in the narrative text as well
as in callout bubbles. Short paragraphs with related examples
and relevant information are visually delineated and well placed
within the main narrative. Stock color photos of weather events
in action as well as the destruction they leave behind provide
context and complement the layout.
An excellent, well-researched resource for homework or
educational reading. (picture credits, source notes, organizations and websites, further research, index) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

TAKE ME WITH YOU WHEN
YOU GO
Levithan, David & Niven, Jennifer
Knopf (336 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-525-58099-7
978-0-525-58100-0 PLB

Teenage sibs desperately search for
ways to escape a toxic domestic situation.
When his big sister, Bea, disappears
just two months before her Indiana high
school graduation, leaving him without an ally at home against
their passive aggressive mom and viciously abusive stepfather,
15-year-old Ezra oscillates between rage and terror—even after
Bea emails that she’s (more or less) OK. Fortunately, Ezra can
look to his boyfriend, Terrence, and other outside allies for
support when the punishments and public scenes get to be too
much. Bea has walled off everyone except her beloved little
brother and has, it turns out, quixotically set out on a quest of
her own…only to discover that their mother hasn’t been exactly
|
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Jody Sokolower
In Determined To Stay, a Jewish educator helps Palestinian youths share
their stories
BY LAURA SIMEON
Ericka Sokolower-Shain

How did you come to write this book?
My first trip to Palestine [in 2012] was life changing; one
of the last places we went was Silwan. I just fell in love
with the village. We went to visit this brand-new cultural cafe. [It] wasn’t a fancy building, but there was a playing field outside, a roster of activities for kids and their
parents, the inside had murals by artists from all over
the world, and [there were] mosaic tables made by the
women’s collaborative. We sat and had little cups of Palestinian coffee—it’s strong, sweet, and smells of cardamom. The whole experience was so heartwarming, and
I came back to California and told everybody I knew
about the trip in general but especially about Silwan.
A couple of weeks later I got an email from a friend
saying, Isn’t this the village you were telling me about? I
opened the email and [learned] the Israelis had bulldozed the cultural cafe to build a parking lot. I was so
outraged and so upset. Why does hardly anybody in the
U.S. know about this? Why isn’t there a huge outcry? I
started to think about how few resources there are for
youth about Palestine that are accessible, accurate, and
age appropriate. People always say, Oh, the situation in
Palestine is so complicated. You can’t understand it. It’s not
really complicated. I thought, what if I take this one
village and use it as a gateway for everybody to understand
Palestinian history and the current reality?

Determined To Stay: Palestinian Youth Fight for Their
Village, by Jody Sokolower (Olive Branch/Interlink, May
7), is a concise yet comprehensive, informative, and gripping invitation to understand the lives of contemporary
Palestinian youth in their own words. Sokolower, a Jewish
educator, former managing editor of Rethinking Schools,
and coordinator of the Teach Palestine Project at the
Middle East Children’s Alliance, has made multiple visits
over the years to the village of Silwan, near Sheikh Jarrah
and just outside the walls of the Old City of Jerusalem.
There, she has interviewed young people and their families as well as adults who support children suffering from
PTSD. Determined To Stay offers a rare opportunity for
teen readers to hear directly from their Palestinian peers,
who are eager to share their stories with the world. With
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict once again in the news,
the book is timelier than ever. Sokolower spoke with us
over Zoom from her home in Berkeley, California; the
conversation has been edited for length and clarity.
122
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How would you advise teachers who want to incorporate Palestine into their curriculum?
Zeiad Abbas Shamrouch, who is [now] the Executive
Director of the Middle East Children’s Alliance, and
I spent a week at the Santa Fe Indian School in New
Mexico, working with teachers and students. We were
looking at the similarities and differences in how settler colonialism evolved in the U.S. and in Israel, and we
|

talked about the impact of current colonial conquest on
the people, land, resources, and efforts to bury history.
One of the things we talked about was water and how
Israel has essentially stolen the aquifers underneath the
West Bank, taken most of the water, sold the tiny bit
remaining back to the Palestinians at exorbitant prices,
and polluted the water in Gaza. The youth from Taos
Pueblo were telling us about their struggle to regain
control over Blue Lake, which is the source of the river
that flows through there and is a sacred space for them.
At the end of the workshop, one of the youths from Taos
said, I’m going to go home and tell my family we’re not the
only people this has ever happened to. That kind of connection is so huge. It’s liberatory to see that something isn’t
just about you, that there [are] international patterns
around empire and repression, but also solidarity on an
international level. You can learn so much from other
people’s struggles.
Teachers have so much they need to teach, they
sometimes see Palestine as one more thing in an already overloaded year. But teaching about Palestine integrates well with curricular standards and illuminates
many of the basic principles we teach. For example,
Manifest Destiny comes up in the U.S. history curriculum repeatedly, from elementary through high school.
Some teachers have started to use books like Louise
Erdrich’s Birchbark House to look at [it] from a Native
American perspective. Determined To Stay is another example of looking at colonial conquest from the experience of the people who were there originally. It expands
the concept and makes it easier for students to see U.S.
history more clearly. If you don’t look at the history of
the United States in an honest way and really try to understand the role of genocide and slavery in the foundations of the U.S., there’s no way to move forward. It’s
not about guilt, it’s about the truth. In order to figure
out how to build a better world with justice and peace
for all of us, we need to face the facts.

tory. One good way to teach about Palestine is to look at
the issues that are really important to the youth in your
community. Are they being forced out of their homes?
Were they already forced out of their homes and now
they’re trying to make a new life somewhere else? Are
they seen as criminals? Is their history buried? If they
look at the mainstream history curriculum, are they represented? What are the issues for them, and how does
that tie to Palestine? We can learn so much by looking at
what’s similar and what’s different; I’ve learned so much
from going back to Palestine—not just about Palestine,
but also about the U.S.

y o u n g a d u lt

How would you advise teens who read your book and
want to take action?
It’s really important for Arab American studies in general and for Palestine [specifically] to be part of the curriculum, because you can’t understand what’s going on in
the world today if you don’t understand what’s happening in Palestine. It’s important for us to say, we need to
know what’s happening in Palestine, you need to teach it, and
we don’t want to just hear the Israeli story, we want to hear
Palestinian voices. That’s not antisemitism: That’s opposition to Israeli occupation of Palestinian lands. Opposition to Zionism and antisemitism are two very different things.

Determined to Stay received a starred review in the May
1, 2021, issue.

What would you tell teachers who feel nervous about
teaching this subject?
The first thing is building community: You really want
to make your classroom a place that feels safe, where
kids can say what they think and believe, talk about the
connections to their own lives, and be vulnerable [with]
you and each other. The most important piece of being
a teacher is teaching kids how to think critically and
how to connect their minds, their bodies, and their his|
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“An intimate look at a complex time,
through the eyes of a true American hero.”
run

RUN
Book One

vary in age from middle school through adult and are predominantly mestizx. “The Body by the Canal,” by David Bowles, is
not to be missed and, along with “Coco Chamoy and Chango,”
by e.E. Charlton-Trujillo, brings queer representation to the
project. The opening story, “Ghetto Is Not an Adjective” by
Dominic Carrillo, successfully cannonballs into the deep end of
the social justice pool, while “Morning People” by Diana Lopez
wades into the murky waters of the taboo. “Yoli Calderon and
Principal Hayes” by Angela Cervantes offers an exemplary use
of the first person, and both “This Rio Grande Valley” by Daniel
García Ordaz and “Sunflower” by Aida Salazar are full of beautiful imagery. “Ode to My Papi” by Guadalupe García McCall and
“La Princesa Mileidy Dominguez” by Rubén Degollado both tug
at the heartstrings. The variety of narrative styles contributes to
the broad appeal of this volume.
Well worth reading; a welcome addition to any bookshelf.
(contributor bios) (Anthology. 13-adult)

Lewis, John & Aydin, Andrew
Illus. by Fury, L. & Powell, Nate
Abrams ComicArts (160 pp.)
$24.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-4197-3069-6
A companion to the award-winning,
groundbreaking March graphic memoir
series, this is the final work completed
by Congressman Lewis before his death

in July 2020.
What happened after the 1965 marches in Selma? Although
segregation was no longer legal, America had not yet embraced
true equality. Shortly after the passage of the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, a six-day uprising took place in the neighborhood of
Watts in Los Angeles, with similar protests in Chicago. (Readers will likely note parallels between these events and the 2020
protests.) With welcome frankness, Lewis recounts his tenure
as chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, being at odds with organizations like the NAACP and
the Urban League, the repercussions of SNCC’s public stances
against the Vietnam War and apartheid in South Africa, and the
generational divide within SNCC. Lewis questioned his own
effectiveness as a leader (and was eventually ousted), but his
focus throughout the book is on the hundreds of unsung individuals who undertook the sometimes-deadly work that Black
voter registration and other grassroots social justice efforts
demanded. Compelling art perfectly captures the tension and
terror of these troubled times, as told from Lewis’ memory with
the backing of scholarly works and research.
An intimate, powerfully revealing look at a crucial, complex time, through the eyes of a true American hero. (biographies, notes, sources, from the artist, about the authors,
co-author’s note) (Graphic memoir. 12-adult)

PANDEMIC, PROTEST,
AND POLITICS
A Look Back at 2020

Marcovitz, Hal
ReferencePoint Press (64 pp.)
$31.95 | Aug. 1, 2021
978-1-6782-0182-1

A brief, straightforward overview of
many of the defining moments of 2020.
Over the course of five chapters, this
work of expository nonfiction details key
moments, from the (first) impeachment of then-President Donald Trump to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Black Lives Matter
protests and their inciting incidents, major storms and wildfires,
and the presidential campaign. An epilogue includes information about the January 2021 Capitol insurrection and Trump’s
second impeachment. Sidebars provide further context, quotes,
or additional tidbits of information, and color photographs
every few pages tie to the chapter’s topic. The extensive use of
quotations from individuals involved in or affected by events
adds interest. Each chapter offers sufficient background information to help put the events of the year in context. For example, the chapter on natural disasters offers information on the
impact of climate change and the human and environmental
costs of ignoring scientists’ warnings. Rather than including
a glossary, Marcovitz uses simple phrases that may help struggling readers (e.g., killed by assassins rather than assassinated),
but sometimes they read awkwardly or like they’re avoiding
expressing a perspective directly (e.g., racial injustice instead
of racism). The book ends with the ominous note that should
Trump seek reelection in 2024, an already divided America
could face renewed challenges.
A solid account of an extremely turbulent year. (picture
credits, timeline, source notes, further research, index)
(Nonfiction. 12-17)

LIVING BEYOND BORDERS
Growing up Mexican in
America
Ed. by Longoria, Margarita
Philomel (224 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-593-20497-9

Twenty original contributions by
Mexican American authors about growing up in the U.S.
In a note to readers, editor Longoria
describes feeling compelled to create this anthology as she saw
Mexican Americans being attacked and derided in the media.
The result is this collection of short stories, personal essays,
graphic stories, and poems by Mexican American authors. The
standouts here pack a real emotional punch. Awareness of the
impact of socio-economic status often takes center stage, and
several pieces are set in the Rio Grande Valley. Protagonists
124
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YOUR LIFE HAS BEEN
DELAYED

Bass (who reads as default White) grow quickly from an anxious,
shy youth to a young man of bravery, daring, and confidence
as he battles both the elements and his own uncertainty. His
date, Rosie (who has brown skin and wavy dark hair), is less well
developed as a character, only seen through Bass’ adoring eyes,
but the high-stakes romance between them is believable. The
brevity of the text means that their larger social setting and
backstory are left vague, but readers looking for a fast-paced
and exciting perilous romance will come away satisfied.
A page-turner for reluctant readers. (Adventure. 12-18)

Mason, Michelle I.
Bloomsbury (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-5476-0408-1

A 17-year-old girl boards a flight back
home and lands 25 years in the future.
It’s 1995, and all Jenny wants is to go
back to St. Louis after visiting her grandparents in New York to try to convince
her parents she should study journalism at Columbia University; hang out with best friend Angie; and finally have her first
kiss with her boyfriend, Steve. But her plane somehow lands
decades later, in a future in which Flight 237’s disappearance
has been a mystery and everyone has believed them dead. As
Jenny starts her senior year of high school, she and the other
passengers must grapple with their new circumstances—family and friends who have died, gotten old, or moved on to new
ways of interacting with the world—as well as face unthinkable
challenges, including conspiracy theorists trying to prove it’s all
a hoax and the FBI watching their every move. This Twilight
Zone–esque novel forgoes delving into its intriguing premise in
lieu of exploring what happens after time travel with a storyline that focuses on Jenny’s meandering struggle to cope with
heartbreaking losses, adjustment to mind-blowing technology,
and growing understanding of how journalism works in the new
century. Most of the latter part of the novel centers on a rushed
romance and pontificating about the ins and outs of social
media. All the main characters read as White.
A middling execution of an intriguing premise. (Science
fiction. 14-18)

RAINBOW IN THE DARK

McGinty, Sean
Clarion (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-358-38037-5

SINK OR SWIM

McAdam, Tash
Orca (112 pp.)
$10.95 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-4598-2851-3
Series: Orca Soundings
Two teens barely survive the open
seas.
Bass and Rosie shouldn’t skip school,
“borrow” a boat, and take it out onto the
water for a first date, but they’re newly
infatuated with each other and want to take their budding
relationship beyond the Pride Club at their school. What’s the
worst that can happen? An unexpected storm, a shipwreck on
an island—and dangers cascading from there. This short novel,
intended for teenagers building their reading skills who are
looking for an accessible, age-appropriate adventure, includes
Bass’ occasional descriptions of the mechanics of his trans identity, including the use of binder tape and one unnecessary reference to his deadname. This element often feels shoehorned
in, but overall, the suspense doesn’t let up, and readers watch
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The Wonderful Wizard of Oz gets
the Black Mirror treatment in this dark
fantasy.
Rainbow comes to in a new reality
with no directions, no plan, and only
fuzzy memories of what came before.
Small clues and directions surface in the form of scraps of
paper delivered through blue refrigeratorlike devices as Rainbow proceeds down a ladder to a refugee camp in the sky. As
Rainbow continues the journey, the teen encounters three others—grumpy Chad01, and twins Lark, a mystic, and Owlsy, a
scholar—and the group bands together to face deadly quests,
impossible challenges and a supposedly benevolent wizard
named Dave who may have nefarious plans for his polo-shirt–
clad devotees. The challenges become more dangerous while
Rainbow gradually remembers home—a move to the coast,
ongoing depression and thoughts of suicide, and a complex
relationship with once-beloved brother CJ—and wonders what
awaits on the other side, if there is one. McGinty deftly updates
L. Frank Baum’s classic tale with modern-day existential angst,
creating a unique world that’s terrifying in both its foreignness
and its familiarity. In this novel written in the second-person
present, Rainbow is a gender-ambiguous character, never given
pronouns or identifiers; physical descriptions are likewise scant,
leaving readers to fill in the gaps.
A page-turner that handles mental health with grace. (Fan
tasy. 14-adult)

125

GODS OF WORLD MYTHOLOGY

chef add elements of lightness and hope, the pervasive themes
of abuse, xenophobia, and homophobia create an unrelentingly
dark atmosphere. The characters deal with trauma, mental illness, and addiction throughout the story. The dry, slightly dated,
and emotionally distanced writing style, along with disjointed
time-skips, make it difficult to follow the plot and connect
with the characters. However, the discussions of family bonds,
complex sibling relationships, finding a place to belong, and the
reveal of Mark’s family history are intriguing and messily realistic, if a tad overly dramatic. Characters are implied White.
A bleak tale of self-discovery. (Fiction. 16-adult)

Nardo, Don
ReferencePoint Press (64 pp.)
$31.95 | Aug. 1, 2021
978-1-6782-0082-4

Myths and legends communicate
key values and beliefs within a society,
though the stories may share many similarities across time and culture.
In this brief compendium, Nardo
examines common themes across mythologies pulled from around the globe. The famous mythologist
Joseph Campbell and contemporary expert E.J. Michael Witzel
claim that myths the world over share common themes, values,
and tropes because of a shared heritage of storytelling that dates
back to the earliest humans. These tales often involve powerful
and wise creator deities as well as heroic humans, and each communicates something of the values and traditions of each culture
to the listener or reader. This title serves as a cursory primer
of several major mythical traditions from around the world.
Through each retelling and subsequent background exposition,
readers discover particulars about the cultures from which each
myth sprang but also their many similarities. Classical historian Nardo begins with the Greco-Roman and Norse mythological traditions that Western readers are most likely already
familiar with before expanding to Hindu, Chinese, Aztec, and
Igbo mythical traditions. Though a great primer for reluctant
readers and those looking for a brief overview and laudable
for its inclusion of non-Western traditions, readers hoping for
a deeper dive will need to look elsewhere. Ample illustrations
add interest and support the text.
An amuse-bouche of world mythology that may leave readers craving more. (source notes, further reading, index, picture credits) (Nonfiction. 12-16)

I DARE YOU

Ross, Jeff
Orca (128 pp.)
$10.95 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-4598-2801-8
Series: Orca Soundings
The unexpected consequences of an
internet prank give a teenager a chance
to own up…or not.
With a plain goal of prompting readers to make gut checks of their own, Ross
crafts a scenario in which 16-year-old Rainey helps schoolmates
Jordan and Rowan make and post anonymous viral videos—
which is all fun and games until a glimpse of a shadowy costumed “monster” they’re shooting on a remote stretch of road
causes a passing driver to lose control and crash. Rainey has a
series of hard choices to make: Should he join the other two in
fleeing the scene or stay behind to help? If he stays, should he
cover for them and claim he was alone and lie about what he was
doing there? In the event, he does stay behind, and after seeing
that the story he contrives to protect his confederates is both
too weak to fool anyone and unworthy besides, he does come
clean. Delivering a few admonitory minilectures about taking
responsibility for one’s actions, the author leaves his protagonist with a clear(ish) conscience and no legal ramifications to
face but compromises any effort to keep things simple by veering off in a wild plot twist. The cast presents uniformly White;
Rainey wrestles not only with guilt, but anxiety that heightens
symptoms of his Tourette syndrome.
Offers reluctant readers plenty of material to mull over
when it comes to responsible behavior both on- and offline.
(Fiction. 13-17)

THE COMPLEXITIES OF LOVE

Quigley, M.A.
5310 Publishing (252 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-77715-184-3

An Australian teen learns about life,
hidden love, and family secrets.
It’s 1966, and Mark knows he’s different from the other boys, hiding his
attraction for his best friend, Dave, by
spending time with his friend Laura.
Mark’s already low self-esteem, self-doubt, and guilt are exacerbated by bullying at school and abuse at home. Despite his
growing closeness with Laura, Mark’s feelings for Dave continue
after a series of hopeful, clandestine interactions. Then, Dave
disappears; 10 years later, he returns, and when Mark tries to
discover the truth behind his absence, upsetting family secrets
come to light. While Mark’s interest in cooking, future dreams
of living openly as a gay man, and desire to make a living as a
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“A clever whodunit with broad appeal.”
enola holmes and the black barouche

DARK AND SHALLOW LIES

from Edie’s mother’s perspective are interspersed in the form
of an old journal she kept during the time she became pregnant
with Edie. The family secrets that are gradually revealed owe
as much to contemporary domestic fiction tropes as they do to
fantasy. Edie’s first-person narration is earnest, and though an
evil magic threatens her throughout, there doesn’t ever seem to
be any real doubt about her fate. Edie, her family, and Tess are
White; Rhia is Black.
An engaging offering with a light paranormal touch. (Para
normal. 14-18)

Sain, Ginny Myers
Razorbill/Penguin (432 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-593-40396-9

Evil lurks in a tiny Louisiana town
that has more than its fair share of supernatural power.
Seventeen-year-old Grey and her
best friend, Elora, have always been
“twin flames,” “lit from the same match,”
sharing everything and uncannily alike. In their hometown of
La Cachette, a bayou town of 106 known as the Psychic Capital of the World, people often have strange and potent abilities. Despite having vanished several months ago, Elora keeps
appearing in Grey’s mind’s eye. These flashes are brief and dark,
suggesting that Elora unsuccessfully ran for her life, and Grey’s
grief makes the narration more sad than scary. The 10 young
people known locally as the Summer Children, including eight
other kids who were born between the equinoxes that same year,
have already been through a lot; two of them, identical twins,
were murdered when they were 4. At first, Grey suspects their
killer of Elora’s murder as well, but in the process of digging
up clues, she unravels a much more complex situation as well
as a blue-eyed stranger who rivals her chain-smoking childhood
crush for her sexual interest. La Cachette’s tragic mysteries are
suitably intricate, if occasionally confusing, and though the
plot drags somewhat in the middle, the hurricane-fueled finale
wraps everything up nicely. The setting colors every event in the
story with a splash of Southern gothic; it’s perhaps even more of
a central character than either Grey or Elora. Main characters
are presumably White.
Atmospheric. (Thriller. 14-18)

THE WITCH HAVEN

Smith, Sasha Peyton
Simon & Schuster (448 pp.)
$19.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-5344-5438-5

EDIE IN BETWEEN

Sibson, Laura
Viking (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-451-48114-6

A young woman’s magical heritage
catches up with her in this novel centered around grief and relationships.
Seventeen-year-old Edie is desperate to
get away from her maternal grandmother,
GG, with whom she has lived on a houseboat in small-town Maryland ever since her mother’s unexpected
death. Though she has always known her mother and grandmother
were witches, she has eschewed her own magic after a troubling
experience with it years earlier, but in Cedar Branch, she finds
she can no longer evade it. Edie’s leisurely paced journey from
a place of withdrawn fear to an embrace of her full self unfurls
into the telling of a budding friendship with kindhearted Tess
and a growing romantic relationship with magically inclined
Rhia, who also has not yet spread her wings as a witch. Chapters
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What good is powerful magic when
society demands submissiveness?
One night in New York City in 1911,
Frances Hallowell, a 17-year-old seamstress, stays up late to finish a coat in the
communal workroom. Her boss, stumbling in drunk, tries to assault her but ends up with Frances’
shears in his neck. They flew across the room, as if by magic.
Before she can be arrested for murder, she’s whisked away by
two women posing as nurses who claim she has tuberculosis and
must be treated at once. Frances discovers their ruse was cover
for being taken to Haxahaven Academy, a girls’ boarding school
where students dressed in black uniforms are kept safe as they
learn about their various inherent magical gifts. However, safety
apparently means focusing on magical housekeeping techniques
and quietly learning to control their urges. Frustrated and wanting to solve the mystery of her brother’s recent death, Frances
accepts an offer of lessons from her brother’s friend Finn, an
Irish boy she’s been seeing in her dreams. Frances’ pragmatic,
city-girl outlook keeps the story grounded despite only cursory
evocations of the setting. This intensely dramatic story presents Gaelic-influenced magic as a means to empowerment and
shows the strength in sisterhood. The academy operates with
an inclusive definition of girl, and there is background queer
representation along with some racial and ethnic diversity.
Intriguing. (Fiction. 14-18)

ENOLA HOLMES AND THE
BLACK BAROUCHE

Springer, Nancy
Wednesday Books (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-250-82295-6
Series: Enola Holmes, 7

Teenage sleuth Enola Holmes is back
in a follow-up to earlier, middle-grade
offerings.
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“Emotionally charged and politically relevant, this is a must-read.”
both sides now

THE VIOLENT SEASON

A self-described “Scientific Perditorian,” grandiloquent
Enola Holmes arrives at Baker Street to find her brother, Sherlock, nearly catatonic due to a fit of melancholia. However, when
Miss Letitia Glover shows up, convinced that news of her twin
sister Flossie’s death cannot be true, the puzzle-loving Holmes
siblings can’t resist taking on the case. Flossie’s husband Caddie Rudcliff, the Earl of Dunhench, sent word that a fever had
quickly overtaken Flossie and that she was immediately cremated without so much as a funeral—the same fate as his first
wife, Myzella. As Sherlock and Enola investigate, readers are
treated to an altogether delightfully engaging romp about Victorian London through visits to horrifying asylums and sprawling
manor houses, the antics of a fractious horse, and lush sartorial
descriptions. Women’s agency—or the lack thereof—is brought
to the forefront as Enola repeatedly encounters difficulty due to
her gender. With nearly a decade having passed since Springer
penned a case for Enola (with a graphic novel and a film being
released in the interim), this is an excellent entry point for both
established fans and newcomers, and it includes a helpful recap in
a prologue from Sherlock’s point of view. Enola’s voice is wholly
charming, prone to just the right bit of humorous snark and a
penchant for lists. All characters are presumed White.
A clever whodunit with broad appeal. (Mystery. 12-18)

Walters, Sara
Sourcebooks Fire (320 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Sep. 1, 2021
978-1-72823-410-6

Is it the town of Wolf Ridge or Wyatt
Green who is cursed?
November is always a deadly month
in the small town of Wolf Ridge, Vermont—a month when, for decades, murders, suicides, and accidental deaths
have taken place. Which leads to the (unanswered) questions:
Why does anyone stay, and why are so many residents in denial
that there is even a problem? Wyatt believes it is the so-called
November Sickness that caused someone to murder her mother
last year, and she tries to convince others, including her emotionally absent father, that the sickness is behind November’s
high mortality rate. While working on an AP literature project
(culminating in a Great Gatsby–style party), Wyatt finds herself
in a love triangle she views as Gatsby-esque, between possibly
dangerous childhood friend Cash and popular Porter. Wyatt
also continues to seek validation that the curse is real. She even
reaches out to a Midwestern reporter who wrote an article on
Wolf Ridge’s mysterious fatalities. Although initially encouraging, the reporter, who is seeking real-world explanations, later
dismisses the November Sickness as an urban legend. Wyatt
ultimately must face hard truths if she hopes for real answers.
The book sometimes veers into melodrama, and inconsistencies in characters’ motivations and a lack of focus undermine
attempts to build tension and may diminish readers’ interest.
Main characters default to White.
Unsuccessfully tries to be too many things at once: thriller,
psychological drama, and romance. (Thriller. 13-18)

BOTH SIDES NOW

Thomas, Peyton
Dial Books (300 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-593-32281-9

The debate club is Finch’s passion,
but when the topic for nationals is
announced, he is anything but excited.
Students from across the U.S. will be
debating bathroom access for transgender students. It feels to Finch, as a White
transgender boy, like a debate about his right to exist in public
spaces. With hopes for winning—and thus improving the odds of
a life-changing college scholarship—on the line, he has to choose
between his academic and political ambitions and his emotional
well-being. Complicating things are his growing feelings for his
friend and debate partner, Jonah, who is gay; Finch is unsure of his
sexual orientation. Queer issues are given center stage, evoking the
lived experiences of many in a sensitive and sympathetic way. Racial
and other identity-related subjects, while not the focus of the narrative, are also addressed, with Filipino American Jonah receiving his
own fleshed-out subplot regarding anti-Asian racism and diverse
representation in the supporting cast. Bigotry is depicted in its many
insidious forms, including the buildup of day-to-day microaggressions. Despite presenting the full picture of these attacks, the novel
makes it clear that Finch’s and Jonah’s lives are not bleak tragedies:
They are allowed their happiness and their triumphs. These characters feel nuanced and genuine, with their identities and backgrounds
as integral parts of the plot and characterization.
Emotionally charged and politically relevant, this is a
must-read. (Fiction. 14-18)
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BE MORE VEGAN
The Young Person’s Guide
to Going (a Bit More)
Plant-Based!

Webster, Niki
Illus. by Webster, Niki & Stiles, Anna &
Clarke, Emily
Welbeck Children’s (128 pp.)
$16.95 | Jul. 15, 2021
978-1-78312-661-3
A food consultant, health coach, and blogger offers
resources for a vegan diet.
This cookbook outlines the basics of veganism—a lifestyle
that eschews the use of animal products—and includes a short
overview of animal welfare and environmental motives behind
this choice. Webster focuses on the benefits of making more
mindful rather than perfect decisions, i.e., being “more vegan”
as opposed to an all-or-nothing approach. Advice on nutrition,
suggestions for food substitutions, a list of pantry essentials,
and brief basic cooking tips precede the recipe section. From
|

soups to pasta to curries, these plant-based dishes (containing
no meat, eggs, or dairy) cover a range of tempting options for
all tastes, and each recipe is accompanied by a bright, colorful
photo. No boring salads to be seen here: The creative selections include a harissa falafel burger, hoisin jackfruit burritos,
and millionaire’s shortbread for dessert. While the instructions
are clear, some recipes are more advanced; homemade sauces
and dressings abound, and many recipes require a food processor. A glossary includes useful terms, explanations of cooking
techniques and less-familiar ingredients, and recommendations
for further reading and resources. The bright, clean design with
cheerful graphics in shades of pink, green, and blue help make
this an inviting read. Those seeking in-depth reasons for going
vegan will not be sated, but for anyone already interested in this
topic, this is a fine choice.
Has broad appeal for teens and adults interested in plantbased cooking. (index) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

A FEELING LIKE HOME

y o u n g a d u lt

Wenger, Haleigh
Sword and Silk Books (270 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-73643-003-3
Paige’s irresponsible behavior results
in her being sent away; her road to
redemption is paved with emotional
minefields.
As the youngest of five kids, Paige
feels overlooked. When she finally lives
up to family expectations and makes the National Honor
Society, her parents don’t attend the ceremony. Hurt, Paige
starts vandalizing structures in town. She lets bestie-turnedboyfriend Griffin take the blame when she’s busted, but her
parents still send her away from Seattle to her older sister’s
home in Texas for the summer, hoping for a change. Despite
her resistance, Paige begins to enjoy new activities plus a burgeoning romance with boy-next-door Joey. But worry over her
father’s health (he has Crohn’s disease) plus concerning health
symptoms of her own threaten to tip her back into self-destruct
mode and send her ping-ponging between Griffin and Joey. The
reveals about family dynamics are well paced. Paige is filled
with pain and lashes out when confronted with additional challenges: Initially self-centered and difficult to like, she ultimately
learns to take responsibility and work to resolve relationships
rather than blow up. Slowly, her interpretations of events and
reactions to them evolve and mature. Grief and heartache are
not minimized, but the story shows that a fresh start is possible.
Most of the cast is White by default; Joey’s mom is from Brazil.
Satisfying fare for fans of romantic and family dramas. (Fic
tion. 12-16)
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indie
These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
NO SPRING CHICKEN by Francine Falk-Allen................................ 138
HOLI COLORS! by Deven Jatkar; illus. by the author......................139
THE LEGEND OF HOBART by Heather Mullaly..............................143
CO SPECS by Cas Oh; photos by Debbie Bragg.................................143
STELLA ATLANTIS by Susan Perly................................................... 144
DEAD LETTER OFFICE by Marko Pogačar;
trans. by Andrea Jurjević...................................................................145

DEAD LETTER OFFICE
Selected Poems

Pogačar, Marko
Trans. by Jurjević, Andrea
WordWorks (97 pp.)
$21.00 paper | Jun. 1, 2020
978-1-94-458541-9
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DRAINED

Acriche, Marc Daniel
Sunken Island Books (254 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $4.99 e-book | May 8, 2021
978-1-73581-610-4
In this debut dystopian novel, a
teen joins the fight against a totalitarian
force’s hold on mid-21st-century New
York City.
Casey Parker is lucky to live in an
uptown New York apartment in 2048.
To preserve electricity, authorities schedule regular power
outages—usually downtown. Things aren’t likely to improve
if Michael Hargrove wins the mayoral election. He heads the
Independent Coalition Party, a military-type unit so intimidating that criticizing it publicly is dangerous. When the “almostboyfriend” of her best friend, Jennifer Hargrove—Michael’s
daughter—becomes an ICP Recruit and unexpectedly vanishes,
Casey helps look for him downtown during a blackout. She
learns the hard way just how the ICP enlists people when two
strangers, stepping out of an unmarked van, suddenly chase her.
Surprisingly, her father comes to her rescue; she hasn’t seen
him in over a year after the ICP’s corruption charges ruined
his police career. Her dad is secretly part of the Resistance
against the ICP, which is reputedly abducting and brainwashing “Recruits” to be soldiers. Finding where this atrocity takes
place would expose Michael’s nefarious organization. So Casey
agrees to leave the Resistance’s protection, knowing fully well
the ICP will grab her. But the plan—monitor Casey with a
tracking device—doesn’t quite work out. Now she’s on her own
in enemy territory, trying to convince other Recruits what’s
happening and hoping she can withstand brainwashing tactics.
If Casey can escape, she’ll lead the Resistance right back to the
ICP’s hideout. She has other allies as well, including Jennifer,
who unquestionably disapproves of her father’s work.
Acriche simplifies his tale by confining the action to New
York. The story hints at greater problems (for example, “travel
restrictions” between states) as well as Michael’s potentially
expanding his diabolical scheme. Though the cast is extensive, characters enter and exit the tale organically as Casey’s
adventure continues. For example, she meets members of the
Resistance before mingling with other ICP Recruits. These
characters are often surrounded by mystery: Some die without warning; some vanish; and some may be involved in a double-cross. Class distinctions in the story are apparent; “the
have-nots” are left in the dark during the scheduled outages.
There’s moreover an implication that Michael is racist, but
this is more an individual trait as a villain than commentary

on widespread discrimination. The author writes in a crisp,
easygoing style even when describing Casey’s facing danger:
“As expected, a drone—black and menacing—hovered in the
clearing….She turned, pressing her back against the tree,
willing herself small. If the thing had a heat sensor, she was
screwed.” In the same vein, the abundant profanity in the narrative and dialogue is generally flippant—expressing annoyance more often than anger or hostility. While the novel’s
latter half offers exciting action scenes, it feels a bit rushed.
In particular, Casey has a romantic relationship that, without
much development, has very little impact. Still, the ending is
memorable, and this book could act as either a stand-alone or
the start of a series.
Indelible characters populate a diverting, near-future tale
of combating oppression.

PIVOT

A teen becomes an apprentice to a
murderous fanatic with an incredible
power in this supernatural novel.
Jack Harper was 7 years old when
she first killed a person. In his mansion’s
basement, Cyrus Harper instructed his adopted daughter to
use a butterfly needle on Roland James’ neck, bleeding him
out. And yet later that night, Roland was alive and well. Cyrus
has a power, coming from a secret source, that can resurrect
the dead, heal the sick, or simply rejuvenate the weary. He’s
decided to raise Jack alongside his own son, Alex, while building an organization dedicated to “devolution, chaos, and the
downfall of innocence.” By destroying innocence, Cyrus may
“ascend” beyond the mortal confines of humanity. Throughout
her teen years, Jack learns finer things, such as playing the
piano, but also how to kill remorselessly. She comes to learn
that Cyrus’ power draws from a living being locked in a hidden basement chamber. Eventually, Cyrus wants 17-year-old
Jack to help oversee his burgeoning flock of devotees that he
assembles from the needy and homeless. She sees in action a
monstrous supernatural force that disintegrates those who
have betrayed Cyrus. Jack has never imagined turning against
her father figure. But his ultimate plan to destroy innocent life
is so shocking and violent that she decides she must stop him.
In this series opener, Barlow breathes life into an exceedingly
dark fantasy that should leave readers terrified of the outcome. Key to Cyrus’ power is an oblong red box that coughs
up black stones marked with the name of whoever has pivoted
from the cause. The author’s delightful game, then, is to help
her protagonist outmaneuver this box. Jack, meanwhile, uses
heroin to forget the faces of her victims. The prose captures
the dismal truth of being in an abusive relationship with lines
like “Reality was a bit like a funnel, and all of it led to Cyrus.”

LA FINCA
Libro Para Cantar y Jugar

Borrás, Yolanda
Illus. by Hicock, David
I’m Bilingual! Languages Through Music
(44 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Apr. 16, 2018
978-1-73221-440-8
An illustrated song introduces children to animal sounds in this Spanishlanguage picture book.
In this sequel, Borrás adapts a traditional song to the page,
inviting readers to visit a farm and learn about the different
sounds the animals make. The cow says “mu, mu”; the duck says
“cua, cua”; and the dog says “jau, jau.” The images by Hicock add
visual interest, with vibrant colors popping on every page and
engaging animals appearing alongside the sounds they make.
The final third of the book consists of recommended activities
for expanding interaction with the text: singing along, coloring
a page, counting the animals, and playing a memory game with
pictures of the creatures featured in the story. Materials for
each activity are included. The total amount of text is small, but
young readers are likely to appreciate the repetitive nature of
the song’s verses. The text of each animal’s sound, presented in
large, multicolored letters, is suitable for reading aloud. Readers in search of multilayered stories will not find much meat
here, but the straightforward nature of the narrative makes it
an effective tool for language instruction, giving readers plenty
of opportunities to practice new vocabulary and connect words
with illustrations. The supplemental materials provide parents
and educators with lots of guidance for the suggested activities,
adding to the book’s potential as a learning tool.
A simple but effective text for teaching Spanish vocabulary.
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Barlow, L.C.
Rare Bird Books (238 pp.)
$17.00 paper | $13.99 e-book
Oct. 15, 2019
978-1-64428-053-9

Thankfully, Jack meets a wise woman named Margaret Whilhelm, who says: “There are things in the world that make you
more you than your origins.” A savvy finale adds several new
pieces to the game board, making the sequel unmissable.
A darkly imaginative thriller featuring plenty of sharp
characters and emotional complexity.

GRANDPA KEVIN’S...THE
THREE LITTLE PIGS

Brougher, Kevin J.
Illus. by Warrick, Jessica
Missing Piece Press (30 pp.)
$12.95 | $9.99 e-book | Sep. 10, 2020
978-1-73-503122-4
A picture book offers a rhyming
retelling of “The Three Little Pigs.”
“Once, long ago, there lived a big pig.
/ The pig—a mother of three,” Brougher’s story begins. “Once they had grown,” they said “goodbye
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Space Odysseys
The vast SF universe draws numerous
fans. They binge on Star Wars movies
or watch the film Galaxy Quest for the
20th time. They boldly beam to their
living rooms episodes of the two latest
Star Trek TV series, Picard and Discovery,
or search for reruns of shows featuring
Federation luminaries like Capt. James
T. Kirk. Or they read countless books
in this genre. Kirkus Indie recently reviewed three SF novels offering Final
Frontier adventures.
A damaged spaceship operated by
catlike aliens inadvertently veers too
close to a remote human colony in John
Lallier’s The Indus Incursion. Part of the
Solar Commonwealth, Earth once fought
the aliens, called the Feorae, in a battle
on an inhabited planet. After the Commonwealth sends alerts, some starship officers want retribution for the hundreds
killed in that skirmish, while others wish
to avoid a disastrous conflict. “A well-told
tale of galactic problem-solving and command-chair decision-making,” our reviewer writes.
Predator Moons by J.H. Ramsay delivers a late-21st-century world where
humans use a teleportation system to
visit myriad planets. Isaiah Erickson, an
anthropologist and arms dealer, travels
to the planet Conrad to hunt for addictive alien wasp venom. Chloe Keating,
a graduate student, heads to the planet Hobbes to gather huge centipedes.
Their singular quests will eventually
intersect. Our critic calls the book “a
memorable voyage through a brutal human society, bizarre alien environments, and elastic realities.”
In P.L. Sullivan’s Bound, a formidable
warrior with two distinct personalities
and special abilities must obliterate the
source of a treacherous infection. Adin/
Shennan serves on the Keld Special Action force, which annihilates worlds
that threaten the Polis federation. If
she fails to decimate the source, an infected planet faces destruction. According to our reviewer, this “brilliant tale”
provides “a universe and protagonist
that are impressively well realized.”
Myra Forsberg is an Indie editor.
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with a moan, / it was time, to set them all free.” Mother Pig,
wearing lipstick but no clothes, lies on her side in a barn with
three pigs nursing. In the next image, she is still nude, though
bipedal, while her clothed pig sons walk down the road. Warrick’s digital watercolors in warm tones with dynamic penciled lines render this awkward shift between animal and
human modes gracefully. The fairy tale trots on predictably,
though with intriguing turns of phrase that evoke casual oral
storytelling (“Along came a wolf—you know what he had? /
Big hands, big feet—a big head!”). These slight textual innovations should sustain reader interest; the wolf thrice declares:
“Then, I’ll huff and I’ll puff—I will blow at the house!” No pigs
are eaten in this story. Instead, the villain faces his inability to
blow down brick houses (“The wolf ’s ego deflated—the pigs
were elated”). Some modern items, including a TV, appear in
this tale set “long ago.” But the treat here is the appealing,
detailed art: sunny, Midwestern pastoral landscapes; lovingly
rendered plump chickens; and salt-of-the-earth White farmers more than willing to sell a truckload of bricks to a small,
cardigan-wearing pig.
A beautifully illustrated, limerick-heavy, and mortalityfree rendition of a classic fairy tale.

PICTURES DON’T LIE

Bryann, Ace
Palmetto Publishing (340 pp.)
$25.99 | $19.99 paper | $7.99 e-book
Jan. 22, 2021
978-1-64-990212-2
978-1-64-990725-7 paper
Debut author Bryann’s romance
tells the story of a love affair between a
wealthy businessman and an artist.
Billionaire Derek Landino is dashing and seductive, drives the best cars,
and goes out with beautiful women. But the prince of the
Latin European microstate of Calina is much more than the
playboy he appears to be. He’s also an entrepreneur, philanthropist, and patron of the arts who’s seeking his life’s purpose in the United States. He’s sworn off falling in love in the
aftermath of his divorce, but then he meets Christine Dayne,
an unconventional painter and art director at the University
of North Carolina. He’s stunned by her beauty, but her integrity and her gift for expressing emotion in her paintings are
what steal his heart. Their whirlwind romance takes the tabloids by storm, and Courtney Metcalf, a woman from Derek’s
past, seeks to break the couple’s bond by framing Derek for
an act of infidelity. In this steamy and exciting romance, Bryann offers a riff on “Cinderella” that hits all the right notes for
fans of contemporary romance: a chiseled billionaire who’s
quickly revealed to be a real-life prince; a strong, capable heroine; and appealing supporting characters, such as Derek’s pal
Timothy McKenzie and Christine’s best friend, April, who
get their own satisfying endings. Bryann’s inclusion of Christine’s skill at portraying feelings in her art is a masterful touch

ALL IS NOT LOST
How I Friended Failure on
the Island and Found a
Way Home

that offers insight into the character’s emotional evolution
and identifies those who can see her true potential.
A thoughtfully crafted tale that will leave romance fans
looking forward to more from this promising author.

Carbonell, Shannon Kenny
Greenleaf Book Group Press (260 pp.)
$23.95 | $9.99 e-book | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-62634-767-0

AN EVERYDAY CULT

Buglion, Gerette
Rootstock Publishing (218 pp.)
$16.95 paper | May 25, 2021
978-1-57-869055-8

debut memoir.
Raised in the 1970s in Sydney, Australia, Carbonell was 12
years old when she first wrote the words “Shannon Kenny will
be a famous actress,” using her mother’s red nail polish. In 2010,
she found herself accompanying her husband, Nestor, an actor
and a series regular on the TV drama Lost, to a red-carpet event.
She recalls feeling “fat and ugly” and regarding Evangeline Lilly
with jealously because she “looked just like I’d always wanted to
look” and was adored as “a famous actress.” Although Carbonell
enjoyed limited small screen success as an actor—she was a regular on The Invisible Man, with guest appearances on shows such
as Seinfeld—she quit the profession in favor of motherhood.
The author began to resent her husband’s success, feeling she
had “lost a two-person race.” After moving to Hawaii for a year
because of Nestor’s Lost gig, she began to face up to the feeling
that something was missing inside of her. Her journey through
depression to self-acceptance involved nurturing her creativity
and developing her relationship with God. Carbonell writes with
an intense level of intimacy, allowing readers to eavesdrop on bitter family arguments. One disagreement with her father culminated in him yelling: “What have you ever done with your life?”
The hurt inflicted by this remark is palpable, but the author is
also able to envisage the bigger picture: “He seems happier when
his life has some sparkle around the edges. I was so sorry I wasn’t
able to give him that.” Carbonell’s use of similes can be idiosyncratic (the peaks “are silhouetted in the dusk like a Wacky Wire
carnival game”), which could prove mildly irritating for some.
Comparisons between her own life and the script of Lost also feel
forced and unnecessary: “I had to ‘go back,’ like the characters
on LOST—back to my original self.” The author is nonetheless
refreshingly frank, calling out the realities of show business:
“Almost nobody in Hollywood finds a woman fuckable at forty.”
Both forthright and tenderly considerate, this book will be of
interest to Lost fans but also to those who feel that their journeys
have not lived up to their expectations.
Courageous writing with minor flaws in an emotionally
illuminating account.
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A survivor’s account of the seductiveness of an “everyday cult.”
This book is part memoir, part warning. Buglion, a cult-awareness consultant,
devotes her debut book to her experience
with a group she renames the “Center
for Transformational Learning.” It initially appeared benignly
therapeutic, she says, with its focus on “the work,” which
“included a lot of longing, learning about myself, and a whole lot
of idealizing,” and its use of Jungian psychology in the apparent
service of healing and growth. Specifically, the author sets out
to refute the notion that the methods of cults are always easy
to spot. The style of the book itself demonstrates how slowly
warning signs appear, and when Buglion reveals an experience
with the cult’s more overt methods of control—an incident
involving strangling—it’s genuinely shocking. The author takes
care to explain how, even after experiencing such red flags, she
remained so invested in the group. One thread about her own
house-cleaning business, and the influence that the cult had on
it, illustrates how cultists taught her not to trust her instincts—
until a frightening discovery awakened her to the necessity of
doing so. She also speaks about the ill effects of her membership
on her family relationships, as when she missed her own brother’s funeral to attend a cult retreat. The book’s searing honesty
does a service for cult survivors and will also be informative to
those who don’t understand how thin the line can be between a
benign organization and a dangerous one; the most telltale sign
of the latter, Buglion points out, is that you can never graduate
from it. She also provides a thorough examination of the stages
of cult participation, from “Falling” and “Drifting” to eventually “Snapping” out of its control, and, with luck, “Waking up
Again and Again.” Near the end, the book becomes somewhat
polemical in its discussion of cults’ authoritarianism, but it still
provides good insights into how such control works.
A hauntingly honest and revealing memoir.

A former actor and the wife of a TV
star confronts deep-rooted feelings of
failure during a stay in Hawaii in this
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“A funny, immersive portrait of an unusual working relationship.”
note to boy

NOTE TO BOY

FIX THIS NEXT FOR
HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS
Your Business Is Like a
Patient, You Just Have To
Treat It That Way

Clark, Sue
Unbound (291 pp.)
$15.49 paper | $7.99 e-book
978-1-78-965093-8
A teenager becomes the scribe of a
former fashion icon in this debut literary novel.
Self-conscious 17-year-old Bradley
McCreedy responds to an unusual job
posting hung in the window of a news
agent’s shop in London: “Wanted!!! Urgent!!! Refined, respectable
lady authoress seeks domestic assistant of same ilk. Usual rates.” When
he calls the number, the daughter of his potential boss warns
him he’ll be working for a dotty older woman, but that’s only
the half of it. Eloise Slaughter lives in a stately but filthy mansion, as attentive to her wardrobe and makeup as she is inattentive to the dishes piled up everywhere. She hires Bradley not
only to help straighten the place up—something the slightly
OCD teen is glad to do—but also to help her with her memoirs. To hear Eloise tell it, she was the high priestess of London
fashion in the 1960s and ’70s. Bradley thinks she’s off her rocker,
but he takes the job, in part because Eloise doesn’t comment on
the massive birthmark on his forehead. She’s certainly a dotty
older woman—complete with a locked room he isn’t allowed to
go into—but it turns out she isn’t lying about her past. At least
not entirely. An unlikely friendship emerges, one that will pay
dividends for both parties—at least so long as Bradley doesn’t
overreach and bring the whole thing crashing down. Clark is a
remarkable ventriloquist, alternating from the working-class
vernacular of Bradley to the posh theatricality of Eloise with
each chapter. Here, Bradley, who eventually moves into the
mansion full time, comments on Eloise’s nocturnal activities:
“She prowls at night. I hear her tip-tapping up and down the
hallway. Mostly I reckon she gets up to fiddle with her puzzles—
loves her jigsaws, Miss E—but sometimes she trots down the
corridor in my direction. First time she done that, it got my
heart pumping, I can tell you. Lying there, thinking, What if she
comes in here and starts acting all weird an’ that?” The characters are
richly drawn, and readers will quickly become invested in the
odd couple, as individuals and as friends. The story is a pleasure
all the way through.
A funny, immersive portrait of an unusual working
relationship.
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Compton, Kasey
KC Consulting (202 pp.)
$20.95 paper | $9.95 e-book | Jul. 19, 2021
978-1-73-621190-8

Seasoned advice for health care providers from an entrepreneurial therapist.
Compton learned through bitter experience that she
needed to treat her health care practice “like a patient and
make it better” by focusing on what was most important.
For guidance, she read the 2020 book Fix This Next by Mike
Michalowicz, which so inspired her that she transformed
his “Business Hierarchy of Needs” into her own “Healthcare
Hierarchy of Needs.” The author begins this tightly organized
book by first administering “The HHN Assessment,” a diagnostic questionnaire that orients readers to her Hierarchy, and
then examining in detail its three interrelated levels: “Sales,”
“Profit,” and “Order.” Along the way, Compton offers compelling examples from her own and other professional practices.
Many of these stories are sure to resonate with health care
providers. In order to dramatize the “Sales” level, for instance,
Compton deftly recounts the tale of “Tina,”the owner of an
outpatient medication management treatment practice, who
had little trouble attracting business; in fact, she acquired
more clients than she could effectively handle and “neglected
to pay attention to actually getting paid.” Because she overlooked the “Core Needs” of her business, Compton writes,
the result was disastrous. Similar stories, both positive and
negative, populate the pages of this book, and the author
demonstrates a keen awareness of her intended audience
by employing health care terminology rather than business
terms that may be unfamiliar or intimidating. She structures
the Core Needs of the three levels, for instance, as a “diagnosis” with “presenting problems/symptoms” and offers “possible interventions” and a “treatment plan.” Later in the book,
Compton valuably highlights numerous other treatment plans
to demonstrate how specific providers designed fixes for their
own practices.
An engaging guide that wisely balances the business of caring with financial realities.

DISASTER GIRL

Dayton, Michelle
Tule Publishing (245 pp.)
$11.99 paper | $4.99 e-book | May 20, 2021
978-1-953647-82-5

FOR ALL
Para Todos

Domenzain, Alejandra
Illus. by Loh, Katherine
Trans. by de Coogan, Irene Prieto
Hard Ball Press (51 pp.)
$13.50 paper | Jan. 7, 2021
978-1-73-449387-0
An illustrated, bilingual children’s
book about a youngster’s challenges in a new country.
Debut author Domenzain presents, in English and Spanish, the story of a girl named Flor. After a bad season for the

y o u n g a d u lt

A spirited Chicagoan enlists a tech
superstar to protect her from scandal in
this romance.
Tess Greene has everything: a successful career in “disaster recovery” at
a tech firm; close friendships with her
younger sister, Kat, and vivacious older neighbor Roz; and a fulfilling sex life of brief flings with handsome men. But soon life
gets complicated: Kat announces she’s moving to San Francisco
in a matter of weeks. Tess’ beloved boss, Paul, is retiring, and
she is in line for a promotion, but only if she can land an especially challenging prospective client for the firm. Worst of all,
an anonymous man with a website full of amateur sex tapes is
teasing out his next big release—which happens to feature Tess.
Unashamed of the video she consensually made but unsure of
her one-night stand’s identity and aware of the major humiliation she could endure, Tess finds Max, a friend of her quirky
employee Abigail and a qualified hacker—and extremely attractive. He’ll help her make sure the video never sees the light of
day on one condition: She help him land the open senior programmer position at her firm. As Tess and Max grow closer, she
must face her past—a traumatic adolescence with a struggling
single parent and her former engagement, mysteriously broken
the morning of her wedding—and decide whether Max can be
a part of her (hopefully sex tape–free) future. Dayton crafts a
terrific hero: Tess is both independent and vulnerable, unapologetically work-driven and sex-positive, with a lot of love to give.
Max has a rich backstory of his own, involving an ex-fiancee–
turned–platonic pal, a Robin Hood–esque deed that wreaked
havoc on his professional reputation, and a desire to connect
with Tess that results in sweet romantic gestures and genuine
devotion as she gradually lets her guard down. Each member of
the protagonist’s personal network of supportive women—not
only Abigail and Kat, but also Tess’ mother and the hero’s favorite local bartender—is memorable in her own right.
A sexy and satisfying read from beginning to end.

local corn crop, she finds out that she and her father will be
venturing to a new land in search of a better life. The land is
known as Para Todos (“For All”) because it’s supposed to be a
land of fair opportunity. During the Christmas season, she saw
that faraway place on television—a place where kids experience
snowfall and receive abundant presents; of course, the reality
doesn’t prove as glamorous as the TV version. After a journey
that’s “tiring, dangerous and long,” the girl and her dad make
it to their destination, but life is not easy there. Their apartment is small; Flor, who has trouble learning a new language, is
teased at school for her name, which sounds like floor to English
speakers; and her father has to work long hours. In time, though,
Flor does well in her studies, and she later decides to take up
the cause of immigrants, tell their stories, and convince others
to “vote for new rules” regarding immigration. The text—which
is written in rhyme in English but not in Spanish but tells the
same story in both cases—is accompanied by simple, sparsely
colored illustrations that add richness to the tale. For example,
after Flor’s father explains the problem with the crops, he’s
pictured looking out onto a parched field that stretches all the
way to the horizon. The story also effectively emphasizes some
basic, persistent fears of struggling immigrant families; Flor’s
dad, for example, expresses worry that if he complains at work,
he’ll be quickly replaced. This same simplicity, though, results
in few details to hook young readers; Flor, for instance, has few
other interests or personality quirks that might make her more
relatable. Although the struggles of the main characters feel
real, their personalities remain ambiguous.
A well-illustrated but sometimes-vague tale of a difficult
immigrant journey.

BEYOND THE RAIL AND
OTHER NIGHTMARES

Ebenezer, Ichabod
Self (239 pp.)
$3.99 e-book | Jun. 28, 2021

Ghosts, werewolves, and things hidden in the dark lurk in this collection of
horror stories.
Ebenezer doesn’t shy away from genre
conventions, like an old-fashioned ghost
story. In “The Permanent Clerk,” Martin’s
new white-collar gig in New York City
comes with an ever lingering apparition. Martin should be OK
if he doesn’t make contact with the ghost, which may not be an
easy feat. Other tales in this 13-story collection save much of the
horror for twisty endings. The author’s skillful character development gives these denouements a hefty punch. In “The Nocturnal Habits of the Late Derek Gray,” for example, the sheriff of a
small Maine town investigates a murder. It’s a simple mystery—a
local man shot and killed his best friend—that builds to a memorably eerie turn. Ebenezer’s impressive pacing drops readers into
the narratives and generates action scenes (for example, characters battling otherworldly beings) within relatively short stories. At the same time, he aptly describes all the spooky morsels,
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12 Great Indie B ooks
Wo r t h D i s c o v e r i n g
[Sponsored]
REALITY (CAN BE
OK, BUT MOSTLY
IT) BITES

THE MUELLER
REPORT GRAPHIC
NOVEL

by Gordon Hutchison

by Barbara Slate
Illus. by the author

“A collection of short sayings on
a variety of topics, from intelligence and politics to wealth
and happiness.”
A clever, broad collection of
short, definitive remarks about
life, love, and social phenomena.

TREASURE OF THE
BLUE WHALE
by Steven Mayfield

“The appearance of an ocean blob
causes folks in a small seaside
town to believe that they are all
rich in this comic novel.”
A whale of a tale concerning a boy
who tries to lift everyone’s spirits.

DEFINING MOMENTS
OF A FREE MAN FROM
A BLACK STREAM

“The Mueller Report gets the
comic-book treatment in this
graphic novel.”
A well-crafted visual depiction
of the troubling contents of the
Mueller Report.

APPALOOSA SKY
by K. Blanton Brenner
“A Texas matriarch and her
nieces come of age Old West
style in this debut novel.”
A breezy, engaging family saga
about spirited women and their
beloved horses.

LOUKAS AND THE
GAME OF CHANCE

by Frank L. Douglas

by Anthony L. Manna
Illus by Donald Babisch

“Debut author Douglas reflects on
a life of extraordinary academic
and professional achievement and
on the obstacles that prejudice put
in his path.”

“A wealthy man discovers the
consequences of selfishness
and the possibility of redemption in a middle-grade fantasy
inspired by Greek folktales.”

An often bracing reflection on racial
discrimination and bias.

A splendid folktale that may
appeal to fans of short stories
and folklore.

JIMMY: TOUGHEST
TIMES EVER
by Sally Hill Mills
Illus. by Robin Gilmore Gauthier
“In this illustrated sequel, a little
dog struggles with the death of his
best friend and the arrival of a new
pooch in the house.”
A lovely, resonant, child-appropriate tale about loss and the cycle of
grief and healing.

THE COMPLETELY
UNVERIFIED TRUE
STORY OF A REALITY
TELEVISION
SUPERSTAR
by Matt Schild
“A former reality star is forced
to return to the show that once
destroyed his personal life
in this comic novel by Schild
(Aversion Therapy, 2012).”
An enjoyable, cranky novel
about an unwilling unscripted
television actor.

UNNATURAL
SELECTION

A FISH OF SOME
IMPORTANCE

by Thomas Pryce

by Mark R. Giesser

“Planet Earth is fried and fricasseed in this wildly suspenseful
post-apocalyptic action yarn only
partially set deep beneath the
ocean waves.”

“This third installment of a historical mystery series by a London-based American playwright
reunites readers with two clever
19th-century sleuths.”

Nail-biting fun amid near-future
pseudo-science.

A busy but breezy swashbuckling caper awash in intrigue
and headlined by two indefatigable heroes.

ZEUS RISING

PRAIRIE SONATA

by Louis Anastas

by Sandy Shefrin Rabin

“A retired Zeus inhabits modern
Los Angeles in Anastas’ debut
comic novel.”

“A young girl’s assumptions
about life are challenged by
the arrival of a new teacher in
Rabin’s historical YA novel.”

A humorous, if imperfect novel
built of ancient ideas.

A poignant and eloquent reflection on tradition, family, friendship, and tragedy.

like a summoned demon: “Its spine protruded through the scaly
skin of its back, its corded muscles visible underneath, though
its chest was encased in an exoskeleton, as if it were wearing the
rib cage of a larger creature. The tail came last, no trace of skin
attached to it.” The collection’s most indelible stories fuse genres,
like the dark Western “Two Shadows, One Gun.” The tale follows notorious gunslinger Deadeye Dixon, who takes out anyone
that challenges him in his Old West town. Locals soon learn the
terrifying reason Deadeye never loses a gunfight, but not before
more bullets fly and bodies fall. Another cross-genre story is the
steampunk-inspired “Fertile Minds,” which is also the book’s
highlight. The tale’s hero, Chelsea Pepperdine, combats evil in
19th-century London; she’s a whip-smart, formidable woman
who practically demands her own series.
Chilling tales that deftly blend the traditional and the
unorthodox.

FOR OUR FRIENDS
THE ANIMALS
Cultivating a Reverence
for Life
Echols, Robert
Manuscript

A Christianity-infused call for greater
respect for the natural world.
Echols patterns this brief, meditative
tract about having more “reverence for
life” on the writings and broader ethos
of Albert Schweitzer, who coined that phrase. The debut author
specifically condemns humankind’s arrogance, citing its selfcenteredness as the main stumbling block to connection with
the world’s other living creatures: “Our anthropocentrism,” he
writes, “our unflagging yet highly dubious and injurious belief
that the human animal is somehow more deserving than other
life forms, is causing great harm to and often the untold deaths
of countless other animals, species, and their habitats.” Alluding often to Schweitzer’s writings, the author offers a series of
wildlife-related prayers and meditations on biblical passages,
reflecting always on the welfare of nonhuman animals—which
were created, he says, so that they might live “free from human
domination and devastation, able to enjoy their lives to the fullest
extent.” As Echols takes readers through these reflections, culminating in an itemized list of the most prominent industries that
engage in animal abuse, he regularly notes the key sentiment of
Schweitzer’s work—the assertion of solidarity between humans
and all other forms of life on Earth. The prose throughout this
book is clear and ringingly compassionate, steadfastly drawing a
one-to-one link between Christian thought and a wide-spectrum
empathy for other animals. The author’s persistent casting of
his calls to action as Christian prayers makes his target audience
clear, but his broader claims, particularly regarding the independence of nonhuman animals—their innate value, apart from their
utility to humans—are so stirringly put that they may also appeal
to secular readers and those of other faith traditions.
A short but powerful religious treatise on animal rights.
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HALL OF SKULLS

Eubanks, Jamie
Self (357 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $3.99 e-book | Mar. 6, 2021
978-1-73-677160-0
In this SF epic, a young man endures
a grueling series of challenges to become
a leader and to find his beloved.
Thousands of years ago, the Mokuteki
were invaded by the Thrakens, whom they
were only barely able to defeat. Afterward,
the Mokuteki returned to what they called the “Old Ways”—a tradition that focuses on physical combat and endurance training
and eschews much of the advanced technology that distracted
them and left them vulnerable to attack. Now, 22-year-old Kai
Koa—who would much rather live on a farm with the love of his
life, Asher—must undergo a ritual challenge to become a leader
of the Mokuteki. After enduring some torturous physical trials,
he faces “the Challenge,” an individualized final test: He must
find Asher, who’s been kidnapped and sent off-world—and, perhaps, to an entirely different point in time. After a frantic opening, the novel settles comfortably into a time-travel tale, as Kai
is transported 2,000 years into the past, during the Thrakens’
invasion of his planet. Eubanks slowly reveals how Kai evolves
from a modest, unambitious young man to the leader he’s destined to become. The plot takes several twists and turns as the
protagonist struggles to find Asher, and along the way, he learns
that his culture’s version of history may not have all the facts.
When Kai finally learns Asher’s location, he takes a drastic
step to reunite with her. Over the course of the novel, the plot
jumps frequently between the past and the future and between
different worlds. However, Eubanks makes sure to ground the
story in Kai’s obsessive quest and in the gradual unveiling of
the Thrakens’ true nature. The tale is also well anchored by the
vividly described romance at its center, and it culminates in a
surprising conclusion.
A clever, twisty, time-hopping tale.

NO SPRING CHICKEN
Stories and Advice
From a Wild
Handicapper on Aging
and Disability

Falk-Allen, Francine
She Writes Press (352 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-64-742120-5

A memoir of the author’s adventures
living with a disability.
This latest nonfiction work from Falk-Allen is intended as
a follow-up to her earlier memoir, Not a Poster Child: Living Well
With a Disability—A Memoir (2018), which detailed her contending with the effects of polio. The author contracted the disease
70-plus years ago, when she was 3, and it left her somewhat

“A fine work of historical scholarship
brought vividly to dramatic life.”
captain sedition

CAPTAIN SEDITION
The Death of the Age of
Reason

Fusaro, K.C.
Self (347 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $2.99 e-book | Dec. 18, 2020
979-8-67-879637-0

In this historical novel set on the
brink of the Revolutionary War, a man
searches for his missing father in Colonial America and struggles to resist being
drawn into the brewing conflict.
When Joethan Wolfe discovers that his father, Nicholas, has
been arrested for smuggling in the Massachusetts Bay Colony,
he’s reluctant to leave London, England, for his native land—he
hasn’t seen Nicholas for 14 years, and they’re not on friendly
terms. However, Wolfe’s best friend, Benjamin Franklin, convinces him to go as a matter of duty and helps him secure a
bribe for his father’s pardon. In 1774, the Colonies are on the
precipice of open revolt, and the British government prepares
to impose an embargo on arms and gunpowder and also send
additional soldiers. Wolfe has no interest in the dispute, but he
keeps getting pulled into it anyway; Governor General Thomas
Gage, the highest-ranking British official in the Colonies, and
Dr. Joseph Warren, one of the “leading lights” of the increasingly volatile insurrection, both want to recruit him to their
own side. Wolfe is told that Nicholas was killed while escaping his captors, but he later learns his dad is, in fact, alive—and
was initially arrested for working for the cause of liberty, which

makes neutrality for Wolfe even more elusive. Fusaro’s first
installment in a planned series is a fine work of historical scholarship brought vividly to dramatic life. Over the course of the
book, he limns with admirable rigor the factional lines of the
clash between the crown and the Colonies. Furthermore, Wolfe
is a compelling protagonist who’s politically disinterested—he
sees the fight in the Colonies as a “pissing contest” in which he
has no personal stake—but also terribly astute; he tries to keep
himself apart from ongoing events even as he longs for a more
active life that’s not merely comfortable or “adequate.” Overall,
Fusaro’s novel is as engaging as it is informative.
A skillful blend of historical authenticity and dramatic power.

THE CAT IN THE
WINDOW MURDERS

Gertcher, Frank L.
Wind Grass Hill (320 pp.)
$29.95 | Oct. 20, 2021
978-1-73-514593-8

This third installment of a mystery
series finds a couple crossing the Atlantic aboard the luxurious Isle de France,
headed for Paris and a new set of murders and adventures.
It is June 16, 1929. Caroline Case and Hannibal Jones are
now married, and the dynamic detectives have decided it is
time to leave Chicago and the Al Capone–North Side Gang
wars behind them for a while. They are enjoying dinner in a private, first-class dining room when they hear a commotion from
the adjacent space. Sure enough, someone has been murdered.
Seated at the head of a table, tilted in her chair, is the lifeless
body of the wealthy, widowed Mrs. Rosemary Davin Pierpont.
Naturally, Caroline and Hannibal are asked by Capt. Blancart to
help solve the case. In between wining and dining in luxe style,
as Caroline struggles with her fledgling knowledge of French,
they successfully employ their superior interrogation skills
and their mastery of surreptitiously obtaining the fingerprints
of viable suspects. But this is just the first of their adventures.
After arriving in Le Havre, they are approached by Capitaine
Inspecteur Pierre Soucet, who requests their assistance in solving the brutal murder of a tourist. Their investigation, reflective of their years in Chicago, puts them in the crosshairs of
Europe’s organized crime syndicates and France’s corrupt police
officials. Caroline, the saucy, ebullient narrator of the novel,
speaks to readers through her copious diary entries. Once again,
Gertcher combines some solid, old-fashioned sleuthing with
period history (including new social upheavals), photographic
equipment developments, and comedy, plus a bucket full of
acerbic asides. Then there are Caroline’s fabulously extravagant shopping forays into the salons of Paris’ famous designers. The unusual mixture is exemplified by a violent clash that
takes place in the Chanel showroom between Caroline and the
thugs trying to abduct the granddaughter of an Italian mob boss.
Coco Chanel herself is on hand to serve tea during the cleanup.
A humorous bonus for sartorially and gastronomically engaged
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disabled, with one leg far weaker than the other—but she didn’t
let this hold her back. She’s visited large portions of the United
States and many countries around the world. She’s taken small
practical steps toward increasing her freedom, including having a left-foot–accelerator pedal installed in her car, and she’s
also made her peace with the limitations imposed on her by
her disability and by the passage of time. She used to be able to
walk a mile or more with the aid of her cane, but, more recently,
she found she tired far more easily and has adapted her travel
plans accordingly. Part of her book is designed to encourage
all of her readers—disabled or not—to go out and explore the
wider world, hence the amount of practical advice in these
pages (do your research, check for handicapped access, budget
your funds, etc.). This advice is liberally mixed with Falk-Allen’s
own travel stories and memories, which range from the picaresque to more expected travel notes. About Canada’s Victoria
Island, for instance, she writes, “Anyone who loves gardens has
absolutely got to see Butchart Gardens, which started about a
century ago with a gift to Mrs. Butchart of a packet of sweet
pea seeds and a rose bush.” In every piece of advice and every
travel anecdote, readers are carried along by the author’s vigorous prose and enthusiasm. She looks squarely at the additional
challenges handicapped people face when traveling and offers
exuberant encouragement.
A fun, spirited book about traveling while handicapped.
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readers is Caroline’s meticulous descriptions of her every wardrobe selection and meal.
Mystery, history, and well-paced excitement in a fun read.

RACING WITH ALOHA
An Inspiring Journey From
Humble Barefoot Maui Boy to
Champion in the Water
Haywood, Fred
Morgan James Publishing (210 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Aug. 24, 2021
978-1-63-195371-2

In this debut memoir about growing up in Hawaii, a man reflects on a life
spent in the water.
Haywood was born on Maui in 1949, after his parents relocated from San Francisco. His father was a doctor for the sugar
plantations, working at a hospital and making house calls at the
plantation camps. The author’s dad is a central figure in the book,
a lover of the outdoors who taught his children the importance of
hard work and humility. The opening chapters are full of observations of island culture and awe for the natural beauty that was
the kids’ childhood backyard. Competitive swimming soon takes
over the memoir. “Swimming was second nature to us,” Haywood
recounts, “and second in priority to our schoolwork.” The author,
in his high school years, became a formidable backstroker. After
transferring to a high school in California for his senior year to
focus on his training, he won the backstroke competition at the
Amateur Athletic Union Indoor Championships. He earned a
spot at Stanford, where the swimming came easier than the academics. An atrial fibrillation—an irregular heartbeat—put his
swimming career in jeopardy, and Haywood began to consider
life after college. He returned to Maui, looking for work, and
after several false starts, he settled into real estate. He also seriously took up surfing, even traveling to Indonesia in search of
great waves. Soon, he found a new passion, windsurfing, a sport
in its infancy. The author became a pioneer, devising innovations
in technique and equipment. Haywood’s swiftly paced book is a
straightforward, compact account of growing up, told in steady
prose that sometimes resorts to clichéd phrases. But the author
draws a rich and detailed portrait of Maui, capturing an island
developing quickly amid the swirls of change in the latter half
of the 20th century. His writing on water sports is compelling
and vivid with action. From start to finish, his affection for Maui
shines through: “I will always come home to Maui because Maui
will always be home.”
A concise, vibrant, and fast-moving tribute to sports
and home.
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HOLI COLORS!

Jatkar, Deven
Illus. by the author
Monkeymantra (40 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Oct. 21, 2020
978-0-9977181-5-7
When a girl’s perception of color suddenly transforms, she’s worried she won’t be able to celebrate
Holi with her family in this India-set holiday tale.
Maya loves Holi’s multihued decorations, the bonfire, the
sweets, and splashing her family and friends with color. After
watching the Krishnanattam show, a classical dance retelling the
legends of Lord Krishna, with her grandfather, she slips on a kaleidoscope, falls, and is knocked out. When she awakens, the world
has gone black, white, and gray—all except the people, whose skin
colors are now blues, greens, reds, and more! Maya is distraught—
how will she be able celebrate Holi, the festival of colors? But with
the help of her friends, she realizes, “Even if all the Holi colors
look white, they will still glow on your colorful faces!” Soon, Maya
awakens again to realize that her gray world was just a dream, and
Holi can go on as planned. Author/illustrator Jatkar takes care in
explaining the traditions of a holiday readers may not be familiar
with while also focusing on Maya’s adventure. The intricate illustrations of Maya’s busy city—awash in a rainbow of hues—are a
stark contrast to the black-and-white outlined versions of the same
city. One quibble: The font isn’t especially attractive. Although
some terms may be unfamiliar, the prose—including dialogue in
speech bubbles—is well supported by illustrations that provide
contextual clues.
An electric holiday adventure with an appealing message.

BEING A BALLERINA
The Power and Perfection of
a Dancing Life

Larsen, Gavin
Univ. Press of Florida (272 pp.)
$26.95 paper | $18.95 e-book | Apr. 27, 2021
978-0-81-306689-9

Former ballerina Larsen recounts
her career as a professional dancer from
childhood training through retirement
in her debut memoir.
The author draws on an 18-year career dancing with companies such as the Oregon Ballet Theatre and Suzanne Farrell Ballet in this book, which chronicles her journey toward becoming
a principal dancer. In loosely chronological essays and recollections, she begins at the New York School of Ballet as a shy
8-year-old beginner holding her own after accidentally wandering into an advanced class: “you kept up so well, and you’ll catch up
to everyone else quickly,” said the teacher. From there, the author
describes her development, sometimes in first-person vignettes,
other times in third-person narratives that evoke the storybook
qualities of the ballets she eventually performed. Anecdotes
include accounts of a debut performance in which Larsen had

“An entertaining and effective aquatic tale that emphasizes
the importance of environmental efforts.”
the fin-tastic cleanup

to learn an entirely new role five hours before curtain; a dance
partner’s overconfidence resulting in a broken rib; and a performance executed amid a priceless art collection. In thoughtful
and approachable prose, she shares stories of artistic growth,
professional setbacks, injuries, and triumphs, always highlighting the intensity of her relationship with dance: “The word
‘dancing’ implies playfulness, a carefree spirit. The paradox of
classical ballet is that in order to display that quality to her
audience, the dancer has to move within a strict set of physical
rules that are anything but careless.…Our only safety nets are
our bodies, training, and courage.” Larsen also never shies away
from the brutal physicality of her craft, describing in meticulous
detail the ways that a ballerina must manipulate her body and
the toll that such dedication can take. Her candor demystifies
her profession, whether she’s describing pre-show breakdowns,
the slog of auditioning, or how she protected her joints and feet.
Still, Larsen also takes special care to celebrate the beauty and
power of her art form. Overall, this is a lovely debut that’s relatable, engaging, and unafraid to show vulnerability.
A thorough, evocative, and deeply reverent remembrance.

Mermaids and humans decide to
clean up the ocean in this picture book.
White mermaids Sara, Alix, and Lucy
are disturbed that trash accumulates in their beloved undersea
home. A sharp, plastic bottle injures their fish friend Fin, and
Sally, a seal, almost eats a plastic bag. Sara nearly chokes “on
an old fishing lure” while swimming to shore, where she meets
Beth, a medium-brown-skinned, dark-haired girl, who explains
that she and her friends are cleaning up the coast. Sara proposes
that the mermaids “grab the garbage from the sea” and take it
to Beth and her crew to “dispose of it properly.” The mermaids
sweep for trash and help animals “entangled in debris.” A week
later, they offer the crew “over one hundred bins.” The mermaids and the crew plan to continue their efforts. Lucy concludes: “Together, we can create a solution. Our planet should
be free from this endless pollution.” Delivering friendly characters and relatable examples, Mancuso’s tale addresses the
dangers of ocean pollution in an accessible way. The mermaids’
and crew’s dedication here will inspire youngsters to take action.
Guidi’s charming, colorful illustrations supplement the text
nicely. They include lovely elements like calm seas and undersea depictions of sweet-looking animals and pleasant characters
with large, expressive eyes. The images feature striking scenarios, as when a mermaid frees a fish trapped in plastic rings.
Signs on the beach boast slogans like “POLLUTED WATER
H2-OH NO.”
An entertaining and effective aquatic tale that emphasizes
the importance of environmental efforts.

In the conclusion of Manney’s SF
trilogy, digital and cybernetic versions
of a dead genius must unravel a civil war,
widespread additional chaos, and threats
to his loved ones.
Newcomers to this transhumanist/
cyberpunk saga should know that familiarity with its backstory is a minimum system requirement. Protagonist Peter
Bernhardt was a nanotech bioengineer whose inventions
resulted in medical breakthroughs; he later fought against the
Phoenix Club, an evil cabal full of rich, powerful members
intent on societal control. The original Peter died, but he lives
on in variant high-tech duplicates employing software, robotics, and biotech; some are afflicted with corrupted coding and
possible false-memory implants. As “Thomas Paine,” he was
a freedom-loving political revolutionary; as “Major Tom,” he’s
a feared military AI fighting a new civil war that’s currently
being won by the reactionary, feudalist Southern States of
America, which has a slavery-based economy. Another version of Peter is peddled to the public as a sham religious messiah. The various offshoots of the original Peter unite and
join with old allies aboard the warship Zumwalt to engage in
decisive battle with Peter’s enemies, including his megalomaniacal ex–best friend, Carter Potsdam, and Phoenix Club elite
Josiah Brant—who also both transcended mortality to become
Artificial Human Intelligences. Meanwhile, the Chinese government is watching and waiting to turn the situation to its
advantage. Can the assorted Peters trust anyone—even themselves? In the hands of a less skilled storyteller, this material
might have turned into a static, formulaic cyberpunk chase in
the vein of William Gibson’s 1984 genre classic Neuromancer.
Manney, even when dealing with numerous fractured/remade
personalities—and there are arguably far too many—keeps
all the plates spinning and makes all her characters distinct
individuals. She also manages repeated, virtuosic narrative
flourishes along the way; for instance, if you thought Stanley
Kubrick’s killing of HAL-9000 in 2001: A Space Odyssey was
the ultimate in machine-life death, think again. She also insinuates numerous cultural references, especially to pop music, in
a particularly pleasing manner; a playlist follows the finale.
A complex but rewarding conclusion to a high-density
cyber–SF tale.
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THE FIN-TASTIC CLEANUP

Mancuso, Laura
Illus. by Guidi, Jenna
Mascot Books (38 pp.)
$15.95 | $6.99 e-book | May 4, 2021
978-1-64-543671-3

(CON)SCIENCE

Manney, P.J.
47North (416 pp.)
$14.95 paper | $4.99 e-book | Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-50-394850-1
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AIMEE’S RESTORATION

Marr, Audrey
Pageturner, Press and Media (304 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $2.99 e-book | Jan. 21, 2021
978-1-64908-626-6
A novel about a woman who wonders
if she can ever find love again.
Aimee McCormack, the widow
at the center of Marr’s story, has emotional scars from her brief but miserable
marriage. However, the center of her
world is now her teenage son, Jeremy, and she’s more focused
on him than ever since their arrival in the city of Chamberlain,
as he’s about to begin military school there. Aimee is a secretary for a law office, and her new friend Jane Ross is hoping to
set her up with her cousin Robert Dalton, a handsome local
building contractor who’s employing the law firm to settle
his late grandfather’s affairs. Aimee is, at first, a bit standoffish; not only does Robert closely resemble her abusive former
husband, Todd, but she’s also convinced herself that neither
she nor Jeremy needs another man in their lives. However, as
Aimee grows more comfortable in the welcoming atmosphere
of Chamberlain and she’s invited to baseball games, church
services, and other events, she grows closer to Jane and Robert. And as the date of Jeremy’s departure for military school
draws nearer, she seeks solace in her Christianity, a theme that
runs throughout the book. When extra expenses at Jeremy’s
school force Aimee to take a second job, she wonders what
plan God has in mind for her. Marr writes about her developing story in such an open, inviting prose style that readers will
find themselves involved in the narrative right from the start.
Early on, for example, Aimee feels God’s “gentle touch upon
her heart,” which slowly revives her from the trauma of her
marriage, “removing layer upon layer of the bitterness…much
like a person would peel an onion.” Even so, the plot itself is
deliberately low-key, burbling along with mundane matters
involving jobs and meals. Aimee’s relationship with Jeremy,
in particular, is well drawn, and Marr’s Christian readers will
likely feel the book does a good job of portraying their faith in
everyday practice.
An engaging, faith-based novel about starting over.

LADY ROSAMUND AND THE
POISON PEN
A Rosie and McBrae
Regency Mystery

Monajem, Barbara
Dames of Detection (244 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $5.99 e-book | Apr. 21, 2020
978-1-94-791527-5

An English aristocrat must contend
with ominous letters being sent her way
in Monajem’s historical mystery series
starter, set in the early 1800s.
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Lady Rosamund Phipps is simply trying to get a cup of
milk in the middle of the night when she finds one of her footmen dead on the stairs. She takes this news to the magistrate,
Sir Edwin; while in his office, she meets Gilroy McBrae of
Scotland, whose direct manner of questioning about the servant’s demise challenges her sense of propriety and thoroughly
rankles her. Although Rosamund believes the death to be accidental, this doesn’t prevent rumors of criminality from circulating about her—as well as discussion about the agreement
she has with her husband, Albert, who’s canoodling with her
best friend; the loose talk is brought to life in broadsheet caricatures by a mysterious artist named Corvus. Soon afterward,
she begins receiving threatening, anonymous letters that say
such things as “I KNOW EVERYTHING ABOUT YOU,”
which Rosamund believes were sent to make her go insane.
She sets off to investigate the missives herself—and the
identity of Corvus. Monajem deftly pens prose that feels distinctly of the Regency era in which the tale is set; Rosamund,
in particular, seems very much like an upper-class woman of
the period, with her rigid notions of status and gentility. Yet
she also has engaging traits that set her apart and keep her
from being a stock character, such as the aforementioned
arrangement with her spouse and an apparent compulsiveness
that requires her to check and recheck things multiple times.
Similarly, the characterization of Gilroy is further proof that a
companion that’s equal parts dashing and frustrating is often
a winning one. The story takes its time getting started, but
overall, Monajem succeeds in providing readers with a witty,
enjoyable historical mystery.
An intriguing and clever work that will appeal to fans of
Regency-era fiction.

THE LEGEND
OF HOBART

Mullaly, Heather
Favored Oak Press (94 pp.)
$16.99 | $7.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Jul. 26, 2021
978-1-73-647737-3
978-1-73-647738-0 paper
A would-be hero sets off on a quest
to prove himself worthy in this middlegrade fantasy.
Twelve-year-old Hobart Septavious
of Finnagen wants to be a knight. But he must be nominated to
the King’s School for the Education of Future Knights by May
Day or he’ll have surpassed the age limit to enroll. He leaves
the family’s pig farm determined to perform heroic feats, and
his mother says, “Have fun playing dragon slayer.” Hobart visits
Mildred the Wise, who points him toward the last local dragon
at Castle Flamegon. She also gives him an error-ridden almanac,
an endless bag of turnips, a spool of unbreakable string, and
Albert the talking horse. Though receiving a sword would have
been nice, Hobart hits the road and soon encounters a wolf.
After inadvertently chasing the beast away, he finds that he’s

CO SPECS
Recipes & Histories of
Classic Cocktails

Oh, Cas
Photos by Bragg, Debbie
$35.00 | Sep. 28, 2020
978-1-91-621550-4

Readers can bone up on the lore of
iconic cocktails while they learn how to
make them with this mixological primer.
Oh, a London bartender, offers an encyclopedic overview of
noted drinks, from the absinthe frappé (concocted of absinthe,
sugar syrup, and soda water) to the zombie (a symphony of
gold rum, Jamaican rum, Demarra rum, lime juice, falernum,
absinthe, angostura bitters, grenadine, white grapefruit juice,
and cinnamon syrup). The author tackles icons like the Manhattan and the margarita along with obscure gems like the monkey
gland, which was inspired, it is averred, by a Russian doctor who
pioneered primate-to-human testicle transplants. Each alphabetical entry gives simple recipes for making the drink and its
major variants along with deep drafts of backstory on its origins
and naming quirks—the Alaska was invented in South Carolina,
it seems, and the coffee cocktail has no coffee—as well as the
bartender(s) who developed it and famous barflies who imbibed
it. Hemingway, of course, is the book’s presiding spirit. Readers meet him drinking mojitos at La Bodeguita, daiquiris at El
Floridita, and Bellinis at Harry’s Bar in Venice and composing
his own cocktail, the Death in the Afternoon, from absinthe
and Champagne. Like any good barroom discourse, Oh’s beguiling work happily dives into arcane trivia. “Martin Cate makes
a compelling case that the Martinique style rum Vic was talking about was not the AOC rhum agricoles we assume from

Martinique (made with pressed sugar cane juice) but rather
molasses based ‘rhum traditionnels,’ ” the author explains in a
passage on the provenance of the mai tai that will satisfy the
cognoscenti. But his writing finds poetry in every aspect of a
drink, from the serving temperature (“An ice-cold Martini is
like the first sip of water for a desert strandee—nectar from
the gods; a warm one is a human rights violation”) to mixing
techniques (“Always stir a Martini; it should be limpid, liquid
silk—not aerated and light from shaking”). The volume is also
a feast for the eyes, with color photographs by Bragg and an
amber color scheme that draws the eye like the glowing depths
of a whiskey bottle. Readers will savor Oh’s prose as much as
they do the libations that flow from his recipes.
A sparkling handbook for bartenders and aficionados, full
of intriguing information and literary charm.

2084

Perlstein, David
iUinverse (244 pp.)
$13.99 paper | $2.99 e-book | May 20, 2021
978-1-66322-275-6
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saved a boy named Tate of Fair Oaks. The boy joins Hobart’s
quest to repay him, and eventually, they’re challenged by an
elderly knight named Sir Danton of Mortico. A girl named Hero
arrives and explains, “My grandfather gets confused.” When Sir
Danton believes himself “bested,” he offers Hobart his sword,
Guardian. Hero also joins the quest to face the dragon, which
will be like nothing the teens have imagined. Mullaly’s middlegrade fantasy will effortlessly charm readers both young and old.
Hobart has a stutter and is bullied by Lord Finnegan’s nephew,
William the Tormentor, yet he chases his dream of knighthood.
Clean prose bolsters dry humor, like when Hobart isn’t sure
that having a talking horse is a good idea: “By the end of the
day, I was sure. It was a bad thing.” During the adventure, each
of Mildred’s seemingly useless gifts proves urgently needed in
a particular situation, like the turnip bag that feeds starving
villagers. One character tells the adventurers, “When we are
young, we think we are immortal, but the years will pass...too
quickly.” Mullaly’s message that compassion should supersede
personal gain unfolds subtly and beautifully. Her cast exits the
stage quickly, sure to make fans crave more.
Succinct and marvelously told; a middle-grade fantasy
for everyone.

In this dystopian novel, a Jewish
stand-up comic endures a humorless
totalitarian government in a bleak mid21st century America.
Sam Klein struggles as a stand-up
comic in 2044 San Francisco. But life
isn’t easy for most people in the Covenantal States of America—
a Gilead-esque society. The country’s restrictive laws unquestionably favor White citizens, especially White, heterosexual,
Christian males. Single women, for one, must pay a fine if not
accompanied in public by a male family member. Sam belongs
to a group of Jewish comics, the Minyan, who must abide by the
Decency Act of ’37. As if that didn’t already limit their comedic
range, a forthcoming amendment requires government officials’ approval of all comics’ routines. For Sam, the bad news
keeps coming. The government threatens to relocate (read:
deport) his wife, Indira, even though she’s an American citizen
of Indian heritage. Sam can’t simply follow her to India; the law
won’t let him leave the C.S.A. for three years. Meanwhile, some
factions, in apparent defiance of the government, tag buildings;
they spray-paint “2084,” an obvious, updated nod to George
Orwell’s classic tale. Officials, it seems, suspect Sam is doing
this since he tagged buildings as a teen. Complicating things
further is Linda Morrison, a wanted fugitive and alleged terrorist whom Sam may have once dated. She contacts Sam and gives
him a mysterious backpack. He adds this to his growing list of
worries, from Indira’s possible deportation to the Minyanites’
looming amendment protest that’s sure to rile the government.
Perlstein’s story is often upbeat despite the somber environment. Sam and his fellow comics, for example, continually tell
jokes on- and offstage. Sam’s stand-up generally bombs; he tends
to perform onstage for a painfully quiet audience. His firstperson narration, however, often kills. In one scene, his friends’
children thank Sam for gifts, singsong-ing “like members of a
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“Dark ironies inhabit many poems yet Pogačar refuses to despair.”
dead letter office

boys choir that doubled as a gang of ruthless, if well-disguised,
assassins.” The author pairs this humor with themes of hope;
Indira, despite her worrying circumstances, believes in “the
possibility of things looking up.” In the same vein, Sam spends
much of the narrative framing the setup of a joke, almost as if
everything will be OK if he finds the right punchline. Still, the
C.S.A. is an unnerving place. Government officials incessantly
watch citizens à la Big Brother, ready to cite them for, say, hugging someone who isn’t a relative. Perlstein also knows how to
throw a dramatic gut punch when readers won’t likely expect
it. With regard to characters, the Minyanites boast comics of
varying backgrounds. But the best is Sam’s pug, Winston, whose
grunts and disapproving looks convey a nuanced cynicism.
Looking for laughs in a gloomy world makes for a light but
effective tale.

STELLA ATLANTIS

Perly, Susan
Buckrider Books (448 pp.)
$21.40 paper | $9.99 e-book | Nov. 3, 2020
978-1-92-808896-7
Two parents, a writer and photographer, separately grieve for their daughter
in Perly’s sequel novel.
Death Valley (2017) introduced readers
to war photographer Vivienne Pink, who
went to the Las Vegas desert on an assignment to photograph servicemen with her husband, a novelist
named Johnny Coma. (Their original names are Vivienne Pinsky
and Jonathon Comasky.) Secret atom bomb tests in the area have
left Vivienne with side effects that include a bald scalp. In 2004,
the couple’s daughter, Stella, was killed near their Toronto home
by a hit-and-run bicyclist; now, in 2016, Vivienne and Johnny
are estranged. He’s living in a tiny Barcelona apartment, where
he quixotically writes letters to Stella and commits them to the
ocean, believing that this will return her to him—which it does,
in the form of a talking octopus. Meanwhile, Vivienne has come
to Amsterdam, hoping to capture images of a rumored terrorist
attack and revisiting her favorite paintings in the city. She also
strikes erotic sparks with Alexi Green, a charismatic and mysterious man who seems to know all about her. In their different ways,
father and mother reconcile themselves with ghosts of the past.
In her third novel, Perly writes in a magical realist vein that is
often mediated by vivid images linked to local qualities of light
and water in the Netherlands (“Pale silver-green, an Amsterdam
sky reflecting its own cold canal water”) and Spain (“The Mediterranean sky was lemon and citron and pink and so humid”).
For both Johnny and Vivienne, making and responding to art is
revealed to be central to their fully engaging with their daughter’s death: Johnny immerses himself in the work of Miguel de
Cervantes; Vivienne visits her two favorite paintings in the Rijksmuseum as if they’re old friends. Both characters’ experiences are
intriguing, poignant, and passionate—even if they sometimes
exist on such a rarefied plane that they seem otherworldly.
A deeply felt work that shows the magical alchemy of art.
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DEAD LETTER OFFICE
Selected Poems

Pogačar, Marko
Trans. by Jurjević, Andrea
WordWorks (97 pp.)
$21.00 paper | Jun. 1, 2020
978-1-94-458541-9

Collected poems with an iconoclastic edge address a world corrupted by
nationalism and other ideologies.
These poems, many of them originally published in literary journals and previous collections, are
skillfully translated from the Croatian by Jurjević. Her lucid
introduction (as well as a preface by poet Barbara Goldberg)
gives the context of Pogačar’s background, influences, and style,
noting such techniques as his use of internal rhyme, sometimes
reflected in the translations: “Don’t be thick and acrid. every
so often I lick / you.” Coming of age as Yugoslavia was being
violently torn apart, Pogačar often takes a derisive, satiric view
of institutions like the church, police, and bureaucracy. Revolutionary fervor is no more authentic, as in the savagely brilliant “What a Lighter Said.” A personified cigarette lighter
considers itself akin to the anarchist hero Buenaventura Durruti. But rather than attacking a symbol of authority like the
church, the lighter sets fire to a working-class neighborhood’s
preschool: “I decided to melt children’s fillings.” Several poems
concern the boundaries of language, both through means like
punctuation and by twisting the truth. “An Orange Apologizes
to the Tower of Babel,” for example, declares that “to speak is
to sin: speech is nothing but an archive of errors.” While all the
poems are strong, complex, and memorable, those in Section II,
“The Lake,” are particularly so. Its 15 linked poems interrogate
the contradictions and mysteries of the subject, an irreducible
yet ramifying image: “No other / lake is the lake.” Dark ironies
inhabit many poems yet Pogačar refuses to despair. In the final
piece, “Waiting for the Song,” the poet acknowledges the barriers between self and world. Though “nothing / can land on you.
still you lie and wait for the song. / you wait for it.”
A fine collection of poetry with a distinctively ironic and
sinewy voice.

DANCING TO THE LYRICS
Finding an Inner Rhythm

Ratleff, Dwayne A.
Self (421 pp.)
$18.99 paper | $7.99 e-book | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-73-552530-3
In this coming-of-age novel, a gay
Black man looks back on his childhood
on the mean streets of Baltimore in the
1960s—and in an even meaner home,
haunted by domestic violence.
It’s 1964, and 5-year-old Grant and his two younger sisters
move from the small town of Bellefontaine, Ohio, to Baltimore

ASHES TO ASHES
On September 11, 2001, When
the Twin Towers Fell, Where
Most People Saw Tragedy,
One Man Saw Opportunity

Sawyer, Deborah C.
Information Plus (236 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $3.99 e-book | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-57-883752-9
In the chaos of the 9/11 terrorist
attacks, one man seizes an opportunity
at a new life in Sawyer’s novel.
Jack Albertson seemingly leads a fairly enviable life as a successful financier, but after running late to a meeting in the World
Trade Center on the morning of Sept. 11, 2001, he impulsively
grabs an unexpected opportunity—in the form of identification from someone buried in the rubble. In the ensuing chaos
and confusion after the attacks, Albertson begins the process
of crafting a new identity while his friends and family mourn
his old persona’s apparent death. From there, Sawyer takes
readers on a 16-year journey as Alberton, now going by “Hal
Jacobs,” become an Oscar-nominated screenwriter. Then, in
2017, Albertson’s daughter from a previous relationship, Hayley,

who’s now an adult-film actress in Los Angeles, spies “Hal” in a
supermarket. She realizes that she’s found her biological father,
whom she’d seen only sparingly in her youth. And when it turns
out that the real Hal Jacobs did not, in fact, die in that rubble
on 9/11, a lengthy game of cat and mouse ensues as Albertson
tries to stay one step ahead of the life he’s left behind. The
novel’s secondary characters are somewhat underdeveloped, as
they’re mostly defined by their actions and responses to Albertson, who looms large over the novel. However, Sawyer provides
impressively painstaking details about identity theft, from
the mechanics of forgery to the bizarre legal status of being
declared dead; readers watch the real Hal struggle to explain to
the federal government that he’s not a screenwriter in California but a victim of a crime. Befitting a novel about a man who’s
a virtual chameleon, Sawyer peppers the closing chapters with
unexpected twists, leaving readers admiring Albertson’s tenacity and the thoroughness of his deceit but also sympathizing
with the family he left in the dust.
A compelling tale of a man living a second life as his past
threatens to catch up to him.

y o u n g a d u lt

with their 21-year-old mother, Carol, and her new husband,
David. During Grant’s first night in the city, bunking at David’s
mother’s home, he’s beaten by David’s heroin-addict brother,
Axel, just before the police storm in to arrest his attacker for
theft. Things get worse when David moves the family into their
own house and starts violently abusing Carol and, soon, Grant.
Outdoors, Grant and his sisters navigate a neighborhood
besieged by drugs and crime and where they discover more
than one corpse. Despite these traumas, Grant feels part of a
vibrant, if sketchy, community, with charismatic figures such as
David’s Uncle Ike, a feared drug dealer who takes care of his
own, and Mister Willy, a sightless neighborhood griot who subtly validates Grant’s queerness, telling him, “don’t ever explain
yourself, just be yourself.” Ratleff ’s meandering narrative luxuriates in period detail and historical events that slowly build in
the protagonist’s young mind into a racial consciousness that
erupts with the assassination of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
in 1968 and tense encounters with White National Guardsmen
during Baltimore’s ensuing riots. The author’s sometimes-gritty,
other times lyrical prose conveys Grant’s terror at the violence
surrounding him with memorable imagery—“Without warning
my stepfather had both his hands around my mother’s throat,
choking her,” Grant observes at one point, likening David’s
pose to “a tango dancer dipping his partner”—but also registers
quieter currents of family anguish: “She no longer loved him,”
he writes of Grant’s Aunt Porch as she tends her dying husband,
but “After months of tending bedpans and holding a hand that
withered with each day, her hate faded to pity, and pity flirted
with forgiveness.” The result is a gripping tale of a child trying
to assert himself against a cruel but enticing world.
A richly textured portrait full of tension and desperate hope.

HENRIETTA AND COCK-ADOODLE-DO
The Ybor City Chickens

Schiller, Captain Eric
Illus. by Balbás, Anaís
Go to Publish (40 pp.)
$19.95 | $11.50 paper | Sep. 2, 2020
978-1-64749-127-7
978-1-64749-203-8 paper

A mother hen raises her babies in
a Florida restaurant patio in Schiller’s
debut picture book, based on a true story.
Henrietta, a black hen, and Cock-a-Doodle-Do, a white
rooster, are a mated pair in the tourist town of Ybor City, Florida. The town, says the narrator, long ago became home to various immigrants who “loved their new country, their community
and their new lives. They also loved their chickens.” Indeed, the
birds are tourist attractions, so residents are careful not to harm
them. Henrietta and Cock-a-Doodle-Do scout several locations
that aren’t quite right for hatching chicks before settling in at the
“World Famous Gaspar’s Grotto, the notorious pirate bar of Ybor
City,” a real-life establishment that the author owns. Captain Ehab
(a stand-in for Schiller) quickly finds ways to protect the chickens
amid weekend crowds, and soon, the eggs hatch three black and
three white chicks. This illustrated story has the feel of Robert
McCloskey’s classic Make Way for Ducklings (1941) but with more
challenging vocabulary and set in a very different part of the
United States. Balbás’ realistic, grayscale cartoon images capture
the unique setting and the personalities of fowl and humans alike.
Overall, Schiller offers a deft celebration of immigrants that highlights respect for others and acceptance of differences.
A slice-of-life tale that showcases a locale with a rich history.
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“A tale that combines mysticism with a
touch of Indiana Jones adventure.”
dissolve

PLEDGE OF ASHES

Sevan, Amy
Self (352 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $4.99 e-book | Jan. 17, 2019
978-1-79-410234-7
In this first volume of Sevan’s urban
fantasy series, a girl must battle an army
of supernatural creatures as she learns
more about her unusual abilities.
Syd Hoven has psychic powers—and
she’d prefer that nobody knew about
them. After an incident in which she traumatizes a woman
by leading her to her missing daughter’s body, she thinks that
it’s better to keep her premonitions to herself. One night, she
accepts an invitation to a bar from a co-worker; there, she meets
not one, but two incredibly handsome men. It turns out that
they’re brothers, and they claim to be there on a mission to protect her. Devon and Jack, who have powers given to them by the
Archangel Rafael, have been estranged for almost 200 years, but
they can’t refuse an order from the powers that be. Before long,
Syd finds out that demons and vampires are after her, too. She
does her best to take this all in stride, but it’s not like she has
much of a choice with two guardians ordering her around. Soon,
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she finds herself getting a little too close to Devon despite Jack’s
warnings; hopefully, she can survive her feelings for him—as
well as attacks from an army of supernatural creatures. Sevan’s
series starter is fast-paced and told from multiple perspectives,
flowing smoothly from one set piece to another. The action
scenes are thrilling and vividly written: “The four gunshots had
only opened holes in the bastard-demon’s tunic. A black sludgelike substance leaked out, stinking. The wounds closed within
seconds.” The author also does a good job of explaining the
details of the paranormal world as Syd encounters them, slowly
expanding readers’ knowledge rather than overloading them
with information upfront. Syd is a strong, likable protagonist
who truly grows into her power as the story progresses.
An engaging story that will have readers looking forward
to seeing where Syd’s adventures will lead her.

DISSOLVE

Shapero, Rich
TooFar Media (184 pp.)
$2.99 e-book | May 27, 2021
A work of speculative fiction centered on some highly unusual gemstones.
In a shipping warehouse on an
unnamed, remote tropical island in the
Indian Ocean, at a vaguely defined time
of political turmoil, a gem and fossil
dealer named Craag reveals a fabulous
discovery to his colleague, Wiley. It’s a new kind of stone
that’s never before been seen in the trade and is therefore of
inestimable value to potential collectors. Nicknamed “fish
eyes” by the island’s people because of its bubblelike matrix,
the gem isn’t merely a pretty thing to polish into knickknacks
and beads; its embedded orbs possess strange and powerful
mystical properties when activated by moonlight. A local government coup forces Wiley to leave the island before he can
attempt to mine the stones, and 30 years later, Wiley is dying
of cancer, attended by his devoted, much younger wife, Nadja.
Desperate to experience the orbs’ magical effects, he enlists
an adventurer named Roan to excavate the lode and bring the
rocks to him at his Utah hospice. Roan’s mining crew faces
great danger, working in extreme conditions at an isolated location reachable only by boat. Spirituality and mystery are key
elements of Shapero’s story, which features dream sequences,
accounts of visions, and elements of magical realism. The
author only gives each character one name, doesn’t name
locations at all, and never specifies dates, creating a feeling of
timelessness and universality. The narrative remains grounded
in the characters’ here and now by vivid, lyrical descriptions of
elements of nature, including the island’s chirping frogs, wild
bats, and drenching rain, and the desert landscape around the
hospice; a collared lizard does “push-ups” on a flat stone, and
the hem of a woman’s turquoise sari curls “like surf.” Wiley,
Nadja, Roan, and the other players each evoke very different
kinds of faith, and each confronts their own moral dilemmas.
The tale also offers a unique imagining of what might happen

KOBEE MANATEE
Climate Change and the
Great Blue Hole Hazard

to the human soul after it’s left the body, provoking a sense of
wonder and a lack of concrete resolution.
Original ideas and strong prose in a tale that combines mysticism with a touch of Indiana Jones adventure.

Thayer, Robert Scott
Illus. by Gallegos, Lauren
Thompson Mill Press (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 28, 2021
978-0-99-712399-9

HERE WE GO LOOP DE LOOP

Sibley, William Jack
Manuscript

A well-traveled manatee guides young readers through an
undersea journey in this lively, informational picture book.
Always up for exciting aquatic adventures, wise Kobee Manatee and his friends, Pablo the hermit crab and Tess the seahorse,
leave the Cayman Islands for a roughly 500-mile swim to the
Belize Barrier Reef. Their destination: the Seagrass Café, run by
Kobee’s cousin, who needs help cleaning up plastic litter before
she can host her guests. Off the coast of Belize, too, is the mustsee Great Blue Hole, which Kobee tells his friends is “one of the
most amazing places on Earth”; one of many “Kobee’s Fun Facts”—
short, clearly written text boxes sprinkled liberally throughout
the book—informs readers that “The Great Blue Hole is so deep that
sunlight cannot reach its depths, and plants and plankton can’t survive.”
Some other facts aren’t exactly “fun,” in that they observe the
alarming issue of damage to ocean life due to climate change and
massive dumping of plastics and other toxic waste. However, they
do reflect careful research and also offer information for kids and
families, such as a list of ocean-conservation organizations. These
encapsulated asides give weight to the charm of Thayer’s storytelling and the colorful, cartoon-style characters courtesy of illustrator Gallegos; Kobee sports a purple cap and yellow vest, Tess
has glamorous pink hair, and the depiction of life in the ocean
effectively draws on both fact and fantasy. Fueled by themes of
friendship, cooperation, and compassion, the trio’s eventful journey also doesn’t lack for excitement, either: Pablo uses his claws
to free a sea turtle from bindings of plastic, the friends are nearly
stung by a Portuguese man-of-war, and Kobee rescues Tess from
a scorpionfish.
A well-crafted, thoughtful, and well-illustrated addition to
a noteworthy educational book series.

VACATION RENTALS
The Ultimate Guide:
My Wealth-Creating
Secrets With Little To No
Money Down!

VanDergrift, Christina
BalboaPress (160 pp.)
$30.95 | $12.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Feb. 1, 2021
978-1-98-226212-9
978-1-98-226210-5 paper
An owner of rental properties offers a debut that blends
memoir and business advice.
In this book, VanDergrift shares her own story of becoming a real estate investor and provides tips for readers who are
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Sibley’s novel welcomes readers
to small-town Texas with a tale featuring a strange but entertaining passel of
characters.
Marty Pennebaker has left her life in
Manhattan and come back to her family’s sprawling ranch, Los Abuelos, south
of San Antonio. Her father, Pete, hopes
that she’ll get married and take over the
place; her only other sibling, Tom, died of complications from
AIDS more than a year ago. Thanks to the ranch, with its oil and
gas and good grazing, the Pennebakers are inexhaustibly wealthy,
and they amount to laid-back nobility in tiny Rita Blanca, Texas.
Marty has a purely sexual relationship with local Pettus Lyndecker, a member of a poor family that’s just scraping by, but for
Pettus, lust is turning into love, which complicates matters. Soon,
Chito Sosa, Tom’s Mexican widower, arrives in town with money
to fulfill Tom’s hope of making a difference in the decaying town.
Other characters include twins Darcy and Delilah Lyndecker,
Pettus’ sisters, and their failing flower shop; their archenemy is
upstart florist Carol Ann Jansky. Another subplot involves Syrian refugee Adnan Hakim and his young daughter, Haya, who are
discovered hiding on the ranch; they try to avoid deportation
with other characters’ help. Sibley is an experienced novelist and
playwright and a native Texan. Plot is his strong point, although
readers will often find it easy to guess the next twist. However,
he clearly loves his kooky characters and looks after them as only
an affectionate puppeteer can: Is someone having a crisis in their
life? Perhaps a marriage will help—or perhaps a sudden monetary windfall. Is a change of heart needed? If so, Sibley will look
into that, too—even if that is a bit more of a challenge. Some
may object to such relentless conjuring of happiness, but other
readers will relish it.
A busy but wonderful example of generous escapism and a
book to be recommended.

“Wagner-Wright thoughtfully captures the
religious conflicts of the time and the ways in which
they feed into political and territorial ones.”
saxon heroines

interested in doing the same. The first half describes how she
found, acquired, and renovated properties in multiple states.
Each chapter ends with a list of relevant lessons, but the section
focuses mainly on the author’s frustration with unresponsive
contractors, her satisfaction at transforming neglected houses
into coveted destinations, and her apprehension while navigating changes in zoning rules. In the book’s second half, VanDergrift moves into a more solutions-oriented approach, listing
reasons why purchasing, maintaining, and marketing properties
for short-term rentals is a solid moneymaking idea and explaining the mechanics of how to do so. Overall, VanDergrift is an
engaging writer whose enthusiasm for her chosen field is evident throughout this work. Some of her reasons why readers
should get into the business seem like a bit of a stretch (“You
will literally get a hit of dopamine every time that you see a new
booking on your computer screen or phone!”), but the book also
makes a solid case for its financial benefits. There’s also plenty
of concrete, actionable information here, including instruction
on developing a business plan; explanations of major rental
platforms, such as Airbnb and Vrbo; and the mechanics of the
purchase process from offer to closing. The book does an excellent job of addressing the particular challenges of owning rental
properties outside one’s local area, which is a particular challenge for those who don’t live in vacation hot spots. At several
points, the author addresses the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic
and how it has, and has not, changed her own business.
A cheerful and useful real estate business book.
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SAXON HEROINES
Women of Determination
and Courage

Wagner-Wright, Sandra
Wagner-Wright Enterprises (240 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $3.99 e-book | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-73-541320-4
A historical novel set in seventh-century England follows a new queen and
the women of her court as they struggle
to survive and prosper.
Princess Ethelberga of Kent marries King Edwin of Northumbria to form a political alliance
between Edwin and her brother, Eadbald, the King of Kent.
She’s disgusted by Northumbria, which she sees as a coarse
backwoods, and by her new husband, an unrefined warrior
who’s perpetually in search of new wars. However, she’s intent
on securing a future for herself, so she plans to give the king an
heir. Also, with the encouragement of Pope Boniface and the
helpful machinations of Bishop Paulinus, she aims to convince
Edwin to convert to Christianity and abandon his allegiance
to Woden and other pagan gods, to whom he attributes his
military fortunes. In addition, Ethelberga decides to teach the
women of her kingdom to read, including Princess Hildeburg,
Edwin’s young niece. Wagner-Wright, in the third installment
of her series, chronicles the trials of Ethelberga and the women
surrounding her as they attempt to carve out meaningful lives in
a male-dominated world. The author’s command of the historical period is magisterial, and she paints a lively, even terrifying
picture of an England riven by tribalistic conflicts, fleeting alliances, and bloodthirsty monarchs. Furthermore, she thoughtfully captures the religious conflicts of the time and the ways
in which they feed into political and territorial ones; as Hildeburg aptly puts it, “When gods dispute, kings die.” Ethelberga,
in particular, emerges as a memorable heroine; even after she
faces a major tragedy and a siege of Northumbria, leaving her
a “displaced queen,” she displays remarkable resilience and
shrewd, calculating intelligence. Wagner-Wright has a tendency
to freight the reader with an excess of detail—particularly when
it comes to the labyrinthine political entanglements that are
central to the novel—but this dramatically gripping novel is
worth readers’ effort.
A captivating account of the lives of extraordinary women
in perilous times.

THE CLOCKMAKER’S TALE
And Other Stories

Williams, Ian
Self (145 pp.)
$1.40 e-book | Jun. 20, 2021

y o u n g a d u lt

SF author Williams offers six SF tales
set in a dystopian future, headlined by a
tale of an old-style craftsman in a hightech tomorrow.
Williams’ compact short stories
occur in landscapes devastated by war
and pollution. An exception (maybe) is the title piece, but “A
Clockmaker’s Tale” too carries the author’s mixed view of technology’s consequences. In a society of flying cars and other
breakthroughs, George Sebastian Phillips, an artisan, still laboriously services, maintains, and builds mechanical clocks by
hand. A salesman convinces him to try the “Work Buddy,” an
AI skull attachment that allows users to drowse and sleep while
their bodies continue to do skilled labor. No harm in that, right?
George’s efficiency improves but, predictably, at a horrible cost.
More benign are the intelligent robots in “10,000”; a pair of AIs
on the moon attempt to revive the human race after a fiendish
biological weapon erases humans from the Earth. A specimen
pool of 10,000 cryogenically frozen human volunteers are available for the robots’ research, but failure and frustration bring
grief even to the automatons. Two tales, “Post-Truth Tours” and
“Law and Disorder,” may well unfold in the same bleak world, a
place where stern AI judgments face anyone who defies social
norms. “Waste Not,” perhaps the most thought-provoking
entry, envisions a hellish, garbage-choked dystopian society and
a poor family man taking a desperate chance to escape it. “Last
Bus to Freedom,” the tale with the least obvious SF trappings—
mainly war drones and mythical place names—is mostly action,
describing a POW uprising and harrowing attempted escape
through enemy lines. Like his horror-oriented compatriot
Charles Birkin, Williams tells his material matter-of-factly and
doesn’t shy away from pain and doom, though his attitude is not
as pessimistic as Birkin’s. Genre readers may note the absence
of space aliens in the assortment. Homo sapiens (and their silicon-chip cohorts) provide more than enough trouble, mayhem,
and solutions-that-are-worse-than-the-problems, thank you.
Easily read sextet of largely cautionary SF tales in the oldfashioned manner.
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B o o k To Sc r e e n
News of film and TV adaptations in the works

BY MICHAEL SCHAUB
Leonardo Cendamo/Getty Images

A THOUSAND SPLENDID SUNS TV SERIES IN WORKS
Khaled Hosseini’s bestselling novel A Thousand Splendid Suns is
headed to the small screen, Deadline reports.
Entertainment company One Community signed a deal with Hosseini
to develop his 2007 book as a limited series.
Hosseini’s novel, a follow-up to his bestseller The Kite Runner, tells
the story of two Afghan women whose lives intersect after a tragedy.
The book received a starred review from Kirkus, with a critic calling it
“another artistic triumph, and surefire bestseller, for this fearless writer.”
A spokesperson for One Community told Deadline that the novel is
“one of the most beautifully written books I’ve read. It’s a powerful look
at Afghanistan’s recent history, but also a deeply moving, hopeful and
Khaled Hosseini
inspiring love story, and we are thrilled to be working with Khaled to
bring it from page to screen.”
A Thousand Splendid Suns was previously adapted into a 2017 stage play that premiered in San Francisco. The Kite Runner was also adapted into a play that premiered in 2009 and into a 2007 movie directed by Marc Forster and starring Khalid
Abdalla and Zekeria Ebrahimi. The movie received mostly critical praise and earned several award nominations, including two
Golden Globe and three BAFTA nods.
There’s no word yet on a potential screenwriter or director for the adaptation of A Thousand Splendid Suns.

Corbis via Getty Images

IMAGINE DOCUMENTARIES WINS AUCTION FOR SOUL CITY
Imagine Documentaries won an auction for the screen rights
to Thomas Healy’s Soul City: Race, Equality, and the Lost Dream
of an American Utopia, Deadline reports.
Healy’s book tells the true story of the development of Soul
City, North Carolina, an intentional community focused on racial
equality, which was founded by civil rights activist Floyd McKissick
in 1969. The city never took off because of opposition from the
press and Republican Sen. Jesse Helms.
In a starred review, a critic for Kirkus called Healy’s book “an
engrossing and often heartbreaking look at a singular attempt to
achieve some measure of racial equality in the U.S.”
“Imagine is honored to bring this important and forgotten story Floyd McKissick in 1960
of Soul City to life for audiences,” said Imagine Documentaries
President Justin Wilkes and Executive Vice President Sara Bernstein. “Its contemporary relevance is undeniable.”
Deadline reports that Imagine plans to “develop the book across multiple divisions at Imagine in scripted and unscripted formats.”
“Soul City was one of the most important projects to emerge from the civil rights era, yet it nearly vanished from our collective
memory,” Healy said. “I’m thrilled that Imagine will bring this remarkable story to a wide audience, and I’m confident it will give
Floyd McKissick’s unrealized dream the thoughtful and respectful treatment it deserves.”
Michael Schaub is a Texas-based journalist and regular contributor to NPR.
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Gregory McNamee

Joseph Heller’s Catch-22 Enters Its Eighth Decade
George Rose/Getty Images

In 1969, the highest-ranking noncommissioned officer in
the U.S. Army was jailed for a variety of financial crimes
committed in Vietnam. Millions of dollars had disappeared
on his watch, while his commanding general, bribed with
whiskey, appliances, and fine furniture, looked the other way.
So, it emerged, did everyone in the chain of command, all
the way up to the top.
Between 2003 and 2013 in Iraq, $100 billion vanished
into pockets unknown. In just one reported instance, U.S.
Army personnel sold off brand-new military equipment by
the convoy load as scrap metal in neighboring Jordan, netting millions of dollars.
In his comic anti-war masterpiece Catch-22, published in 1961, Joseph Heller, a bombardier during World
War II, anticipated those breathtaking crimes with a character he called Milo Minderbinder. Rising through
the officer ranks, Milo organizes schemes complex enough to keep a team of forensic accountants busy for
decades. In one, he captures the market on Egyptian cotton, but he fails to forecast the market for the commodity and has to create a shortage in order to oil the machinery of supply and demand. How he does that
is, well, spectacularly devious and worthy of a high-level executive position at Halliburton.
The moral center of Catch-22, whose very title speaks to an absurdity (if you don’t want to fight, you’re
sane, which means you can’t be excused from fighting on grounds of insanity), is another bombardier. Yossarian is convinced—quite reasonably—that people are trying to kill him. “They’re shooting at everyone,”
says a fellow officer, but Yossarian takes it personally, “because strangers he didn’t know shot at him with
cannons every time he flew up in the air to drop bombs on them.”
But it’s Milo’s machinations that drive the story. Yossarian tries to look the
other way at first, even as Milo attempts to enlist him in one scheme after another.
Indeed, Milo has organized the supply chain of war so that every bomb that falls,
every bullet that flies, every egg that fries brings him a profit. His bookkeeping is
convoluted, a pyramid that would make Bernie Madoff blush with shame, culminating in a syndicate in which everyone holds a share—and Milo, heading M&M
Enterprises, means everyone: “The Germans are also members in good standing of
the syndicate, and it’s my job to protect their rights as shareholders.”
Threading his way through a gauntlet of incompetent, greedy, venal senior officers who keep raising the number of required bomber missions to the point of
certain death, Yossarian wants no part of the syndicate, no part of the Army. The
killing is one thing, but it’s the corruption that bothers him most: “When I look
up,” he says wearily, “I see people cashing in on every decent impulse and every
human tragedy.”
It’s the nature of war, the nature of fat defense contracts and unmonitored dollars. It’s criminal. It’s
absurd—and no one has captured that better than Joseph Heller, whose Catch-22 has become a byword for
a web of martial intrigue.
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